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Goals 

Goal of the dissertation is to make a critical summary of those investigations which intend to 
uncover and manage the whole scale of uncertainty. That is why I investigate into the actual 
tasks in the field of ’technology foresight’. This investigation is partly descriptive, partly 
critically analysing. Investigation has to demonstrate, on the one side,  the state-of-the art 
where I follow the existence of basic uncertainty. On the other side, it has to demonstrate 
what sorts of further tasks are possible to solve and what sorts of starting point should be 
outlined to their solution.   

Because of its comprehensive importance, development of the instruments uncovering 
the basic forms of essential uncertainties and development of methods of their management in 
societally acceptable manner have special scientific and political importance. This topic is 
unique for its future dimension and also for its steadily growing weight in the global 
innovation race. 

But both futures studies and innovation research remain partly in debt in this respect, 
meanwhile the basic uncertainties become everyday issues, because of the growing 
complexity of the societal processes. Surprising crises are already everyday reality, even 
when it sounds very paradoxic. 
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Investigation methods 

 
My method is essentially interdisciplinary and utilises the newest results of the so called 
‘science-technology-society studies’. I utilise, but with different weights, all the three 
investigation possibilities (the theoretical, the case studies, the historical).  

First of all, I criticise, from the theoretical and methodological point of view, such 
general approaches like ‘technology foresight’ and such instruments of great importance like 
‘environment scanning’, scanario construction or roadmapping. I add to this with critical 
analytical investigation into such especially important issues like the ‘hydrogen economy’ and 
the regulation of emerging technologies.    

I utilise historical overview both with the theoretical research and the study on the 
practical case. This allows that I can reach basic theoretical and methodological conclusions.  
I enclose an Appendix to the dissertation. Firts, I summarise critical weaknesses of recent 
histories of risk. I add some statements on the characteresitics of roadmaps, completing the 
description made in the dissertation that was very short by necessity. At the end I summarise 
the results of the research made together with a South-Korean PhD student on the historical 
development of the ‘hydrogen economy’ as critical case of the long term planning in Hungary 
and the South-Korean Republic.  
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Summary 

My dissertation deals with investigation and management tools of ‘deep uncertainty’. This is a 
basic task for futures research and management. We can speak about ’deep uncertainty’ when 
the preconditions are missing to make calculations of risks with predictive intention. It is an 
invaluable result how calculability was raised in the field of risk, but it is also essential for 
futures research and innovation research to reach the highest possible rationality in describing 
and managing ’deep uncertainties.  

I critically investigate in my dissertation first into ‘foresight’ efforts, then more widely, 
methods of ‘environment scanning’, ‘weak signs’, ‘wild cards’. I emphasise the special 
importance of ‘unbelieveable scenarios’ in future studies. Public participation is of highest 
importance both in the uncovering as well as management of ‘deep uncertainties’, especially 
participation of ‘concerned groups’. ‘Precautionary principle’ gets special importance in 
dealing with ‘deep uncertainty’. I point to the fact that correct interpretation of the 
‘precautionary principle’ always involves forcare as being precautionary for preserving some 
of our values.  

I investigate into the importance of roadmapping in long term strategic planning. 
Roadmap show the best road in cases of good calculability, while roadmapping will itself be a 
part of providing for some road in case of ‘deep uncertainty’, of ‘open future’. Any roadmap 
requires to commit some standpoint concerning construction and realisation of a self-realising 
foresight. Communication and rhetorical role of a roadmap is especially important in such 
cases. A special paradox exists. ‘Deep uncertainty’ certainly influences long term strategic 
planning critically, because you can construct a roadmap only when you have some goal or 
goal-vision at least. With this the long term accomodation will be restricted. On the other side, 
roadmaps, at their nodes, uncover ‘deep uncertainties’. Roadmaps formulate expert opinions 
in such cases if the task would be assessed to be able to be solved. This is expressed with their 
rhetoric too. It is unavoidable to make a full-fledged explication and critical investigation of 
these expert opinions to provide for the realisation of the limited but essential task of 
roadmaps.         

I explore a case from the practice. I demonstrate with the plan of realising a ‘hydrogen 
economy’ that this is a recent commitment to a 50 year long comprehensive effort. In this case 
it is of special importance to see what sorts of damages and benefits emerge when, on the base 
of this recent selection decision, the chosen alternative is seen as unique. Roadmaps get a 
basic role in this commitment. Long term strategic planning prefers more flexible strategies 
already. I also demonstrate that on the highest levels of decison makers and experts an army 
of unacceptable argumentation tools are deployed, to help transforming the plan of a 
hydrogen economy into a self-realising ‘game’. 

There is ‘deep uncertainty’ in the field of emerging innovations. This is essential problem 
for the regulation dimension too, because it is impossible to order proportional reward or 
punishment to well-known actions. Self-regulation remains in such cases for development. 
This means the priority of co-operation among the participants being in critical opposition. It 
raises to working out a ‘code of behaviour’, as the emerging self-regulation in the field of 
nanotech shows a case for. The emerging self-regulation of this field provides for an exemplar 
for self-regulation of any emergence phase of any emerging technology. I interpret this in my 
dissertation with some criticism.   
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Összefoglalás 

Disszertációm vizsgálati és menedzsment eszközökkel foglalkozik a ‘mély bizonytalanság’ 
területén. Ez alapvető feladat a jövőkutatás és az innovációkutatás számára. ‘Mély 
bizonytalanságról’ beszélünk, ha nincsenek meg annak a feltételei, hogy akár közelítő 
számításokat végezzünk a kockázatokra prognosztikus céllal. Óriási eredmény, ahogy a 
kiszámíthatóságot a kockázatkutatás területén érvényesítették, de a jövőkutatás és az 
innovációkutatás számára döntő fontosságú a lehető legnagyobb racionalitás elérése a ‘mély 
bizonytalanság’ leírásában és menedzselésében is.  

Disszertációmban ebből a szempontból vizsgálom kritikailag először az un. 
‘előretekintés’ (foresight) törekvéseket, majd szélesebben, a ‘jövőkutatási tanulmányokban’ 
megjelenő  ‘környezetpásztázás’, ‘gyenge jelek’ ‘szabadkártya’ módszerét. Hangsúlyozom az 
un. ‘hihetetlen szcenáriók’ keresésének fontosságát. Különös fontosságú a ‘mély 
bizonytalanság’ feltárásában és menedzselésében a társadalmi részvétel, különösképpen az  
‘aggódó csoportok’ aktív részvétele. Ebből a szempontból központi szerepet kap a 
‘elővigyázatossági elv’ és annak érvényesítése. Rámutatok arra, hogy az  ‘elővigyázatosság’ 
helyes értelmezése azt, mindig, mint valamiért való elővigyázatosságot (forcare), értékeink 
megőrzésének részeként értelmezi.     

Disszertációmban vizsgálom az úttérkép-készítés jelentőségét hosszú távú stratégiai 
tervezésnél. Jól kiszámítható esetekben az úttérkép megmutatja az optimális utat, míg az 
alapvető bizonytalanság, a ‘nyílt jövő’ esetén részese lesz annak, hogy létrehozzuk azt. Az 
úttérkép ugyanis állásfoglalásra késztet egy önmegvalósító jóslat kialakításával és 
megvalósításával kapcsolatban. Ezért különös jelentőségű ilyen esetekben az úttérkép 
kommunikációs és retorikai szerepe. Sajátos paradoxon jön így létre. Az ‘alapvető 
bizonytalanság’ biztosan kritikusan befolyásolja a hosszút távú tervezést, mivel az úttérkép 
csak a cél vagy legalább egy cél-vízió alapján alakítható ki. Ezzel korlátozó elemet visz be a 
hosszú távú alkalmazkodóképességbe. Másrészt a hosszú távú úttérképek csomópontjaikon 
azt mutatják meg, hogy ‘alapvetően bizonytalan’ helyzet áll fenn. Ilyenkor az úttérképek 
szakértői véleményt is fogalmaznak meg arról, hogy a feladat megoldható, ezt retorikájukkal 
is kifejezik. E szakértői vélemények teljes explikálása és kritikai vizsgálata elengedhetetlen, 
hogy a hosszú távú stratégiai úttérképek korlátozott, de lényegi feladatukat el tudják látni.  

Vizsgálok egy gyakorlati esetet. Kimutatom az un. hidrogéngazdaság megvalósításának 
terve kapcsán, hogy ez egy 50 éves átfogó erőfeszítés iránt való jelenlegi elköteleződés, amely 
esetén különös fontosságú, hogy milyen lehetséges károkkal és előnyökkel jár, hogy ez a 
jelenlegi szelekciós döntés a választott hosszú távú lehetőséget már most egyetlen 
lehetőségnek tekinti. Az úttérképek alapvető szerepet kapnak ebben az elköteleződésben. A 
hosszú távú stratégiai tervezés ma már rugalmasabb stratégiák kialakítását helyezi előtérbe. 
Rámutatok arra is, hogy a döntéshozók és szakértők legmagasabb szintjén elfogadhatatlan 
érvelési eszközök seregét vetik be azért, hogy sikerüljön a hidrogéngazdaság tervét 
önmegvalósító ‘játékká’ alakítani. 

Alapvető bizonytalanság uralkodik keletkező innovációk területén. Ez a regulációs 
dimenzió szempontjából is alapvető problémát jelent, mert nem tudunk jól ismert nagyságú 
tettek jól ismert hatásaihoz arányos jutalmat vagy büntetést hozzárendelni. Ebben a 
helyzetben a fejlődésre fennmaradó lehetőség az önszerveződő szabályozás. Ez a kooperáció 
elsődlegességét jelenti kritikusan szembenálló résztvevők között és un. ‘viselkedési kódex’ 
kidolgozásában csúcsosodhat ki, ahogy erre a nanotechnológia területén kialakuló 
önszabályozás példát mutat. E terület megjelenő önszabályozódása, amelyet kritikailag 
interpretálok a dolgozatomban, ‘puha törvény’, ‘viselkedési kódex’ létrehozásával, minta 
lehet minden keletkező technológiai innováció keletkezési szakaszának önszabályozódásához.  
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Theses 

 
Thesis 1:  Taking into account ‘deep uncertainty’ is essential to meet the recent societal 

and technological challenges adequately. Precaution, a rational answer to meet 
‘deep uncertainty’ when first meeting it, is forecare. Successful radical 
innovations demonstrate how some sort of ‘deep uncertainties’ can be turned 
even into issues of quantitative risk takings. 

 (Chapter 1) 
 Publications1: [1] [7] [8][18][19] [26] [34] 
Thesis 2:  Notwithstanding its all development, ‘Foresight’ as research under conditions 

of ‘incertitude’ shows basic problems from the point of view of methodology. 
These are only partially awaken to consciousness. The ‘future-oriented 
technology analysis’ is a trial to renew the approach, but basic weaknesses 
remain. Concerning the task that an up-to-date ‘technology foresight’ has to 
solve in serving for the already recognised newest generation of innovation 
policy it is unavoidable to take into account the appropriate exploration of 
‘deep uncertainty’, strengthening public participation, and realisation of 
technology assessment as a ‘double fictitious’ but systematic speculation on 
futures. 

 (Chapter 2) 
Publications: [24] [28] 

Thesis 3:  A series of renewing and new instruments appear in the instrumentarium of 
futures studies. All these group around the problem of ‘deep uncertainty’. 
There is an interpretation and definition chaos in the fields of environment 
scanning, weak signals and wild cards, as I demonstrate. A new period of 
futures research is announced with the recently reached new knowledge of 
‘impossible scenarios’ as special wild cards. Dissemination of this new 
methodology is rather backward, notwithstanding the pioneering role of 
introducing ‘impossible scenarios’. With this futures studies set limits to itself. 

 (Chapter 3) 
Publications:[4] [8] [18] [23] [28] 

Thesis 4:  ‘Concerned groups’ should get essential role in the exploration of the 
necessary and possible changes of directions of innovation dynamics. This role 
involves the working along a special cognitive and socio-political perspective. 
In this working the realisation of the cognitive role that is not substitutable, 
leads to a democratisation that overcomes what von Hippel conceptualises as 
‘democratization of innovation’. 

 (Chapter 4) 
 Publications: [1] [8] [9] [17] [32] [36] 
Thesis 5:  Long term strategic roadmapping has basic limits that are not discussed. These 

roadmaps are trials to help in alignment of actors too. ‘Hydrogen economy’ 
shows problematic communication aspects both with its roadmaps and expert 
rhetorics. 

Thesis 5.a:  ‘Roadmaps promote commitment by that that the expert opinions assess ‘deep 
uncertainties’ as solvable problems. Simultaneously, with long term strategic 
radmaps there is an intermingled language. Often it is not clear how far does it 

                                                 
1 The numbers refer to my publications listed in “Publications of the Author” 
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present future extrapolation or a time series of normative requirements. They 
have strong rhetoric aspects as argumentation tools. 

 (Chapter 5) 
Thesis 5.b: Strategic roadmaps for the ‘hydrogen economy’ intend to reinforce the 

commitment to the vision of HE. Roadmaps function as alignment instruments 
too. There is a widespread rhetoric around the expected HE. The same time, 
rhetoric for the ‘hydogen economy’ uses numerous problematic argumentation 
modes in professional materials too. 

 (Chapter 6) 
Publications: [2] [6] [11] [14] [15]  [16] [24] [27] [29] 

Thesis 6:  A promising initiative is realising in the field of some sorts of nanotechs. This 
is a turn form the opposition of ‘innovators’ and ‘concerned groups’ to the 
critical strategic cooperation. Together with the Code of Conduct worked out 
by the EC this trial can provide for a model how a voluntary regulation for safe 
research in the field of emerging technologies can be realised. 

 (Chapter 7) 
 Publications: [2] [5] [10]  
 

New scientific results 

 My dissertation traces the newest tendencies in futures research and innovation studies and –
management. The newest tendencies in risk research make their basis. Goal of the dissertation 
is to investigate into the manner the descriptive-analytical and management task of ’essential 
uncertainty’ realise in futures research and innovation research.  

I vindicate some right of originality with the descriptive summary of the state-of-the art 
with every issue. These are my summaries of the processes and situations. I summarise my 
results in 6 theses and two sub-theses.  They express the new scientificresults in a comprised 
way. 
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Tézisek 

 

1. Tézis:   A jelen társadalmi és technológiai kihívásaival való adekvát szembenézéshez 
az ‘alapvető bizonytalanságot’ is számba kell venni. Az elővigyázatosság, ami 
egy racionális válasz az ‘alapvető bizonytalansággal’ való első találkozáskor, 
előre gondoskodás (forecare) valamiről. A sikeres radikális innovációk 
megmutatják, hogyan lehet bizonyos fajta ‘mély bizonytalanságokat’ 
kvantitatív kockázatszámítási ügyekké átalakítani.  

 (1. Fejezet) 

 Publikációk2: [1] [7] [8][18][19] [26] [34] 

2. Tézis:   Az ‘előretekintés’ (Foresight) mint bizonytalanságkutatás – minden fejlődése 
ellenére – ma alapvető, de csak részlegesen tudatosított kutatásmetodikai 
problémákat mutat. A ‘jövőorientált technológiaelemzés’ koncepciója ellenére 
az alapvető hiányosságok megmaradtak. Ugyanis az innovációpolitika – már 
felismert – legújabb generációjának kiszolgálásakor a korszerű ‘technológiai 
előretekintés’ megköveteli a ‘mély bizonytalanság’ megfelelő 
figyelembevételét, a közrészvétel erősítését, illetve a technológiai 
hatáselemzést, mint ‘kétszeresen fiktív’, de rendszeres jövőspekuláció 
megvalósítását. 

 (2. Fejezet) 
 Publikációk: [24] [28] 

3. Tézis:   Megújuló és új eszközök sora jelentkezik ma a jövőkutatás eszköztárában. 
Ezek a ‘mély bizonytalanság’ problémája köré csoportosulnak. A 
‘környezetpásztázás’, ‘gyenge jelek’ és a ‘szabadkártyák’ területén 
feladatértelmezési és meghatározási zűrzavar is van. A ‘hihetetlen 
szcenáriókra’ mint a szabadkártyák új fajtájára vonatkozó új ismeretek 
megjelenése új periódus nyitányát jelentik a jövőkutatásban, noha elterjedése 
még nagyon viszonylagos maradt. Ezzel a jövőkutatás önmagát korlátozza. 

 (3. Fejezet) 
 Publikációk: [4] [8] [18] [23] [28] 

4. Tézis:  Az ‘aggódó csoportoknak’ alapvető szerepet kell kapni az innovációs dinamika 
lehetséges és szükséges irányváltásainak kikutatásban. Ez a szerep sajátos, 
kognitív és társadalompolitikai feladat megvalósításából áll, amelyben a 
mással nem helyettesíthető kognitív szerep ellátása az innováció további − von 
Hippel konceptualizálásán túlmenő − demokratizáláshoz vezet. 

 (4. Fejezet) 

 Publikációk: [1] [8] [9] [17] [32] [36] 

5. Tézis:  A hosszú távú stratégiai úttérkép-készítésnek a ‘mély bizonytalanság’ alapvető, 
de nem vizsgált korlátokat állít. Az úttérképekkel általában megpróbálnak 

                                                 
2 A számok a “Publications of the Author”  fejezetben felsorolt publikációk sorszámát jelentik 
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elköteleződést elősegíteni. A ‘hidrogéngazdaság’ problematikus 
kommunikációs sajátosságokat mutat mind úttérképei mind szakértői retorikái 
tekintetében.  

5.a Tézis:  Az elköteleződést az úttérképek azzal segítik elő, hogy a szakértői vélemények 
a ‘mély bizonytalanságokat’ megoldható problémáknak ítélik. Ugyanakkor 
egymásba fonódott, hogy mikor beszélnek leíró illetve normatív ügyekről. 
Érvelési eszközökként erős retorikai aspektusuk van. 

 (5. Fejezet) 

5.b Tézis:  A ‘hidrogéngazdaság’ stratégiai úttérképei megerősíteni törekszenek az 
elköteleződést a ‘hidrogéngazdaság’ iránt. Az úttérképek felsorakoztatási 
eszközökként is működnek. Ugyanakkor a ‘hidrogéngazdaság’ melletti érvelés 
számos jogtalan érvelési módot is felhasznált a szakmai anyagokban is. 

 (6. Fejezet) 
 Publikációk: [2] [6] [11] [14] [15]  [16] [24] [27] [29] 

6. Tézis:  Bíztató kezdeményezés jött létre bizonyos nanotechnológiák területén az 
‘innovátorok’és az ‘aggódó csoportok’ szembenállásától a kritikus stratégiai 
együttműködés felé. Az Európai Bizottság által kiadott Magatartási Kódexszel 
(Code of Conduct) együtt mintát mutathatnak a keletkező technológiák 
biztonságos kutatásának önkéntes szabályozása felé. 

 (7. Fejezet) 

 Publikációk: [2] [5] [10] 
 

 Új tudományos eredmények 

Disszertációm a jövőkutatás, illetve az innovációkutatás és -menedzselés területén megjelent 
újabb tendenciákkal foglalkozik. Ezek alapját a kockázatkutatásban megjelenő újabb 
tendenciák képezik. Célja, hogy vizsgálja, hogyan jelenik meg a jövőkutatás és az 
innovációkutatás bizonyos területein az ‘alapvető bizonytalanság’ mint leírási-elemzési illetve 
menedzselési feladat.  

A helyzet leíró összefoglalása minden esetben a leíró összefoglalásra vonatkozó bizonyos 
újdonság igény vindikálását is jelenti. Ezek az összefoglalások az én leírásaim az adott 
folyamatokról és helyzetekről. Eredményeimet a következő 6 főtézisbe és 2 altézisbe 
foglaltam össze. 
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Introduction 

On topics and methods of the research 

Radical innovations emerge under conditions of ‘incertitude’, under conditions of the 
interactions of most different types of certain and uncertain risks. Their realisation itself often 
results in ‘surprise’, and may have surprising impacts on the environments in which they will 
be tried to utilise.3 It is but natural that anticipative action seems worth-while to meet the 
possible impacts as far as possible. This task of anticipatively assessing ‘impacts’ is even 
more complex when we take into account that impacts are results of interaction with very 
often ‘deeply uncertain’ environments. To solve the task leads us to some ‘double fictitious’ 
story making.4  

The classical scientific assessment of uncertainty is the quantitative risk assessment 
(qRA). If you know the damaging events and their frequencies you certainly can make 
prognostic calculations, too. QRA has a quite long success story in modernity. But, for its 
reductive nature, that we have to know these very basic preconditions, it is with ignorance 
(‘deep uncertainty’) hopelessly challenged in strongly turbulent issues and with basic lacks in 
knowledge. These types of problems will be more and more often. 

This dissertation intends to make some progress in two areas of innovation studies and in 
futures studies.  

First it identifies, assesses and critically evaluates the state of recent knowledge of 
‘incertitude’ around innovations and in futures studies. Based on this it will add some 
elements to the theories of innovation and futures studies.  

Second, the dissertation critically investigates into two cases in the practice of 
management trials when ‘deep uncertainty’ surrounds the undertaking. Critical investigation 
of these cases adds knowledge to management of innovation. 

The dissertation has two parts. In the first part, it begins with a sketch on what 
‘incertitude’ includes, what the precautionary approach is and how radical innovation looks 
like from the perspective of its uncertainty. These issues provide for the focus the whole 
dissertation has. It makes the theoretical basis for the subsequent investigations. It traces how 
‘incertitude’ and management efforts appear in such undertakings as ‘technology foresight’, 
as environment scanning, scenario building or roadmapping. It also looks for how precaution 
and public participatory approaches are realised. In the 2nd chapter, the dissertation scrutinises 
recent foresight approaches embedding them into the historical development of foresight. In 
the 3rd chapter it traces the development of some foresight tools that are unavoidable in 
assessing the dynamic of radical innovations. These tools include environment scanning, 
weak signs, wild card and ‘unbelievable scenarios’ and roadmapping (including possibilities 
of ignorance), respectively.  

                                                 
3 The term ‘incertitude’ is of Andy Stirling (1999). It was introduced to term all the different sorts of  uncertainty and risk 

together. ‘Incertitude’ includes both quantitative risk and ‘ignorance’, the ‘deep uncertainty’. Further information on ‘incertitude you’ll find in chapter 1. 
4 Anticipating possible impacts of emerging radical innovations is fictitious first because we have only uncertain alternatives 

of the emerging innovation. Second, it is fictitious because it may be also ‘deeply uncertain’ in what sorts of 

environments what sorts of impacts the candidates of the emerging innovation will have, provided one or some of them 

will be realised. It is a widening persuasion that it is worth wile to engage in thought experiments in this early 

undertaking to systematically putting emerging innovations in possible contexts to speculate about impacts. This is a 

most important precondition to realise an anticipatory practice.   
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In the 4th chapter, the dissertation outlines a recently much debated issue. This debate is 
on the possible roles of public participation in governance of innovation. It is to be seen that 
from useful tools of action, technology turns into a basic medium of life by now and there is 
an emerging need for democratizing technological development. This need is reinforced by 
the ‘incertitude’ that surrounds any radical innovation. On the other side, the recent ‘open 
innovation’ trials also show that public participation may be a most valuable cognitive 
resource for the success of innovation. The dissertation concentrates on inclusion of 
concerned groups, based on the critical evaluation of the so called TEKSS material, realised 
on the charge by the EC/DG Research.  

In its second part, the dissertation scrutinizes two cases. With this it goes over to 
exemplifying two applications of the tools mentioned above. First, the ‘hydrogen economy’ 
will be assessed in the 5th and 6th chapter. The ‘hydrogen economy’ vision includes a series of 
‘deep uncertainties’, it is open to (unforeseeable) bad (and good) surprises. Therefore 
communication of the scientificity of the vision has special importance. Unfortunately, 
assessment of the role of communication is generally neglected when success chances for 
such long-term strategic plans are discussed as the so called ‘hydrogen economy’. For the 
special role of communication in the possible provisional success of the ‘hydrogen economy’ 
in the last some years special interest is devoted to the issue of how discourses and 
communication become persuasive, how rhetoric works, in reinforcing or diminishing 
expectations.  

In the last, in the 7th chapter of the dissertation it outlines and assesses how governance 
of an emerging technology is developing. The dissertation turns to the case of emerging 
nanotech and the recent regulatory effort based on ‘soft-law’, on willingness to make and 
keep some agreement by the adversary parties concerning the investigation into the possible 
dangers of emerging radical technologies. Regulatory efforts realised by DuPont and 
environmentalists as well as the nanocode developed by the European Community are 
critically evaluated.   

Three methods are used in the dissertation, even when unevenly, the historical, the 
theoretical and the empirical. You may choose for each to start with. Here, emphasis is on the 
theoretical approach. But the complexity of the task needs this multiple approach and all the 
historical, the theoretical and the empirical approaches are expected to mutually reinforce 
each other in the dissertation. For example empirically demonstrating the role of value 
commitments and rhetoric tools in the story of the ‘hydrogen economy’ shows how far 
theoretical considerations can be evidenced by value commitments and rhetoric really forming 
innovation policy. This evidence reinforces the theoretical approach and gives some heuristic 
for later further theoretical or historical research too. 

   I finish with some remark on my education to indicate my personal motivation. I 
studied both engineering management and literature, the latter both as history of literature, 
and also as comparative studies on literature. Hence I have on the one side a personal appeal 
to investigate into working of theoretical considerations on technological development and 
innovation but also into its management in real practical contexts. On the other side, 
assessment and management of ‘incertitude’ is essentially discourse-based. Further, a 
non-reductive approach gives place to forms of cognition in everyday life. (Results of them 
precipitate in proverbs, among other things.) Third, as everybody, even risk-experts 
unavoidably use such tools of research like metaphors. Fourth, to get the needed alliance and 
support successful communication of technological projects is unavoidable as well and 
communication adds this way an essential dimension to technological considerations. All 
these make appealing to investigate into the communication and literature side of the issue of 
assessing and managing ‘incertitude’. These aspects are, by no means incidentally, neglected 
parts of risk research when, as a guiding vision, ‘rational actors’ are seen as ideal actors. 
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1 Chapter  

On ‘incertitude’, the precautionary approach and radical innovation as 

managing ‘incertitude’ by turning it into some calculable risk5 

1.1 On ‘incertitude’ 

 Understanding uncertainty in modernity has developed as a progressing capability of 
calculation of risks, the quantitative risk assessment (qRA). As its essential it is calculation of 
the probabilities of occurrence of some known set of events and multiplying these 
probabilities with the possible damages the set of events may cause. This way the qRA aims 
at the best possible prediction of risks. This approach includes into the (probabilistic) 
deterministic planning and command and control regulatory approach. All these issues, qRA, 
deterministic planning, command and control approach requires the existence of quite strong 
preconditions (as, concerning qRA I indicated above). These strong preconditions can up to a 
grade be weakened. For example fuzzy set techniques can be included concerning the 
estimations of events.  

Sooner or later we may meet issues when risk calculations can not be realised. In the 
extreme case we move in the strong fog and may be confronted with a double problem. One 
part of the problem is the essential lack of information. The other part is uncertainty in our 
orientation values. But strictly speaking we may classify it as information lack, we can 
differentiate a third part of the problem too. This is that we may believe that there is some 
highly turbulent world from which we only have weakest signs but not knowledge that would 
allow making a model of the world. The often suggested management technique is turning the 
usual behaviour into its opposite. It is suggested to realise a pure trial and error effort. (‘You 
have to do something after all! But because you have neither factual nor orientation 
knowledge you can only make trials and errors by pure chance.’)  This is equal to say that not 
any sort of rationality as ordered action can be realised. It is equal to identifying the most 
extreme case with the whole series of cases and suggesting behaviour accordingly. 

This dissertation is protest against this attitude. It joins those who try to explore what 
sorts of cognitive and management activities can bring some sort of rationality into, from the 
point of view of quantitative risk assessment management based on it, extreme situations.  
Environment scanning, searching for weak signals, looking for analogies, introducing 
metaphors, making wild cards and realising thought experiments with them, applying search 
routines and giving place to precaution are elements of this rationality of cognition and action 
raising attitude.   

It is important to see at least in outline how uncertainty of events and likelihoods and the 
plurality of the values as a societal fact for democracies have challenged the modernist 
approach to uncertainty. Andy Stirling, in line with some other authors, elegantly summarises 
the basic problematic of quantitative risk approach as providing for a reductive-aggregative 
way to interpreting uncertainty (Stirling 2006, p. 8). One can speak about reductivity in the 
meaning that the classical risk research reduces its interest in calculable risk. This could be 
done, concerning the production dimension, in time of mass production. Then long periods 
were stable and made the prognostic effort rather successful. We can make rational 
suppositions on the basic preconditions of risk calculation in such periods. Additionally, a lot 

                                                 
5 You can find more explanation in the first chapter of the Appendix (Remarks on the History of Risk Research) 
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of efforts have been made by practitioners in risk research to find methods to successfully 
assess situations when quantitative risk calculation ceases to work exactly. This applies both 
for making conjectures about the existence of events as well as their probabilities.  

But non-predictable ‘risks’, ‘uncertainties’ multiply by now. They may be not only non-
quantifiable, because of the lack of knowledge, but it may be even impossible to reach a 
unique model of them, at least when the trial is made. Taking into account these issues too is 
becoming a timely task by now. The traditional risk map is to rewrite. Four types are to be 
included into the new map. With the first, we know both the events and the probabilities, this 
is the field of classical qRA, with the second, we know the events but not the probabilities, 
with the third, in principle we would know the probabilities but not the events and finally, 
with the fourth, we do not know any of them, we get ‘surprised’ when they occur. The 
linguistic innovation made by Stirling is naming these four issues together as ‘incertitude’. 
This term is already widely accepted in the literature.  

The other characteristic of the quantitative risk calculation is the approach to the so 
called aggregation problem.6 The query, as Stirling continues, was here about the possibility 
of unambiguous aggregation of different preferences. But from the epochal considerations 
made by the Nobel price winner, Kenneth Arrow already in the early 60s we know that the 
aggregation problem for complex decisions can only be ambiguously solved, in the 
terminology taken from Imre Hronszky it can only be solved in a decisionistic way.7 Because 
Arrow’s result (Arrow 1963) is a result of a quite general decision theoretical argumentation it 
also is mutatis mutandis valid for risk considerations containing aggregation problems, as 
Stirling emphasizes. Stirling calls attention to the issue that Arrow’s result actually provides 
for some sort of self-refutation for the strong original claim of quantitative risk research to 
provide for objectivity and nothing else. 

I go into some more details of the considerations, Andy Stirling developed. To become 
more consequent with the terminology we speak about uncertainty when the probabilities to 
determine are not well known for the situation, as he does, and speak about ambiguity when 
we are unable to give an unambiguous  characterisation of the situation under scrutiny. There 
may be substantial lack of knowledge, simply or there are contradictory certainties concerning 
what the valid understanding of the situation should be. To put it differently, we have 
modelling problems already. But the modelling problem may be deepened. It extends then to 
the case when we approach ignorance. This means then that we are hesitating about both the 
events and the probabilities. This is the ‘world’ of ‘surprise’ or ‘genuine surprise’, when 
something happens as a unique event never seen before. This is the case Frank Knight, the 
famous economist found so important, in his dissertation in 1916, for accounting for profit as 
result of an appropriate decision in an uncertain, actually in a ‘deeply uncertain’ process of 
change. Stirling orders the problem space in a graphic way as follows. 

                                                 
6 Real risks are mostly complicated and the simultaneous consideration of the different constituent risks needs a comparison 

like comparing apples with pears. 
7 Arrow’s  (1963) decisionistic means, in our terminology, that an irradicable contingency is embodied.  
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Figure 1: The concept of ‘Incertitude’, ‘Risk’, ‘Uncertainty’ and ‘Ignorance’ after 

Stirling 

 

Source: (Stirling 1999, p. 26) 

We see from the figure that conventional risk assessment becomes irrelevant especially in 
cases of ignorance as Stirling uses the term. Stirling lets us concentrate on radicalizing 
‘incertitude’ leading to ignorance when our knowledge of outcomes and likelihoods 
simultaneously diminishes.  

 It is just a platitude to say that knowledge in any real case is incomplete in most decision 
situations. Important is what sorts of incompleteness are or/and are to be recognized. From the 
quantitative risk perspective, to be able to function, we should be able to identify the events 
that should be taken into account and should be able to attribute values to probabilities at least 
as subjective guesses. But one can also consider a further case when this does not work with 
either the events or the probabilities. Instead the earlier cases even strong ‘surprises’ may 
occur. History helps us to learn on empirical base that these sorts of cases, issues and effects 
of ‘unknown unknowns’ are real cases. These can occur without any human interaction or as 
results of them. It is possible to argue that high complexity of the issues provides for frequent 
occurrence of ‘surprises’. All the radical innovations are in their realisation process for a 
while ‘surprises’, too.   

As mentioned, another problem complicates the taking into account of the full range of 
‘incertitude’. This is that in a pluralistic democracy there is essential value pluralism. This 
value pluralism brings with itself that appropriately the same situations may be differently 
identified for being dangerous or not, or differently identified in what respect each. This is the 
problem of essential ambiguity, including the problem of contradictory certainties.  One group 
touched upon by some issue may be rather differently interested in what is risky with the issue 
than the other. 

Issues containing ‘deep uncertainty’ are a two tired challenge just as any other sort of 
‘incertitude’. They may offer chances of benefits as well as new dangers. One can put the 
question of danger in two different but related ways. One way is when it is asked about 
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dangers that emerge by imputing them on something. Thirty years ago it could seem 
appropriate that producers (of risks) were biased for calculation capabilities and were 
inimically positioned by their role in the dynamic structure to accepting the existence of 
uncertainty and especially ‘genuine surprise’ as source of danger. But ‘genuine surprise’ was 
much less frequent then and they were less forced to take into account bad ‘surprises’ caused 
by their production goals, and processes. By now, it seems the situation has been profoundly 
changing. 

Insurance institutions get scared that ‘surprises’, ‘deeply uncertain’ situations get more 
frequent and that especially ‘man-made catastrophes’ become more frequent. We really 
entered already the world of ‘normal accidents’, as it was envisioned by Charles Perrow, 
based on the case of the Three Mile Island affair with the nuclear power plant (Perrow 1984) 
not only because systems became so complex that unexpected connections can unavoidably 
occur that may have non-linear effects, nearly as normal working of the system. There is 
already something more starting. These are the incalculable effects of loopings occuring by 
chance or intentionally among quickly multiplying innovations. Innovations are already a 
main driver for raising economic competitivity and with radical innovations the possibility of 
‘surprises’ also raises. That means that not only those man made disasters get more frequent 
that origin from foreseeable mishandlings, but the, according to recent considerations, in 
themselves uninsurable radically new innovations cause problems by their non-calculable 
negative ‘side effects’, negative externalias when these innovations interact with a 
multiplicity of environments. The results may be ‘surprises’, either quick or creeping 
catastrophes. In this situation a mapping that gives equal place to ‘surprise’ beside 
quantitative risk has even an important argumentative role.8  

One common problem for producers and concerned consumers is this raising ubiquity of 
the possibility of ‘genuine surprise’. Series of unexpected, unexpectable loopings provide for 
a mechanism. The difference is not anymore whether producers (and scientist experts) are 
inclined (they speak from inside to outside) to imagine possible bad surprises and commit the 
ideology that uncertainties can be reduced to quantitative risk or they do not exists or when 
they may exist than they are unimportant, and some concerned consumers (and experts 
inclined to make alternative expertise) do not believe this and turn in a concerned way to the 
possibility of problems arising from realisation of ‘unknown unknowns’.  The situation is 
rather different already. The question is that having the same basic understanding of 
‘incertitude’ the one is less interested in the ‘incertitude’ of the negative ‘side effects’ that can 
impact on the consumers while try to make a maximum advantage of ‘incertitude’ for 
themselves. (High risk, high benefit undertakings multiply and ‘surprises’ occur through 
earlier non-imagined new connections. Hence is the emerging new requirement that the whole 
extension of ‘incertitude’ should be taken into account. Further, when possible, we should 
develop some precautionary approach.9 Putting the precautionary approach into the armory of 
meeting uncertainty leads to redistributions in money and positions. This is why the 
precautionary approach became so much a hot pot in the last tens of years.   

                                                 
8 On man-made disaster see for example: Barry A. Turner: Man-made Disasters, Butterworth-Heinemann, Oxford, 1978, as a 

second edition, with Nick F. Pidgeon, 1997. It is telling that 30 years ago all these issues were simply at the periphery 

of observation.  
9  Results of them can be such regulations as with some parts of the financial market is recently emerging. 
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1.2 On the precautionary approach 

One can say in a summarising manner that both our innovative capacities have been produced 
in a modernistic manner until now. First, they have been based on the belief in the endless 
transformability of nature for human purposes. Second, it has been believed both in the 
endless human capability to realise this process and bringing it under appropriate control. The 
‘homo faber’ was envisioned. Modernist values involve, the, in principle endless, human 
reconstruction of nature as goal, the simultaneous construction of ourselves through this 
process as producers and consumers in this endlessly growing process able to develop control 
over the whole process. Modernist nature is assumed to be somehow static and simple in its 
very essence, as dynamics based own their immutable laws, and endlessly manipulable in its 
isolated parts. Hence nature is open to a progressive reconstruction with progressing 
prediction capability of the effects and control over the process and the products on both sides 
of the construction activity. Modernist man, the ‘homo faber’ reaches, as it has been believed, 
its highest level in the theory led practice. The term of linear progress summarises the trust in 
the double edged endeavour of progressively conquering and controlling the conquered on the 
base of the growth of knowledge as prognostic possibility.  

By now many have concluded the lesson that all this can only be realised very 
moderately, more than that, that the progressive realisation of this programme necessarily 
leads into its opposite on the long run. Concerning nature, continued, cumulating human 
interventions of modernist type have led by now through cascadic self-reinforcing processes 
to menace some of the basic preconditions of human life. Some processes in nature may be 
called ‘revenge’, to use this somewhat mystical but expressive term, against the violent 
human efforts. 

All this is connected to some recognition of the nature of uncertainty of the processes and 
the appropriate management efforts. The new permanent and decisive challenges are decision 
making and action under the pressure of comprehensive and irreparable information 
uncertainty in a world of ‘ontological uncertainties’, as this is typically formulated.10  

Risk management based on quantitative risk assessment does not help much in these 
issues. The reason is that both the needed type of assessment and the controllability of the 
process too are realisable in a limited way only.11 Risk assessment has to draw back to the 
second line, to the efforts made for isolation and control of special issues. But this should not 
open the way to nihilism. Instead, some sort of precautionary approach is possible to unify as 
we try to emphasize the commitment of the actor both for utilising suddenly appearing 
chances and avoiding hazards. While risk calculation, the extension of the calculative 
rationality attitude to uncertain situations, in principle promised the certainty of exact 
calculation of the one best solution (in an ideal world where neither the unavoidable 

                                                 
10 When we use this double terming than we presume that there are uncertain issues outside, ‘ontological uncertainties’ and 

there are pieces of information uncertainty. Actually the terminology should take into account that in the most complex 

cases we have uncertainty in modelling too. This occurs on the side of the researcher and the knowledge s/he is able to 

develop may relate to some piece of the world outside where there are ‘ontological uncertainties’ but we do not know 

about them because they belong to the ‘unknown unknowns’. Shortly we may even rationally believe that our model is 

approapriate and excludes any ’surprise’ nevertheless it may occur.  
11 I referred the opinion earlier that the name risk and qRA emerged from this highly uncertain activity. One can meditate if 

just only qRA really originated from risicare, as it really did, from the practice of navigators wrestling with the danger 

of sudden shipwrecking as it is claimed sometimes. One can also guess that the practice of navigators was 

undifferentiated common source of the precautionary approach too. This precautionary approach developed then in 

everyday practice in the course of history, but in gambling practice, too. 
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multiplicity of values, the ‘combinatorial complexity’ neither real complexity disturbes) 
rational management of complex processes has to be satisfied with calculations unavoidably 
leaving essential place for uncertainty. This is where value choices have their structural place. 
With this we already want to call attention to the issue that it is reasonable to think of a 
continuum of approaches, made of different combinations of courage and drawing back. This 
continuum of behaviour reflects the variability of human agents’ relation to the uncertainty as 
a world of chance and hazard.     

Modernity first had success with mathematically handling deterministic issues. Then it 
went further and had immense success in handling probabilistically deterministic issues. As 
its pair in management caution and prevention may be seen as key categories developed by 
modernity in relation to mastering negative effects. This is mastering by and preventing based 
on (in principle exact) understanding of the probability of causal mechanisms. In this latter 
case it is risk that comprises the relation of modernity to uncertainty: uncertainty can in 
principle be bounded in exact calculus. As for exchange there is no place for surprise in issues 
where quantitative risk assessment is valid, as Frank Knight sharply recognized in 1916. This 
is to set against a ‘post’-modern ‘world’ in which interactions and ‘deep uncertainty’ 
assessments get the supreme position. The realised rationality by modernity is calculation of 
isolated issues as exactly as it can be done, with the result of possible exact prediction of the 
effects. Its action part is to come to term with the outcomes the probabilities of which are 
calculated. This rationality of more and more exact calculation is the basis for acting through 
deterministically planning that is based on evaluating the realisability of probabilistically 
predicted positive and avoidability of the negative effects. It is oriented toward exactness in 
quantity. That means that the methodological effort can concentrate on identifying the degree 
of risk. Concerning the future, this open space of unknown, risk calculation commits itself to 
understand future through extrapolation based on some continuity. Estimated uncertainties in 
the future are compared with the known risks recently and these are hypothetically extended 
to trends into the future. (With this there is a, not always conscientious reductive presumption 
made on the type and ‘measure’ of novelty. Because the induction problem is unsolvable in 
principle trend extrapolation has to be decisionistically accepted. It will or won’t be rejected. 
At some point we do not reject anymore as Bernstein (1996) correctly recognized the 
extrapolative guess as measure for what can be novel in the future. There are two different 
basic types of practices to realise this non-rejection. We may make it because it is acceptable 
for modelling or for practical reasons in the real practice.)  

Risks appear this way as if they were quasi-natural variables, objective, repeatable, and 
measurable in standardised situations. But we know that risks are social-natural variables, 
damages are damages in relation to some values, only. So, even when they seem to be quasi-
natural variables, a justified multiplicity of risks can be identified around the same issue, 
expressing the (often conflicting) relations of interested groups to the risky issue. This is the 
mentioned ambiguity of the valuing relation. Life is obviously more complex than any of the 
leading ideas on which actions can be based on their purified forms. Modernity also 
experienced that values are irreducibly multiple in democratic societies and that uncertainties 
around the data and the models definitely hinder the unambiguity quantitative exactness risk 
management in its ideal form requires. The unceasable value plurality, as characteristic for the 
manifoldness of the social processes and a democratic society together is a strong challenge to 
classical risk assessment. It challenges at least its claimed punctual exactness, its capability to 
provide for any unique ‘objective standard’ for decision making. Risk assessment is 
unavoidably based on some ‘subjective’ framing. From the endless many perspectives one 
will be chosen to serve for realising a qRA process. One has further to see that risk is not only 
social-natural variable because it expresses a special evaluative relation (damage) to some 
object but risk is also constructed in reality: one can rightfully, strictly speak of quantitative 
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risks of an action in standardized systems, only. So, either the situation is really standardised 
as far as possible in the real practice or is identified so as it really would be standardised.    

To continue the argumentation, I make a further reference to an article written together 
with Imre Hronszky. I make a lengthy quotation. “Following the formulation of Per Sandin 
the precautionary approach has four essential components. These are integrated in a definition 
as follows: “If there is 1/ a threat, which is 2/ uncertain, then 3/ some kind of action 4/ is 
mandatory” (Sandin 1999, p. 14). For different reasons in many works on interpreting 
precaution irreversibility and time constraint to decision and action are focused on. Some 
works emphasize just these ingredients. There is a large variety around these pillars. Some 
authors are more permissive and write ‘advisable’ instead of ‘mandatory’ and so on. It is 
small wonder that precautionary approaches and definitions of the precautionary principle 
(PP) are manifold and show a large interpretive flexibility.12 This multiplicity reflects the 
different intentions different agents have with precaution and the different contexts 
precautionary approaches are put in. We turn to only some of them here. “Let us mention first 
the modernistic interpretation in which the precautionary approach is nothing but a regulatory 
attitude in a transition state toward exact risk assessment. On the other side, precaution is first 
of all conceptualised as a forbidding regulatory attitude. Some other interpretations connect 
this forbidding to some affirmative attitude even subsume that into an interpretation of 
precaution as forecare. Understanding precaution as first of all a positive attitude may be 
integrated with the requirement to develop ‘sound science’ as exploration of alternatives the 
precautionary attitude urges to explore as positive alternatives”  (Hronszky and Fésüs 2009, p. 
98). 

There is a special interpretation of the precautionary approach. The intention of this 
interpretation is to find continuity with the modernist approach with qRA efforts by giving a 
modernist interpretation to precaution. From this angle the precautionary approach may be 
(re)interpreted as a regulatory principle of a transition state when there still is not enough 
exact knowledge to apply ‘sound science’, i.e. qRA. (Pre-caution is then nothing but a first 
state in transition to caution concerning the regulatory intention.) In this interpretation the 
precautionary approach is the extension and weakening of controlling regulation based on 
qRA, accommodating it to a steady practical situation that is framed by somehow uncertain 
knowledge and simultaneous decision constraint (see detail in Hronszky and Fésüs 2009). 
Actually, precaution relates to the three different situations in Stirling’s mapping and the 
guess is that different sorts of precaution may and should be worked out to make the 
regulatory effort synchronised with the recognized multiplicity of the possible issues.   

But precaution as it is formulated in the classical texts written for serving as base to 
international legal regulatory action is based on ‘plausibility’ of some hazard. That means that 
we know about the possible issue but are unable to define the probability of occurrence. The 
surprising result is then that ‘surprise’ actually, as it is defined as ‘deep uncertainty’ is not in 
the perspective of the materials that recently would serve in preambulum for explaining 
regulatory actions. I can not judge this disappointing result on base of exhausting empirical 
research on every available text but the mentioned texts certainly narrow down what should 
be known by the legal regulators as ‘existing’.  

One can try to identify the precautionary approach as Bodansky formulated 1992: it is 
between useful orientation as a worldview and sufficient basis for policy making (Bodansky 
1992). From a technical point of view debates on whether it is a principle or an algorithm if it 
is a decision rule or a transformative decision rule originate from this uncertain place. We 
understand precaution here as some ‘worldview’ based regulatory approach that expresses 
first some new overall relationship to vulnerable complexities that form our evolutionary 

                                                 
12 We understand the precautionary approach as an overall attitude that may or may not be led by some principle. 
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preconditions, first of all nature.  We concentrate further on the differences (and their 
importance) of defining the precautionary approach as a negative or a positive attitude 
subsuming the negative. While the positive approach looks for developing knowledge for a 
practice realising some positive values in affirmative action too there is a situation when the 
latter attitude degenerates into the first. This is when in uncertain situations decisions are to be 
made immediately. Then the positive principle degenerates into a negative, a simply 
forbidding.      

 

1.3  Reinterpreting Precaution as Forecaring 

I make a further longer quotation from the article written together with Imre Hronszky. 
“Important environmentalist researcher Nancy Myers pointed to some interesting ‘translation’ 
the German Vorsorge principle received in the Anglo-Saxon debate on regulation of 
environmental risk issues (Myers 2002, p. 213). As she correctly emphasised, the German 
Vorsorge term not only included precaution in face of some not well-known danger, but also 
forecaring. This part of its original meaning went lost when it was translated as precaution 
into English. With this translation emphasis moved one-sidedly to the negative, the forbidding 
meaning. But forecaring expresses and endorses also the positive values one commits itself to. 

Forecaring is something that supplies the agent with hope. As she says it is in general 
terms commitment to social planning. It seems to us that a most valuable part of her 
interpretation is what she tells about social planning as forecare. With this, as she moves us to 
acknowledge, the purely economic thinking, the purely economic organisation principle of 
society gets penetrated by social value commitments.  

This is a decisively important claim. Myers seems to have put her finger onto the 
decisive place. According to Myers “invoking the precautionary principle is an 
acknowledgement that policy choices are value laden, and [acceptance of the precautionary 
principle] is an explicit endorsement of certain values” (Myers 2002, p. 213). Myers interprets 
those values as a special sort of environmentalist. They, gratitude, empathy, sympathy, 
compassion, humility, “help us live in reciprocity with nature and with each other”, In this 
interpretation PP is a special ethically led paradigm, ie. a way of thinking and regulating 
uncertainty as part of a trial to positively realise a different mode of life than we have 
recently” (Hronszky and Fésüs 2009, p. 109). 

We saw that through interpretations one can either try to neutralise the precautionary 
principle as if it was nothing but a regulatory instrument or try to reinforce its social political, 
worldview content. It is evident that the precautionary approach may move in both directions. 
But even when it is somehow neutralised as a regulatory instrument one sort of political 
commitment can scarcely be wished out from any sort of precautionary approach. This is that, 
as Stirling reminds us, that it prioritises the rights of those who stand to be adversely affected. 
The precautionary principle takes part of the agents that are estimated to be adversely 
affected. 

I continue further quoting. “To make the well-known problem of the constraint to 
choosing for the one or the other side more expressive one can formulate an anti-
precautionary principle as follows. “When a new technology is being proposed, it must be 
permitted unless it can be shown beyond reasonable doubt that it is dangerous” (Saunders 
2001). This is a reformulation of the attitude that the production process or the product should 
be seen innocent until the reverse may be proven. “We have to make a choice either for the 
anti-precautionary or for the precautionary principle. The situation may seem to be symmetric 
at the first glance. One can develop strong ethical argumentations as it is done in literature 
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that the choice situation is only seemingly symmetric, actually there is a weakness on the side 
of ‘consumers’, those threatened by the negative effects in uncertain situations. In this relation 
accepting the precautionary or the anti-precautionary approach is fighting the war by choosing 
for regulatory tools. This gives a special emphasis to those additional principles the 
acceptance of which definitely moves the regulation on the side of precaution. These include: 
reversing the burden of proof, realising the regulation in an open, informed and democratic 
process that includes the potentially affected parties and assuring that the examination 
involves the full range of alternatives” (Hronszky and Fésüs 2009, p. 110).  

I close this part of reflection on the precautionary approach by shortly referring on the 
attitude that may be broadly called as social constructivist. It can be identified by referring to 
Bryan Wynne, Andy Stirling, Arie Rip and Michel Callon. The important counter argument is 
that it is disappointing from both a social-political and methodological point of views to 
attribute validity to the precautionary approach on the management level, only. But this is 
done by the European Committee in its Communication on precaution, from February 2000 
(Hronszky and Fésüs 2009). The EC material trusts experts to realise their best assessment 
and leaves place for precaution and public participation on the management level, only. But 
you may be determined to take into account that you want to avoid decisionism with choosing 
for the perspective you accept as valid to lead the assessment. You may further be careful and 
take into account the following. Choosing for the perspective from which you assess the issue 
at stake has differential policy consequences on the life of those who are touched on by the 
issue to regulate by the precautionary approach. (As the simplest example take into account 
please how different the consequences of some regulations may be when you measure the 
dangereousity of some traffic on the road only be mortality notwithstanding whether the 
maximum speed is say 50 km/hour or 130 km/hour.) If you take into consideration both these, 
than precaution should be realised at choosing for the perspective that directs the assessment 
work too. Realising precaution on the assessment level means then that the possible 
overarching assessment of the different possible descriptions will be made before decision on 
the model/s/ will be made for the assessment work. I shall be able to write much more 
detailed on this topic in the special chapter devoted to a report called Taking European 
Knowledge Society Seriously.        

1.4 Some remarks on innovation from the perspectives of ‘substantive’ and 

‘procedural’ uncertainty 

I summarize and comment on a very important article written by Giovanni Dosi and Massimo 
Egidi in 1991 (Dosi and Egidi 1991). They included in this article a consideration of the 
production of unexpected events and novel behaviours. With this they provided for a 
modelling from information theory point of view of what innovation is, by interpreting it as 
successful decision making under uncertainty as a higher level learning process. The result of 
this learning process is providing for a new successful ‘search routine’ to show way of setting 
and solution of a set of new problems. In their theoretical research for possibilities of bounded 
rationality in uncertain situations they utilize for starting the well known differentiation made 
by Herbert Simon as substantive and procedural rationality (Simon 1982) and they introduce 
the terms of ‘substantive’ and ‘procedural uncertainty’, respectively. By differentiating 
between ‘substantive uncertainty’ and ‘procedural uncertainty’ and providing for modelling 
how ‘procedural uncertainty’ may be solved, this article pioneered and paved way to be able 
to interpret the essence of innovation from informatics and decision theoretical point of view.   
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I summarise and make some remarks on what they say. Uncertainty as they understand 
the term is consequence of incompleteness of knowledge necessary to forecast future events. 
Lack of knowledge may first consist of a lack of some piece of information (named by them 
as ‘substantive uncertainty’). Or it may consist of inability of the agents to recognise and 
interpret the relevant information, even when available, or is inability to realize the 
computational efforts needed to solve the problem set. This is ‘knowledge incompleteness’ or 
‘competence gap’, as they call it. (Earlier I termed this as lack of modelling capability as 
some other authors speak about the same issue.)  

Axiomatic choice theory serves as method to handle that information uncertainty, (named 
as ‘weak substantive uncertainty’); what is included in quantitative risk. Given three sets, 
states, actions, and the consequences, the goal (for example maximisation) and the probability 
distribution one can make the calculation. Completeness of the events is sine qua non for 
calculation and Bayesian learning is allowed to improve on probability distribution 
assumption. These assumptions work well if some seemingly innocent ontological 
presumptions are valid both on the side of the ‘world’ and the agent. These are the ontological 
presumptions that the changes occur in a stationary ‘world’, and the presumption that the 
agent is competent to find the events, the probability distribution, etc, in case of the need by 
repeated probability assessment, as well as that there are no theoretical limits to using 
computers. In this case it is clear how a problem is to set, but we do not know the solution. 
These same assumptions that provide for the possibility of solution constrain the interpretative 
power to particular classes of decision problems. (Dosi and Egidi 1991, p. 146). 

When there is a known list of ‘events’ as states of nature as givens, that stand 
independently of any decision-maker and there is a known way of attribution of consequences 
to events and actions then uncertainty is reduced to lack of some pieces of information 
concerning the frequency of occurrence of future events as consequences of actions on the 
earlier set of events then there is an information gap, only. Dosi and Egidi term this situation 
as a ‘weak substantive uncertainty’. This is some random drawing by ‘nature’, the world 
outside the calculator, with a certain knowable probability distribution, to which quantitative 
risk assessment refers. With the application of maximization or similar goals the best decision 
can be chosen. One can put some uncertainty into the considerations made above. They may 
refer to some opaqueness of the problems, some uncertainties in the outcomes, etc and can be 
taken into account with appropriate mathematical modelling. 

But events may be at least partly ‘endogenous’ to the decision process. This means that 
there may be bi-directional interactions between actions, events, and outcomes. There may be 
feedback loops among them. Endogeneity of events and non-stationarity require the 
introduction of a higher order strategic dimension in the decision process. Dosi and Egidi term 
as ‘strong substantive uncertainty’ “all those cases that involve unknown events or the 
impossibility, even in principle, of defining the probability distributions of the events 
themselves” (Dosi and Egidi 1991, p. 148). ‘Strong substantive uncertainty’ may run up to 
near ignorance. They also remind to the literature that many of issues is between ‘weak’ and 
‘strong substantive uncertainty’. With these included we have the four cases of Stirling  
accounted for. 

But we can ask further if it is acceptable that we are competent in handling situations 
with ‘strong substantive uncertainty’, whether we know the needed procedures. On the 
contrary of some guess, Dosi and Egidi correctly remind that even in cases of ‘weak 
substantive uncertainty’ there can be cases when procedural gaps may occur as computational 
gaps. (You are unable to get solution in finite time.) Further, “the complexity of the decision 
task […] may easily determine a competence gap” (Dosi and Egidi 1991, p. 150).This is the 
period of research when wrongly interpreting an environmental message will be normal. This 
is the territory of the need for looking for higher order learning. Instead of a choice problem 
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we identify that we face a problem solving procedure. This is what Tversky and Kahnemann 
call a ‘problem framing’ (Tversky and Kahnemann 1981). We can also refer to this higher 
order learning as framing by referring to Donald Schön who pays attention to its political role 
too (Schön 1991). 

Achieving cognitive competence, finding a frame that provides us with a set of solvable 
problems is next to what Thomas Kuhn formulated as finding a paradigm (Kuhn 1962). A 
paradigm will provide for a set of heuristic rules. These rules systematically help you to 
identify problems and find their solutions. It seems we could weakly connect the essence of 
achieving competence to the ideas of Frank Knight too even when he himself preserved the 
essence of competence by referring to intuition. Finding competence is solving some 
procedural uncertainty. Does it go over to diminishing and reducing the space of learning to 
quantify problems of choice including risks that are in principle open for algorithmisation? In 
some very simple cases this may be the case. But what seems invaluably more important is 
that finding competence is equal to finding ‘heuristic rules’ that allow turning to ‘normal’ 
activity in some new field, in the sense of ‘normal science’ as Kuhn defines normal science. 
The new heuristic rules, ‘search rules’ offer both the possibilities of exploiting the paradigm 
and finding places that may persuade us to look for a new paradigm.  

Dosi and Egidi approach the issue partially differently from Kuhn. They imagine agents 
interacting in non-stationary environments. In these we have ‘strong substantial uncertainty’ 
associated with ‘procedural uncertainty’. “In non-stationary environments, agents are always 
bound to understand […] future behaviours of other agents or future events that have never 
occurred in the past. […] Those same capabilities which allow some agents to generate 
unforeseeable changes (e.g. developing a new product, opening a new market, etc.) are 
endogenous sources of uncertainty for the other agents” (Dosi and Egidi 1991, p. 151). They 
draw the conclusion that it is impossible to find optimum for the solution under these 
circumstances. “Not only will agents not behave as literal maximisers, but it will be 
impossible to construct a theoretical model based on maximizing agents, since the theory 
should construct a model where events are conditional on unknown (unpredictable) 
behaviours, and of course, behaviours are also conditional on expectations on events. An 
infinite regress” (Dosi and Egidi 1991, p. 151). In these types of situations, partly by making 
choices nearly by pure chance first, we repeatedly try to remodel the issue under 
investigation, until we find some well-structured problem formulation that makes us able to 
solve it. This problem solving will then serve as heuristic for asset of others to be formulated 
in normal way of research. (Kuhn began a similar consideration concerning the way to finding 
some paradigm in such natural sciences as physics and chemistry. His ideas on the nature of 
the pre-paradigmatic phase were profoundly improved by Margaret Masterman in 1966. 
Concerning the ideas of Masterman find a reconstruction we made with Imre Hronszky 
(Hronszky and Fésüs 2007). 

Let me turn back to the question what ‘procedural uncertainty’ is in some more detail? 
Important parts of the world move in non-stationary way and agents may lack the competence 
to know it. This is called by them as the presence of ‘procedural uncertainty’. To try to 
overcome this competence gap needs a different research type from solving the choice 
problem. It needs modelling.  With this a strategic dimension of higher order over and 
primary to the choice problem is to be taken into account. In general it begins with an opaque 
view on some issue. As mentioned, Tversky and Kahnemann introduced ‘problem framing’ as 
unavoidable start to be able to make search on the behaviour of agents in decision situation. 
(This framing extends from the identification work to find the problem, through the selection, 
to possible action.) Dosi and Egidi follow them. But actually, they speak somewhat carelessly, 
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because they actually speak about issue framing.13 To adequately react on the uncertainty one 
has first to be able to recognize the signs and adequately interpret them.  In this case the 
researcher has first to look for some utilisable representation. It can only do it by genuine 
search, experimentation, in the strongest case based on trial and error.  

Let us see some consequences of the considerations reproduced above for enlightening 
what innovation is! We can reconstruct the types of production activities as modelling or 
problem solving activities. We have normal production routines. That means we have codified 
procedures and the knowledge to find solutions for some particular class of problems, just as 
we have problem solving routines for scientific problems in the simplest cases. Technological 
change is generation of some modified or new routine (either in terms of new production 
process or products). But even the slightest step to a new class needs some originality in 
applying the received routine. In this trivial meaning, routines are always search routines, 
embodying some ‘procedural uncertainty’. Dosi became famous for his ideas on 
‘technological paradigms’ already in the early 80s.  He interpreted the technological problem 
solving activity as similar to scientific problem solving activity in a paradigm dynamic. Dosi 
and Egidi identify ‘normal’ technical changes and ‘extra-ordinary’ (paradigm) changes, in the 
spirit of the idea of technological paradigms.  “[N]ormal innovations are generated […] by 
‘derivation’, analogy, refinement from a basic set of ‘axioms’ and transformation rules and an 
underlying specific knowledge, i.e. a given paradigm. A paradigm change occurs when it 
involves also a change of ‘axioms’ and transformation rules” (Dosi and Egidi 1991, p. 163).   

The paradigm model with its normal phase accounts for the experienced cumulative and 
local nature of technical change. It is the field of incremental innovations where both are 
present. Innovators typically engage in developing and improving skill to work within the 
new successful routine, by gradually extending its application, if they somehow get access to 
it. But this is not the case, in the recent type of economic dynamic, for some time. This is the 
time of exploiting some comparative advantage.  

Technical change leading to a new paradigm is generation of new routines by way of 
developing, trying, experimenting with specific new search heuristics that step in the footprint 
of the earlier heuristic/s/ that proved useful for generating some sort of normal process of 
research. Dosi and Egidi state: “In the most general sense innovation is the process of 
discovery of new routines” (Dosi and Egidi 1991, p. 165). The effects of this success are 
different concerning the innovator and the environment. “Both ‘radical’ and ‘normal’ 
innovations yield routines […] which reduce the procedural uncertainty of the innovators 
themselves, but, other things being equal, increase the substantive uncertainty of the other 
agents, in that they continuously introduce novelty (‘new events’) in the environment” (Dosi 
and Egidi 1991, p. 163). Innovation when realized, is an endogenous mechanism of 
generation of uncertainty, of endogenous non-stationarity in the environment by the discovery 
of new routines. At the same time it is a procedure through which the innovator reduces 
complexity and procedural uncertainty.      

I make a correcting remark on Dosi and Egidi. They classify first innovations, technical 
changes along a trajectory or changes, second, radical innovations that lead to paradigm 
changes. I think this is too simplistic. It is evident that normal research along a trajectory 
involves two different types of innovation. The first is improving inside one phase of the 
trajectory the other is finding some sort of radical innovation that makes possible keeping the 
trajectory, as with the alleged Moore Law is, when providing with radically new product 
types from time to time, according to the pace of the alleged law. 

                                                 
13 Issue framing gives form and direction to the search process, it realizes as ‘search routine’, search heuristic, see later, but it 

is not something that is immediately translatable into problems. The literature is not keen on making the exact 

difference, even when this is decisive. 
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Dosi and Egidi gave with their argumentation that for handling ‘procedural uncertainty’ 
only search rules as heuristics can be provided for an information and decision theoretical 
support to R. R. Nelson, Sidney G. Winter with their suggestion that in the spirit of 
evolutionary economics innovation should be seen as setting a heuristic search process that 
may turn to new heuristics repeatedly (Nelson and Winter 1982). 

I make a completing remark. I several times mentioned that writing history of risk 
knowledge by reducing it to the history of scientific cognition in this field, suffers from 
different problems. One is for example the inclination to internalistic narrative. Now I have 
some place to refer to the problem that in case we attribute primacy to find appropriate 
problem solving procedures, of which choices are only the terminal action, we find that issue 
framing gets decisive importance. Now, following Imre Hronszky (PhD lectures, 2006, verbal 
communication). I shall shortly outline that issue framing is in general differently made by 
different agents in the arena. All of the different approaches have both advantages and 
disadvantages. It is differently made, for example, by technical experts and citizens of 
everyday practice. Technical experts follow the constraints of their higher metier. They try to 
find possibilities of analytical modelling as abstracting action as it is prescribed to do in the 
historical phase, in the special discipline they belong to. This has the advantages of reaching 
some scientific knowledge. It has the disadvantages that it should stop at the boundaries 
science sets for itself. (The statement that ‘the discipline does not know such mapping’ 
belongs to its most natural self-limitation.) Citizens look first of all for practically useful 
knowledge for their practical tasks, as they perceive them. They unavoidably look for the 
contexts their issues appear. They are only able to solve their individual problem and may 
reach some rule-based knowledge. I make two further remarks on this. This is less exact then 
the scientific knowledge but as for exchange it may give some general direction to choose for 
further scientific inquiry. Second, it is immediately connected as contextualised knowledge to 
practice. Framings determine in general what sorts of knowledge can be reached by the 
detailing investigations and are not innocent in terms of policy making and through this in 
politics. That is why discourse over uncertainties is first of all discourse over the different 
possibilities of framing and their possible societal, economic, political, ideological, etc 
consequences.        

New radical innovations by necessity bring processual uncertainty into the environment. 
They produce externalities with the embedding in the most different environments. Their 
effects are mostly only guessed on analogical basis. One can try in an environmentally 
conscious approach to guess at least some negative effects of innovation candidates already in 
their emergence phase. The double fictitious approach, I shall turn to in the chapter dealing 
with the emerging nanotechnologies tries to realize this precautionary approach.14  

                                                 
14 Double fictitious means that agents try to assess externalia already in the phase of emergence of technologies. 
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2 Chapter  

Taking into account ‘incertitude’ in ‘technology foresight’ scenarios 

During the past 15 years, nearly 40 national governments in Europe, Asia, South America, 
Australia and New Zeeland supported the realisation of ‘technology foresight’. ‘Technology 
foresight’ is a special way of doing research on possible futures, as we shall soon see from the 
summary of its historical development, its main recent characteristics and the expectations its 
agents develop.15  In short, it emerged with the claim and has been developing to be a key 
instrument to the development and implementation of national or regional research and 
innovation policy to make its working more effective and efficient. I heavily rely in my 
assessment on some milestones publications, The Handbook of Technology Foresight, 
(Georghiou 2008) and the book titled Future-Oriented Technology Analysis, Strategic 
Intelligence for an Innovative Economy (Cagnin et al. 2008). Beside summarising and 
assessing how the institutional structure has been developing I concentrate on fundational 
beliefs and methodology of ‘technology foresight’. I put both aspects in connection with the 
changing tasks of, requirements for ‘technology foresight’. Especially at the end of this 
chapter, from the perspective of handling uncertainty and contingency, I make some critical 
remarks. I shall embed these critical remarks in the comparison how the developing 
methodology of foresight meets the new requirements innovation policy recently sets already. 
Foresight practitioners and researchers are keen on differentiating their undertaking. (The 
Handbook has an enumeration with the title on How NOT to define Foresight?) I shall 
examine how they distinguish foresight from other types of futures studies, along rationals, 
roots and methods. I put these questions in a very short overview of history of the wider field 
and the methodology.  

First let me make a remark on the emergence of the term. It was in the early 1930s when 
H. G. Wells expressed a claim for professors able to make foresight (Wells 1932, 1987).  
There had been future visionaries for a long time in history earlier. The pioneering claim 
raised by H. G. Wells was the professionalization of doing foresight. But foresight as it 
developed later was still not the problem of the period. This is the time of the Great 
Depression and its after-effects. The main idea that emerged was to systematically develop 
and exploit statistical research for forecasting. It was to utilise the knowledge of the past to 
know what the future will be. Forecasting is to make trials to predict the future by utilising 
trend extrapolations. It is a prognostic effort. Its ‘foundational bias’ is that the transition to 
future is highly ordered, it is somehow the continuation of history, hence prognostisable. 
According to the funding belief just as nature, the human actor also behaves quite orderly on 
the long run.  

Forecasting had a long enduring development period in the 20th century. Its recent state 
and future perspectives are differently assessed by the different types of agents who make 
some sort of research on future. Recently forecasting is mainly an effort to probabilistically 
assess the future as possible alternatives, recognise emerging trends and make extrapolations 
of them. This commitment to extrapolation with prognostic aim is its ‘differentia specifica’. It 
is obvious that this perspective is based on rather strong assumptions on the dynamic of 
future. Its applicability heavily depends on if in the dynamic of economy long stable phases 
are broken by short discontinuities, only. Developed from the early efforts, economic 

                                                 
15 This special way is why I use the term ‘technology foresight’ in quotation marks. The quotation marks have to emphasize 

that among the different efforts to construct future knowledge ‘technology foresight’ or ‘foresight’ is a specially 

institutionalised undertaking. 
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prognostics (a different name for forecasting) was certainly the leading professional trial to 
assess the future in the next 60 years after the Great Depression. Concerning its future 
expectations it is most important perhaps that some sort of integration of forecasting with 
foresight efforts is developing. 

In confronting forecasting, a different approach, futures studies emerged and got some 
institutionalisation, mainly after the Second World War. One main difference between 
forecasting and futures studies is partly in their ‘foundational bias’. While prognostics 
believes in a prognostisable future the basic ‘foundational bias’ for future studies is the belief 
in ‘openness’ of future, the plurality of potential futures than can not be foreseen 
probabilistically either.16 It is to see that the issue is around taking part in the problematique 
of ‘incertitude’ concerning future, and the contingency of the cognitive attitude chosen. 
Forecasting and futures studies take different approaches in this respect. There is a basic 
difference in the other ‘foundational bias’, too. Prognostic efforts are somehow more inclined 
to leave only accommodation possibilities for the human agent than futures studies, while 
futures studies believes in deeper shaping possibilities by the human agent. Especially social 
constructivist approaches try to explain emergence of new paths, trends by strongly including 
agency into the story of emergence. Recent prognostics urges to recognise new trends when 
they emerge and emphasise accommodation to them, futures studies urges to study and 
recognise when and how the human agent can participate in the emergence/lifting/putting an 
end of trends.  

All these theoretical remarks above are not to confuse with most important technical 
considerations. The reason is that one can commit to make search in the spirit of futures 
studies but include prognostic constituents into the method, for well-understood research 
technical reasons. This way it is to differentiate between issues in the future first that are 
believed to be determined because they remain, practically, constant, further, issues that are 
probabilistically determined, hence still (probabilistically) foreseeable, prognostisable and 
issues that are ‘open’, because we do not know either their occurrence or probability, or we 
are ignorant both ways. With this I follow the classification made by K. Weijden (Weijden 
1996). Openness is expressed by a set of plausible scenarios and a unified view of future is 
expressed in scenarios (narratives) that contain constant elements, trends and open 
possibilities together. This way we have a mixed ontology as a technique, independent of the 
theoretical belief that openness is the very basic unifying theoretical principle to approach 
future. In principle, we have to cheque technical applicability, usefulness and learn the 
empirical validity of appropriate mixture for different classes of practical cases.   

Forecasting and all the foresight communities have been in a quarrelling relation. 
Forecasting was at its height perhaps in the 80s. Governmental forecasts were regularly made 
in the USA in the 50s and in Japan from the end of the 80s already. Pioneering firms begun to 
utilise economic prognostic research from the late 60s, many firms joined them in the 80s and 
it became standard part of university education by then. The 70s and 80s was the heyday of 
enthusiasm for systems method and for example IIASA realised its first huge report on energy 
future in 1981 (Häfele and Anderer 1981). There has been a strengthening turn to foresight 
exercises in the last 20 years. Forecasting and foresight communities have been mutually 
critical of each other. But the war is still not finished. A sign of still not taking seriously the 
foresight efforts by many forecasters is that, some years ago, the more than 800 pages 
handbook of forecasting takes into account scenarios as nothing but a visualisation tool for 
forecasts (Armstrong 2001). But numerous internationally well known earlier forecasters 
engage with the ‘foresight’ camp by now. I just mention Alain Porter, from the USA. The 
result of this strengthening co-operation is the tendency one of the above mentioned books 

                                                 
16  The plural in the term of future will signalise that future is taken as ‘open’. 
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tries to express by its title (“Future-oriented technology analysis”) already. This is a tendency 
of some sort of integration of forecasting into foresight.  

I mentioned already weaknesses of forecasting. Inclination to underestimating practical 
constancy, the historical acquired enduring ‘momentum’ of many factors of social dynamic 
may be seen as some weakness on the other side.  It is worthwhile to repeat and add another 
technical remark to the above mentioned. Forecasting works quite well, on much reduced 
costs, in any meaning of cost, for structural considerations in a world where discontinuities 
and disruptive changes, breaks are seldom. With the emerging new world in which 
strengthening complexity has been realising and in which (radical or disrupting) innovation is 
by definition (see remarks in the previous chapter) conscious surprise producing activity the 
turbulence may become system specifying character. Equilibria may prove more seldom and 
shorter, while requirements for human action may turn from influencing emerging trends even 
consciously partaking in production of new trends. Active anticipation and shaping is getting 
the supreme valid criteria. As Imre Hronszky emphasises in course of the PhD education 
(Hronszky, 2000, manuscript), hence ‘clever’ foresight or futures studies, based on an up-to-
date evolutionary understanding of the world, full of breaks, together with exploring the 
historically changing human capability of modulating evolutionary dynamics may and should, 
by subordinating it, progressively take the earlier kingdom of forecasting. Identifying 
possibilities of human action as active anticipation in a world in which equilibria become 
more and more seldom and in which dynamics by themselves seldom move toward equilibria 
becomes the supreme challenge. 

2.1  On the history of ‘technology foresight’ 

Having started after the Second World War, mainly the working of the RAND Corporation in 
the USA gradually realised those institutionalised efforts that were made in a forecasting spirit 
but also gave place for some foresight possibilities. One of the most impressive scenarios 
developed, in the 60s, with RAND, under the heading of Hermann Kahn, was on the global 
death caused by a possible atomic war. Kahn is most important as a methodologist, when he, 
around the turn of the 60s, proposed “[T]o experiment with scenario planning as a potentially 
better framework for thinking about the future rather than continuing to rely on conventional 
forecasts which were likely to be wrong in face of a discontinuity” – as Bradfield R. et al. 
assess in 2005 (Bradfield et al. 2005). 

First trials of private firms to make systematic foresight can be traced back into the 
second half of the 60s. It became a revealing experience when Shell speculated about a next 
oil crisis in the early 70s by some scenario method and this helped Shell to behave differently. 
The Shell approach developed under the heading of Pierre Wack got leading position among 
agents developing futures studies. It is most important to refer to two things. First it is to 
mention that foresight/futures studies approaches, broadly speaking those approaches that 
(mostly systematically) worked with sets of scenarios got importance gradually, but still for a 
long time mostly fighting with the probabilistic prognostic aim. One important experience 
with this was that with taking into account elapsing time in the considerations the number of 
the possible ‘what if’ scenarios raises exponentially. This is to work out some sorts of future 
trees, answering the ‘what if’ questions by following the growing openness when somebody 
advances in time with assessing future possibilities. It is also to mention that a double 
institutionalisation process progressed. Institutionalisation of education at universities, and 
research beside some firms where practical development of scenarios and practical learning 
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occurred was realised.17 Partly as a result of the rather bount and mixed institutionalisation 
process at different places was that quite different methodologies emerged and were 
disseminated. But, in contrast to ‘technology foresighters’, because I take the position of 
evolutionary approaches, I take this coloured dynamic of futures studies as both advantage 
and disadvantage, not only result of messiness in the field as ‘foresighters’ assess. The 
advantage of this multiplicity is obviously an evolutionary advantage, the steady production 
of alternative modes of exploration. But for ‘foresighters’ ‘futures studies’ is typically some 
sort of university professors’ activity who are interested in some type of ‘blue sky’ research. 

I have to say something to science fictions too to continue to draw the boarders around 
‘technology foresight’. Science fictions go back centuries in history, even when, for a long 
time, mostly thinking of different places, not of different time periods.18 Time got gradually 
the important place from the mid-18th century in thinking and linear time became the main 
axis of progress in the 19th century, the realisation of human wealth based on industrial 
growth. We have a strong strengthening of efforts to make future fictions by the end of the 
19th century. Nearly all of them extrapolate believes in progress based on technological 
growth and growth of efficiency of technologies. This is the general feeling of technological 
progress that was also mediated by the world exhibitions from the beginning of the second 
half of the 19th century, expressed in the first world exhibition in London. Technological 
havaria scenarios in science fiction, including the atomic death of the world, were typical in 
the 60s and 70s in the 20th century. Recently a very strong stream of technological science 
fictions has been repeatedly emerging. Mostly they concentrate on possible negative effects 
on society but quite a sum are exaggeratedly optimistic. These optimistic authors claim to 
have identified an unbelievable strong tool to solve most of the recent human problems, as the 
believers in ‘human enhancement’ scenarios, for example Ray Kurzweil believe.19 There is 
some widespread inimical attitude and negligation of science fictions by those who commit a 
systematic ‘scientific’ research on the future not simply outline a visionary attitude, but it 
seems that in the real practice there is interference. 20  Certain future fictions are of 
extrapolative nature and this way it is certainly not true for all of the fictions on future that 
they do not give direction what agents recently should do, as ‘foresighters’ several times 
formulate the criterion between ‘foresights’ and ‘fictions’.  

There are at least three types of scientific methodological efforts towards future/s/, 
recently. We still have strong forecasting, prognostic efforts, with much methodological 
revival, systematic futures studies, and those systematic efforts to connect futures explorations 
to policy making I am recently interested in, the ‘technology foresight’ (foresight bounded by 
a special institutionalisation mode, a mission-oriented effort to serve for national or regional 
policy authorities, more seldom for firms). Concerning the commitment to differentiate 
among the different efforts it is worth while to quote here the characterisation the UNIDO 
Technology Foresight Manual (2005) makes. It starts with the usual complain that concerning 
the term scenario the confusion has been growing as to what the term actually refers to. 

                                                 
17 Hungary was strongly in line with the forefront when a department was established at the recent Corvinus University, in 

the early 70s. 
18 The Gullivers’ fictionalised Royal Society exists simultaneously with the real Royal Society and makes laugh the torries, 

who loose politically, about science realised by the Royal Society. 
19 One of the most recent assessments on technological science fictions is to find in the book ‘Assessing Societal Implications 

of Converging Technological Development’ (Banse et al. 2007). 
20 Ray Kurzweil, certainly a scince fiction writer, himself earlier a scientist, got through the last year with establishing a new 

‘university’ in California titled as Singularity University, based on Kurzweil’s ‘theory’ of Technological Singularity. 

He got some support by the Google and NASA with the ceded territory where the ‘university’ was established (NASA 

Ames base, Mountain View, Calif.) 
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“Foresight is often confused with other future-oriented activities, such as forecasting, futures 
studies, and strategic planning. Foresight should not be confused with forecasting, which 
tends to be more fixed in its assumptions on how the future will unfold. Indeed, forecasters 
aspire for precision in their attempts to predict how the world might look at some point in the 
future. By contrast, foresight does not seek to predict: instead, it is a process that seeks to 
create shared visions of the future, visions that stakeholders are willing to endorse by the 
actions they choose to take today. In this way, foresight is not concerned with predicting the 
future; rather, it is concerned with creating it” (2005, p. 9). As we see from this, constructing 
visions that stakeholders are willing to endorse by the actions they choose to take today, this 
is essential for foresight and futures studies, in contrast to seeking the regularities the agents 
have to follow.  

Failures of forecasting (lack of scores) and the taking over of power by neoconservative 
governments (committed to avoid any planning intervention into economy) together led to 
some neglect of forecasts/foresight for governments in the 80s, as the Handbook of Foresight 
states (Georghiou et al. 2008, p. XVIII). ‘Technological foresight’ efforts were realised in the 
Japanese government’s technology foresight programme, which has been running since 1969. 
Distinctive about it is its sticking to the Delphi method. This was for a long time a forecasting 
exercise in its essence, actually. There are ‘foresight’ efforts in Europe from the early 90s. 
The United Kingdom’s foresight programme was established in 1993 and has become an 
institutionalized policy advising instrument for some governmental agencies and departments. 
It uses a wide variety of methods such as scenarios, trend extrapolation, simulations and 
gaming workshops and the Delphi interactive expert- and stakeholder-based survey. Central 
and Eastern European countries have used technology foresight only sporadically. They have 
been often hindered by immediate policy problems, by political mindsets and institutional 
structures that are more at ease with single rather than multiple views of the future, and with 
wholly separate, fractal government research endeavours rather than integrated national 
innovation systems” (Georghiou et al. 2008, p. XVIII). 

There was remarkably little use of the term ‘foresight’ in the futures literature until the 
1990s. This changed from the mid-90s. Probably in connection to early successes with 
‘technology foresights’ in the 1990s, have many futurists and forecasters decided in the 90s to 
describe their work too as foresight. This has led to immense definitional confusion, because 
effectively all varieties of futures and forecasting work have been rallied under the foresight 
flag. (Slaughter 1995). While some ‘foresights’ were called forecasts the term ‘foresight’ 
penetrated even the field of forecasting, partly rebranding it.21  

‘Technology foresight’ as we are interested in here designates a method designed to 
“inform policies bearing on longer-term prospects for technology development” (Georghiou 
2001, p. 7). This way its relation to planning is emphasised. We shall make a hint later that 
the conception of planning has also been changing in this respect. Strengthening and 
stabilising the methodology of foresight became an urgent task by the turn of the millennium 
and became a basic part of its institutionalisation process, together with organisational efforts 
both to strengthen the institutionalisation of the ‘foresight community’, and strengthening the 
role of ‘foresight’ for governmental agents. ‘Foresight’ practitioners identified further 
professionalisation tasks around the turn of the century. To these belongs that ‘foresight’ was 
to define more exactly. It was a ‘fully-fledged foresight’, as Ian Miles calls it, to identify. 
(Georghiou et al. 2008, p. 36). Perhaps it is not too much to say that foresight was in some 

                                                 
21 A striking example is perhaps the title of the journal: Foresight: The International Journal of Applied Forecasting that is 

published from 2005 and actually is devoted to forecasting. 
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measure to ‘standardise’ in its basic structure and dynamic.22 This professionalization effort 
seem for the ‘foresight community’ unavoidable for two reasons, at least. The relation to the 
governments was still to strengthen. It was to reinforce that foresight really can bring - what is 
expected by policy authorities. But, it seemed necessary to make some boundary work too and 
differentiate ‘foresight’ from those (the futures studies community, mostly) who became 
ready to realise some ‘bandwagon effect’ as the ‘foresighters’ claimed to be able to identify. 
Strict boundary work with definition of what ‘foresight’ is was to belong to the 
instrumentarium.  

It is to recognize that not foresight was to blame for a part of dissatisfaction with their 
results by the governmental authorities. These authorities are inclined to preserve their 
expectations that foresight exercises liberate them from some sort of tasks when provide them 
with exact enough prognosis. They are inclined to expect predictions with growing 
accuracy.23 ‘Foresighters’ together with the whole camp of ‘futures studies’ may argue that 
learning itself is a positive result on the same level as the products of the research efforts, the 
set of scenarios. But policy makers, more broadly decision makers, still may be inclined to 
prefer those cognitive efforts as decision supports that promise to lead to the narrowing of the 
uncertainty and liberate them from some responsibility, even when revised prognoses will 
come together with the Daily every morning. Perhaps much less of them are satisfied with 
learning about the many possibilities that possible futures offer them to consider. Policy 
makers (more general decision makers) seem to be inclined to think similarly in long range 
strategic issues as well. There are most important exceptions when clever politicians try to 
keep the set of alternatives open as long as they estimate to be possible.24  Expectations 
sticking to the still widespread linear thinking, in terms of expecting probabilistic truth about 
the future still make the mainstream expectations by the actors in practice. While, ‘technology 
foresight’, correctly, learned from its own dynamic that the processual result, that means 
learning and networking, is an as important result as the resulting scenarios, not to speak 
about forecasts, the requirement for suggestions what the policymakers, the governmental 
authorities should do, remained in foreground in the interaction of ‘foresight’ and politicians 
and makes difficulties for acknowledging the importance of ‘foresight’.  

2.2 Recent state and tasks of the ‘technology foresight’ assessed by The Handbook 

Apart from this problem perceived, leading ‘technology foresight’ practitioners envision a 
quite bright future progress in consolidation and in improving the methods. I can say that the 
deepness of the problem of improving the methodology is in foreground as a part of the 

                                                 
22 The leading persons of ‘technology foresight’ emphasize nevertheless, that due to the numerous different possible targets 

‘technology foresight’ shows and has to show up a lot of different types. It is impossible and neither wished to provide 

for ‘quick fixes’. The ‘one measure fits all’ intention is certainly not accepted by the ‘foresighters’. 
23 We experience nowadays how economic forecasters imitate weather forecasters by rapidly changing short-range forecasts 

and trying to extend the factors taken into account, while hoping in ‘cooling’ the extraordinary situations and return of 

regular dynamic. 
24 Even short range forecasts suffer from the same basic methodological problem as long range forecasts do, of course. This 

is that we can not see further over breaks. We are condemned to believe in some sort of continuity at least on the 

‘landscape’ level, if we take as basis for considerations the three-partite classification of ‘landscape, ‘regime’, ‘local’. 

So, the problem is actually not of time, not of long-range or short-range, but that of the quality of break. We handled 

with Imre Hronszky this problem a bit in a presentation at the COMEST (Hungarian UNESCO Commission in 2009, 

verbal communication). 
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problem of consolidation.25  ‘Technology foresight’ became well institutionalised after the 
millennium and continued its spreading.26 ‘Foresighters’ seem to be inclined to expect that, 
disregarding the tasks to overcome problems mentioned above, time of normal working, 
evolutionary period instead of chaotic dynamic or revolution arrived in the development of 
‘technology foresight’. With this basic methodological discourses would move in the 
background, accordingly, not to speak about even deeper foundational tasks. To assess this is 
a target of this chapter.  

‘Technology foresight’ became well institutionalised, but this activity is rather expensive. 
Through this perspective also is the problem of methodology to assess. Exploitation, refining 
of the available instrumentarium and looking for its extension, one can say that this is some 
problem of normal development of the established ‘technology foresight’ effort. This normal 
development really occurs. But in estimation of Imre Hronszky the situation is much more 
complicated and the basic problem is on a deeper level.27 While it is a valid task improving 
methodology, actually techniques of ‘technology foresight’ in numerous directions, basic 
requirements challenge recent ‘technology foresight’, even when its practitioners do not 
recognise them or only partly and hesitatingly turn to them. I enumerate these basic 
challenges.  

(1) First, leading persons of the ‘foresight community’ seems to have recognized by now 
what was basic starting point for Science and Technology Studies (STS) much earlier 
that science, technology and society co-evolve. To follow their interaction requires co-
evolutionary modelling (and appropriate research method) of societal dynamic as a 
whole. But to meet this requires rethinking of the whole recent methodology.  

(2) As ‘technology foresight’ developed into a type of consensus seeking endeavour (Think 
of the central position of the Delphi method!) concerning its cognitive claims and the 
knowledge to provide for, the danger emerged that the endeavour as a whole will be 
rather conservative concerning its attitude toward the openness of future, and excludes, 
even perhaps expels radical visions. This way, it will be able to provide knowledge about 
social robustness provided by some majority, this is an important factor in shaping 
future, but not about the real openness of future. 

(3) New technologies constrain to strengthen the concern around their possible negative 
(side) – effects concerning sustainability. So, technology assessment should be given a 
much stronger role in ‘technology foresight’ than it has now. Even, technology 
assessment should be realised in the emerging phase of new technologies, partly by way 
of a ‘double fictitious’ exercise. A ‘future-oriented technology analysis’ to which I come 
back later should be able to integrate technology assessment as equal among equals.  

                                                 
25 Improving knowledge of ‘indicators’ is envisioned among techniques intended to help politicians to orient themselves in 

their practical issues by more concrete ‘foresights’. 
26 The EU has made a lot of efforts to initiate, sustain and develop a European foresight community. Let us think of the 

European Foresight Monitoring Network (EFMN network) that functions from 2005. The EFMN is part of the 

European Foresight Knowledge Sharing Platform. The Institute for Prospective Technology Studies (IPTS) of the Joint 

Research Center (JRC) of the EC organised huge conferences already three times, in 2004, 2006, 2008. Actually these 

conferences were organised to bring together ‘technology foresight’, technology forecasting, technology assessment 

experts but ‘technology foresight’ was given supremacy in the coming ‘future-oriented technology analysis’ as 

integrated exercise. 
27 This estimation was presented at several places (Hronszky 2004a; Hronszky 2004b; Hronszky 2005a; Hronszky 2005b; 

Hronszky 2006a; Hronszky 2006b). 
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(4) Technological development reached a stage when technology very deeply penetrates all 
forms of human life and society. Beside this some forefront technological development 
challenges not only basic values but also the self-identity of the human beings, in their 
biological aspect. (The raising challenge to identify what a ‘bio-citizenship’ would be 
expresses this.) This raises the need for a ‘foresight’ on a higher reflective level than it 
has been realised until now, as assessing and evaluating possible future changes in values 
and human identity.  

(5) Further fifth, technology has been becoming medium of human life, not simply its 
instrument (that never simply was, except the conscientious reflection on it) neither 
simply some interacting thing in the societal dynamic. This should be adequately 
reflected. Many ‘technology foresight’ experts themselves say that the whole ‘technology 
foresight’ issue is necessarily becoming already a ‘foresight of the whole societal 
dynamic’. As a consequence, all this makes,  

(6)  ‘Technology foresight’ a genuinely political issue, not simply an essential tool for 
making some neutral dynamic more effective and efficient. ‘Technology foresight’ is a 
societal meaning giving exercise too, not only some sort of instrument. This genuinely 
political nature of the issue legitimises that public participation should be an integrative 
constituent of the ‘technology foresight’ efforts, first of all for some democratic political 
but also for cognitive reasons. And, to mention this separately for its urgency,  

(7)  The ‘technological future’ is becoming perhaps the main terrain where the fairness of 
(changing) relations in the global dynamic gets its expression, where most different 
agents develop their ideas about their acceptable life. This needs including speculation 
about how a fair global political system can be developed that is responsive to this 
development. (The task of anticipating appropriate actions in relation to emerging ‘gaps 
in accessibility’ by any new coming technological revolution and reconsidering modes of 
changing directions of these revolutions is a very urgent task.) And lastly,  

(8) There is some danger in the possibility that what the ‘foresight community’ will make 
will practically be the official type of study of future as an open process, excluding 
‘futures studies’ from influencing the societal-economic practice. Contrasting these 
requirements with the recent stage of ‘foresight’ and the expectations and targets its 
practitioners set is the topic of the coming paragraphs.    

Numerous ‘technology foresight’ handbooks and practical guides were published in the last 
ten years. Both are touchable appearances of very valuable crystallised knowledge. One sort 
of a handbook, actually nothing but a guideline for practice can stop with its targets just by 
providing for the description of the use of the instrumentarium available for its efficient use. 
In this respect this sort of handbooks is essential in spreading the approach in practice. But 
many handbooks and ‘technology foresight’ handbooks too often do something more. As 
outlined above there is still some rivalry between the technology forecasting and ‘technology 
foresight’ community and there is an ongoing refusal of the ‘futures studies’, assessed as 
irregular troops by the ‘technology foresight’ community. This makes understood the polemic 
parts of ‘technology foresight’ handbooks. Partly motivated by the perceived need for 
boundary work, some sort of handbooks, aiming at raising reflectivity, initiates its reader into 
the boundary work and the open problems of the field too. So, some polemic element is also 
realised by the authors of the different handbooks on ‘technology foresight’ too. This is 
reflection on the needed progress that is expected as possible, on the instruments in view 
already and the perceived open problems. I shall compare this reflective part with the 
benchmarking criteria outlined above. 
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I deal with two handbooks of ‘technology foresight’ in this chapter. These are the 
UNIDO Manual (2005) and the Handbook on Technology Foresight (Georghiou et al. 2008). 
They were touched on, already. I shall include into the assessment the volume on The Future 
Oriented Technology Analysis too (Cagnin et al. 2008). They are invaluable results of 
systematic efforts to give a comprehensive view. I first go into details in the handbook edited 
by Georgiou.  The Handbook makes a systematic account of issues in terms of rationals, roots 
and methods as well as the situation of foresight in the different countries. So, it helps to give 
the needed overview of history of ‘technology foresight’ efforts in some more detail. Of 
course, following my main commitment to tracing recognition of the need to account for 
‘incertitude’ and raising participatory democracy I concentrate on the assessment on how far 
‘incertitude’ is included and capitalised on as topic and how far public participation is given 
place in ‘technology foresight’.  

The Handbook carefully draws a claimed up-to-date picture about what ‘foresight’ 
should mean. They identify two main camps to differentiate from.  
“It doesn’t mean:  

• Only forecasting (let alone prediction) – though forecasting is an important component of 
foresight activities; 

• ‘Ivory tower’ futures studies, in which an expert academic or consultant group produces its 
vision of the future or of alternative futures.  

 
Among the features that do characterize (technology) foresight as its practitioners fix it we 
find:  

• Long term orientation, aimed at informing ongoing decision-making in the present and 
grounded in the assumption that the future is in many ways open and can be shaped in 
positive ways by improved understanding of opportunities and threats, driving forces and 
underlying processes of change; 

• Use of a range of formal tools and techniques for developing long term analysis 

• Involvement of a wide pool of expertise and often of stakeholders more generally, to 
access relevant knowledge, to engage more participants in the policy process, and to 
establish networks for ongoing coordination of action and sharing of information; 

• Crossing disciplinary boundaries and professional compartments, to be able to address 
emerging real-world problems that know nothing of these impediments. This often requires 
extensive ‘transition’ and fusion of knowledge from different sources” (Georghiou et al. 
2008, p. 14). 

 
Shortly, ‘foresight’ is a long term future assessment mostly for national or regional policy 
interests using a range of formal tools made by a wide pool of experts and stakeholders. It is 
cross- disciplinary and establishes wide networks for assessment. As the Handbook 
(Georghiou et al. 2008) states: based on the extending process of realising Technology 
Foresight Programmes efforts are made by now “to bring key players together into formalised 
communities of practice” (Georghiou et al. 2008, p. 11). What is at stake, as he identifies, is to 
consolidate an institutionalised ‘technology foresight’ as mission-oriented undertaking 
embedded into the science of innovation policy and through this into politics.  

Conceptualisation of ‘technology foresight’ depends on the conceptualisation of 
innovation policy. It changes with the changes of that. We can get a historical periodisation of 
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the ‘foresight’ efforts from this perspective. Georghiou  (2001) differentiated five generations 
of foresight activity.  

(1) “Technology forecasts, driven mainly by the internal dynamics of technology; 

(2) Foresight projects that seek to grapple with technology and markets simultaneously; 

(3) In which the market perspective is enhanced by inclusion of the social dimension; 
meaning the concerns and inputs of social actors; 

(4) Foresight programmes have a distributed role in the science and innovation system; 

(5) A mix of foresight programmes and exercises, also distributed across many sites but in 
combination with other elements of strategic decision making” (Georghiou 2001, p. 11). 

The different generations of foresight imply that different types of knowledge and policy 
issues are being addressed, and thus that the actors involved in the process are liable to 
change, too and it also follows that the different generations are liable to feature different 
structures for foresight (Georghiou et al. 2008, p. 17). Ian Miles summarises the specificity of 
‘foresight’ in The Handbook as follows. A “fully-fledged foresight” is prospective, looks for 
long term opportunities and alternatives. It is participatory networking and has policy 
orientation (Georghiou et al. 2008, p. 36). 

Concerning uncertainty of the future that is our main interest, the book correctly states 
that foresight has to be a process, because of the uncertainties it explores, and this way it is an 
ongoing learning process by way of networking. As The Handbook claims, foresighters have 
always been aware of the ‘uncertainty’ they have to deal with. Authors of The Handbook 
quote from the ‘ForSociety’ project: (that was finished by 2001) “In the context of 
‘ForSociety’, two additional aspects should be underlined: First that the future is genuinely 
perceived as uncertain and that Foresight provides a forum to deal with this openness and 
potential future options. Second, Foresight activities aim at building networks” (Georghiou et 
al. 2008, p. 13). We have now the basis that understanding futures is an ongoing learning 
process by way of networking. But how is it connected to action and the creativity futures 
knowledge unavoidably includes to the creativity of action?   

First I have to make a remark on the character of policy orientation of ’technology 
foresight’ to be able to go further. I also have to give a hint how this question should be 
answered. By ‘policy orientation’, ‘technology foresight’ correctly aims at making the first 
performative step to shape the future in a special way by providing unity of vision, way and 
stakeholders, experts network ready to realise it. It is taking part in building advocacy 
coalitions. This is the performative function of knowledge of future. Many social 
constructivists emphasize the performative character of knowledge as a most important 
feature, more generally. It is about the issue that knowledge becomes part of what it 
examines. This is especially interesting with the topic of possible ‘futures’ (On the 
performative function of knowledge of financing see Donald MacKenzie (2003). 

But we find some understanding of this not only with social constructivists. I remind the 
reader to the quoted passage from the UNIDO Technology Foresight Manual earlier. This 
Manual says the same in this respect. Foresight “seeks to create shared visions of the future, 
visions that stakeholders are willing to endorse by the actions they choose to take today. In 
this way, foresight is not concerned with predicting the future; rather, it is concerned with 
creating it” (2005, p. 9).28 This is stating the strong performative function of ‘foresight’. We 
can see from this perspective that ‘foresight’ and partly ‘futures studies’ are more general 
efforts to explore future possibilities where it is to expect that they can get social robustness 
                                                 
28  Quoted already previously in this chapter. 
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of support. While forecasters try to find the probabilities of what will occur, these efforts are 
around the value commitments to future possibilities (2005, p. 24). Among drivers for the 
adoption of foresight building advocacy coalitions ─ an often overlooked but increasingly 
important rationale for conducting foresight is its ability to mobilize disparate groups of actors 
around a particular vision. For example, if a particular issue is believed already to be 
strategically important, foresight can be used not only to raise awareness of its importance, 
but also to mobilize the key stakeholders into taking strategic collective action.)  I make three 
remarks in this respect. 

Unfortunately, thinkers stop with further speculation about what this creation may mean.  
I agree with Imre Hronszky who has been putting emphasis on this weakness and we together 
also made some further hints on this important performativity aspect especially with setting 
roadmaps.29  With the unity mentioned above, a special periodical shift in the envisioned 
future occurs as action continues. This is in nutshell as follows. A choice is made, backcasting 
is provided for, steps are identified to realise recently (or sparred, that is a different form of 
action) - and with this non-intended side effects, including possible ‘unknown unknowns’ are 
also initiated, by the actions of the otherwise conscientious agents.  Hence, with any step in 
conscientiously shaping the future, getting nearer to some goal, realises something different in 
each step made, too. We not only diminish ‘incertitude’ in some respect but also unavoidably 
create and add unknown pieces to it. This is one main hindrance to make long term reliable 
predictions, beside the two, often repeated difficulties, the lack of information and the 
structural indeterminacy. Actors engaging in shaping the future necessarily behave in a 
paradox way. They try to realise some goals, - and with this they unavoidably provide for 
‘unknown unknowns’. They try to enhance predictability, and are able to raise it for a while 
and simultaneously diminish long term predictability, too. 

The other remark refers to the embeddedness of any sort of knowledge into a complexity 
of factors that practically shape the future, that makes any mission oriented knowledge deeply 
political. Different foresight efforts, concerning the communities who realise them, the 
methodologies how to realise them integrate in some sorts of complexities and not in others. 
As Imre Hronszky emphasizes, we have to ask the most comprehensive question on the type 
of cognition efforts about the future: “In what sort of society in what sort of ranking of 
knowledge forms, if any, is realised and what sorts of practical consequences of the cognitive 
practice may have on the integration of society as a whole and on the life in practice of 
different layers of people?” (PhD Lectures, 2006, verbal communication.) 

The third remark refers to some essential tension in futures studies, especially with 
‘foresight’ efforts. In their trial among others to provide for a durable cooperation of the 
‘foresight community’ the criterion of consensus as methodological criterion seems to get a 
too strong position. The criterion of consensus provides for some social robustness, provides 
for force in action, but it narrows the cognitive space. Extremists are excluded by 
methodological considerations.30 While extremist views may be owned by minorities this 
exclusion is a problem from political science, from the democratisation requirement too. To 
be short, three aspects of perfomativity influence, shape the creativity aspect of ‘foresights’. 
Unfortunately, the ‘foresight community’ seems not much aware of them.     

What sorts of policies and through them societal and economic dynamics were identified 
to serve for with policy decisions in the different phases of the historical development of 
foresight? As Georghiou shortly demonstrates historical development of foresight efforts 
roughly fits into the development of and learning about innovation policy. The first generation 
‘foresight’ was based on the idea of the internal dynamic of technology. The first historical 

                                                 
29 Concerning the performative role of setting roadmaps see references in the chapter on roadmapping, in this dissertation,  
30 In the environmentalist debates this was formulated as setting discourse only with ‘concensus-ready’ concerned agents. 
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variant of innovation policy emerged around the idea of innovation as a linear process. As the 
UNIDO Manual characterises the linear understanding in a comprised way, “according to this 
model, advances in basic research give rise to opportunities in applied research, which, in 
turn, make possible the development of new technologies and innovations. Society therefore, 
supported basic research with the expectation that it would ultimately generate benefits in the 
form of wealth, health and national security, but governments were fairly relaxed about 
exactly what form those benefits might take and when they might occur” (Unido Manuel 
2005, p. 12). 

The second generation foresight projects “seek to grapple with technology and market 
simultaneously”, states Georghiou (2008, p. 16). To get nearer to its connection to the next 
type of innovation policy it seems worth wile that we think of the idea of, as Hronszky calls it, 
the extended or coupled linearity. This second part claims that a technology driven wave 
process leads to economic growth, through causing major disequilibria in the economic 
system, to say with a later expression, that redistributes ‘comparative economic advantages’. 
But, as neo-classical economy correctly states, individual firms are inclined more toward 
exploitation than exploration. An innovation policy in the spirit of neoclassical economy 
ambitiously overtakes the task of correcting this ‘market-failure’. Part of the ground for this is 
the (incorrect) belief of supreme cognitive capabilities by governmental actors in comparison 
to private actors.  

Policy making based on the linear process type conceptualisation, in both of its variants, 
proved to be very simplistic and rather misleading. ‘Market failure’ correction could only be a 
small part of the complex issue. As Georgiou explains the third phase of the historical 
development of innovation policy was based on the recognition that beside ‘market failure’ 
also various ‘system failures’ have their impact. In the third phase thinking devoted itself to 
take into some account of the problems of interaction of the innovation process with the 
social-economic system. This taking into account is essentially about trials to identify “that 
there are insufficient bridging institutions in the socio-economic system” (Georghiou et al. 
2008, p. 18) and starting to set them. (As a case I can refer that this is the period of starting 
with technology transfer offices of the universities, to overcome a system failure, and the 
hype about them.)   

Georgiou roughly connects the second and third generation of ‘foresight’ to the M2, the 
‘new production of knowledge’ hypothesis developed by Gibbons, Helga Novotny and 
company (Gibbons et al. 1994; Nowotny et al. 2001). Third generation foresights means as 
Georghiou defines it that the ‘market perspective is enhanced by inclusion of a broader social 
dimension, involving the concerns and inputs of a broad range of social actors” (Georghiou et 
al. 2008, p. 16). I think he is wrong with this identification. The essential two things that make 
a unity in the M2 conceptualisation are that the dominant dynamic of production of 
knowledge changes to contextually addressed problem setting, and in this context the agora, 
full of public participation takes over the dominant role. But we do not find this turn to the 
primacy of societal needs with the fourth generation ‘foresights’ either. 31  In this 
conceptualisation ‘foresight’ is getting a more and more open self-organising system, not only 
policy-related and prospective but essentially participative.  

There are two questions with this declaration and the recent practice of ‘participativity’. 
The first is about the boundary drawn for participation. The other is about the goal of the 
whole ‘foresight’ system in its recent phase. Concerning the boundary we can state that 
stakeholders are invited to get inside but the inclusion of environmentalists or other 

                                                 
31. The fourth generation foresight got a new role in the innovation system because it was developed and realised as 

‘distributed intelligence’. As Georgiou states “The Fourth Generation has its analogue in the concept of an ecology of 

industry […] or the open innovation system” (Georghiou et al. 2008, p. 16).  
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‘concerned’ groups is occasional. The democratic intention is directed toward ‘whose 
interests are included and represented’ by other stakeholders than toward ‘working by their 
inclusion’, if the challenge is about including the public at large. As the only sentence about 
this issue in the book already in the Preface states, “those who wish to predict, understand or 
react to technological futures […] also [have to] make efforts to draw upon experience of 
those more directly engaged with the economy and society in industry, government and 
beyond. More rarely they may also seek the opinions of the public at large” (Georghiou et al. 
2008, p. XVII). Concerning the second issue the goal of ‘foresight’ is instrumentalistic. It has 
to help make the system of innovation work more effectively and efficiently but is not 
intended to engage in meaning giving exercise, it is not intended to make it a socio-critical 
exercise. In this respect innovation is simply identified as a decisive instrument for raising 
economic competitivity. I shall come back to this.     

The observation Georghiou claims, that fourth generation foresights are made by 
multiple organisations is only in weak relation with the claims M2 makes.  So we have 
important organizational changes with the fifth generation foresight too, but M2 
conceptualisation still remains outside of its boundaries, as some utopistic vision. M2 
conceptualisation would require a change from dominance of market interests to dominance 
of societal interests. Recent, the fifth generation of foresight seems more to serve the 
dominance of market interests by enhancing the systemic nature of foresight efforts, its 
integration to practice but still resisting to more radical political requirements. One point of 
the important changes with the last two historical phases is that foresight made a turn to 
include a large amount of heterogeneous actors and with this the actual working of foresight 
gets nearer to some sort of governance.  

There is an immense change that historically happened with ‘technology foresight’ from 
its first generation when it started as an effort to serve for decision makers with decision 
supporting information in problems of priority setting with R&D through the fifth generation, 
just as we see an immense change in the history of innovation policy, and, on the basic level, 
with the role of technology in economy and society. We can identify at least three basic 
tendencies in the societal-economic dynamic. One tendency is aiming at exploring and 
exploiting the emerging science-based technological revolution. Another tendency is the 
accelerating global economic competition and putting in service the emerging new science-
based technological revolution. The third tendency is more on social-political then 
immediately on economic level. This is what essentially the M2 hypothesis about. This is to 
redefining the dominant role of exploring and exploiting technology to serve for the societal 
needs, first. Overarching ‘place’ to discuss these societal needs is the required 21st century 
type ‘agora’ suggested by the authors of the M2 conception that helps to further not only the 
already ongoing turn of the research system toward the dominance of problem-oriented 
research but as part of a socio-political overall change.      

I make some remarks on them. One can see signs already that recently a new science-
based technological revolution emerges. This is around to grasp and exploit the emerging 
convergence of a starting nanotech revolution based biological, informatics and cognitive 
science revolution, the convergence of NBIC technologies.32 Its possibilities can be explored 
and exploited basically in two different ways concerning its relation to society and economy. 
As most economists state there is an accelerating global race in competitivity that requires a 
holistic effort by the social-economic systems to meet the global challenges. I refer to the 

                                                 
32 NBIC is the abbreviation for the technologies mentioned above. Explanation of the origin of the term you find in “Societal 

implications of nanoscience and nanotechnology” (Roco and Bainbridge 2001). 
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AHO report on the tasks identified for raising the competitivity of the EU in this respect.33 As 
the AHO report requires, without identifying the accelerating technological revolution as 
emerging NBIC revolution, to be able to keep the global economic race, society and economy 
should concentrate its capabilities to accelerate innovation. Europe has to make a holistic 
effort and put all its societal and economic capabilities in service of raising its innovativity. 
The suggestions of the report are in strong relation to for example the Lead market initiatives 
(LMI) by the EU in 2008. 

In this conceptualisation there is an accelerating global competition and there is no other 
possibility than to try to keep with this acceleration by making technologies more effective 
and efficient and providing for consumers ready to partake in the race. As with the Grand 
Challenges is conceptualised in the USA functioning of new technologies for realising social 
(and environmental) values is mediated by, subsumed to the economic competitiveness. In 
words it is declared that economy should serve for the Grand Societal Challenges, but it 
seems that the basic first filtering is made by choosing for that goals and ways that are 
economically promising. Those needs that fall out are objects of political considerations. But 
just among the suggested LMIs we find green technologies as chance for Europe. This is the 
point where, as it is well known, the societal or environment protection needs change their 
‘rest category’ or more politely expressed their long-term strategic position and get really 
integrated into the economy. In an economy where the directions of growth for societal and 
environment protection needs not only the acceleration of growth is source of return, or 
gradually even the dominating source can be made at least equal goal setting that the economy 
moves toward these directions.  

I make two further remarks on this issue. The first is that two different holistic turns can 
be identified in principle. The first conceptualisation identifies that the backwardness of 
Europe is growing and even accelerating and a turn of the whole societal-economic system 
toward supporting the innovativeness in Europe is required. In this conception the turn is 
conceptualised as an intrumentalistic task. The second conceptualisation envisions that 
changing directions of innovation may provide for comparative advantage on the global 
economic market and envisions exploiting the rich European tradition of the partly 
cooperative discourses with the different ‘concerned’ groups. This is in line with some efforts 
made by the European Union to commit in growing utilisation of clean energy, etc. One 
chapter of my dissertation turns to these issues and makes an assessment of an important 
report, the Taking European Knowledge Society Seriously, the TEKSS report (Felt and 
Wynne 2007).       

Foresight, as Georgiou and many other leading scholars in the ‘foresight’ business will, 
gets its basic framing by this socio-economic global challenge and should provide for 
knowledge (and networking as performative issues) that can realise and accelerate this 
process.  The economy gets a new level and the societal benefits will be acquired through the 
coordinating action of the economy.  Its target may be looking for effectivity and efficiency of 
the needed system to be able to meet the economically dictated competition. Society is a 
mechanism that accelerates its dynamic and will be able to distribute the raising set of goods 
(and ‘bads’, to utilise the, by Michael Keenan playfully developed word) according to the 
participation capability of anyone in the market and political mechanism. The ‘How the 
decisions are made in the whole process’ question gets renewed importance.    

Georgiou will liberate ‘foresight’ from evaluative commitments and states: “Innovation 
policy cannot hope to select among ‘good’ and ‘bad’ innovations to support. Indeed, given the 
inherent uncertainties mentioned above, the question will usually be one of how good or bad 

                                                 
33  This report was made on request of the EC in 2006 and popularly named after the earlier Finnish prime, Esko Aho, who 

was its chairperson. Its official title is: Creating an Innovative Europe. Its rapporteur was Luke Georghiou. 
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specific innovations are for whom, by what criteria. There can be very few black-and-white 
cases. Innovation policy may hope to steer broad trajectories of technological development. 
(For example incentives may be provided to work on technologies that are more 
environmentally sustainable in terms of resource use or pollution emissions, or that are 
explicitly oriented to the needs of underresourced social groups such as disabled people, 
victims of tropical diseases, etc.) It can promote institutions conducting technology 
assessment or enhancing awareness and social dialogue about the course of scientific or 
technological development” (Georghiou et al. 2008, p.  X). Following my basic interest I shall 
return to the question of by whom will be the knowledge produced of the ‘how good or bad 
specific innovations are for whom, by what criteria’ question.  

I turn to the Foresight Methodology chapter in the Handbook. The Handbook provides a 
collection of 33 methods, various classifications and methodological frameworks in the 
foresight field. Ian Miles gives a systemic look into the process of ‘foresight’. 

Figure 2: The Foresight cycle 

 

Source: (Miles 2002, p. 7) 

 
If we think of the task ‘foresight’ should solve even when we stop with the goals Georghiou 
sets in serving with knowledge in the turning of the whole societal-economic system to 
accelerate innovation then these methods actually are techniques only. The basic 
methodological consideration on how the goals are to serve for is simply missing. The rich list 
of the methods in The Handbook is even less acceptable as the multiplicity of the methods 
‘foresight’ offers and make use of, if we raise the need for a more participative approach to 
the future that wishes to take part in defining meanings of the future instead of simply serving 
for economic efficacy and efficiency, that means simply serving as a technique to think about 
possible futures. Concerning the method of exploring meanings for future we have to think of 
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the ‘cui prodest’ (to whom should it be realisation of his/hers visions) question, and with this 
that the political dimension would be essential in including into ‘foresight’.34    
 

2.3 On Future-Oriented Technology Analysis 

As I indicated I miss with The Handbook the appropriate inclusion of the assessment of the 
possible negative impacts of possible new technologies, the public participation and the 
orientation to wondering about really ’surprising’ news in the foresight efforts. It is very 
interesting to see how another collective effort of leading ‘foresighters’ depicts a partly 
different view of ’technology foresight’ and its recent urging tasks. I have to make some 
introductory remarks on the processes of which some sort of cristallisation as result is to find 
in the book to assess soon. The Institute of Prospective Technology Studies (IPTS), member 
of the Joint Research Centre (JRC) of the EC, has been organising a series of biannual 
international conferences from 2003, the first was realised in 2004. This series of conferences 
gives space for the organised development of the European foresight community.  

This series is an interaction of the self-organizing effects, through the very big number of 
presenters, and the organizers intentions, who, under the ‘auspices’ of the IPTS, try to 
modulate the development. In this spirit is the book a selection from the rich multiplicity of 
presentations – filtered through the perspective/s/ of the editors, aiming to let move the 
‘foresight community’ in the directions of which it provides for. This way it is of equal 
importance what sorts of presentations are not included, as well as what sorts of groups 
dealing with futures studies or technology assessment have not taken place at the conferences. 
(Unfortunately I have no space here either to enumerate those important presentations at the 
conferences that are not included.) I shall give special attention to the positioning ‘Future-
oriented technology analysis’ receives, what is drawn as a lesson from science and technology 
studies, what sorts of new methodological developments in future-oriented technology 
analysis (FTA) are identified by the book, and what future directions they envision.   

The positioning of FTA is written by Cristiano Cagnin of the IPTS and Michael Keenan 
of PREST of University of Manchester. They state that there are different communities that 
have grown up around anticipating technological futures: technology forecasters, technology 
assessment community, futures studies, and technology foresight community. Then they 
provide for a rather surprising statement if you compare it with the spirit of the Handbook (of 
which Keenan also was one of the co-editors!): “There are some differences between all those 
communities – in terms of their roots, practices and knowledge claims – but there are a far-
greater number of similarities. They continue as follows: “Indeed, differences within 
communities are often greater than the differences between them, whilst many individual 
practitioners clearly transcend different traditions. With this in mind, the European 
Commission’s (EC) Joint Research Centre Institute for Prospective Technology Studies (JRC-
IPTS) has sought to begin a dialogue between these overlapping communities, using the label 
Future-oriented Technology Analysis (FTA) as a common umbrella term” (Cagnin et al. 
2008, p. 1). They state that in the dialogue “some progress has been made – through mutual 
learning and exchange – towards the development of a shared understanding” (Cagnin et al. 
2008, p. 2).  The goal is to develop a fully-fledged FTA community. This is a goal I fully 
agree with. But as themselves immediately confess the book under scrutiny itself may support 

                                                 
34 In this meaning is forecare (Forsorge in German) a committed meaning giving action to change the future in required 

directions by ‘concerned’ groups just as the other basic valuing attitudes concerning ‘incertitude’ are. 
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misunderstanding because it underrepresents technology forecasting and assessment 
communities (Cagnin et al. 2008, p. 2). 

What do the authors identify as ‘common essence of TA efforts?’ They state that to the 
essence of FTA belongs that it is a future-oriented, participation-based, action-oriented 
activity35  (Cagnin et al. 2008, p. 3). They identify the “policy and strategy development 
process as a continuous reflexive learning process that underlines the need for ’systemic 
instruments’ […] to complement traditional steering approaches” (Cagnin et al. 2008, p. 5). 
Relying on the statements of EC supported Forlearn project they make the guess that there 
may in fact be “two modes of foresight, […] and perhaps similar modes apply to other FTA 
approaches: In ’mode 1’ foresight, the objective is to improve and optimise an existing system 
[…] In ’mode 2’ foresight, the aim is to debate and promote fundamental changes of 
established paradigms” (Cagnin et al. 2008, p. 5). They continue: “Thus, ’mode 2’ foresight is 
about questioning the existing system, initiating disruption, undermining existing worldviews, 
and raising the spectre of incredible” (Cagnin et al. 2008, p. 6). 

I can not resist making at least one remark on this recognition by ‘foresighters’. While in 
its long history both forecasting and ‘foresight’ for along time were serving for economic and 
state interests in raising economic growth and worked essentially in ’mode 1’, technology 
assessment, actually coming from the other side of the political arena, originating by the 
needs to account for the negative effects of technological growth, worked very soon in a 
‘mode 2’. The essential question for them was quite early already, that of how the existing 
system, one-sidedly oriented only on acceleration of economic growth, could be changed so 
that negative effects will be handled as equally important. They concentrated on developing 
knowledge for this goal. So, I just remind the reader, it is not first a technical task is 
integration, let it be envisioned as a very difficult effort to provide for an integrated FTA 
community, because it requires finding solution for a shared political commitment too, or 
perhaps first of all, that can keep the different approaches together. This problem, what a 
shared political commitment can be and how could it be developed is a topic that is even not 
touched on by the book. Fortunately there is a more than 25 years of tradition of constructive 
technology assessment (cTA), especially in The Netherlands and Denmark that serves with 
much material and learning in this respect. There are very valuable reflexive assessments too. 

I showed earlier in this chapter how the authors of The Handbook put emphasis on 
differentiating themselves from any other activity. Here we may learn another story, 
seemingly about the same issue. In the 1.4. Chapter of the book on FTA (Cagnin et al. 2008), 
titled as “What we would like to know about FTA but still don’t”, we get assured as follows. 
“Over the past decade, FTA activities have multiplied across a wide spectrum of settings and 
on different levels. Reflecting this rich diversity of contexts, FTA activities have assumed a 
range of labels (e.g. technology foresight, technology assessment, technological forecasting, 
horizon scanning, technology road-mapping, critical technologies), have multiple objectives 
and rationales, and have used different methodological designs” (Cagnin et al. 2008, p. 7). 

I doubt, of course, the validity of this historical assessment. The reason is first of all that 
it is based on a changed meaning of the term FTA. That means that the assessment is based on 
a logical mistake. While FTA termed earlier the expected integration now each of the 
expected ingredients in a coming unified undertaking get termed as TFA activities. One could 
reply that, according to the authors, similarity was always stronger than dissimilarity. One 
could ask, of course the historical agents, whether they felt more similarity in their efforts 
than dissimilarity when for example ‘forecasters’ reduced their interest to investigating into 

                                                 

35  They utilise the standpoint developed in Keeanan M., Popper R. (Keenan and Popper 2007). 
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the potentials that could raise economic growth and identified movements as obstacle to get 
through, and technology assessment experts who took as their task the identification of the 
damages industrial growth caused and was about causing in the future. One could simply ask 
if the so called two tracks analysis different researchers from The Netherlands gave is a 
mistake, but I think they were correct. So, forecasting and technology assessment activities 
developed for a long time in two different tracks, even mutually inimically. The cTA efforts, 
initiated first in The Netherlands and Denmark, in the early 80s were conscious trials to 
overcome this.  

By following Rémy Barré and Michael Keenan in their chapter on Revisiting Foresight 
Rationales: What lessons from the social sciences and humanities? I first take a longer 
excursion into the epistemology of ‘foresight knowledge’, as they understand it. Then I 
continue this with some remarks on their understanding what sociology of knowledge can be 
of help for the quality of ‘foresight’.36 I feel this commenting essential even when I can only 
make some remarks.  

Writing on characteristics of conceptualising foresight Barré and Keenan state: “Thus, a 
foresight operation has two components: the production of conjectures and their articulation 
in socio-political debates. More precisely, foresight consists of (a) the elaboration, based on 
rational methods, of conjectures (hypothesis, statements) about the evolution and future states 
of the system considered; and (b) the structured organisation of debates about them and their 
elaboration (the foresight forum)” (Barré and Keenan in Cagnin et al. 2008, pp. 44-45). They 
state later: “Since the methods must be rational and the conjectures must be debated in a 
structured way, it follows that foresight operations must be conceived:  

(1) From a large and open repertoire of methods and modes of interventions. […] 

(2) With reference to normative principles ensuring such rationality and debate. These 
principles are of two kinds: the scientificity principle and the democratic principle. The 
scientificity principle states that attention must be given to the epistemological status of 
the conjectures that are built, in order to define the relevant rules and criteria for debate 
and criticism. The democratic principle states the need for equal respect (status) among 
all the actors in the operation.” (Barré and Keenan in Cagnin et al. 2008, p. 45) Herewith 
we have the declaration to scientificity. It is to checque what they actually mean with 
this. They claim “that exploration of the conjectures produced can be improved through 
reference to epistemology and the sociology of science” (Barré and Keenan in Cagnin et 
al. 2008, p. 45). In this spirit they devote a longer part of their chapter to “the quality of 
foresight in terms of statements production and debate: an understanding through the 
epistemology and sociology of science framework” (Barré and Keenan in Cagnin et al. 
2008, p. 45). 

In a bit more extensive characterisation what the ‘essence’ of FTA, over defining it as future-
oriented, participation-based, action-oriented activity is, we found added earlier in the book 
that FTA has to work on the ‘principle of evidence’.  What does scientificity mean in this 
respect? As the starting point they correctly, but somewhat surprisingly state: “Foresight does 
not produce scientific knowledge” (Barré and Keenan in Cagnin et al. 2008, p. 45). The reader 
can believe than that it may be quite interesting to find a shared piece between the two claims, 
that of realising scientificity but not producing scientific knowledge. As they continue arguing 
we find some explanation why ‘foresight’ does not produce scientific knowledge. This is 
because, as they correctly state, conjectures and scenarios are not falsifiable objects. Are 
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‘foresights’ to see as results of modelling and should we just use epistemology of modelling? 
They continue the argumentation. “One could object that this is the situation for any discipline 
where modelling is a central tool. Foresight is a special case, however, since it deals with the 
large and complex socio-economic and technical systems. These prevent any modelling that 
can be called scientific, since the relevant parameters are far too numerous, intrinsically 
heterogeneous, and often non-quantifiable. Another way to put this is to recall the obvious 
fundamental and irreducible uncertainty of the long term future of systems having a social 
component” (Barré and Keenan in Cagnin et al. 2008, p. 46). If we shortly repeat the lesson 
we got to learn, this is that ‘foresight’ is dealing with such complex systems that the 
fundamental and irreducible uncertainty makes impossible to use ‘epistemology of 
modelling’. But what can be used?  

I quote a little bit longer from the chapter under assessment. “In this sense, foresight is 
not based on an epistemology of predictability, nor on an epistemology of modelling; we can 
just say (and this is crucial) that it is based on a rational approach which follows the logic of 
modelling, which enables us to build statements about the future that are coherent and based 
on scientific knowledge from a variety of disciplines, allowing for the possibility to discuss 
the rigor of the process, its analytic sources, its assumptions, and the causal relationships 
considered. In other words, conjectures about the long term are statements based on scientific 
knowledge, but ‘transgressing’ it by applying it beyond the limits of its validity, the gap being 
filled by representations of the world and specific values (hence the notion of alternative 
scenarios)” (Barré and Keenan in Cagnin et al. 2008, p. 46). 

At this point they turn to sociology of science, to get the needed help. Remember please 
that we are looking for criteria for high quality of foresight! We find some advice then that 
allegedly concludes from the perspective of the sociology of science. Let us first see the 
sociological description that allegedly should bring us the light. The authors state: “This 
situation, as the sociology of science shows, appears to be a particular case of a discourse 
surrounding scientific expertise. In scientific expertise, the sources of uncertainty are both the 
extension of the topic beyond the discipline of the expert and the scientific controversies that 
appear usually at the frontier of science. In foresight, the uncertainty lies in the impossibility 
to know the future. It therefore follows that the conditions of its debate can be the same as the 
debate in an expertise process context” (Barré and Keenan in Cagnin et al. 2008, p. 46). 

‘Foresight’ is doing something similar to “the extension of the topic beyond the 
discipline of the expert and the scientific controversies that appear usually at the frontier of 
science” (Barré and Keenan in Cagnin et al. 2008, p. 46). Are we ‘transgressing’ scientific 
argumentation, by “applying them beyond the limits of its validity” – as Berré and Keanan 
state? What can the sociology of science say about this? The corner stone is the 
epistemological issue: this is that future statements can not have truth value because they lack 
empirical controllability. In my terminology if the truth frame does not work than we can only 
turn to the validity frame when looking for rationality. What can bring rationality in assessing 
validity or how far should it be further left for the sociology, as for example accepting 
robustness of agreement? Mostly coherence is suggested as rationality criterion. What about 
coherence? I shall come back to this in the next chapter. We shall find that this criterion 
unnecessarily reduces rational argumentation about the future. 

We have now the completion suggestion. So we have somehow to rely on ‘statements 
based on scientific knowledge’. I certainly share this engagement. But does it mean that we 
can make conclusions using inductive argumentation forms, what must certainly be the case if 
some sort of forecasting is included into FTA, as they do. Is this then applying sciences 
“beyond the limits of validity?”  And then here is still “the gap being filled by representations 
of the world and specific values (hence the notion of alternative scenarios)” (Barré and 
Keenan in Cagnin et al. 2008, p. 46). What remains then for rationality and validity of 
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“representations of the world”? Are they results of imaginative power? Must imaginative 
power be controlled by ratio? If yes, does this control validate them? And if the imaginative 
power is controlled by ratio is this accepted method not too narrow, and in this somewhat 
meaning irrational to be open enough to anticipating ‘surprises’?   

We get an answer from the book. Barré and Keanen refer to ‘socio-technical networks’ 
and ‘hybrid forum’ as the needed help for finding validity criteria. They turn with this from 
the normative task to set to a descriptive. What is valid is argued, for example by guided by 
rationality criteria as coherence, and accepted by some group of actors. Networks “can be 
used to describe the interactions and working of the heterogeneous sets of actors in a foresight 
context: the foresight actors can be seen as participating in an open knowledge and innovation 
producing process” (Barré and Keenan in Cagnin et al. 2008, p. 46).  The additional remark 
Barré and Keanen make only colours this description, by the way, in a problematic way, 
concerning the place of the different actors in the process. Referring to the well-known 
‘translation’ idea by Michel Callon (Callon et al. 2001). They find that real world problems 
will be “translated” into a “microcosm”, by the work of a “specialised and reduced 
collective”, “imagining and exploring simplified objects, based on a high concentration of 
instruments and competencies”, and then a “return” is made “always risky, towards the real 
world of macrocosm” (Barré and Keenan in Cagnin et al. 2008, p. 46).37  This is an extreme 
model of reducing competence in engaging ‘foresight’, but produced as a descriptive 
statement: “some actors do it this way”. You really do not know its position in the 
argumentation for quality of foresight.  

But anyhow, with this model we have some sort of disciplining ‘foresight’ efforts. The 
question is how far this disciplination provides for dangers that we may underestimate the 
‘deep uncertainty’ with possible futures? I myself would like to prefer those efforts together 
that: 

(a) make trials to discipline these ‘foresight’ trials, and lead to some sorts of scenarios     that 
will be chequed for acceptance both by their expert and social robustness,  and 
simultaneously  

(b) those efforts that really try to de-discipline the imaginative power.  

2.4 Asking for help for FTA methodology from some post-modern thinkers?  

‘Technology foresight’ puts consensus building in the centre of defining its methodology. 
With this policy makers are provided with some sort of a socially robust set of scenarios. 
They are provided with the knowledge of possible directions behind which more or less 
robust networks of stakeholders and experts can be identified. Social robustness certainly has 
comparative advantage when alignment in action is at stake but it is at least doubtful for 
cognitive goals. It is most important to assess how far this element may hinder the possible 
richness of future scenarios. How to provide for knowledge of surprising news?  

We saw that forecasting is unavoidably bounded by trying to explore how far the future 
is continuation of the past that can be traced at least probabilistically. ‘Foresight’ commits 
itself to look for possible futures. But the width of the view is certainly reduced by the 
consensus criterion set for the ‘foresight community’. Now I turn to a rather unique article in 

                                                 
37 They say: “In the case of foresight, the only difference is that the second stage (laboratory experimental work) is of a 

different nature, dealing with exploration of hypotheses without procedures to close the spectrum of alternatives. The 

third stage provides an analogy of status between the statements on the future resulting from a foresight exercise and 

the ‘socially robust knowledge’ produced in the ‘Mode 2’ sequence” (Barré and Keenan in Cagnin et al. 2008, p. 47). 
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the book assessed. It is written by Matt Staton, a practicing ‘foresighter’. In the article 
‘Monstruous Foresight’, Staton claims to observe that recently “there is no future in foresight” 
(Cagnin et al. 2008, p. 54) as one of the subtitles claims. What is ment with this? Staton 
correctly observes that the central methodological claim of providing for a consensus report 
strongly reduces what ‘foresight’ can deliver. He joins with this to the ever lauder voices that 
‘foresight’ does not provide for really surprising news. Its dialogic nature aiming at consensus 
is guilty in this, as Staton too identifies. This way ‘foresight’ can only provide for what he 
terms a ‘longish tomorrow’.  In contrast to this ‘foresight’ should find its unique role. This is 
to ‘chase blindly after monsters’. With this Staton includes into ‘foresight’ considerations of 
such post-modern thinkers like Francois Lyotard and Jacques Derrida. As he states: “the 
transformative power of the future is to be found in the anomalous, the intolerable and the 
incomprehensible before it is appropriated and turned into material for dialogic exchange and 
this pre-dialogic ground is the proper domain of foresight” (Cagnin et al. 2008, p. 67).  Notice 
please the problem that we have to look blindly for monsters.  

I make a brief description and criticism of the ideas of Staton, a criticism also valid for 
his post-modern inspirers, Francois Lyotard or Jacques Derrida. In one sentence, somehow 
metaphorically, I want to say that they are on the right trace but rather confuse in the very 
spare details they provide for the, in my estimation, immensely important problematique. In 
the famous chapter on the Postmodern Condition, Searching for the Uncertainties in The 
Postmodern Condition (Lyotard 1984), written as report for the Canadian government, 
Lyotard calls for a type of science that make it conscious that the main target of science is 
searching for the boarders of proneness, by producing paradoxes. This way postmodern 
science realises an explicit discoursive relation - to its own presumptions.  According to 
Lyotard there is a need for ‘post-modern science’.  This “is theorizing own evolution as 
discontinuous, catastrophic, non-rectifiable, and paradoxical. It is changing the meaning of the 
world knowledge. It is producing not the known but the unknown” (Lyotard 1984, p. 63).  
Lyotard gives as result the example of the change in the basic conceptualisation what a 
dynamism may be. Referring to Benoit Mandelbrot and René Thom Lyotard observes very 
early that the idea of instable systems and catastrophes is about challenging the then accepted, 
‘received’ basic idea of dynamism. As he concludes, postmodern science points to differences 
interpreted as ‘paralogies’.  

Lyotard, at the end of the 70s, actually comments simultaneously on path breaking 
developments in mathematics of these years, concerning their cultural and scientific 
importance. It is quite surprising that the futures studies literature, together with ‘technology 
foresight’ have not taken them into account earlier. Concentrating on the ‘paralogies’ requires 
making at least some strong change in the accent of research as it is done everywhere. Science 
is required to turn from exploiting ‘normal science’ (as Kuhn understands it) to steady 
reflexivity on its own presuppositions.  

What about ‘technology foresight’? Staton suggests inclusion of explicit concern with the 
new as unforeseeable, this is “future proper, the future unconnected to the present” (Cagnin et 
al. 2008, p. 56). “Perhaps the only distinctive thing that foresight offers is an explicit concern 
with the new as unforeseeable”38 (Cagnin et al. 2008, p. 55). Until now the consideration was 
on monsters. But monsters are in a partially continuous relation to the familiar types. With 
looking for monsters, I agree with Imre Hronszky when he says that there is an exciting 
possibility demonstrated to extend the perspective of futures studies. Either emerging 
monsters may function as early indicators for breakthrough environmental changes or 
deductive considerations, reflections on some given ontologies or methodological attitudes 

                                                 
38 Unfortunately, Staton gets uncertain when he tries to look for realised cases, and calls for reconsideration if the paradigm 

model fits the postmodern criterium. 
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may lead to guesses of the emergence of monsters. Both ways provide for restructuring 
thinking of possible futures and early indications of them. This may be new, I think, for 
‘foresight’ professionals but it seems, the fashion, and revolting generations of the youth may 
practice it, without perhaps conscientiously reflecting on it or developing it into some 
methodology.     

Staton requires that ‘technology foresight’ should fully turn to the steady self-reflection 
of its basic presumptions. I think Staton would be quite right with the task setting that this 
self-reflection and looking for monsters should be a unique task for ‘technology foresight’, 
but wrong with committing to “the unique tasks” characterisation. It seems that a ‘healthy’ 
complementarity with looking for the ‘longish tomorrow’ and the suggested new way is to 
suggest. The Future seems only partly be ‘open’, even when we never know really what ‘part’ 
of it is really ‘open’, agents, it is advisable should be prepared both ways, that much will only 
be a ‘longish tomorrow’ and discontinuities may be more and numerous.  

What place is given to this postmodernist consideration in the criticised foundational 
work for future-oriented technology analysis? I am afraid that not much. It demonstrates that 
sensibility to monsters is identifiable at those who undertook the task to rethink a converging 
future-oriented technology analysis. But in the ‘positioning article Cagnin and Keanen put 
emphasis on Staton’s opinion that that a more ethical opening towards the future on behalf of 
the citizens would not raise the cognitive capability of the ‘foresight’ system. They also 
falsely identify that for Staton there is a choice between Derrida, and looking at the future “as 
‘monstrous’, unforeseeable and undecidable, that for which we are unprepared and a future 
that is not ‘monstrous’. A future that is not ‘monstrous’ has already become a predictable and 
programmable tomorrow” (Cagnin et al. 2008, p. 10). I did not find that Staton identified what 
he called a ‘longish tomorrow’ with predictability, excluding usual scenarios that set no 
predictability requirement. ‘Foresight’ thinking has moved from the prediction trial to 
explanatory effort and Staton wants that it turns to paradox explanations based on negations. 
“Here the future breaks absolutely from the present and we can’t extrapolate from where we 
are to what might be to come.” (Cagnin et al. 2008, p. 64) 

I think that the new methodological developments  set up by F. Scapolo and  A. L. Porter 
also demonstrates that the considerations of Staton have a ‘monstrous’ place in this 
foundational work, only.  They enumerate new drivers and new methods. These are that 
‘foresight’ should be increasingly science based, its prime drivers should be of social-
economic nature, they have to look for sustainability, complexity should be handled, with this 
uncertainties by adaptive risk management responses, quantitatively if possible, interest in 
radical innovations should grow, multiple stakeholders views should be integrated, but they 
do not envision public engagement in goal setting of future undertakings. They call to try “to 
forecast accurately the future of a technological area”  (Cagnin et al. 2008, p. 156). and they 
think that “recent forms of  scenario analysis appropriately incorporate uncertainty” (Cagnin 
et al. 2008, p. 158). 

2.5 In conclusion 

What sort of shortages do I think ‘foresight’ activities show?  It seems it is still an elitist effort 
and will preserve this status, even when the EC DG Research is already changing his view 
and is much more for public participation in the last ten years or so. Participatory TA-
Methods (PTA) are suggested to be a possible way for a direct, interactive inclusion in the TA 
process of affected social actors, such as interest groups, consumers and members of the 
general public, alongside professional experts and policy makers.  Further TA is still less 
taken into account. ‘Foresight’ does not take into account all the different sorts of 
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‘uncertainty’, of ‘incertitude’. It stops at the ‘unknown unknown’ actually. I do think that one 
of the most important tasks is in a world of growing complexity to assess what sorts of 
‘structural uncertainties’ as ‘deep uncertainties’ can be anticipated and to raise our receptivity 
in this respect.   
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3 Chapter  

Periphery scanning, wildcards, weak signals, impossible scenarios, 

expectation construction in uncertain environment 

3.1 On periphery scanning and EIA 

Periphery scanning is an effort to identify what happens on the periphery including significant 
changes in the world surrounding the organization, group or individual doing the scanning. 
Turning to periphery scanning has been the result of some development in strategic thinking 
of different agents such as firms or governmental organizations and reflections by some 
analysts already at the end of the 60s. It was recognized that agents who only concentrate on 
the central problems they got to solve, only ‘focus’ their attention and activity risk too much 
in long term turbulent environments. With the quickly and steadily growing turbulence in the 
(outer and inner) environment periphery scanning became in renewed form just as essential as 
focusing itself by now.  

With periphery scanning the “What don’t we know that might matter our business?” 
question may get equal importance with the central problems that are focused on. George S. 
Day and Paul Schoemaker state recently: The biggest dangers to a company are the ones you 
don’t see coming. Understanding these threats - and anticipating opportunities - requires 
strong peripheral vision” (George and Schoemaker 2005, p. 135). They refer to the 
analogy of vision and its historical evolution. They refer to the need that, beside focusing, 
peripheric vision should simultaneously be strengthened. They conclude that the economic 
players seem to be backward recently in their evolution in comparison to biological evolution 
in which peripheric vision developed very strongly beside focusing, essentially contributing 
this way to survival capability. It is worthwhile to capitalise on this analogy. 

The activity is termed by different names: ‘environment scanning’,  
‘periphery scanning’, ‘horizon scanning’. (Literature uses them as equivalents, so do I.) 
Origin of horizon scanning is to endlessly trace back in history. Reflexive literature traces the 
awareness and analysis of the activity back to the end of the 60s. It is referred to Francis 
Aguilar (1967) who suggested horizon scanning to diminish the random character of the 
incoming information and make early warnings of changing external conditions (Aguilar 
1967). A typical classification states: “Environmental scanning has three foci. The first is the 
immediate environment (of current and immediate concern to the organization), the second is 
the probable environment (not of immediate concern to the organization but likely to be in the 
future) and the third is the possible environment (weaker signals on the radar screen which 
might turn out to be a seagull or a super tanker)” (Terry 1977, p. 2). 

Integration of horizon scanning necessarily changes the usual questions of the agent, be 
that a firm, a governmental organization, or an individual. The topic, the research area that 
will be identified as important for the agent’s activity as periphery is a variable actually, 
depending on both the changes outside and the learning reached by the agent. With the 
growing uncertainty and complexity of the issues often the type of ‘uncertainty’, the type of 
incertitude as well changes. Sometimes abrupt changes occur in a sphere that became 
environment. George Day and Paul Schomaker give a striking example from their own 
practice to something that became even decisive in the environment quite abruptly but it was 
not anticipated. “In the early 1990s, one of us was helping the Venezuelan oil company 
Petróleos de Venezuela SA (PDVSA) construct future scenarios. The usual unknowns, from 
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oil prices to export markets, received much of management’s attention. But what actually 
transpired in Venezuela was never envisioned in any of the scenarios. The emergence of the 
populist leader Hugo Chavez, who would take on the establishment, declare martial law, 
nationalize the oil company, and fire all the top executives one Sunday afternoon during a 
national TV address, was an ‘irrational’ scenario” (George and Schoemaker 2005, p. 148). I 
shall show later that it is most advisable to try to systematically take into account even these, 
‘irrational’, ‘unbelievable’, ‘impossible’ scenarios. Another remark should be added to these 
introductory notes. This is that with introducing the term emerging issues about 30 years ago 
some sort of differentiation was introduced intuitively.  

Having felt the partly chaotic state of some futures studies approaches concerning what 
environmental scanning should be Trudi Lang provided for a profound meta-analysis of 
environmental scanning, issues management and emerging issues analysis (EIA) with 
comparative aim 15 years ago (Lang 1995).  

Trudi Lang compares the four activities, Delphi, environmental scanning, issues 
management and emerging issues analysis and claims that they have in common the aim of 
surveying the environment to determine likely issues that are going to impact upon an 
organization, community or individual. As she interprets it, although they are similar in this 
regard, they do differ on what she calls the urgency of the issues to be focused on. 
Nevertheless she also uses the term differently, too. “This process helps institutions allocate 
their resources in a way that anticipates or responds to changes in the external environment. 
Masini (1993, p. 102) herself describes the process as ‘an outside in one that substitutes the 
inside-out perspective of forecasting and planning.’ Originally used for economic trend 
purposes, it was broadened to include technological trends, and social and environmental 
factors in the 1970’s” (Lang 1995, p. 9). We see from the cited place that Lang, following 
Eleonora Massini, refers to some important perspective change that occurs with 
environmental scanning. It is the outside-in that substitutes the inside-out perspective. This is 
in correlation with, consequence of the emerging turbulence of the environment, the growing 
penetrability of the boarders of organizations and some other factors.    

It is obvious that we have different meaningful choices to term what we intend to 
understand as environmental scanning. First we can refer to the whole process when 
environmental scanning and analysis is made. Than ‘environmental scanning’ is more general 
than emerging issues analysis. The Australian group, Thinking Futures, in 2005, defines the 
same way that “environmental scanning in a strategic sense is about building a global context 
for your work, your organisation, your competitive environment and your industry. It is about 
recognising that the future is unlikely to be anything like the past, and that we therefore need 
to spend some time understanding the trends and likely influencers on the future of our 
organisations” (Conway 2009, p. 5). Second, we can speak about scanning as nothing but 
information gathering contrasting it with analysis and can narrow down the reference of the 
term. Then we only understand as environmental scanning the information gathering work as 
first step. Both usages have their advantages. Similarly, thirdly, we can speak about 
environmental scanning and contrast it to emerging issues analysis according to the urgency 
of the issue investigated. We give different references and meanings to the term in these 
cases. All the usages are realised in the literature, mostly with not much care for keeping them 
clearly differentiated. Lang herself, for example, notwithstanding her commitment to 
providing for exactness, uses the term in all the three meanings, as ‘scanning in general’, as 
‘nothing but scanning’ and as dealing with ‘less urgent issues’, as I circumscribes the 
differences.         

We can compare trend analysis and emerging issues analysis. It is worthwhile to indicate 
the difference with different terms. Trudi Lang correctly says that while trend analysis is 
looking for issues that are about to become mainstream - or indeed which are mainstream -, 
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emerging issues analysis seeks to identify trends, from the periphery, that have not yet 
emerged, and may never fully emerge. She leans on the S curve pattern characterisation of 
transitions, more exactly she looks at transitions as processes following an S curve. EIA 
relates, according to this understanding, to the starting part of the S curve. Here, we can say, 
following her, the shape of the curve is still partly undefined. 39  We shall see soon, as 
mentioned already, if the low probability characterisation in this description is not somewhat 
reductive and derailing.Further, it may be worthwhile to consider whether it is appropriate to 
say that all the “emerging issues are another form of wildcard [and especially if] both have the 
potential to change the world overnight” (Thinking Technology Futures Analysis Methods 
Working Group 2004). 

“Environmental monitoring, environmental scanning gets special importance for strategic 
planning, when looking for weak signs may be of decisive importance. This is the place of 
‘emerging issues analysis’ (EIA). EIA dates back to the end of the 70s, to Graham Molitor’s 
work. Shortly, EIA was some trial to extend the forecasting perspective to emerging issues.” –
says Lang (Molitor 1977, cited by Lang 1995, p. 13). Trudi Lang assesses so: “Following the 
same notion of issues management, emerging issues analysis (EIA) tries to also determine 
likely issues that are going to develop”…”The major difference between the two is the focus 
on the stage of development of the issue - or in EIA terms, the point on the S curve” (Lang 
1995, p. 13).  

Notice please that Lang refines the picture by differentiating between emerging issues 
and developed trends. This is important. But we can ask if S curves may represent all the 
possible emerging issues? We saw in the earlier chapter already that reducing the perspective 
to referring changes exclusively by the S curve is a somewhat misleading miopia. When 
embedding EIA among the tools of forecasting we can say that EIA is just a trial to extend 
periphery scanning to make predictions about the process of emergence and early 
development. Appreciating the work of Molitor in concentrating to EIA already in the 80s 
Lang says: “It is argued that any public policy issue culminating in public action, especially in 
legislation, can be plotted on this S curve. The importance of this is that a reasonably reliable 
forecasting tool exists to enable organizations to anticipate future public policy issues and 
possible responses (Molitor 1993 cited byLang 1995, p. 14). This is certainly one of the main 
reasons for issues management gaining popularity in corporations. However, unlike issues 
management, EIA sets out to monitor and detect likely emerging issues as early on in their 
gestation as possible” (Lang 1995, p. 14). 

I have no more possibility here than to make just two short remarks. The first is that we 
may find a hint here to the very basic ontology of the imagined dynamic. This is that 
processes go from one long stable state to a different long stable state. By now it is one of the 
most urgent tasks to critically view this basic ontology. The second remark is closely related 
to this. It is that it seems, to be able to make predictions needs the S curve-like behaviour to 
be essential element. But we have to go further and include into our focus abrupt changes too 
even when the inclination to prediction is with this step to give up. I turn later to proposals, 
following Theo Postma and Franz Liebl, and also Marcus Barber in some respect, that EIA 
should conceptualise breaks, abrupt changes, too. This would make EIA, instead of a refined, 

                                                 
39  Thinking Futures, ten years after Tr. Lang’s paper speaks about this difference but preserves the undifferentiated 

„environmental scanning” term. „Here, attention is paid to the weird and the wacky, to the seemingly 

ridiculous. Emerging issues are identified through the environmental scanning process, which is why that process 

needs to focus not only on mainstream trends, but also the periphery. Most emerging issues will not become trends, but 

if they do, are likely to have a significant impact on an organisation. In this way, emerging issues are another form of 

wildcard - both are low probability, high impact events. Both have the potential to change the world overnight.” 

(Thinking Futures URL  ─  http://www.thinkingfutures.net/analytic-methods [8. December 2009] 
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extended forecasting effort, a genuine foresighting tool. Following the intuition that leads 
thinking in this respect wild cards will inform us about these possible breaks. 

As the discussion around EIA demonstrates, scanning and paying attention to the 
‘fringes’ is what specifies EIA. (‘Fringes’ are only exemplified but not defined in the 
literature and the term refers to some metaphor, only.)   Lang, as many others, refers to Peter 
Schwartz in this respect. New knowledge develops at the ‘fringes’, as Peter Schwartz wrote: 
“People and organizations often organize knowledge concentrically, with the most cherished, 
vital beliefs at the projected center. At the outer edge are the ideas which the majority rejects. 
A little closer to the center are the fringes - areas not yet legitimized but not utterly rejected 
by the center either. Innovation is the center's weakness. The structure, the power and the 
institutional inertia all tend to inhibit innovative thinkers and drive them to the fringes. At the 
social and intellectual fringes, thinkers are freer to let their imaginations roam, but are still 
constrained by a sense of current reality. The great innovators start at the fringes: Albert 
Einstein...Ho Chi Minh...the two ‘Steves’ who founded Apple Computer” (Lang 1995, p. 15). 
“To see the direction that future Einsteins […] might take fifteen years from now, you must 
pursue the fringes today” (Gibbons et al. 1994, p. 73). We see that those ‘fringes’ Peter 
Schwartz speaks take up some intermediate place, they realise both continuity and 
discontinuity. This is not very much and what is perhaps worse it does not refer to the very 
often occurring problem with complex systems and their turbulent dynamics that what makes 
a ‘fringe’, a relevant periphery for our issues may quickly and profoundly changing.  

About the difficulty with EIA to fulfil its task Trudi Lang observed: “The main criticism 
leveled at EIA, is the difficulty at discerning which issues are likely to develop, especially as 
we are dealing with long lead times. It can take a lot of time to follow an issue to see whether 
it is going to develop and then there are still no guarantees” (Lang 1995, p. 16).  

 Concerning that problem, ‘whether an issue is going to develop’ into some stabilised 
trend one further refinement of analysis should be the differentiation between processes still at 
the skretch but showing some weak signs of some possible emerging trends and the 
assessment of the interactions or boundary works that can solidify some or one of the 
emerging processes into developed trends. It seems different drivers or same drivers but in 
different stages and different dynamics belong to these different periods.     

To repeat it, EIA was originally developed to embed it in forecasting, to extend the 
method of forecasting, rooted in probabilistic thinking, to emerging issues. Trudi Lang 
(1995), in congruence with the best futures studies researchers, does not overcome this trend 
at the end, but she enriches it. “And finally, I would reiterate many of the suggestions that 
Schwartz (1994) has made. Especially, the idea of seeking disconfirming evidence; trying to 
see an issue from a number of different people's perspectives; letting yourself be `educated' by 
the process so that it challenges your perceptions; paying attention to new technologies; and 
finally developing a key group of insightful people to sound your perceptions out with” (Lang 
1995, p. 17).  

Forecasters are suggested by numerous analysts to try to widen the organisational side of 
the cognition process for improving EIA, and through this utilizing some possibilities of 
improving the epistemic. So, for example the organizational improvement can help getting 
better knowledge in some measure because more agents may construct a mutual corrective 
system for the cognitive behaviour on each other.  

I make a short interim summary. There is a very important development from the end of 
the 60s and this development is restricted, simultaneously. Issues analysis is extended to, 
better to say gradually concentrated on emerging issues as a special category, provided they 
belong to issues that we can characterize by probabilities, even when perhaps only 
qualitatively. But the epistemic task itself, concerning catching the whole territory of 
‘incertitude’, is not brought into a different level with this. Taking into account a number of 
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different people’s perspectives, etc may make the knowledge the assessment provides for 
more reliable or not (!)– within the limits the requirement of probability characterisation sets. 
But, in congruence with newest researches, why should we believe that a predictive effort, 
aiming at more exact prediction of probabilities on the periphery would really be enough to 
uncover the ‘incertitude’ concerning the environment? Only plausible scenarios are this way 
to be looked for as the limit. This is one of the most important developments I identify in the 
historical development I tried to account for. But we shall soon see that it is worthwhile to 
look further for ‘unbelievable’ scenarios.  

3.2 On wild cards and weak signals 

“A stockbroker wrote me a very plaintive letter asking why I was giving stockbrokers such a 
hard time. His argument was that what he did was right 98 per cent of the time. Why bother 
about the events that occur in the rest of the time? The answer is that those events are the ones 
that really count” (Benoit Mandelbrot 2005).40 
“It is late trying to shut the gate after the horse has bolted” (Proverb).  
EIA was first set and has been partly developing in the spirit of forecasting, devoted to search 
for probabilities or at least plausibilities. That means a restricted answer to the ‘what if?’ 
question. For Trudi Lang, representing many to whom EIA and construction of wild cards is 
essentially the same activity, EIA is the cognitive process while a wild card is the cognitive 
result. Perhaps the first definition of wild card provided for by three important institutes in the 
early 90s was based on this same opinion. “A wild card is a future development or event with 
a relatively low probability of occurrence but a likely high impact (on the conduct of 
business)” (BIPE et al. 1992, v cited by Steinmüller 2003, p. 4). 

The keyword ‘Future studies’ in Wikipedia referring to the World Future Society’s 
Manual puts wild card construction as the fourth essential issue ‘futures studies’ deals with. 
“Futurology or ‘futures studies’ is often summarized as being concerned with ‘three Ps and a 
W,’ or possible, probable, and preferable futures, plus wildcards, which are low-probability 
but high-impact events, should they occur. Even with high-profile probable events, such as 
the fall of telecom costs, the growth of the internet, or the aging demographics of particular 
countries, there is often significant uncertainty in the rate or continuation of a trend. Thus a 
key part of futuring is the managing of uncertainty and risk” (Wikipedia  5. October, 2009). 
We see that a special part of probable futures, those possibilities that are of low-probability, or 
of simple plausibility but of high impact is differentiated and signified by a special term.   

In this spirit accounts for the usage of the term Clem Bezold’s ‘quite recent Future cone’, 
too (Bezold 2000). As the ‘future cone’ demonstrates, it involves wildcards that often fit 
within the ‘possible’ band and occasionally within the ‘plausible’ band. They may have a low 
degree of probability and so are considered as ‘worthy of consideration but unlikely’ or 
‘plausible at best’. A wildcard may also have such a low degree of probability that they are 
considered ‘unlikely and not worthy of consideration’ or ‘possible at best’. Thinking is still 
unable to overcome the commitment to, the straitjacket of the probabilistic approach. 

                                                 
40 http://www-history.mcs.st-and.ac.uk/Obits2/Mandelbrot_STelegraph.html 
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Figure 3: Future clone 

 

Source: (Bezold 2000) 

I try to somewhat further explore how constructing wild cards relates to EIA in literature. In 
the last decade, constructing wild cards became an accepted technique for assessing possible 
surprises. At least it is a suggested technique by futures studies. To construct wild cards is 
closely associated with EIA and perceiving weak signals. Wild cards help you indentify weak 
signals and identification of weak signals gets its sense in wild card construction. It is rather 
unlikely that a wild card does not include at least some hint on how to perceive it, but this is 
not true in the reverse sense because weak signs may identified on the existing background as 
anomalous events.  

When you construct wild cards you may not be able to identify more then ‘plausibility’. 
Plausibility means that the wild card may still be somehow consistent with your world view. 
Further, the wild card can account for some facts but not about their probability in any 
meaning. Commitment to the characterisation in terms of probability gets its limit with this. 
How far can we say that the literature realises some consensus when speaking about the 
relation of wild cards and weak signals in this respect and how far is it essential to reconsider 
if more, different sort of ‘uncertainty’ should also be allowed than plausibility? In a couple of 
articles and in parts of two e-books, researcher from the Finnish futurist school, recently at 
Nokia, Elena Hiltunen tried to understand how the terms wild cards and weak signals are used 
in the literature and how their usage and analysis has been making some progress. It may not 
be wondering that while surveying the definitions and examples in the literature she got the 
feeling that the field is rather messy. Different definitions exist parallel and, further, that a lot 
of the exemplary cases do not fit the definitions. It is unnecessary to repeat that both wild 
cards and weak signals are essential for any futures scenarios methodology and that 
innumerable exemplary cases show their huge practical importance in everyday life, economy, 
policy making and so on. The literature abounds in vindicated exemplary cases. But it is a 
small wonder also that on closer look, as for example Hiltunen demonstrated, many of these 
cases fail to prove to be wild cards in any sense. 

It is a question if in some sense wild card construction efforts have been already frequent 
in practice in the early years of this century but analyses have not been frequent. Mostly, you 
can find that the definition from 1992 referring to low probability and huge impact was 
repeated, perhaps with additional tags. In an important article, “Was it a wild card or just our 
blindness to Gradual Change?” (Hiltunen 2006) Hiltunen discards the meaningfulness of the 
reference to low probability. Hiltunen draws attention to the market hit book Out of the Blue: 
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How to Anticipate Big Future Surprises. This book is written  by one of the world leading 
researchers in futures studies, John Petersen (1999, p. 4) suggests that wild cards are “low-
probability, high-impact events that happen quickly” and “have huge sweeping 
consequences.”41 There is still a general inclination to give probability characterisation to 
surprise and wild card. So was it in the UN Millennium project, too.  Alwin Toffler who was 
very early committed to give the future probabilistic interpretation was later, in the 80s, for 
concentrating more attention to issues of low probability. Following Postma and Liebl I shall 
argue that to take systematically into account ‘incredible’ events and processes is most 
important but the ‘incredible’ attribute should be put to a different story and not to low 
probability.   

Hiltunen explains the inclination to probability based interpretation as follows. “The low 
probability characteristic of a wild card may have come into existence because scenarios have 
typically been divided, following Godet, into possible scenarios (everything that can be 
imaged), realizable scenarios (all that is possible, taking account of constraints) and desirable 

scenarios (which fall into the possible category, but which are not all necessarily realizable)” 
(Godet and Roubelat 1996, p. 56 cited by Hiltunen 2006, p. 66). According to her, in this 
framework, low probability is a legitimate characteristic of a wild card. “However, there 
might be another view to the future: possible and realizable futures include all the futures, 
even those futures that are not imaginable and not constrained (i.e. ‘normal’) to us” (Hiltunen 
2006, p. 66). In this conceptualisation the low probability of an event is not a valid 
characteristic of a wild card, in the meaning that ‘non-imaginable’ events or issues may also 
belong to wild cards. 

She identifies as common denominator in literature that wild cards are surprising events 
with significant consequences. In the mentioned article Hiltunen investigates the wild card 
problematique in two directions: 

•  What is the relation between wild cards, that are surprising and so impossible to 
anticipate, and gradual changes, gradual taken in the meaning of  being not surprising, and 
so possible to anticipate?, 

•   What is the relation between wild cards and weak signals (or as the latter are also termed 
differently, early warning signals /signs/, emerging issues)? 

 
Besides setting these tasks Hiltunen tries to show that many (perhaps the majority? - we can 
ask intuitively) of the exemplary cases in the literature do not prove to be really surprising if 
the receivers would have taken weak signals seriously enough. 

I make some introductory remarks on the history of thinking in wild cards. I can agree 
with Hiltunen that “although wild cards have become more prevalent in the literature during 
the last decade, they are not new. They are closely connected to other terms like 
discontinuities, or radical or surprising changes and critical events. Ansoff talked about 
’strategic surprise’ in 1975, which he describes as ’sudden, urgent, unfamiliar changes in the 
firm's perspective which threaten either a major profit reversal or loss of a major opportunity 
(Ansoff 1975, 22)” (Hiltunen 2006, p. 62). Notice please that with suddenness we touch on a 
new indicator or element of what a wild card should point to!  Concerning the surprise wild 
cards make we face some imaginary sudden event, according to Hiltunen. This surprise is 
caused by some discontinuous process. She interprets this with the S curve. A problem 
emerges with this interpretation. What about discontinuities caused by creeping catastrophes, 
should they be differentiated and not taken as wild cards? We can get curious further about 
abrupt discontinuities which can not be represented by an S curve.  

                                                 
41 The Arlington Institute led by Petersen has been concentrating its work around this definition in the last ten years. 
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Instead concentrating on the surprising character one other line in the literature 
concentrates on discontinuities as necessary conditions when they speak about wild cards 
(Nottena et al. 2006). The term somehow refers then to disruptive events, structural breaks, 
discontinuities, bifurcations and unprecedented developments as Mendonça et al. conclude 
from the overview of the literature. They define wild cards as “sudden and unique incidents 
that can constitute turning points in the evolution of a certain trend” (Mendonça et al. 2004, p. 
201). They add to this that a wild card is assumed to be improbable, but it would have large 
and immediate consequences for organizational stakeholders if it were to take place. 
Mendonça et al. see wild cards as “one of the most unpredictable and potentially damaging 
triggers of change of four conceivable components of change: trends, cycles, emerging issues, 
and wild cards” (Mendonça et al. 2004, p. 203). 

I turn back now to the ’surprising’ character of wild cards. When do we think that 
something is surprising? Is the low probability of occurrence necessary or sufficient condition 
or neither of them? (Actually when something realises that has a low but definite probability, 
then there is nothing surprising in this except that the observer’s needed knowledge to make 
an appropriate observation is missing.) Being something surprising refers only to the 
appearance of some new or/and to its consequences, too? Is something surprising, is it a wild 
card, if its appearance is not surprising but (here and then) it has very strong unexpected 
consequences, impacts? Is the unexpected impact necessary or sufficient condition? What 
about the logical status of the combination of the surprising character of the frequency of 
occurrence and of the impact? And as I repeatedly turn back to another problem, what about 
the coming into existence of ‘unbelievable’ or ‘impossible’, ‘irrational’ processes or events, 
impossible in terms of being in contradiction to some theory, or only to some intuition?                           

Instead of trying to put emphasis on the difference in terms of probability a wild card 
event has as the majority does, for example van Notten, Sleegers and van Asselt are for the 
essential differentiation between abrupt and gradual discontinuities (Nottena et al. 2006). In 
their interpretation we should keep the wild card term for abrupt discontinuities.  

So, we have a series of characteristics that could be used for definition, a series of 
different issues (!) even when we concentrate on the emergence side, only. Notice please that 
the consequences side is left out of focus, except that of the ‘huge impact’, even when it can 
be surprising too, not only huge, or quick or creeping. Steinmüller (2003) goes a step further 
in that direction and asks: “Will the wild cards have only minimal consequences within the 
framework of a given scenario or will it trigger an entirely new scenario? Such a 
differentiation between potent and less potent wild cards is possible only after completing the 
analysis of the consequences” (Steinmüller 2003, p. 6). Emerging issues may be surprising or 
non-surprising, but perhaps they may not have huge impacts, but when they have they may be 
of quite different sorts according to different perspectives.  

Obviously, different authors speak about different types of events and processes that may 
have a lot of overlappings according to different dimensions, in family resemblance relation. 
With this we would have got a series of matrixes if we made a systematic effort in 
enumeration and characterisation of all the possible cases. Emerging issues can be sudden, 
unique, improbable, constitute a turning point in some trend, most unpredictable and their 
effects can also be sudden, unique, huge, realise abrupt discontinuities or have surprising 
consequences, etc. We could go further. According to John Petersen (1999), there are three 
characteristics to define a wildcard. A wild card is something of low probability, high impact 
and happens quickly, that means its definition involves three elements. Events/issues that fit 
this definition may be especially important. Those that fit the further narrowing down 
definitional efforts by adding the ‘surprising’ character may further turn attention to 
something very important. We can choose those issues that we intend to indicate by a special 
term. We can also choose that to be wild cards events/issues exactly have to have these four 
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characteristics. But as it may be seen from the outlined above the term ‘wild card’ may 
perhaps be meaningfully kept for a wider class of events/issues, when one, two or three 
characteristics are present only. It depends we are interested in. Either we choose for one 
special case or keep the term for a rich class of cases where not even partial overlappings of 
all the members is required. Recently, we can not say that a clear understanding is easily to 
provide for, at least as long as sticking to the wrong question is preserved and we ask what are 
the real wild cards? Beside that, as Hiltunen warns us, in many cases in the literature claims 
may prove unjustified to speak about ‘wild cards’, perhaps in any sense making possibility 
indicated above. We can see there is something recently that can be called ’the wild cards 
jungle’. One conclusion is then that it is advisable to move very carefully when considerations 
made by different authors are included on one text because they speak about ‘wild cards’. 
They may speak about different aspects of the same issue but also about different issues. 

It may be evident from this sketchy argumentation already that I can not share the 
overarching assessment made by Hiltunen that “though there seems to be a mutual 
understanding of what a wild card is and what it is not, there is some fuzziness in this concept. 
This can especially be seen in the authors' listings of practical examples of wild cards” 
(Hiltunen 2006, p. 61). This is profoundly downplaying the jungle-like situation. Not only an 
army of the practical examples enumerated by different authors does not fit into any wild card 
definition but the definitional work seems still also to be in its infancy, in spite of its crucial 
importance.  As mentioned, Hiltunen anchors at the suddenness of occurrence of a wild card 
issue as one core element of the definition while others on being surprising too. This means 
that we can wonder if issues to be termed as wild cards should be seen as issues in the world 
outside or change in our psychological state or both?  

There are four features that can serve in conjunction to term especially important 
issues/event and perhaps should be called wild cards/wild card scenarios. One feature is the 
discontinuity as abrupt change, the other is that wild cards relate to surprising events or issues, 
the third that they may be either of low possibility or even ‘impossible’, the fourth that the 
effects are huge. More precisely we should differentiate among the effects too, according their 
characteristics, such as sudden, ‘impossible’, huge, surprising effects. And then it should still 
be important to keep the spirit of the terminological differentiation leading to ‘wild cards’ to 
be able to account for creeping catastrophes too. Indicating special issues by terms helps focus 
on something. We have different possibilities to choose and refer to by signifying one or more 
of them by one or more terms if needed. Terminology should mirror the importance of special 
cases in the practical experience of those who work with these issues or/and help theoretically 
analyse the research field. 

I give some short overview how discontinuity has been handled in the literature. When 
looking for a significant historical starting point for concentration on discontinuity it is 
possible to refer to some remark made by Peter Drucker (1969) who even put the term 
discontinuity in the title of one of his books. Drucker called attention to deal with “the 
unsuspected and apparently insignificant /that/ derails the massive and seemingly invincible 
trends of today” (Drucker 1969, p. xxvii). These issues are the ‘shapes of tomorrow’. Drucker 
spoke about creeping catastrophes, actually. Similarly Harvey Brooks spoke about unexpected 
discrete events, about discontinuities in long-term trends and complained about the poor 
understanding of these issues (Brooks 1986). We can also mention Peter Schwartz who spoke 
about similar things in the 80s.  It is important that they all focus on a break in time and 
structure that occur through long preparatory changes in long-term trends. But discontinuity 
can also be realised by an abrupt change too. While there is no consensus on a definition of 
discontinuity breaks seem an essential element for wild cards. They may be unexpected and 
cause a special sort of surprise. They may cause shock, either with their quickness or their 
huge effect or both. It is to be seen that Mendonca at all. did not speak about creeping 
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catastrophes when they draw a most important management conclusion from understanding 
discontinuity as a break: their successful handling requires (organisational) ‘improvisation’. 
This choice separates sudden breaks (with high impacts) and signifies them with a special 
name: they should be called wild cards. 

Another important researcher of the nature of the different processes that are called wild 
cards, Marcus Barber assesses recently that for many futurists only the first case, that of 
improbability is in view. Barber complaints about this. Wild card refers for many futurists to 
something that “prior to its ‘arrival’ be considered improbable in the light of current thinking 
paradigms” (Barber 2006, p. 4). Barber feels the need for a different characterisation. 
According to him, connecting ‘discontinuities’ to wild cards would even provide for an 
understanding of the dynamic how wild cards appear. “Typically Discontinuities are events that 
are also going to change ‘life as we know it’. Even though Wildcards and Discontinuities share 
the same end destination (paradigm changing) the journey in how their impact unfolds shares a 
different morphology. I suggest that unlike Wildcard events, Discontinuities CAN be anticipated 
and can be seen emerging and […] approach, to one new more or less desirable paradigm. […] 
Because Discontinuities can be anticipated and can be seen emerging we have greater opportunity 
to prepare, unlike Wildcard events that land on our doorstep unannounced. The critical difference 
then is ‘degree of warning’. The idea of Cascading Discontinuity Sets (CD sets) is what builds the 
bridge between the totally unexpected Wildcard event and the more readily anticipated 
Discontinuity. CD sets are groups of high impact events that merge together to form a larger more 
significant impact event. The vital thing to understand with CD sets is that if you can identify and 
begin to prepare for a series of Discontinuities you will always have time to ‘move to safer 
ground’. The flip side of the coin is that if you haven’t been paying attention, CD sets may turn 
into a Wildcard event for you! […] The link between Wildcards and Discontinuities is established 
through the idea of a CD set. Whilst all Wildcard events are likely to be Discontinuities, 
Discontinuities need not be Wildcard events” (Barber 2006, p. 13). (Notice please that Barber 
brings an important perspective into the situation when he says that missing paying attention to a 
CD will turn it into a Wildcard as he uses the term.)  

It can be seen from this cited place that too much is left for intuition concerning what 
discontinuity and cascading discontinuity may mean and so the trials, at least provisionally, 
fail to unambiguously connect the definition of, some sorts of, wild cards to these intuitive 
contents. (More than that, many unjustified and disturbing references are made in the 
literature because only the term is the same. They speak about wild cards, but about different 
issues.) This is damage, for it seems that the trial revolves around a set of important types of 
phenomena the wide card term is used for.  

It is interesting to comment on the relation of wildcards and trends. Barber accepts John 
Petersen and thinks that Petersen clearly defines a difference between Trends and Wildcards. 
“Trends are ‘…shifting attitudes (that) can be measured and projected’ whereas Wildcards are 
‘big surprises’ and ‘...materialise so quickly that the underlying social systems cannot 
effectively respond to them’ […] The foresight practitioner might do well to consider the 
difference. Trends have a degree of acceptance and ‘legitimation’ where as a Wildcard 
(usually unconsidered) might well blow a trend right out of the water with its sudden arrival. 
It is unlikely that identifying a trend will lead to the consideration of the impact a Wildcard 
event may have on that trend. Wildcards are beyond the conceptual scope of a trend analysis” 
(Barber 2006, p. 90). 

  What about the relation of wand backcasting in Barbers understanding? Backcasting 
answers the question ‘what process should have been realised so that that scenario be 
realised?’ “Backcasting is a process by which a nominated (often preferred) future is selected 
and then a series of questions is asked to identify the preceding steps before reaching the 
nominated future. Then the preceding step before that step and so on until the process arrives 
back at the ‘present’” (Barber 2006, p. 90). To put it differently, backcasting shows, to use the 
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language of social constructivists, what series of ‘obligatory points of passage’ are to pass 
over if some sort of scenario is to realise.42 These steps to realise may themselves include wild 
cards. Barber correctly observes that “high quality Backcasting may of itself lead to 
identification of potential Wildcard events that would need to occur to ‘trigger’ a future end 
state” (Barber 2006, p. 90). He interprets this relation between backcasting and wild cards as 
follows: “In each instance, a Wildcard may provide a useful tool to enable a ‘what if…’ 
question to be posed. In Backcasting the question may be ‘If (Wildcard) occurred, what would 
that mean for your business? A future image may then be determined. Then the series of 
questions developing the preceding steps would be asked. ‘What would be the indicators at 
which we would know for certain that ‘X’ was about to occur?’ ‘What would be the indicators 
that would identify that X (-1) was a certainty?’ and so on.” We can see that wild card 
scenarios as breaks, as Barber conceptualises them, can occur both as a future vision and 
visions of some steps on the way to this future vision.  

We saw that Barber is for characterising wild cards with discontinuities. When doing this 
he differentiates between sudden and slow, creeping catastrophes. He writes: “One may 
distinguish between wild cards which occur without any preparation whatsoever – often in the 
form of accidents or catastrophes due to a chance coincidence of circumstances – and wild 
cards which are the result of longer-term processes, typically creeping catastrophes” 
(Steinmüller 2003, p. 6). 

German political scientist Carl Böret wrote about this important differentiation 
concentrating on the importance of what he termed ‘creeping catastrophes’ already earlier. He 
was especially interested in the problem that these catastrophes, trendbreaks, structural breaks 
may be traceable to processes which transpire unobserved for a long time. But Böhret used 
the wild card terminology both for creeping catastrophes and sudden catastrophes as well. He 
took them as two sorts of wild cards.43 Concept of ‘creeping catastrophe’ was coined with a 
view toward ecological damage which slowly accumulates (Böhret 1990). It may, however, 
also be made a part of a general theory of management for complex systems.  

Karlheinz Steinmüller observes cognitive difficulties with creeping catastrophes. 
“Creeping catastrophes result from the interplay of numerous causes. Since these causes are 
mostly unknown, since their causalities are complicated and interrelated, and their effects 
delayed, the instruments for evaluating the consequences (or those for ‘risk assessment’, too) 
are inadequate for creeping catastrophes. Creeping catastrophes thus culminate in events 
which are apparently indeterminate, unpredictable and confusing and which represent a 
serious problem not only for futures researchers but also for decision-makers and the political 
system as a whole.  

Wild cards very often evolve in just the same way. For a while, they prepare in a hidden, 
latent form. Then, suddenly, they become manifest. Therefore wild cards are characterized by 
the fact that they take decision-makers in government or business by surprise – either as the 
result of a creeping catastrophe or analogous to them – and thus provoke non-systematic, 
inadequate and inappropriate reactions which are primarily ‘for show’. It is, of course, 
impossible to prepare for every conceivable wild card. But the discussion of wild cards in the 
course of decision-making or consulting processes and including them in futures studies or 
game plans can reduce the element of surprise when a real wild card does occur and can in 
general increase flexibility in responding” (Steinmüller 2003, p. 7). 

                                                 
42 Compare with Wiebe Bijker and John Law (1992, p. 304). 
43 Compare:http://www.z-punkt.de/download/wildcard.pdf, last visited in 01. 10. 2004 
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Steinmüller coins ‘futurequakes’ as alternative name for wild cards with a clear 
metaphorical intention. (Steinmüller 2003)44 With ‘futurequakes’ the most important is that 
both the world and the agents profoundly and simultaneously change. They include 
‘mentalquakes’ too. ‘Futurequakes’ result in unexpected discontinuities of highest 
importance. Not only the world will be changed but also some ‘earthquake of the mental 
landscape’ occurs. From this standpoint does he assess the original definition given for wild 
card by the three institutes in 1992? “In a way, the definition of the three institutes plays down 
the real value of wild cards. Characterizing them by low probability and high impact misses a 
central point: The effect of a wild card is tremendous since it does not fit into our usual frame 
of reference, since it undermines our concept of the ordinary, normal way of things, since it 
makes the concepts doubtful according to which we regard the world. Wild cards change our 
frame of reference, our mental map of the world” (Steinmüller 2003, p. 5). 

This is a very important remark I think. It urges to name that case when the mental map 
will be changed (either purely by a mental restructuration?) or caused by some 
restructurations in the world outside. It is sure that he puts the emphasis on the objective side: 
those especially important issues that cause the change of the mental map may first be 
surprising, even shocking (think of the 119 early afternoon!) but the surprising character 
would disappear with closer look at the dynamic.     

Steinmüller uses the wild card term for gathering different issues from the probability 
perspective but he also includes that ‘impossible’ scenarios may also to be taken into account. 
(He does not define or give any example for an ‘impossible’ scenario.) He says that to every 
trend there are wild cards that cause the end of the trend and that to every trend a countertrend 
emerges. As a cognitive effort the search for wild cards results in ‘what if’ narratives that 
provide for more scenarios than the established scenario making method. For Steinmüller, 
differently from some other authors, there is not any basic problem to account for both sudden 
events as discontinuities and creeping catastrophes as wild cards because he includes both 
types into the same basic mechanism. 

What is the role of wild cards in management thinking? They should complement the 
traditional strategy building. Systematically applying wild card scenario building will help to 
point to the weak points of the traditional strategy building, as well as opens new 
perspectives. This is really true; I only will indicate a further point for later consideration (not 
in the frame of this dissertation). I follow the lectures of Imre Hronszky in this respect 
(Hronszky, Lectures, 2006, verbal communication). This is anchoring where, in the last two 
chapters, we have revolved already several times. Giving a systemic place for wild cards 
types, changes our basic ontology of accounting for the dynamics. There are continuous 
processes where creeping catastrophes origin and develop their potential, followed by quick 
breaks where the catastrophes realise and they are followed by the next continuous processes 
where creeping catastrophes origin.  

But further there are numerous sudden disruptive events mostly through combinations of 
different issues that were earlier not in connection. We should forget this way about a 
dichotomization that we simply speak about continuous and discontinuous sections of the 
dynamics. But we also should concentrate on possible breaks that constrain to overcome 
thinking in continuous functions when we look for mathematical representation. For what can 
the inflexion point be made responsible? In the light of these considerations about 
discontinuities it is somewhat surprising that Hiltunen simply interprets the occurrence of a 
wild card event by the S curve, not to speak about the problem that she choose for the state of 
knowledge as the only variable. In this last respect think of the recognition by Steinmüller, 

                                                 
44   He likes this metaphore and uses in the term ’mentalquake’ and ‘historyquake’ too, in further terms coined by him and 

Karlheinz Steinmüller. 
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that I reinforce, that it seems the most meaningful is to term that situation when some sorts of 
breakthroughs in the world (‘earthquakes’) occur simultaneously with ’mental earthquakes’.   

 
Figure 4: Wild Cards and Weak Signals in a Time Frame. 

 
Source: (Hiltunen 2006, p. 65) 
Weak signals exist here today. With hindsight, it is also possible to point out weak signals in 
the past that were hinting about future events and trends. Wild cards are sudden surprising 
events that have happened or might happen in the present. Wild card scenarios are our images 
of a future state in which an imaginary surprising event has a dominating effect.  

Hiltunen refers with this to Mendonça et al. (Mendonça et al. 2004, p. 201) who define a 
wild card as “sudden and unique incidents that can constitute turning points in the evolution 
of a certain trend.” Hiltunen puts emphasis on duration and requires that a differentiation 
should be kept.  “Thus, one can detect disagreement concerning the duration of wild cards. An 
event or an incident refers to shorter duration, while a development is more time consuming, a 
result of developing” (Hiltunen 2006, p. 73). She summarises her view as follows: “In my 
opinion, wild cards defined as rapid (and in that sense surprising) events that have vast 
consequences can be used in futures studies. The characteristic low probability does not fit to 
the definition of wild cards in my opinion” (Hiltunen 2006, p. 65). “The key issue, when 
considering wild cards and other changes, is the rapidity of the changes and, according to that, 
the time to react to them. In order to take these dynamics into account, changes can be divided 
into two categories: wild card type of changes and gradual changes. Both of these types are 
similar to S-curve type of changes. […] The difference of these two types of changes is the 
speed of the change (i.e. the slope of the S-curve)” (Hiltunen 2006, p. 67). 

It is surprising that Hiltunen who recognizes that the low probability characterisation of 
surprise includes as presumption that low probability is not ‘normal’, in the sense how often 
something occurs and is against this characterisation, concludes that wild cards should be 
defined “as rapid (and in that sense surprising) events”. Does it not mean that rapid changes 
are not ‘normal’? If so, in what respect aren’t they, if not according the frequency of their 
occurrence? Her ‘wild cards’ would direct us in a world where non-rapid changes are normal. 
Does the basic ontological belief that we live in a ‘Newtonian world’ still rule our imagination 
of futures?) We can see that Hiltunen is also for a mixed objective-subjective characterisation. 
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While Steinmüller is for ‘mentalquake’ as necessary element to define something a wild card, 
Hiltunen emphasis the ‘time to react’ that seems to bring into the characterisation the 
subjective component too.  

What is ‘really’ a wild card? Is this a good question? As some sort of second interim 
conclusion in this chapter I repeat that one real problem the literature does not see clearly is 
that the task is not to define what ‘really’ a wild card is, as if the whole problem would 
revolve around the definition of just one, in principle well identifiable thing without 
possibilities of alternatives. This definitional effort would presume as if we were able to point 
to that one phenomenon somewhere outside, at least in principle, only would have got to 
search for the just one correct characterisation of the ostensively referred to as being both the 
ostension and the interpretation allegedly without any problem. It seems that there are 
numerous different types of phenomena under scrutiny in the territory of search. So the term 
‘wild card’ designates either a group of phenomena of which not any mark is perhaps 
common for every phenomenon or we stress the most significant, for example the complex 
issue of earthcakes and ‘mental earthcakes’.                                   

Hiltunen anchors at the definition that a wild card represents a sudden issue leading to a 
huge effect. This concentration on the suddenness of the process leads her to the special 
importance of identifying weak signals for the anticipatory efforts. Weak signal is another 
thing requiring clarification.  She turns to history of weak signal characterisations. She points 
to the fact that more than thirty years ago Ansoff (Hiltunen 2006, p. 12) described weak 
signals as “warnings (external or internal), events and developments which are still too 
incomplete to permit an accurate estimation of their impact and/or to determine their full-
fledged responses” (Hiltunen 2006). This characterisation referring to the incompleteness 
alone to make accurate estimation is obviously not enough for a demanding definition, not to 
speak about the problem that something, being still incomplete can provide for a rather late 
warning, only. It is obvious that one most important thing at stake is early warning.  

By now with weak signals too we have a plurality of the usage of the term. Let me quote 
Hiltunen somewhat lengthier from a later article (Hiltunen 2006). “Weak signals are current 
oddities, strange issues that are thought to be in key position in anticipating future changes in 
organizational environments. Scanning for them and using them in scenario work is thought 
to be successful for looking to the future. However, defining weak signals is problematic, and 
various authors term the concept differently. The debate about the characteristics of weak 
signals has been active especially in Finland.” She concluded: “Owing to a wide variety of 
definitions by researchers and consultants, there is however, confusion about what weak 
signals actually are” (Hiltunen 2008, p. 247). Commenting on this text first I repeatedly doubt 
that the good approach to the issue of weak signals is to ask “what weak signals actually are?” 
The difficulty, caused by the different meanings, of getting a clear view of what is worthwhile 
to choose for is big but it is additionally raised, superponed by the plurality of the terms used. 
A further challenge to the issue is caused by the big number of concepts close to weak signal, 
such as emerging issues, seeds of change, wild cards, early warning signals, and early 
indicators, because it is not evident that these terms really relate to the same issue. 
Unfortunately I have no place in the dissertation to go further in this direction.  

Sometimes weak signals (weak future signals) and emerging issues are considered as 
synonyms. A discourse broke out in this issue in Finland some years ago. Hiltunen is 
straightforward and I agree with her. ”This paper strives to clarify the differences between 
wild cards and weak signals. To separate a wild card from a weak signal it is helpful to point 
out the essential aspect of these two concepts. Weak signals are currently existing small and 
seemingly insignificant issues that can tell us about the changes in the future. In other words, 
they are today's clues and signs providing us with hints of the possible events and trends in 
the future. With hindsight, it is also possible to point out the weak signals in the past that were 
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hinting about future events and trends. For the future purposes, weak signals are, above all, a 
tool for avoiding blindness in foreseeing gradual changes and reacting to them in time. 
Collecting and analyzing weak signals could be a key to anticipating changes in advance and 
avoid letting them cause surprise. By contrast, wild cards are surprising events with huge 
consequences” (Hiltunen 2006, p. 62). 

I agree with Hiltunen that “[b]eside the confusing ‘richness’ of terms there is a lack of 
theoretical understanding of what a weak sign is, how it does work” (Hiltunen 2008, p. 41), 
Hiltunen made some initial considerations in this respect. First she gives a definition of weak 
signals: “weak signals mean today’s information that can foretell the changes in the future. 
This information might sound funny or strange and it can cause confusion, because it offers a 
totally new way of thinking/idea/innovation. As time passes, it might come out that weak 
signals were the first signs or symptoms of a big change, even megatrends. However, weak 
signals are not always clues about big changes. They might simply be information about 
strange things that have happened. A practical example of weak signals is an article about 
some new technical innovation in a magazine” (Hiltunen 2008, p. 41). I make just one 
somewhat complicated remark on this text. First, choosing for the word ‘foretell’ seems not 
very lucky. Even when later in the text she says that from weak signals we are not allowed to 
conclude certainty ‘foretelling’ helps to get the idea that actually what is at stake is some sort 
of forecasting. While I think that this is not excluded in some cases I would call attention to 
the thing that weak signs may only be signs from some scenario perspective.   

Imre Hronszky puts emphasis on differentiating between two constituents what makes 
something a sign for something. These are that we may be able to identify something as not 
fitting into some (already existing) interpretation scheme and another that we have a different 
interpretation scheme that gives additional meaning to the identified. (Hronszky PhD lectures 
2006, verbal communication) We get weak signals with a double process of identifying 
something as different from the expected and interpreting this something as sign for a possible 
coming event or process. For practical reasons we may identify as signals/signs only 
something that can be interpreted as referring to an important thing, important for whatever 
reason.  

In the very beginning of some transition there is a multiplicity related to another 
multiplicity at least in principle. There are identifiable characteristics that can be identified as 
signs and there are issues that can be their signed. We can identify some really existing from 
different perspectives differently and we can connect these identifications to different issues 
of which they are signs. In only somewhat complicated cases different parts of small changes 
can be differently identified as weak signs, and all of them can be then signs of different 
possible wild cards. Both weak signs and wild cards refer to potentials, either really in the 
process or simply alleged. So we have with this one reason why most of the identified weak 
signals are not followed by realising trends. Further, it seems important to speak separately 
about two stages, first when weak signs point to something possible only as one candidate, 
and so may or may not occur and another phase still in the early transition process when 
perhaps an army of alternatives is already excluded but it is still uncertain if the remaining 
wild card scenario narrative may rightfully include some irreversible continuation of its 
realisation.    

It is important that we differentiate between the early phase, as emergence of some 
novelty (this is where the double process of identifying something as different from the old 
and as sign for a possible trend occurs) and the sphere of potential declination (Abschwung). 
Franz Liebl terms this second phase Abschwung in an article on Futuresignals 
(Zukunftszeichen). While novelty can be identified by assessing the possible contexts, in the 
second phase ‘potential of diffusion’ is to look for that is characterised by the potential of 
developing trends and antitrends (Liebl 2007). Further problem with all this is that we have to 
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take into account abrupt changes to, to account for issues that are worthwhile to call wild 
cards.                          

What can I say as some conclusion after this longer journey around ‘wild cards’? I am 
inclined to follow Imre Hronszky who tries to interpret Barber. Barber returned with some 
remarks to some sort of scretch from where the complicated progress of interpreting what 
should be called a wild card can be restarted. (Hronszky PhD lectures 2006, Verbal 
communication) Barber says that “[w]ild cards are beyond the conceptual scope of a trend 
analysis”. But he also says that they function “alongside the chosen method” (Barber 2006, p. 
90). This latter is about functioning of something as ‘pathbreaking’ by overcoming the 
existing method at any time. This perspective may be useful to include in providing for a 
sustained place for wild cards in the development of futures studies moving from simplistic 
forecasting efforts to more and more differentiated foresight exercises. Wild cards understood 
this way turn attention to the ever existing need for overcoming the limits of any reached 
position in interpreting what futures can be. They refer to the need for looking for ‘real 
novelty’, that can only be fin din a unique way when it is first looked for. They conceptualise 
more task setting this way than solutions. The idea of wild cards has first of all a steady 
function of unceasibly reminding to unknown unknowns and the need for research in the 
renewing frontier area leading to it.  Wild card producing is a very much advisable function 
even when what for whom appears as wild card will be necessarily changing in the historical 
dynamic.  

I turn now to ‘impossible’, ‘unbelievable scenarios’ as contents of up-to-date wildcards 
by now when wild cards had earlier given place to low probable then to plausible scenarios. 
But to work with them slowly becomes part of the normal activity. Taking into account 
‘impossible’, ‘unbelievable’ scenarios and look for some possibility of systematic search for 
‘impossible’ scenarios is the recent wild card challenge.   

3.3 On impossible scenarios  

(How far is the future developing behind the backs of agents?) 

 
“It’s what you don’t know that matters most” (Bret Easton Ellis – Glamorama, Knopf, NYNY, 

1999) 

“The observer doesn’t see that he doesn’t see what he doesn’t see.” (Heinz von Foester, 

several times referred to by Niclas Luhmann as a most basic truth) 

 “The most important failure was one of imagination. We do not believe leaders understood 

the gravity of the threat.”  (The National Commission on Terrorist Attacks Upon the United 

States (also known as the 9/11 Commission) 

 
K van der Weijden names three classess of future issues. First we have predetermineds, 
second uncertainties, third unknowables (Weijden 1996). Forcasting tries to account for 
predetermineds. Scenario building consciously tries to broaden the mental models dealing 
with uncertainties. Dennis List observes in 2007: “The scope of scenario ensembles has 
tended too often prove too narrow, in retrospect”  (List 2007, p. 2). In the same spirit, Theo 
Postma and Franz Liebl point to some systemic drawbacks of, what they call the conventional 
scenario method, some years earlier already (Postma and Liebl 2005). They understand as 
conventional the method in the Shell tradition. As Gill Ringland says this that tradition is 
based on “the Pierre Wack Intuitive Logics” (Ringland 1998). As especially K. van der 
Heijden made it clear in his book in 1996, this approach tries to set a coherent and credible set 
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of stories of future. This puts scenarios simply side by side. It allows including those extreme 
scenarios that are still plausible.  

Exactly this coherence and credibility as limit is the subject of the assessment made by 
Theo Postma and Franz Liebl. As they observe, “when we consider the current external 
environment of organizations, we can observe trends and countertrends, complex trends and 
trends or clusters of trends that had not been thought of beforehand” (Postma and Liebl 2005, 
165). They also observe that the future fate of issues deeply depends on the environments they 
get included. Their meaning, their impact can even become extremely opposite. Finally 
scenarios in real life are not necessarily coherent. Even more you find innovative tendencies 
to produce some new by bringing incoherence in earlier coherent scenarios as it is often done 
by changing in the mode. For the mainstream scenario approach these possibilities, the 
systematic emergence of counter-trend in a coevolutionary way, the change of the meaning of 
some issue to its extreme opposite by changing contexts, systematic production of 
incoherence are out of attention, they do not exist. But are they unknowables or everything 
not classified in the first two classes is to classify in the third class? It could be of highest 
scientific as well as practical importance if it could be recognized that by overcoming the 
limits of the mainstream scenario building opens some further territory for systematic 
scenario construction work.  

Unknowables of van Weijden are those issues where we not only do not know the 
probabilities but the outcomes either. I utilised already the terminology of Stirling and called 
the realisation of such issues as “surprises” or “genuine surprises”. Ansoff called this field the 
field of ignorance. Schoemaker speaks about “things we do not know we do not know”. Karl 
Lempert at RAND speaks of “deep uncertainty” when the modellers can not only not agree on 
probabilities but the model either. Obviously Lempert wants to speak about something that is 
preliminary unknowable.  But you can give extreme meaning to unknowables. For Karlheinz 
Foester the unknowable begins at the point where “the observer doesn’t see that he doesn’t 
see what he doesn’t see” (Dr. Karlheinz Steinmüller Z_punkt The Foresight Company). You 
are condemned to communicate only by absolute chance then because the basic assumption is 
that it is impossible to bring any systematisation in observing the environment. To learn about 
the environment is simply defined by chance, including search processes led by pure chance.45  

Effort of Postma and Liebl concentrates on the task whether at least some part of these 
unknowables can be transformed into uncertainties (that means into issues that can be 
imagined as possibilities even when their occurrence can not be characterised by probability). 
These issues can be systematically made contents of some recently extraordinary, as they call 
‘impossible’ scenarios. Precondition for success is that we looked for a different view of the 
dynamic to be able to reconsider the issue. I agree with Imre Hronszky (Hronszky, PhD 
lectures, 2006, verbal communication) and we say that the key is to understand the 
definitional work as possibility of not only differentiating but also a connecting action by 
boundary drawing. That view could then capitalise on some systematic research on the 
complexity, coevolution, context dependence, inconsistence that has been excluded from 
taking into account. Obviously what is at stake is to demonstrate that conventional scenario 
approach can be overcome by epistemological considerations on some very basic framing 
assumptions that may be proven as limits that hinder that the scenario planner recognises and 
capitalises on some, recently extraordinary information possibilities. Postma and Liebl do not 
communicate such sorts of considerations. They move on one more concrete level and look 

                                                 
45  Think of concerning this last aspect that Niclas Luhmann, following Foester, built a whole theory on this static 

differentiation: observers communicate fully by chance with their environment., They have no anticipation capabilities 

simply because the environmnent is outside, on the other side, it is simply different, is result of differentiation and so 

the observers do not know that they do not know what they do not know. 
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for the effects of causal thinking that means of the lack of looking for coevolutionary 
developments, and lack of thinking in paradoxes. In several cases the ‘observer’, actually the 
cognitive agent, may reflect on the frames of its actually made cognition efforts and as a result 
s/he can widen it. 

What do Postma and Liebl demonstrate? Let us start with two types of cognitive 
activities searching into the future already standardised. The first, forecasting, using the terms 
of K. van der Heijden, aims at predetermineds (constants or probabilities). The second, 
scenario planning is well equipped to deal with predetermineds and uncertainties. With this 
the conventional scenario planning finished its task. It provides a set of scenarios side by side, 
each may report on different structures and causal chains. All of them are consistent in 
themselves. Stretching the possibility to its extreme the still plausible extreme scenarios will 
also be constructed but nothing more. (There is not any report on a pakistani who has got a 
steep carrier into the higher society in England and became a terrorist, or using one case 
referred to by Postma and Liebl there was, in time of writing their paper, no theoretically 
introduced scenario about simultaneous economic growth and growing unemployment.) 

I repeat it: constructing scenarios is normally based on two principles. First, scenarios 
must be as imaginative as possible but must be based on the consistency and plausibility 
principle. Second, the way of scenario construction goes through identification of drivers. 
That means applying but not overcoming the search for causalities. “What happens to strategy 
formation”, Postma and Liebl ask, “if scenarios are not consistent and/or causality is 
infringed?” (Postma and Liebl 2005, p. 166). “The main challenge is to transform knowledge 
of Type 3 into knowledge of Type 2. This represents the genuine task of an early-warning 
system such as scenario planning, they assure. By making assumptions on the relevant issues 
or trends/events, which are not visible yet, and by discussing these, their implications can be 
indicated and discussed. Here the idea is searching for something without knowing what it is 
and where to find it” (Postma and Liebl 2005, 167).   

It is the task to find whether something can be included into scanning and analysis by 
extending them in special directions and whether ‘impossibility’ of something can not be at 
least partially reconsidered and revisited and if ‘inconsistency’ and ‘implausibility’ in sense of 
‘unbelievability’ or ‘impossibility’ of some narratives should be kept as exclusion criterion 
for accepting some scenarios. I agree with Imre Hronszky that what is called unknowable is 
often defined in some respect unavoidably positively too. With this we set some possibility of 
systematic search for its extension. First we may either meet cases as the wild girl of Shakar 
in his roman (Shakar 2001), to whom Liebl refers to several times, or other cases as the 
mentioned economic growth and simultaneously growing unemployment and begin to think 
of what we find surprising with them or/and we can begin to speculate on the limits set by 
some basic principles by the reigning methodology. These starts can give way to some 
self-organizing approach and give at the end place for a new methodology. So, the claim, 
taken from Postma and Liebl (that the task is “searching for something without knowing what 
it is and where to find it”), hids something that unavoidably exists as positive to use as 
scratch. That positive is that we can not but start otherwise that observe some anomalies 
appearing. The search process seems never to be something just made chance. I make a 
further hint in this respect. Practicing agents moving at the believed edge of the possible 
always experiment with transforming, through exploring it, the alleged ‘impossible’ into some 
type 2 knowledge. Some of these experiments prove successful as the flying constructions 
that are heavier then the air.   

Postma and Liebl make the following considerations. First they turn to contextualisation. 
Then they find cases in the practice that trends often exist with countertrends and they may 
mutually initiate and reinforce each other. They give place this way for some raising 
complexity. Recently in the mainstream scenario approach the limit to the imagination is that 
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the imagined scenario can be ‘extreme but must be consistent’. ‘From where gets the 
consistency criterion its validity?’ – they ask. It seems that it is a logical criterion but it is not. 
It is a practical criterion only, it helps selecting the field where it is looked for. Trends are 
conceptualised this way, each separately from the other. But this way, they recognize, “trends 
transgressing boundaries and contexts” (Postma and Liebl, 167) are apriori systematically left 
out from considerations. This means practically that the scenario planning process stops when 
in the first circle the series of consistent scenarios is set, in the mainstream practice “new 
associations are likely to be neglected” (Postma and Liebl, 167).  

I tried to identify a most important recognition in scenario construction methodology 
with Postma’s and Liebl’s considerations. Another most important development is the 
utilisation of the new capabilities of computerisation for scenario building. Recent 
developments in computer-supported scenario construction can help to make ‘impossible’ 
scenarios too, in computer supported way too (Lempert et al. 2003). At RAND Lempert and 
his colleagues can construct scenarios up to millions. This can help to reach another recent 
limit, that of the number of scenarios including ‘unbelievable’ scenarios one can set to date.   

We have here an important alternative. Postma and Liebl emphasize that constructing 
‘impossible’ scenarios may have a technical advantage. In turbulent environments the 
planners can concentrate on the extreme cases on costs of the mainstream type of working. 
Instead of looking for all the possible ‘what if’ questions the scenario construction can 
concentrate on the extreme “what had to happen so that” questions. Robustness of the 
behaviour possibilities of the agent (a firm, a government, etc) can be given a very strong 
sensitivity test this way. But thinking can be different if a practically rather limitless computer 
capacity is given. In this case the technique of looking for ‘impossible’ scenarios can be built 
into the search for in principle even all the possible scenarios imaginable that time.     

Base on the above said, it is the right place to repeatedly reconsider a bit the definition 
possibilities of a wild card. Perhaps wild cards could be those scenarios that serve for some 
special methodological function. This functioning gives comes from its epistemological place. 
Wild cards would represent a moving relation in this interpretation. They would always 
represent some scenario constructing possibility in any point of time in relation to the normal 
or mainstream methodology. They represent a positive conceptualisation of what the, in the 
time of the conceptualisation, then normal methodology forbids. Having recognized the way 
to look for these possibilities puts an end to their wild card status.                       

I make some remarks on the terminology. The reader could recognize from the 
considerations above that special sort of ‘impossible’ scenarios should be proved to be 
possible. It is perhaps more appropriate to call them ‘unbelievable’ scenarios, even when they 
can be proved to be believable scenarios after some special work on them. The unbelievable – 
believable contrast seems better because it puts emphasis on the subjective side that these 
scenarios seem not possible to construct.   

I agree with Imre Hronszky that the considerations made by Postma and Liebl referred to 
above are among the most important methodological achievements in the last some years in 
futures studies. (Hronszky PhD lectures 2006, verbal communication) They provided for 
some perspective and technique to overcome very basic presumptions of the mainstream 
scenario construction. I make some remarks below about concepts or signs that may be 
somehow seen as somehow precursors for them or may be seen as somewhat similar ways of 
thinking. I also make some short remarks about the process of reception of the ideas of 
Postma and Liebl.  

To start with, Barry Bozeman was curious about the limits of knowable, concerning 
futures, already in 1977 (Bozeman 1977). Perhaps Karlheinz Steinmüller also is in some 
respect in the transition path to the conception of Postma and Liebl (Steinmüller 2003). He 
starts by referring to the definition set by the three institutes in 1992 (referred to at the 
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beginning of this chapter) that is based on low probability of something being a wild card. “In 
a way, the definition of the three institutes plays down the real value of wild cards. 
Characterizing them by low probability and high impact misses a central point: The effect of a 
wild card is tremendous since it does not fit into our usual frame of reference, since it 
undermines our concept of the ordinary, normal way of things, since it makes the concepts 
doubtful according to which we regard the world. Wild cards change our frame of reference, 
our mental map of the world. This can be demonstrated by new words with new meanings 
after a wild card has happened: superterrorism, climate protection, or – to take some older 
ones – aids, stagflation, glocalisation. Therefore, wild cards do not only change reality but 
also, and perhaps even more deeply, or perception of reality and our concepts. As it is often 
observed, they re-write the future, but they re-write also the past. We look with other eyes to 
past developments. Did they give rise to the wild card? Which trends were in favor of it? 
Which ‘weak signals’ already hinted at the wild card?” (Steinmüller 2003, p. 6).  

 Day and Shoemaker also move to the confusing end of the environment. Trying to 
consider what can be over the ‘plausible’ they write: “Is there an unthinkable scenario? To see 
the full effect of potential future surprises, managers should develop at least one ‘unthinkable’ 
scenario that, while remotely plausible, is so unlikely that it’s easily dismissed as not worth 
considering. By explicitly entertaining these unthinkable possibilities — positive and negative 
— you can begin to recognize the many ways to interpret the signals in the current 
environment” (Day and Schoemaker 2006, p. 46). As we can see Day and Shoemaker try to 
stretch the limits but stop short at the “remotely plausible” but “so unlikely that it is dismissed 
as not worth of considering” (Day and Schoemaker 2006, p. 45). Is actually what is at stake 
giving way to systematically thinking in paradoxes?  

Postma and Liebl published their view in 2005. Is there any reception story to identify 
already? W. Knol referred them already in 2004. He refers with a summary to their article still 
in manuscript form (Knol 2004). “Scenarios are mainly focused on uncertainties of known 
elements to form causal and consistent combinations of projections. But Postma and Liebl 
(2004) argue that a projection of inconsistent, non-causal and unknown elements needs to be 
embedded in scenario methods in cases in which environmental turbulence is very high. In 
these cases it is important that scenario methods embed possibilities to focus on things we 
know we know, things we know we don’t know and things we don’t know we don’t know. As 
a result, Postma and Liebl (2004) suggest that a scenario method alternatively based on so-
called wild cards is useful, especially in case of assessments related to risks and opportunities 
of innovations. This additional approach not only introduces the standard ‘what if ...’ 
questions, but also focuses on unusual events triggered via ‘what must happen, so that ...’ 
questions” (Knol 2004, p. 616). 

Tilo Propp and Arie Rip assessed progress and remaining research gaps in the 
methodology of scenario planning for new and emerging technologies in 2006. They said: “In 
general, scenario planning combines the following elements: environmental analysis; 
construction of scenarios and consistency check; implications for strategy; and strategy 
formulation and implementation. These elements appear in various ways and often much 
more detailed in scenario planning methodologies as presented by Mercer (1995), Postma and 
Liebl (2005), Warren (1995), Schoemaker (1997) and Propp and Rip (2006) You can wonder 
what the authors may mean when they refer to Postma and Liebl and construction of 
consistency check, simultaneously. If they recognized that the mentioned authors argue 
against the necessity of consistency then why did not say it?        

In contrast to Propp and Rip, Pasi Rikkonen and his coauthors recognized the novelty. 
They say about the ideas of Postma and Liebl in 2006: “The authors argue that the scenario 
approach as commonly practiced is not able to deal with complex developments and trends 
which may be surprising or paradoxical, because these approaches tend to systematically 
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exclude such developments and trends as logical impossibilities or inconsistent. Scenario 
planning is well equipped to deal with predetermineds and uncertainties, but it leaves 
unknowables out of the discussion. The authors suggest several approaches to addressing this 
shortcoming: build scenarios from trends rather than key driving forces to reduce the 
combinations excluded because of potential inconsistencies; explicitly focus on wild cards 
and ask ‘what must happen to make this unlikely future come to pass;’ extend the scenario 
building process to introduce seemingly paradoxical elements to force a sensitivity analysis 
on the assumptions underlying claims of inconsistency. The authors also suggest computer-
assisted scenario development may be beneficial” (Pasi Rikkonen et al. 2006, p. 66).                                

Axel Bender mentions the article of Postma and Liebl in 2006 (See in Complex systems 
v.6039/Proceedings of SPIE, 2006, Brisbane). A Chinese PhD student, Shi Zhong Guou also 
commented on Postma and Liebl in 2006.  “Another genre think that scenario analysis is not 
aimed at obtaining forecasts but advocates the creation of alternative images of the future 
development of the external environment (Postma and Liebl 2005). Scenario analysis differs 
from many other planning techniques in its goal of a paradigm shift by painting concrete and 
vivid narratives of the future that hinge on key uncertainties whose outcomes will shape the 
future environment (Schoemaker and Mavaddat 2000). To them, scenarios aim at making 
managers aware of environmental uncertainties, stretching managers’ mental models, and 
triggering and accelerating processes of organizational learning.” (Shi Zong Gou cited by 
Postma and Liebl 2005, 165). Shi Zong Ghou intended to utilise the recognitions made by 
Postma and Liebl to develop fuzzy state models.  

It seems especially important for the overview of the story of reception how Robert 
Lempert and his colleagues assess the progress made by Postma and Liebl because Postma 
and Liebl claim a possibility of further progress by exploiting the computer techniques 
Lempert and colleagues developed just parallel when they made their theoretical 
considerations.  Having written suggestions for the US government for politics of a 
sustainable environmental development, Lempert devoted a chapter to methodological 
considerations (A New Approach Can Help Congress Implement a Long-Term Climate 
Policy). I make a long quotation from it. “Over the last decade, our group at RAND has been 
developing new methods to improve the practice of formal, long-term policy analysis. 
Enabled by the power of new computer technology, these Robust Decision Making (RDM) 
methods emphasize the use of imperfect data, simulation models, and scientific 
understanding, not to better predict the future, but to think creatively about near-term actions 
that will achieve our goals no matter what future comes to pass. The insights highlighted by 
these new methods suggest how Congress might effectively address the long-term climate 
change challenge. 

The traditional analytic tools used to evaluate policy options emphasize predictions. Thus 
documents like the recent IPCC Fourth Assessment Report offer forecasts from computer 
models of climate change over the 21st century, and documents like the IEA’s use energy 
models and engineering data to describe particular long-term energy futures in great detail. 
Such analyses reinforce the tendency to equate long-term policy-making with setting specific 
long-term goals and evaluating policies against a few defined scenarios to find the ‘best’ 
options. 

In contrast, RDM uses data and computer models to trace out hundreds to millions of 
plausible futures, each distinguished by different combinations of assumptions about how the 
future might evolve. Alternative strategies are then stress-tested against these multiple futures, 
paying particular attention to how these strategies might change over time in response to 
different circumstances and new information. An RDM analysis helps identify the futures 
where particular strategies perform poorly, and then suggests how they might be modified, or 
replaced, to make them less vulnerable. Rather than choose the strategy that performs best in 
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the most likely futures, RDM helps decision-makers identify robust strategies that perform 
relatively well across many futures. Often such robust strategies emphasize near-term shaping 
actions, designed to make desired outcomes more likely; hedging actions, designed to soften 
the impacts of undesirable futures; and signposts, which give early warning that certain 
futures have become more likely so that near-term policy ought to be adjusted. A robust 
strategy doesn’t offer good news in all futures. Rather it performs well compared to the 
alternatives over almost all plausible futures. Some futures offer good outcomes. In these 
futures a robust strategy should perform along with the best possible choice. Other futures 
offer only bleak possibilities. In these a robust strategy ought to number among the best of the 
worst. 

In short, rather than ask, ‘what will the long-term future bring?’ RDM helps decision 
makers inquire, ‘How can we choose actions today that will be consistent with our long-term 
interests in a way that is relatively insensitive to whatever future circumstances come to 
pass?’ This latter question focuses attention on perhaps the most salient and uncertain, if often 
overlooked, challenge facing any successful long-term policy – the choices to be made by 
people in the future. At best, today’s policy-makers can emphasize shaping the opportunities 
and constraints facing their successors, thereby encouraging the latter to follow a path that the 
former would deem favorable. A key challenge for successful long-term policy-making then 
is to identify, assess, and choose among near-term actions that shape options available to 
future generations” (Lempert 2007, p. 8). 

In a review of scenario literature (2008) prepared for the European Environment Agency 
in 2008 Robert Lempert at all write in the chapter on Treatment of surprise and 
discontinuities: “A reason often cited for using scenario planning as a tool to analyse future 
events is its ability to reduce overconfidence about the future. A number of studies argue, 
however, that it is difficult for scenarios to accommodate or anticipate surprises or 
discontinuities. The addendum to the Hart Rudman Commission report (US Commission, 
1999), which warned of the dangers of a terrorist attack on the scale of 9/11, examined 20 
scenario studies of national security in the United States and found that all tended to focus on 
extrapolations of current concerns and rarely focused on other possibilities that could produce 
startling emergent behaviour.  

Postma and Liebl (2005) suggest that standard scenario approaches which follow the axis 
approach tend systematically to exclude surprising or paradoxical developments as 
inconsistent or logically impossible” (Scenario literature review 2008, p. 10). With this 
citation the very basic methodological recognition Postma and Liebl made is repeated.  

I want to make an important remark on the relation of different types of strategy making, 
and forecasting and foresight/futures studies. This relation is not emphasized, unfortunately, 
but it can easily be demonstrated by interpreting the text cited from Lempert above.  He 
suggested to decline from the effort, as Lempert 2007 says, “to equate long-term policy-
making with setting specific long-term goals and evaluating policies against a few defined 
scenarios to find the ‘best’ options” (Lempert 2007, p. 7). This was the typical mode to set 
long-range planning. We support with Imre Hronszky the considerations of Lempert for 
choosing a better strategic perspective. Lempert is quite clear. One possibility is that we 
approach some future by a special type of forecasting. This is that as long-term strategy we set 
first some specific long-term goals (sustainability, sustainable energy future, future food, any 
resource) and then work out (mostly probabilitistic) possible scenarios to make a choice (in an 
imagined iteration process) among them. In this case we realise some sort of ‘father-child’ 
relation, so to speak. The child (the next generation) will be at least partly (by the long-term-
goal-setting, etc.) constrained to follow what was decided on the goal and partly on the ways 
to it decided on by the anchestor earlier.  
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But we could preserve the possibilities of the choices, especially of the goal as far as 
possible. We could develop “robust strategies that perform relatively across many futures” 
and preserve the freedom of “the choices to be made by people in the future” as far as 
possible, aiming at realising a relation among equals among the subsequent generations, as far 
as possible. In the case when we fix the goal we may realise a bad robustness, while 
approaching  the long-range futures speculation from the other end we may keep as highest 
aim  “to identify, assess, and choose among near-term actions that shape options available to 
future generations”, not that even consciously put path dependence, early constraint into the 
future. Sustainability considerations as discoursive approaches to transitions try to develop 
this view (See for example: Voß et al. 2006). 

The guess is that in case when with long-term policy-making we really aim at some 
sustainable development in a world of steady turbulences it seems advantageous not to 
commit ’too early’ to some long term goal46 and then look for the possible best solution to it. 
Long term goals, even visions when needed, should be seen possible variables. Then, wild 
card type assessment can best be exploited when we keep open the possibility of cyclically 
reinterpreting our long-term goals too. (Later wildcards may lead to possible new goals during 
the ‘walking’.)  

This way we try to approach the possible futures from our recent time by a different sort 
of strategic thinking than it is mostly made for long term resource planning recently. 
Constituents of this newer approach are decision making in a different structural position in 
the process and the type of scenarios we develop. Overall decision making ceases to be simple 
a step one times made, decision-making on the strategic goal(s) will cyclically be repeated. 
And by cyclically trying to set all those scenarios that are possible we provide, as an 
ensemble, for robustness and, with the multiplicity of the individual members of the 
ensemble, for strong flexibility. This way we do not try to choose ’the best strategy’ perhaps 
’too early’, by fixing the goals for ever either. By avoiding this early final choice we avoid 
putting unnecessary last on the consecutive decision-making cycles. We should be able to 
utilise and exploit the systematic search for ‘impossible’ scenarios, what will be consecutively 
seen as ‘impossible’, after we will have learnt already the methods that delete the ‘impossible’ 
character of the earliers, to help making considerations on possible cyclic changes of our 
goals too, as far as possible. 

To sum it up what was told above, it is important first to recognize the difference 
between two types of future ‘speculation’ and setting long term strategy. The first is that we 
set the long term goal (for whatever reason) and fixe it and then construct scenarios how 
possibly best way the goal can be realised. This way we try to realise some sort of forecasting, 
forecasting, realised first through some speculation on what our goal should be in the remote 
future, and then what the most probable way is to reach it. (We can spice this with scenario 
techniques at different points if we think that deep uncertainty will rule at some nodes.) This 
is how a less or a more flexible father governs the child until his/her adult state. This is a 
future strategy by realising strategic dominance.  

But envisioning high turbulence until this goal would be reached and acknowledging the 
rights of the later generations to form their own way as far as possible, we may turn to a 
different pairing. This is of a special alliance of long term strategy and the scenario method, 
extended by inclusion of ‘impossible’, ‘unbelievable’ scenarios. In this case we may try to 
develop and follow a strategy that is as far as robust as possible but incorporates the highest 
level flexibility and keeps the room for choice for later decisions, up to turning away from the 
old and turning to a new goal. This difference is also deeply political. This second type of 
strategy leaves room for the most basic decisions for the next generation(s) too.  

                                                 
46 Differentiation between vision as more general term and goal may provide for appropriate terms. 
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Postma and Liebl identified the computer development made by Lempert and company 
as progress toward multiplying scenarios only. They did not connect this to a possibility of 
looking differently at strategy making and as widening the possibility of cyclically 
reinterpreting our goals.47  

                  I cast a passing view on forecasters. Numerous committed forecasters observed 
the article of Postma and Liebl, but they are less positive than the early recognizer futures 
studies researchers. Richard Stoll says when he discusses methods of long-term planning. 
“Some people elevate scenarios to a separate level (van Notten, Postma –Leibl). I do not think 
it is necessary; and it may even be counterproductive” (von Storch et al. 2008, p. 16). He 
requires that scenarios should be consistent and even then they could only function as quasi 
‘bounded forecasts’. (Bounded forecasts are in this terminology when the result of forecast 
depends on the forecasts drawn from an environment that does not make a part of the 
forecasting area.)  

We see that there is some continuity between extremes in the reception story so far. 
Some acknowledge the claims set by Postma and Liebl as basic novelty, some just report on it 
as a new publication without much recognition, some report on it but do not see anything 
novelty, and some refuse the trial. I join, with my PhD dissertation supervisor, Imre 
Hronszky, those who assess that a radically novel methodological progress is reached by the 
requirement that systematic search for ‘impossible’ scenarios should necessarily be added to 
the recent mainstream scenario methodology.  

Schoemaker and Day say with some satisfaction that their work on peripheral vision 
expectedly will have a good effect in the world of practice.  “While the complexity of 
peripheral vision may defy simple recipes, our work has made it clear to us that such vision 
can be strengthened. These guiding questions are an important first step. Like being aware 
that a sudden outflow of the tide is a sign of a coming tsunami, recognizing these warning 
signs early can be a matter of life or death. Organizations with good peripheral vision can gain 
tremendous advantages over rivals” (Day and Schoemaker 2006, p. 179). They can recognize 
and act on opportunities more quickly. They can avoid being blindsided. It takes skill to do 
this well, but as the environment changes more quickly and becomes more uncertain, the 
payoffs from peripheral vision may be greater than ever. As Charles Darwin said, “It’s not the 
strongest of the species who survive, nor the most intelligent, but the ones most responsive to 
change” (Day and Schoemaker 2006, p. 179). 

I think that the so much needed enhanced vigilance that can be reached by their results 
could be brought even one level higher with the recognition made by Postma and Liebl.                            

Last in this chapter I have to make a trivial, but perhaps needed remark. Not any progress 
in repeatedly developing new ‘impossible’ scenarios will save us from further ’surprises’. In 
this respect systematically including recent techniques of ‘impossible’ scenarios construction 
represents a paradox progress. Some sorts of ’surprising news’ cease to be surprising. But the 
growing complexity with the social dynamic as well as processes of nature still unknown 
provide for new types of ‘impossible’ scenarios because they systematically emerge at the 
shifting boundaries of action and cognition. With the progress in time we can believe in 
repeatedly finding new types of ‘impossible’ scenarios that help for a while to make the most 
profound sustainable decisions. These efforts uncover something several times discussed by 
contrasting two different things. This is whether qualitative scenarios or repeated 
quantification efforts (not real forecasts) would lead us further in futures research? Some 
vision seems to be appropriate to provide for a perspective. This is that some sort of 

                                                 
47 In a later chapter on Hydrogen economy I try to identify some rigidity with the idea of ‘hydrogen economy’ as a long-term 

goal to which we have to move on the possible most efficient way. We argued with Imre Hronszky several times 

earlier against this to early commitment (see for example: Hronszky 2008a) 
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interdependence can be guessed from the considerations above. This is that wild scenarios can 
help imagine structures or processes to which perhaps new mathematical structures can be 
correlated as deep structures. If so then on this new mathematical knowledge we can 
systematically develop new generation of wild card scenarios.   

3.4 Expectation cycle 

Assessing and managing ‘uncertainty’ makes a part of the dynamic of repeated expectation 
cycles. In this part of the chapter I try to present some elements of an up-to-date view of these 
items. Notice please that with deep uncertainty, with ‘incertitude’ expectations have to change 
too. They have a similar relation to ‘rational expectations’ as rational ‘incertitude’ 
management has to qRA. Rational expectations express that exact calculations could be made 
for serving the decision making. Expectations in situations that contain deep uncertainty, 
ignorance are cycles and adjust to the processual nature of understanding and managing deep 
uncertainty and ignorance. The most obvious difference is that expectations in a field 
including ignorance necessarily move in cycles, even they reach the highest level of 
rationality considerations available that time. To be able to explain this statement I need first 
to make some further introductory remarks. 

First I describe an expectation cycle. At first expectations mobilize the future into the 
present and are ‘fundamentally constitutive or ‘performative’ (Brown et al. 2003, p. 881). The 
explanation is the following:  in expectations the actors form their attitude to the future, they 
formulate possible, plausible and desireable future alternatives. Actors take or don’t take a 
stand on the formulated alternatives based on their preconceptions and bias. In case of 
structural and information uncertainty and incertitude, expectations of radical innovations get 
future shaping, performing role, because those actors who accept, share the expectation start 
to move to the direction of their chosen expectation (Hronszky and Várkonyi 2006; Várkonyi 
2008). 

We have to formulate expectations, this step is – especially in the case of incertitude – 
crucial. Expectations have the role to decrease uncertainty and help orientation, because 
expectations have influential role in making srtategical alliance, or making robustness for 
realizing a project. (If I choose the ‘doing nothing’ possibility, it is connected to a type of 
expectations itself.) Structural or information uncertainty need not to change much, but some 
uncertainty diminished perhaps crucially. On different phases of the innovation process, different 
type of alliance or union among the actors might be crucial. 

Expectations are always normative and evaluative. That is why expectations are type of 
fears or hopes. It is evident that – as we are going to analyse in  chapter 6 on ‘Hydrogen 
Rhetoric’ – the developers of new technologies emphasise hopes at the initial phase. It might 
be said that the positive expectations decrease some inherent uncertainty for developers / 
inventors. The general idea of expectation dynamics was originally set out by Harro Van 
Lente (1993) and a visualization of their point about an expectations-requirements cycle is 
visualized below. 
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Figure 5: The dynamics of promises and requirements in technological developments 

 

Source: (Geels and Smit 2000, p. 881) 

Expectations may be based on ‘folk theories’. Arie Rip utilised and further developed the 
view of ‘folk theory’ some years ago that provides for more detailed interpretation of why 
expectations in deeply uncertain situations move in cycles. (Rip 2006) were the first who 
draw attention to the asymmetry in the debates around emerging innovations. We summarise 
the interpretation given by Rip and add some remarks to it. As Rip explicates, our actions are 
surrounded and interpreted by different ‘folk theories’. Around actions there are ‘insiders’, 
‘enactors’ who are committed to realise the action and ‘outsiders’, ‘comparative selectors’ 
who critically follow what is done, in respect their interests and different other relations.  

Both ‘enactors’ and ‘comparative selectors’ look one-sidedly at the topic to make an 
evaluation of. This is the consequence of the problem that with second order type of statistical 
failures one only takes a position that s/he accepts the risk of committing a ‘false positive’ or 
a ‘false negative’. Typical for ‘folk theories’ of ‘enactors’ is the one sided, selective taking 
into account what is promising for them and what is the value of what is temporarily positive. 
Rip uses the ‘concentric thinking’ metaphor in this respect. ‘Concentric thinking’ means that 
actors present their problem from a management perspective, in terms of their goals and 
barriers to achieve them in a series of ‘enactment cycles’, only gradually broadening their 
perspective as they get constrained to do so. 

 ‘Enactors’ are those agents who commit to realise something. They are mostly inclined 
to be uncritically committed to the innovation process in question. They align around it, and 
their ‘hard core’ at least commits itself determined. They may be scientists, engineers, firms 
depending on the innovation in question, funding agencies, governments, venture capitalists, 
etc, based on their socio-cognitive position, socio-structural place, education etc. ‘Enactors’ 
are engaged with their innovation goals and interpret them as non-problematic, or at least that 
it is possible and worth wile to overcome them. They express their commitment with this and 
identify any criticism as barrier, as a roadblock to reach the goals. They set up and follow 
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their ‘folk theory’ about the issue to interpret the dynamic. This way, their position, attitude 
and ‘folk theory’ mutually reinforce each other.  

Let us speak a bit more detailed of what a ‘folk theory’ is. To express this in a most 
comprised way we can say that it is some knowledge of which not the content and its quality 
but its functioning for some practice is the most important. ‘Folk theories’ are embedded 
knowledge. It is the basic epistemic characteristic of ‘folk theories’ that their ‘facts’ are not 
checked or at least not systematically checked. ‘Folk theories’ may cover and explain 
everything, giving this way a full explanation to the issues, by some clustering of them. ‘Folk 
theories’ serve for identification and are exempted from critical self-reflection. ‘Folk theories’ 
express the perceived practical positioning and have a reinforcing effect on it. They may 
evolve in ongoing practices in details but evolve functionally. That means that they keep 
serving the purposes of one group by providing for more or less articulated explanation of the 
overall dynamic, identify and explain divide in the structure, and behaviour of those being on 
the other side of the divide.  
‘Folk theories’ actually are tangible expressions of an ideology, and help to decide on 
problematic issues in interest of some agents. This way they have a strong intention to realise 
some performing effect. They are holistic, provide explanation of the past, help choose a 
possible future, formulate expectations that provide orientation. They help make expectations 
and reinforce them. They are more or less explicit, but not very much articulated. They 
contain low level second-order reflectivity and mostly formulate a dogmatic self-reflection. 
They are robust, embedded in action and prevented from readiness to identify self-made 
mistakes. All this means that it is difficult to change them, because they easily lead to short-
circuit as self-defence.  They are more or less based on experiences that are easily over-
generalised and lack systematic checking. (We can say that especially readiness to commit 
systematic falsification trials, that would make them open for cognitive criticism, is missing 
with them.)  

We can adequately assess the functioning of ‘folk theories’ if we recognise that the 
content of ‘folk theories’ is less important than their functioning. First of all, they are not 
valid knowledge of the world they describe but function as ideology in some social context to 
which the cognitive functioning is subsumed. This explains why understanding of ‘folk 
theories’ needs sociological explanation, first of all.   

‘Enactors’ mostly utilise a whole cluster of different partial ‘folk theories’. A first type of 
‘folk theory’ in recent innovation issues is the explanatory and legitimating speech what the 
global innovation race is. According to this there is a basic structural characteristic of the 
innovation dynamic that is immensely reinforced by the globalisation by now. This is the self-
accelerating unified global innovation race in which only one winner may be (“winners take 
all”).  

With this we can identify a very typical characteristic of ‘folk theories’. This is 
‘naturalisation’, reification of actors’ role in such a complex dynamic, such as the global 
economic race, in which a complex interaction of actions and frozen actions as structures 
exist. The conclusion for innovators is given with this ‘naturalisation’: Any actor, in his/her 
best interest, has to try to behave according to this dynamic because this mechanism 
seemingly does not allow any alternative.48 From the point of view of ethics ‘naturalisation’ 
has a liberating effect: the believer in the ‘naturalisation’ does not do anything else than s/he 

                                                 
48 The epistemic methodology of this naturalisation requires the identification of ‘laws’ that work in societal dynamic like the 

natural laws. (We can only learn and accomodate to them not change them.) The widest known such ‘law’ is the 

‘Moore law’ for microelectronics. Actually, that expresses some rule (some approximation with exceptions) that 

solidifies in a strategic game in which the strategic players commit themselves to realise a self-fulfilling prophecy - that 

coordinates their action toward  realising the ‚law’.  
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follows what is necessary, s/he makes choices only within single the horizon s/he 
‘recognised’. With this s/he reinforces the participation in a trial to make the dynamic s/he 
takes part in into a self-fulfilling prophecy.  
In a comprised way I can state: A series of renewing and new instruments appear in the 
instrumentarium of futures studies. All these group around the problem of ‘deep uncertainty’. 
There is an interpretation and definition chaos in the fields of environment scanning, weak 
signals and wild cards, as I demonstrate. A new period of futures research is announced with 
the recently reached new knowledge of ‘impossible scenarios’ as special wild cards. 
Dissemination of this new methodology is rather backward, notwithstanding the pioneering 
role of introducing ‘impossible scenarios’. With this futures studies limits itself in solving its 
tasks.  
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4 Chapter  

Toward “Innovation of Innovation” by “Taking European Knowledge 

Society Seriously” 

4.1 Introductory remarks 

This article is reflection on a very important report an expert working group worked out. The 
Science, Economy and Society Directorate of the DG RTD at the European Commission 
mandated an expert working group in 2005 to prepare an assessment of some by the 
Commission perceived problems with the European science and governance and to give 
suggestions how to solve them.49 The group was charged first of all to answer the problem of 
how to manage the – alleged – growing general public unease with science.  

This alleged unease was identified as a main obstacle to competitivity of Europe in the 
global arena, but also was asked to give suggestion how to raise involvement of the civil 
public in democratising innovation. As we shall see the answer the group gives is based on a 
profound reconstruction of the whole problematic of the alleged general ‘the public unease’. 
This profound reconstruction, realised by a complex reflection of the situation, demonstrates 
that there is a selected unease concerning some special issues that is surrounded by even 
enthusiasm for other science-based technologies.  But also investigates this real unease 
reflexively and evaluates it as an essential and very rich resource, in a, from the recently 
dominant, rather different innovation dynamic.  

The task to solve the original questions was put into and reflected on by the critical STS 
perspective of the group. To make understood the transformation of the questions and the 
answers given on the transformed questions required to outline this perspective, the ‘world-
view’ (Weltanschauung) that served as an alternative view for the future of innovation. This 
way the report not only gives an alternative answer to the problem of the alleged ‘public 
unease’ but also provides some sort of concentrated presentation and manifesto of a, from the 
recently dominating, in its basic characteristic different innovation dynamic.  

The group gave the provocative title of Taking European Knowledge Society Seriously  
(Felt and Wynne 2007) to the report. An “innovation of innovation” is needed, they proclaim, 
that would be realised by providing for a different overall frame for innovation efforts, a 
different relation of innovation to economy, society and politics.  

It is worth-wile to refer in a comprised way to all this in the beginning of this article 
already. In nutshell, the starting point of their argumentation is breaking with the still 
dominating assessment of public unease by most industrial and political agents, scientists, 
technical experts and the ‘therapy’ suggested on it. That dominating evaluation, based on 
some non-reflexive assessment of some empirical evidence, identifies concerned attitudes (of 
consumers, patients, environmental groups, etc.) as nothing but an obstacle to the accelerating 
growth of innovation based economy. If you accept that assessment then is the management 

                                                 
49 The group the Directorate trusted in 2005, beside some NGO and labour organization representatives, mostly consisted of 

leading STS scientists such as Michel Callon, Sheila Jasanoff, Andy Stirling, Arie Rip, Ulrike Felt, or the head of the 

group, Brian Wynne. In this respect the report can be seen as some representative collective assessment of alleged 

problems with science and innovation dynamic from a social critical STS point of view. The material was finished by 

the end of 2006 and was discussed by invites, including the then still existing Science in Society advisory board to the 

7th R&D&D Framework Programme of the EC, in Brussels in June 2007.  
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suggestion on that clear and justified. According to that suggestion, if you want to raise 
competitivity it is essential to abolish these obstacles. A main instrument to abolish the 
(possible) roadblock is education, that helps understand the public what science and science 
based technology is. Presuming that the public is able to think rationally it is then expected 
that the public attitude would change through this changed understanding as result of some 
sort of enlightenment, of ‘learning the truth’ about science and science-based technology.   

Instead of accepting this strategy a determined turn with the assessment and evaluation of 
the role of concerned groups in innovation is suggested by the expert group. On this view, 
concerned public(s) (may) correctly identify basic problems with new sciences and 
technologies. This determined turn in evaluation of the situation leads to a different policy 
suggestion. On this suggestion, instead of trying to abolish concernedness, it is to fully 
integrate the critical, concerned consumer, citizen, etc. attitudes into the whole innovation 
process from its goal setting already. What in some sort of perspective and in some sort of 
dynamic is perhaps nothing but a hindrance, a road blocking effort, for some sort of 
innovation, turns to be a most essential driving force in a different perspective and dynamic. 
This perspective and dynamic is based on different values, on different goals and is based on 
critical co-operation among all the possible agents.  

This is most important for raising competitivity too, because this way critical consumer 
and citizen attitudes turn into essential resources for comparative economic advantage – in a 
changing basic type of innovation in which not the pace and acceleration are the supreme 
objectives, notwithstanding the direction in which acceleration occurs, but the appropriate 
direction of innovations. One can say with keywords the suggestion that not supporting 
growth should be the primary goal for innovation dynamic but the sustainability of the 
dynamic. Scientific and technological potentials that quickly emerge now should be focused 
on this goal.  

Two different purposes unify then in the change of the direction of innovation activities. 
They become two sides of the same dynamic.50 Not only should the direction of innovation 
changed by this type of discursive participation but also should democratisation of the 
innovation dynamic in political sense occur. By turning the concerned groups unavoidable 
systemic agents of a changed type of innovation dynamic some element of political 
democratisation of society would also be realised. This should be the needed result in a type 
of society that in an accelerated way is mediated by science based technology by clusters of 
innovations (by innovations of which the capability to foresee their effects is very limited).51       
According to the critical claim, autonomous publics, ‘bio-users’, ‘info-users’, women ‘bio-
users’, etc. would simultaneously realise their instrumental and political relations to new 
technologies. They would not only ‘democratise’ the development of innovation as some sorts 
of active users, to say it with von Hippel (Hippel 2006). This is participating in its production 
by their positive ideas for more instrumental (efficative, effective and efficient) products, and 
the shift of power to get though with what users will.  

                                                 
50 Not the suggested new innovation dynamic would first unify the economic and the socio-political, of course, but it would 

do it in a different way, from the recent. In the recently dominant innovation dynamic we have a special dominance of 

the needs of the market over the socio-political and it reinforces elitist agency in planning.   
51 The different aspects of societal dynamic have always been mediated by technology in history, even when in different 

modes. Concerning mediation of politics by technology in history one has to think of the fights peasants had for 

keeping the right to have their hand-miles in medieval times, or that later, in industrial society, that ‘the machine 

educated the hand of the worker to obey’, if some salient historical examples are looked for.  
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The democratisation the TEKSS group aims at is more then that, it is to realise their 
‘bio-citizen’, ‘info-citizen’ critical political relations to technological development, too.52 
With a form and dynamic different from the recently typical both a new meaning providing 
and instrumental relation to technological innovation can be realised that expresses itself as 
growth of deliberative democracy too. With this through a changed variation producing and 
selection process some sort of ‘social robustness’ can be provided for that overcomes the 
progress identified by Hippel, because it would essentially include adversary agents too. 

Improving some technology, its efficacy, etc. by users themselves has some socio-
political impact. It changes the producer-user relation for a more symmetrical because it 
changes agency and power relations. It makes users some sort of conscientious ‘prosumers’, 
to use the term as Don Tapscot introduced it, it makes the dynamic of productive technologies 
more an interaction of two active agents (Tapscott 1996; Tapscott and Williams 2006). 

  Further, it changes the relation of the user to itself. The two efforts may get in 
contradiction, because designs, technologies improved for some user needs, even when by the 
users themselves, may still prove inacceptable from some citizen point of view.53 Realisation 
of a reflexive perspective without reducing it to reflect on the instrumental side, just to 
improve it, but as participation based on some ‘technological citizenship’ is the special 
engagement critical STS amounts to. This critical relation that is based on ‘technological 
citizenship’ may lead, in the name of sustainability in a broad sense, to refusal of some sorts 
of technological development that otherwise may even be furthered and is based on self-
reflective relation of citizens to themselves as active users.    

Actually the main message of the group seems both very profound and very simple. Let 
us reformulate it in our terms. Every societal dynamic integrates the socio-political and the 
economic dimension somehow. The recent dynamic integrates organised innovation efforts as 
serving first for market goals. The recent dynamic aims at enhancing consumerism first and 
may prove myopic in terms of societal needs. Goals of innovation may prove less appropriate 
or mediated in a too complicated and inefficient way for societal goals or/and negative ‘side’-
effects’ of new innovations won’t be adequately met in this dynamic. So, agents who debate 
this order emerge, look for and offer new technological, innovation possibilities. Emerging 
recent global challenge is about differently integrating the socio-political and the economic in 
a changing innovation regime.54 A turn should be realised by the profound integration of that 
negation that would realise a new type of innovation dynamic. That would lead to exploring 
socially robust and sustainable innovation possibilities and realisations of innovations in an 
ongoing process of discourse. This would make the innovation dynamic more sustainable and 
democratic. All this becomes especially important for we face an emerging technological 
revolution never seen in such a measure earlier in history, at least not with this pace. 

                                                 
52 We created the ‘bio-user’, etc.  terms to fix the context in which the goal of user involvement is instrumental, even when 

with this a shift in agency and power is set. This is making technology more appropriate for user needs by inclusion of 

the users themselves into developing new products or services. With ‘bio-citizen’ etc. there is a differentiated series of 

names set to include that concernedness that overcomes the user perspective and takes into account interests of others 

too. The problematic is how the ‘bio-users’ relate ‘bio-citizens’. These are perspectives that may interpenetrate each 

other but are not simply mutually reinforcing. 
53 For example they may prove inacceptable from the environmental friendliness criterion, that an, from another point of view 

active user may not take into account.  
54 Whether this will be more realised by a changed market structure with the multiplication of demanding consumers who are 

able and determined to refuse production processes and products which do not stand out those requirements and in 

alliance with them demanding producers, the responsible firms (CSR) and regulators or how far such new interaction 

mechanisms will disseminate globally as ‘commons based peer production’ (Benkler 2002) or what sorts of  mixtures 

of them will develop is just an issue of a still just only emerging global spontaneous experimentation now.  
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The future of science based technology is unprecedented promising in the recent visions 
of technological innovation. Cascades of revolutionary jumps are expected: science-based 
technology will solve Grand Challenges of every sort. These challenges include most pressing 
societal needs, in the measure they become marketable issues.55 Estimations of the potentials 
of science based technology can, for some, make believe even the ‘human enhancement’ 
through technologies.56  

But in perception of different publics and partly in perception of the public in general (as 
a comprehensive but sociologically unstructured actor) different things seem problematic in 
these legitimating speeches. These include if just those goals are really worth-wile, if those 
mechanisms are required to realise the goals, if there are possible further implications, if these 
possible further implications are really investigated, and, who will make the strategic 
decisions for whom if new science based technologies if they may have such deep political 
consequences?57  

We have concerned groups in relation to different aspects of the ongoing recent 
innovation dynamic, and we can expect that we shall have new concerned groups with 
emerging new technologies. Different publics, and in some respects the public in general, 
recognise some strategic scarcity with the institutionalisation of the recently dominant 
innovation dynamic and they are about letting their voices heard. The lack of, in estimation of 
concerned groups, appropriately taking into account the most different sorts of socio-political 
needs for planning and governing innovation, needs (partly for possibilities, partly for 
constraints) that are themselves partly triggered by the development of the innovation 
dynamic, is essential part of the recently dominating game.  

This perceived lack leads to missing of trust. This missing trust, different sorts of missing 
trust by different publics, that result from this observation is expressed within the recently 
dominating mechanism as a danger for the innovation dynamic as a possible roadblock. By 
adherents of the recently dominating innovation regime the missing trust is not interpreted as 
a political problem, as lack of or inappropriate inclusion into the innovation dynamic but 
centrally, as lack of the needed scientific-technological understanding. Hence, the remedy 
should be providing for this understanding, as far as possible. ‘The public is the problem 
science is the solution.’ 

The concerned groups themselves give a different interpretation. On this view, the recent 
mechanism brings different groups in society to a concerned or perhaps constrains them even 
to a hostile position, for the recent mechanism is dominated by narrow economic return and 
bureaucratic government that follows the science invents, industry applies, and society 
conforms vision and dynamic. But the scientific-technological potential would differently be 
utilised in a different mechanism. In this different mechanism, the concerned groups are most 
essential agents. In their concernedness, because they try to look further and wider then those 
who only concentrate on the possible economic goals, they are proprietors of special 

                                                 
55 With the term of Grand Challenges are such comprehensive tasks, such as the problem of aging, or other more and more 

designated tasks that require concentrated and integrated efforts by the whole global society.   
56 In this respect we have to think for example of the well-known visions of Ray Kurzweil. 
57 Scientists who are often immersed in very detailed scientific discussions in which they correctly observe the very rapid 

process of loosing their own expert character with the progressive differentiation of the problems and that some fine 

differentiations may lead to breakthrough new ways are inclined to deny that knowledgeable everyday persons may be 

equal partners in overall discourses over framing of research. They loose from their attention that attitudes to 

contextualization and reflexivity, the question whether the decision making is elitist, etc can be well identified, without 

specialised knowledge. You can ask if the youth, the gender relations, the small villages, etc are taken into account 

when some framing is demonstrated. To develop a detailed alternative, in technical terms, needs of course inclusion of 

(alternative) experts.         
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innovation capabilities. In a different sort of, in a cooperative mechanism of bringing the 
different positions and views in on-going discourse, into a dialogic relation, they are essential 
positive agents in innovation (and economy). With their inclusion they simultaneously realise 
political democratisation of innovation dynamic.  

On this view, co-operation of all agents with their diverse interests and cultures in the 
innovation dynamic, experts and concerned groups in an ongoing discursive process including 
the basic goals of the innovations gives additional chances to the success of the innovation 
dynamic. This is so because it widens the list of aligning agents. It utilises not only a wider 
resource base, but new type of resources and sets new types of alliances. It broadens the 
possible range of innovations and provides for social robustness of the innovation mechanism.  

The view of the group is offered by the authors as the possible peculiar European 
innovation model to challenge the recent myopic, reductionist, instrumentally biased global 
innovation race that moves in the circle of raising consumption possibilities and consumption 
friendly customers. It is offered as the model that would reward Europe in the global race with 
comparative advantage for some pioneering already made in the road of inclusion of the 
public, if the main dynamic of global innovation race changed its basic direction, in a 
direction change in which Europe could take the leading position. 58  Instead of solely 
concentrating on the ‘speed imperative’ the model suggests concentrating on what may be 
called the ‘direction imperative’ for the innovation dynamic.  

The report differentiates topics that are identified essential to search through an ordered 
way. These are first introducing ‘reinventing innovation’ as an overall perspective. This needs 
first contrasting of two regimes of innovation, that they term, the recent regime, the Regime 
of Economics of Technoscientific Promises and the required Regime of Collective 
Experimentation. To clear their requirement of the transition to the Regime of Collective 
Experimentation the report first assesses how Europe is recently tried to be normalised 
through /risk/ science and takes into account the problem of risk, uncertainty and precaution. 
It turns then to the new normative discourses in European science and governance, how ethics 
is about stepping into the place of law in regulation and criticises two sorts of developments. 
They are the tendency to scientification of ethics and beaurocratisation of the integration of 
ethics into the innovation dynamic through solely integrating ethical advisory groups into the 
bureaucratic mechanism of regulation. With this the danger of setting new regulation 
technical fixes is identified by the group. Formation, performances and encounters of 
European publics follow this topic. The changing ideas about learning by the public from their 
enlightening education to learning through engagement are the focused topic here, in dealing 
with the formation of publics that goes to sketching ways of collective knowing. The next 
chapter in the report investigates into what learning is and the last one before formulating 
conclusions and recommendations describes and analyses what imaginaries and narratives are. 
It reflects on the relations of what they term ‘master narratives’, the most comprehensive 
narratives on European science and governance.       

Let us go back to the alleged ‘general public unease with science’ and concentrate first 
on how ‘enactors’, those who are determined to realise breakthrough innovations develop 
their ‘folk theories’ and how ‘enactors’ give some special interpretation to concerned public 
reactions on emerging new innovation areas. The report differentiates between ‘enactors’ and 

                                                 
58 That the authors offer the suggested dynamic as the peculiar European way may be strongly supported by some evidence 

that refers to the already achieved background such as the controversial but still pioneering commitment by the EU, in 

2001, to the precautionary approach as principal approach to uncertainty. But with this classifying vindication there is a 

danger that for example efforts in the USA will simultaneously be underestimated and with this an ideological obstacle 

would be set to develop a worldwide cooperative effort and also a danger that the argumentation acquires some 

flattering flavour in relation to the EC bureaucracy.  
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‘comparative selectors’. We rely on a recent pioneering article of Arie Rip to explain who are 
‘enactors’ or ‘comparative selectors’. We also use this article to show the mechanism that 
leads to the view of recent ‘enactors’ of innovation on the concerned public and what is to do 
with them. (Rip 2006) Our article goes then over to different understandings of risks and 
summarises some of the most important tenets of critical STS.  

This tenet is first that assessment of uncertainty is normatively pervaded. Further, that, as 
any ‘objective’ description, science of risk is in need of deciding over contingencies of its 
methodology to make itself workable, and that any of the decisions has socio-political 
consequences. I follow the report when it shows the main different sorts of ‘uncertainty’, that 
altogether make up the whole ‘incertitude’, in the terming of Andy Stirling, if the perspectives 
of contextualisation and reflexivity are realised.59 It follows the report further when it states 
that a principal role should be given to precaution not only on the management but also on the 
assessment level if risk research and management of uncertainty should achieve a socially 
robust position. This dealing with ‘uncertainty’ will be followed by comparing the two basic, 
ideal typical innovation models, set by the TEKSS material. This chapter also includes some 
considerations on what actually TEKSS adds to the knowledge of recently emerging types of 
“open innovation” and ends with some critical questions. 

4.2 What is at stake with the received questions?  

Having received the mandate by the Commission to concentrate on the first question but 
putting emphasis also on the second below the group identified three concerns as follows: 

• “How to respond to the widely-recognised problem of European public unease with 
science, especially in relation to new science-based technologies; 

• How to further the stated EU commitment to improve the involvement of diverse elements 
of democratic civil society in European science and governance; 

• How at the same time to address urgent European policy challenges that are often taken as 
strongly scientific in nature – including climate change, sustainability, environment and 
development” (Felt and Wynne 2007, p. 9). 

 
We shall see that there is a self-undertaken extension of the task by the group. Not only is 
evidenced by the report that the first question is over-generalising and misleading as it is put 
but connecting the first question to the second well visibly demonstrates how fractioned is the 
overall policy approach to science and technology by the European Commission. On the one 
side namely, this policy deals with the problem of supporting the global competition race 
perceived only in terms of acceleration and efficiency. But it deals on the other side with 
political democratisation of the European science and governance dynamic, at least declaring 
this democratisation some revealed value. But to solve both problems simultaneously by 
simply integrating both efforts, that means supporting the innovation model that is inclined to 
identify concernedness as negative value and giving way to political democratisation of 
innovation simultaneously, is trying to produce an oxymoron. Instead of accepting the task for 
developing an oxymoron, the group, by expressing critical STS view, shows that concerned 
publics who are nothing but potential roadblocks in one perspective are most valuable 
resources in an essentially different model for the innovation competition meanwhile their 
integration into the whole innovation process will politically democratise this dynamic. 

                                                 
59 I detailed it in the  Chapter 1 of this Dissertation and in chapter 1 of the Appendix 
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Putting the third question into the focus too, in comparison to the two others, may be 
down valued by some readers as really being mostly scientific-technological questions. But 
that would be a profound misunderstanding. From this point of view attacking the inclination 
to scientistic reductionism in such, in their overall dimension, genuinely social-practical and 
political questions such as the climate change and the sustainability is attacking one of the 
basic persuasions that define modernity.60                

The authors of the report are themselves a bit reluctant to bring their considerations into 
the frame of criticising modernity as a whole. In this respect it is to remember at least that 
modernity developed a strong, in several dimensions interconnected narrative around the 
uniqueness of scientific reasoning. We have to shortly reconsider the whole problematic how 
modernity developed its relation to reality by the rigid objective-subjective (fact-value) 
differentiation.61 This differentiation presumed that there is just an (ordered) system ‘outside’, 
ordered by the system of laws, by the essential invariances. Modernity trusted a not only 
differentiated but also isolated group, scientists and experts with the unique capability of the 
exploration of the ‘objective’.62  

A type of the whole social practice, modernity, on this has been built up, that has been 
utilising this horizon by integrating into its practical activity, ideal typically exactly those 
selected goals that are acceptable through the selective work of the exploration of the 
‘objective’ horizon. This social practice has included ‘evidence based’ policymaking.63 This 
unique role attributed to science, together with the acquired supreme role of market economy 
and bureaucratic public administration and their alleged formal rationalities,64 to which beside 
science ‘calculable’ law and ethics was put, was integrated in a successful dynamic for a long 
time. Based on that ‘mechanical’ and hierarchical division of labour among experts and non-
experts representation of specificities and needs of everyday life have been dominantly 
realised from the perspectives of ‘higher culture’ (science and professional art) looking 
downstairs. If you give a unique place to one or some sorts of knowledge then the story of 
suppressed modes of cognition too belongs to this narrative and practice. 

But there are deep challenges emerging by now. These challenges come from different 
corners. One challenge is that complexity of the societal-economic dynamic is rapidly raising, 
complexity is just typical already everywhere. Another challenge is, at first glance just a 
wishful thinking, the quickly raising need for what we can call the democratisation of the field 
of the epistemic. Taking into account the recently strongly developing needs for a more 

                                                 
60 In our interpretation ‘sustainability’ is not just another point of view among others. It is just the most basic narrative for 

differentiating our emerging new historical period from modernity that is based on ‘progress’, linearity, ‘homo faber’ 

narratives and so on. One of its decisive characteristics is its genuinely experimental and process character, due to its 

role to give direction for a self-reflexively acting human agent in an evolutionary environment.    
61 With the rigid ‘objective – subjective’ classification the modernity set the possible view of an individual agent that is 

confronted with the question what are the horizons to her action, and what s/he can do in the environment where his 

action should be successful. This environment proved to be having essential invariances if the observer was able to 

isolate its system to observe (by constructing all the “walls” that proved to be essential to close its system under 

observation). The prices for this progress were numerous including the difficulty to turn to an evolutionary 

interpretation to the systems, as well as the difficulty  to restore the rich mutual feed-back system  that makes the 

subject always part of his environment.   
62 This makes a full system  together  with the ‘higher capabilities’ of some  specialists to decide on what is the valid 

‘subjective’.  
63 While this selector system is able to provide for selection of all those goals that formally contradict to this system, it should 

give way a fuller approach when its own essential contingency is touched on and with it its selection capacity gets 

relativised.   
64 These are the ‘logic’ of the market and the ‘logic’ of the hierarchy. 
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participatory democracy and the already existing capabilities to realise it, first of all that rigid 
and hierarchical division of labour proves unsustainable that science and experts simply tell 
the truth that sets the boundary for action. Science proves to be full of decisions concerning 
basic contingencies in framing the research problems, using methods to explore and evaluate 
the results.65 “Democratizing science” means to open these decisions and re-discuss them 
when there is suspicion that the chosen ways will have political consequences, in terms of 
inequality, etc. The reason for this different, participatory discourse type of deciding on the 
chosen framework(s) for policy relevant knowledge is to find less decisionistic framings.  

Are concerned groups and in special cases the everyday citizens able to realise such a 
role in framing discussions? This question is misleadingly reformulated in the ideas that to be 
able to participate in the framing issues, the public should know the same sort of knowledge 
experts have. This is obviously impossible to realise and is a self-contradictory requirement. 
Jasanoff elegantly puts what the general public has to be able to evaluate in issues of science 
and technology. The public first of all assesses if the communication is believable.66 (Jasanoff 
2005). The issue is different with the concerned groups if they commit themselves to engage 
in frame setting for sciences and technologies. But this needed knowledge is still not the 
whole arsenal of experts. It is knowledge needed to be able to discuss the framing 
presumptions.  

But on the other side, parallel and in contradiction to these types of impossibility theses, 
‘the economy’ has just begun to quickly learn to tap in and set great value on the recently 
recognised cognitive participatory resources that may prove most valuable for realising 
different sorts of ‘open innovation’. There is already a rapidly growing global 
experimentation with different types of ‘open innovation’ including re-discovering 
capabilities of different sorts of users, especially on the level of designing products, etc. So, 
the learning is that concerned citizen or occupational groups, special groups of affected 
people like patients in medical issues (not to speak about scientists and engineers who 
themselves may have problems with possibilities of special negative externalias) are able to 
be partners with appropriate knowledge in framing discourses.  The result of a cooperative 
framing would be a wider and different knowledge base and a socially more robust innovation 
dynamic than that that is only based on expert knowledge. 

4.3 Changing place of science and technology in society 

There are some basic tenets of the critical STS that are essential to keep in mind to be able to 
follow the way the report realises. The first is that any technological innovation is a socio-
technological innovation. This is best to see with radical or breakthrough technological 
innovations more generally. Any such technological innovation unavoidably has a wide range 
of co-produced requirements and impacts, economic, legal, social, cultural, on everyday life, 
ideological, etc. Some of them are of radical change, of breakthrough nature. The question is 
how these effects are produced, what sort of influence the customers, citizens, workers, 
women, etc. have on forming the impacts of which some in some forms they unavoidably 
have to face. Let us briefly see how the report makes progress in this question.  

Let us go back to the first question the group got to answer, the alleged growing general 
public unease. The first step made by the group was an essential reconstruction of this 
concern based on the factual checking if this general unease existed at all. Is there, in the EU, 
really some general public unease with science (and science based technology), some sort of 
growing rejection of science as a whole in solving societal problems? The answer they give to 
                                                 
65 These are partly more of cognitive methodological nature.  
66 This was not the case with the remarkable presentation of the ’mad cow’ story in the BBC by the minister. 
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this question is a definite “no”. Instead of a general disaffection they identify that “there is 
selective disaffection in particular fields of science, amidst wider areas of acceptance – even 
enthusiasm” (Felt and Wynne 2007, p. 9).  The difference of general and selected is more than 
just gradation. It shows that the recent public is not simply dogmatic when it assesses science 
and science based technology. Two questions emerge then. What sorts of sciences and 
technologies awake public unease and what sorts of mechanisms provide for some sort of 
over-generalisation of the really existing disaffection from what sort of perspective?  

The report embeds these problems into the wider perspective. There are wider basic 
societal and economic, political changes as well as with science such as that the EU moves 
“from a single economic market to a more political union”, that brings with itself “changing 
expectations concerning science and governance” meanwhile science moves from an 
“Independent Republic” to “science as servant of innovation”. “Science is increasingly 
commercialised in particular areas affecting public trust and the ways in which science and 
expert judgement feed into governance are shifting and become ambiguous” (Felt and Wynne 
2007, p. 10). But science and technology are tacitly shaped and framed by deeper social 
values and interests and these framings as they are now realised are widely coming into 
question by now with the changing dynamic – they state. This means that the embedding of 
science in society, at special issues became problematic, for different citizen groups.  

Safety of new technologies was only identified as problematic for the public earlier not 
the goals of innovations themselves and safety research was realised as quantitative risk 
assessment (qRA), as risk science that served for risk governance – the material states. The 
group concentrates on stating that there are different problems with this approach by now and 
it is becoming impossible not to take these problems into account. First, from the whole 
innovation process that is an upside process of setting and realising the goal of the innovation 
and a down-side process that includes investigating into the adverse environmental, health, 
etc. consequences, this mode of institutionalisation, the still dominant approach deals only 
with the inclusion of the public in the down-side regulation, dealing only with the adverse 
consequences of innovation efforts.67  

Second, this is done by further reducing the interest in the full range of ‘uncertainties’, of 
‘incertitude’ into quantitative risk assessment, the calculable risk, even when assessment 
beyond calculable risk proves to be essential. The report realises what can be called a 
manifesto of the critical social and technology studies: interpreting all this should be 
integrated into a different sort of embedding science and technology in society. This has two 
sides. As the authors argue it is time to turn from down-side ‘risk-governance’, from the 
approach that only concentrates on the adverse affects of some innovation, to ‘innovation-
governance’. That ‘innovation-governance’ is first of all upside governance integrating the 
agency of concerned publics in partaking in decisions over the goals too but also in dealing 
with the possible adverse effects in their full width, giving way understanding all the different 
types of ‘uncertainty’.  

All this challenges to change the present narrow understanding and practice of innovation 
with a “more socially distributed, autonomous and diverse collective forms of enterprise” 
(Felt and Wynne 2007, p. 10). This includes essentially utilising the diverse civic ‘knowledge-
abilities’. “This promotion of diverse civic ‘knowledge-abilities’ would perhaps be the most 
effective single commitment in helping address legitimate public concerns about Europe as a 
democratic knowledge-society, able to hold its own distinctive place in a properly-grounded 
global knowledge-economy” (Felt and Wynne 2007, p. 10). This is what the authors suggest 
as “innovation of innovation”. This is inclusion of critical citizens into the whole dynamic of 

                                                 
67 Actually, this is realised even in a more restricting mode. This restricting mode is including the public into the 
successful management of the tasks, not into the assessment of risk. Risk assessment is recently dominantly 
made by risk experts alone. 
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innovation as discursive partners. Because they have some special civic knowledge-ability 
their systematic inclusion both democratises innovations and adds a basic resource to 
innovation. This way this inclusion helps to make innovations socially robust and sustainable.  

The nearly 90 pages report as a whole serves to explain, justify and detail this 
understanding. First step in this process is to liberate the picture of concerned public from its 
bad appearance in view of most key players in the recently dominant innovation dynamic. 
This needs to show that the widespread opinion among scientists, firm representatives and 
public authorities of the general misgivings of citizens results from a basic misunderstanding. 
This opinion is an over-generalisation and is lack of understanding of the positive role of the 
critical attitude too. Factually, as the report states, the feeling that citizens have a growing 
general unease concerning science, technology and innovation is simply not true. Instead of 
this, citizens are selectively concerned at the intersection of science, innovation and risk. But 
the dominant view of the attributed general unease comes from the one-sided interpretation 
recently typical ‘insiders’, ‘enactors’ interpret the situation. This one-sided interpretation 
approach results in the misinterpretation that ‘the public’ in general is in unease with science, 
technology and innovation.  

4.4 The public as possible roadblock to innovation: A ‘folk theory’ of ‘enactors’ 

As mentioned already, the report itself does not devote longer argumentation to the type of 
reception that results in the attributed general concernedness.  

In comparison to idea of the insider - outsider view I explained in chapter about 
Periphery scanning and wildcards, the TEKSS report is to see, the authors identify themselves 
this way, as a radical assessment and management suggestion that is based on reflection on 
the basic framing of the Aho report (Aho et al. 2006) or any economic theory of growth in 
which society is conceptualised as revolving around economy and economy is nothing but a 
global race with a well described linear logic, with the logic of growth with ever growing 
efficiency. Taken into account society, not the economic sphere, as the real centre but 
accepting some sort of challenge by the global economic competition the TEKSS report 
concludes on the vision that to change direction of the global race is the most important. The 
explanatory model includes argumentation on the emergence and development of those 
agents, the different concerned societal groups that start to influence change of the direction 
of the innovation.  

TEKKS assumes that Europe may reach comparative advantage (actually it has some, for 
example in the field of clean energy innovations) by this modulation. (We can add the raising 
efforts to solve informatisation or transport problems of cities through discourse with the 
citizens including setting the goals.) The way to realise this modulation is a determined turn to 
integrate Europe’s rich tradition of critical approach to innovation into the innovation 
dynamic to provide for more social robustness and sustainability by a comprehensive 
democratisation of the innovation dynamic. This way the TEKSS report formulates an 
incomparably more important conclusion than its answer to the alleged general concernedness 
of the public concerning science. To this conclusion belongs that a determined change in 
innovation policy should promote the emerging new innovation dynamic.  

Let us continue explicating what TEKSS aims at, by further utilising the ‘folk theory’ 
picture. The second type of ‘folk theory’ of ‘enactors’ provides for a perspective on history, 
with the main goal to reach conclusion for understanding the future. This reconstruction of 
history states what sort of goals were earlier set in economic growth and what sorts of barriers 
emerged in similar situations of innovation dynamic earlier, such as with the agro-food GMO 
debate. We mentioned that typical for a ‘folk-theory’ is how it reaches allegedly ‘valid’ 
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knowledge of the future. Due to the lack of higher order reflexivity the result of a historical 
overview is a simplistic extrapolation.68 Learning from the earlier agro-food GMO debate is, 
from this perspective that thinks in rigid structures, that other in the future most important 
agrarian innovations may be stopped for a while too, through the resistance of special actors, 
mostly citizens, who do not understand their own interests either.69 The question raises then, 
how is it possible to prevent and overcome this barrier. As the TEKSS report demonstrates 
‘concentric thinking’ applies here with a special understanding of the task of what and how to 
learn from the past too. 

‘Enactors’ may remain first unlearned about the issues outside their perspective and do 
not find important to learn either. When they understand that they have to react on criticism 
they identify it as nothing but resistance to their approach that is to overcome if they want to 
succeed. Looking for the source of resistance ‘enactors’ may find that critical actors do not 
share the goals of innovation, either or in a simpler case, that these critical actors at least have 
a fear of (perhaps still unknown) adverse effects. Beside the possible counter-interests this 
seems for the ‘enactors’ to be mainly caused by the lack of adequate knowledge at concerned 
people, at the ‘comparative selectors’. Insisting on the goal(s) for innovation set by them only, 
and trusting first in enlightenment, enactors identify the way to overcome this resistance by 
the steady effort of realising public enlightenment.70      

The process has a peculiar dynamic. A sort of exaggerated unease will probably cumulate 
with ‘enactors’, if, notwithstanding the repeated efforts, the suggested therapy, that seems to 
be the only rational way, does not work. The typical reaction by ‘enactors’ is developing a 
phobia of the phobia alleged on the other side. Rip, engaged in research on an emerging 
technology, nanotech, gives the name of ‘nanophobia-phobia’ to this symptom, at the 
emerging nano-debate: enactors do not want even to hear about the, alleged, nanophobia. (Rip 
2006 p. ) With this the process gets a temporary dead-end: the front is solidified. In interest of 
looking for some solution different from this it is first important to recognise that ‘folk 
theories’ falsely identify structural characteristics as invariants in any dynamic because they 
are able to dynamically change – in interaction with a radically changing dynamic.  

This radical turn would be the turn from enlightenment approaches to a discursive 
setting. In this oppositions can change into mutual partial acknowledgements as starting 
points and changes occur in the dynamic thereof. This would be a change in the whole frame 
of the dynamic, including the frame-reflective relation to the concerned groups and citizens 
and themselves as ‘enactors’ too. But this means to open everything in the dynamic to mutual 
criticism, in interest of overcoming the frozen state to a critical co-operation approach that 

                                                 
68 ‘Things happen to us, according to some law(s) similar to natural laws, we have to recognise what remains as space for 

choice and what we do have to do’. 
69 It is important to see that in this ‘folk theory’ the future interests of the others are interpreted as ‘objectively’ set and just to 

follow. So, the unified ‘folk theory’ assures you that 1/ there is a dynamic, 2/you have to follow the naturalized 

dynamic, 2/ there are tools to realize this task, 3/ the innovation is the interest of  those too who will ‘consume’ it, 

consumers, patients, women, etc. In the light of this representation any concernedness, resistance is without right, at 

least doubtful and may not be clever either, but just irrational. When ‘enactors’ look for explanation of the ‘irrational’ 

behaviour of ‘comparative selectors’ then they recognize as at least one root the ‘the missing understanding of science 

and technology’.    
70 From the early 80s, following an earlier period of enthusiasm for science and technology the icon of which is the Atomium 

in Brussels, scientists and politicians, having had recognized some concerns concerning emerging new technologies 

felt a need to enlighten the public so that the public will be able to make a ‘correct appraisal’ of the coming benefits of 

the technological revolution, mostly in informatics. Lack of factual scientific knowledge was identified as the main 

barrier and a movement, public understanding of science (PUS) started to overcome this. 
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amounts to public engagement in the full dynamic. Unexpected favourable situations that 
open up possibilities of developing some ‘niche’ can help to start changing the direction.   

4.5 Risk assessment and its fallacies 

Let us turn back to the problem of downside assessment, the problem of uncertainty and 
dangers with new technological developments. We have to go back to the late 60s to trace 
what happened with efforts to assess, regulate and manage environmental and technological 
risks. Concluding from the debates in the 60s, first the government of the USA committed 
itself to make systematic regulatory and policy intervention in issues of risks. This led to the 
foundation of the OTA (the parliamentary Office for Technology Assessment) in 1972 that 
was dissolved by the Republicans in 1994. It also led to institutionalisation of environmental 
impact assessment (Environmental Protection Agency, EPA) in 1972.  

The need for regulatory intervention by the state was identified as a need for extension of 
the bureaucratic regulation and a risk science was required to identify the facts about non-
intended bad side-effects to allow regulators to realise their work as science based regulation. 
The article of Chauncey Starr of 1969 is especially important and iconic in the foundational 
work for the science of environmental risk (Starr 1969). As Starr presumes ‘risk facts’ exist 
outside. They can be ‘objectively’ identified and measured and they have to be balanced with 
the calculated benefits, also some sorts of objective things. Their calculation made by experts 
provides for the factual basis for management of risk.71  It is to see that epistemological 
realism was the base of developing a risk science. It is still basis for conceptions that try to 
give a unified basis for risk policy that basis balances both objective risks and subjective risk 
feelings and beliefs as both given layers for successful risk policy. 

Risk was first identified as exclusive object of scientific assessment. Risk science 
developed in two main directions. First it tried to extend quantitative approaches to situations 
when it was not clear which events to take into account or when it was impossible to exactly 
take into account the probabilities. The recently dominating policy approach still rigidly 
identifies public concern about safety as defined by regulatory science and expertise as 
something full of misperceptions of the data of quantitative risk assessment (qRA) by lay 
people. QRA is one of the hot fields in the political debates with the public in technology 
political issues. Enlightenment of the public, to let them learn about the real risks to which 
risk science has exclusive access, is a central accompanying effort in rationalising behaviour 
in front of uncertainty.72 In the risk science ideology, on the one side, qRA is able to uncover 
what objective risk is, but non-experts are prisoners of their senses and feelings. Non-experts 
are uncritical about their senses and feelings and develop irrational fears. They several times 
amplify what the real risk is by several orders of magnitude, or have fear from very 

                                                 
71 Unfortunately, one basic question Starr puts in 1969, ‘How safe is safe enough?’, in its recent formulation: ‘What is 

acceptable risk” is actually a question about normativity and this is task of normative studies with a genuinely political 

part. When scientists answer it their argumentation is committing naturalistic fallacy, a non-acceptable methodological 

mistake.     
72 This is the place where we have to make the important remark that there are different sorts of concernedness, and often in 

the real practice concerned behaviours in the public concentrate around scientific misunderstandings. In this case 

enlightenment has an unavoidable role, even when the causes that lead to committing the fallacy are much more 

complicated. Think as an example how drivers typically overestimate their reaction capability, even when psychology 

proves their incapacity. 
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improbable dangers in case these are of high consequences.73 The second direction to develop 
risk management was to develop the science of subjective risk perception. 

A long and successful and especially  well rewarded psychological research tradition 
emerged in the 70s that has focused on the typical misperceptions everyday observers, wider, 
non-risk expert observers are inclined to commit in the most different situations when risks 
are to be assessed. This research tradition is of course very valuable when the issue at stake is 
if these observers, users, consumers for example, will be able to recognise the scientifically 
valid factual relation. In short, in every issue where qRA may lead to well calculable data 
management/policy making has also to calculate with perceptions and feelings and for risk 
management to learn about the typical behaviour of groups, etc in face of risks. Then it is 
most important how far this subjective assessment differs from the measurable. Unfortunately 
in many discussions over risks and their perceptions the quite different dimension critical STS 
emphasises is covered by this layer. 74  This covered layer includes how the handling of 
unavoidable contingency in framing the conditions for quantitative risk research is decided on 
to make qRA realisable and what sorts of effects this has in terms of policy and politics. 

The TEKSS report, in contrast to the risk science interpretation, concentrates first of all 
on the covered issue. It puts the finger on the unavoidable contingent presumptions that frame 
any expert approach, meanwhile nearly all of them having some political impact. Critical STS 
concentrates on the issue how scientific and technological knowledge is constructed and what 
the construction process has effects in political relations. It is to demonstrate in this respect 
that scientific risk assessment is a normative issue, and that only within some frame set, fixed 
for working is able to lead to scientific facts (Felt and Wynne 2007, pp. 33-36). QRA has 
some unavoidable normative element starting with the most straightforward of technical 
questions. “What are the relevant forms of risk (human health, environmental burdens, 
ecological integrity, monetary values, social disruption, ethical offence)? How should we 
measure these (for instance, health can be measured alternatively as frequency or mode of 
death or injury, disease morbidity, or quality of life)? What degrees of aggregation or 
differentiation across varied populations is appropriate?” (Felt and Wynne 2007, p. 34). 

It is to be seen that the concentration is first on the places of contingencies in the framing 
of decision making. As any cognitive task risk assessment also gets its definite shape through 
the fundational decisions over these contingencies, that may differently embed risk 
assessment in the socio-political practice.75 While most risk experts may only concentrate on 
how to make data repeatable and just take it as a fact that to make their work possible they are 
constrained to make some basic decisions where alternatives are always given, the critical 
approach concentrates first on the possible relation of making the necessary decisions to their 
possible impacts in terms of politics. While in realistic interpretation of risk assessment by the 
dominating ideology risk assessment simply provides for the objective knowledge needed for 
a rational policymaking76 risk assessment is identified by critical STS as possibility of doing 

                                                 
73 Of course, for short term policy making these sorts of occurring irrationalities are not only subject for enlightenment and to 

abolish as they are for longer term goals but also facts that urge to make compromises in policymaking. In this 

perspective calculated risks, qualitative types of risks and typical human risk perceptions together are the material 

policy has to be take into account. A well differentiated system was developed for policymaking by Ortwin Renn and 

some of his collaborators. (Renn  2001 ) 
74STS researchers protest against this one-sied view. But this is not equal to denying by them that there is an army of such 

sorts of irrationalities, subjectivities in ‘public behaviour’ mentioned above. 
75 For example fixing the measurement of some risk by frequency of death or  using more complex parameters will lead to 

different policy decisions.    
76 ‘Objective’ in the meaning that their reproducibility does not depend on the researcher.  
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politics with  the chosen way of cognition, meanwhile producing the appearance of simple 
objectivity, whether unconsciously or consciously. 

Concluding a long critical tradition, the TEKSS report puts the first emphasis on the 
metalevel. The framing with its social consequences is the first problem, not the problem with 
the results of the calculations within the given type of framing (Felt and Wynne 2007, p. 3).  
“What do we define as being ‘at risk’?”, “From what is it at risk?” is also contingent and 
ambiguous. If these questioned are justified, then no methodological rigour can be the last 
judge as naïve realism presupposes but a possibly non-constrained, democratic deliberation 
over the framing, over the normative value assumptions that set the unavoidable preconditions 
for expertise. In lack of this there can the suspicion be awaken, that these preconditions are set 
for some political advantage or are set by chance, simply.  

This way you get two different views of ‘uncertainty’ too. For a naïve realist it is 
something behind and over the calculated, because there is always something uncalculable in 
real situations, but for concerned groups it can include uncertainty, ambiguity, ignorance or 
indeterminacy, even in a usual interpenetration of each other.  
 

Table 1: Different qualities of uncertainty 

 

Source: Felt and Wynne 2007, p. 36. 

While for a naïve realist risk and non-calculable uncertainty (what can not be calculated now) 
are two different groups of things, for a concerned perspective they may jointly occur, 
actually they do it this way. The management, regulatory principle, precaution will have 
different interpretation this way. For a naïve realist precaution has a supplementing regulation 
role, for a concerned group standing on constructivist perspective it is an approach to possibly 
reduce the contingent and ambiguous nature of setting the risk discourse. With this the 
precautionary approach has an overall role and gains or regains the control over the policy 
authority of risk science by embedding it into democratic deliberation in which the citizens 

DIFFERENT QUALITIES OF UNCERTAINTY 
 
- Risk: under which we know both the probabilities of possible harmful events, and their 

associated kinds and levels of damage. This is where the various techniques of risk assessment 
are most usefully applicable. 

 
- Uncertainty: where we know the types and scales of possible harms, but not their probabilities. 

This is the best established ‘strict’ definition of the term ‘uncertainty’, under which ‘risk 
assessment’ is strictly not applicable. 

 
- Ambiguity: where the problem at hand is not one of the likelihood of different forms of harm, 

but where the measurement, characterisation aggregation or meanings of the different issues are 
themselves unclear, disagreed among specialists or contested in wider society. For example: 
how exactly do we define ‘harm’ or ‘risk’? 

 
- Ignorance: where we don’t have complete knowledge over all the possible forms of harm 

themselves. Where we ‘don’t know what we don’t know’ – facing the possibility of surprise. 
This renders problematic even the questions that we ask at the outset in risk assessment. 

 
- Indeterminacy: where the possibilities for different social ‘framings’ depend 

‘reflexively’ on complex interactions and path dependencies in the co-evolution of social, 

technological and natural systems. In other words, not only do our commitments and 

choices depend on what we know, but what we know is conditioned by our preferred or 
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are engaged. As regulatory approach to framing the descriptive tasks it requires that this 
framing is to realise in a most possible careful way.77    

The recently dominant framing of safety issues proves to be problematic as the social 
critical STS literature identifies, because it is dominantly trying to solve political issues by 
translating them into technical questions to be solved by experts and looking for some 
technological fix (quantitative risk value) as basis for solution for these political questions, 
instead of putting the technical in an alive sustained social discourse process that may help to 
keep the interest in and responsibility for the decisions in cases of contingency, of ‘freedom of 
choice’. To put it differently, there is here too to catch in the act some general inclination to 
turn and reduce a social political issue into the dominance of a technical-administrative, 
something quite typical for modernity. The therapy suggested is to keep the formal under the 
dominant criticism of the non-formal, the participatory discursive process, involving full-
fledged public participation. The advantage with this is in terms of the instrumental that way 
of doing things systematically produces further perspectives for extending the uncertainty 
assessment.  

The recently emerging turn to regulation of risk issues by ethics is identified by the report 
as extension of the criticised administrative attitude and is looked at it with caution. The 
report reminds to what we can call “ethical fixes” that is provided for by advises by expert 
groups of ethicists, on which formal regulation can be based. One has to see, that mutatis 
mutandis choosing for the relevant ethics and ethical expert advice shows the same sorts of 
decision contingencies the factual part demonstrates. With this an extension of the method of 
handling controversial socio-political issues technically, by factual or normative calculations, 
or at least by considerations made by experts is just extended.  Instead this, the report argues, 
first of all a full-fledged expression of normative questions, political values and democratic 
aspirations is needed to be systematically integrated into the course of a participatory 
discourse over innovation. With this it is not said that improving techniques is not of value 
but not the technique for the government is to improve first of all, but the democratisation of 
innovation governance is first of all to realise and sustain. (Felt and Wynne 2007, p. 48-50).  

4.6 Reinventing innovation 

Until now we dealt with the problem of how by participation of concerned citizens the attitude 
toward negative side effects in the top down part of the innovation process should be 
improved to make innovation more effective and democratic. But the main message of the 
report is on participation for improving the whole innovation process itself. The central part of 
the report sets up two regimes of innovation as explanatory models to justify this claim. The 
first is called The Regime of Economics of Technoscientific Promises, the second is called 
The Regime of /socio-political/ Collective Experimentation.78 (Felt and Wynne 2007, pps. 23, 
25). 

With the term ‘regime’ the importance of the claim is indicated by the authors. What 
does a regime mean? Every innovation has its own specific way but, to speak 
                                                 
77 We have no place here to show that precaution is not only to try to prevent, to avoid something but is also 
forcare, foresighting care for realisation in the future of some value/s/ engaged with.  
78 The term ’socio-political’ in the name of the regime is set by the group itself. Contrasting ‘economics’ chosen to include in  

the name of the first regime and ’socio-political’ for the second appropriately expresses their difference, as the authors 

intend to emphasize upon. This is that the dominating view narrowly focuses on economy first and its challenging new 

regime focuses on the socio-political dimension first. Unfortunately, for whatever reason, perhaps for the shake of 

brevity, the attibute  ’socio-political’ is omitted from the later  use of the term in the report. Illustrativity certainly 

looses some power with this. 
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‘geographically’, they have together their overall (economic, regulatory and so forth), 
relatively unchanging landscape in which they have to try to realise. Below this relatively 
unchanging landscape it is meaningful to differentiate a middle level, the level of regimes, 
where any innovation occurs, but with some ordered dynamic. Regimes are innovation 
patterns that work successfully. These are some sort of paradigms realising successful 
breakthrough innovation or groups of innovations, which are to exploit thereupon. Regimes 
provide for some sort of ‘grammar’, rule configurations and models of innovation, 
‘exemplars’ to speak with Thomas Kuhn, they channelise the innovation efforts because they 
promise successes of some sort.  

Radical, breakthrough innovations are by necessity not only deep technological but also 
social-technological changes. These include economic impact, but also redistribution of 
agency and power, learning and changing social relations with the realisation of innovations. 
Successful innovations need a co-evolution of a supporting environment, in terms of market, 
consumers, legal regulation, supporting culture, etc. These all together are an innovation 
regime, in which co-evolutionary processes among the technical and non-technical 
constituents occur. For example systematic inclusion of users into design as some sort of 
change on regime level redistributes agency and with it some power too, integration of 
environmental considerations changes the earlier direction of innovation, etc. All this regime 
level changes occur in a relatively stable landscape of the whole social-economic system and 
have their own relative stability, too. Models on regime level summarise the patterns different 
individual innovation efforts follow.       

The report differentiates between the two regimes, indicated above. They are some sorts 
of ideal typical models. The first is the ‘economics of technoscientific promises’ (ETP). What 
is the ETP in some more detail? The economics of technoscientific promises is, as the report 
defines it, the supply-based linear, science-push model. The ‘promise-push element’ is 
decisive in it. The model works on a promise of solving basic human problems (health, 
sustainability, etc), by answering needs emerging in the market by accelerating the linear 
dynamic of innovation that is repeatedly triggered by new levels of scientific knowledge.  

However, from this perspective there is an essential barrier in the way of realization of 
this dynamic. This is, as we know already, the “paradox of public unease”. We saw already 
that it is suggested by defenders of this model that ‘science is the solution the concerned 
public is the problem’ because, in lack of scientific-technological understanding, the 
concerned public slows down or even may prevent from realising even socially most 
important innovation possibilities. The solution, according to this model, would be a changing 
civil society that is simply ready to participate as consumer in an innovation friendly market 
and develops a culture that celebrates innovation.  

This model is based on big scientific, technological and innovation promises. But big 
promises are still promises and subject of expectation cycles and inevitably run the risk of 
attracting big concerns. As the report states: “This mode of governance has its drawbacks, and 
[…] is victim of self-induced hype-disappointment cycles” (Felt and Wynne 2007, p. 24). 
According to the TEKSS report, the claim for upward engagement by concerned groups gets 
its justification at this point. Promises are contingent things and there are two contingencies to 
identify. The first contingency is if the promise of solving basic human problems would really 
be able to be realised by the linear dynamic, the second if the realising mechanism would not 
change the promised goals themselves.  

Let us go back to the technoscientific promise model. Any promise is submitted to the 
expectation cycle dynamic. In this dynamic, ‘enactors’ have to look for every sort of support 
and are committed to follow a strategy that tries to persuade those who may make decisions 
over needed resources that their goal/s/ are meaningful and realizable too.  
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As we know already, the report is for a different model. This is collective 
experimentation, the full integration of criticism made by the publics with developing 
technoscientific promises. This criticism includes accepting that the ETP has most valuable 
elements. The problem with it from the point of view of critical groups is not if it has 
promising elements, but the question of hegemony. Authors of TEKSS criticise the tendency 
that ETP is getting hegemonic role, it starts to work as a de facto political order (Felt and 
Wynne 2007, p. 25). Integrating collective experimentation with ETP could provide a rich 
basis for diversifying the innovation efforts and making them more socially robust and 
sustainable because of the different knowledge base and the enhancing democratization of 
innovation. As the report states this suggestion is similar to Dewey’s ideas on democratization 
of politics but realising it for politics of developing technologies (Felt and Wynne 2007, p. 
25). 

How does this vision fit into issues in real practice? We are confined to two short 
remarks. The outlined alternative is some sort of historical conclusion of the ongoing 
processes of technological controversies in the last 50 years or so. Developing technology 
assessment into constructive technology assessment in The Netherlands, similar efforts in 
Denmark, and so on paved the way to change the original structure to a more co-operative 
dynamic of innovation. The recently very quickly developing forms of ‘open innovation’ may 
play an ambivalent role in helping to realise the model of collective experimentation. The 
reason of this ambivalence is that they focus on prospective customers and it is questionable if 
not whether at all, then but how smoothly these two approaches can be integrated. While 
some forms of ‘open innovation’ may easily be integrated with participation of concerned 
groups, others inappropriate to this purpose. The further fate of the long term strategic vision 
the TEKSS report sets depends much on how those who are engaged in practice with the 
vision expressed by the report find niches and will be able to utilise them to gradually reach 
some stable irreversibility.  

I can say in summary that I join those who insist that ‘concerned groups’ should get 
essential role in the exploration of the necessary and possible changes of directions of 
innovation dynamics. I point out the aspect that this role involves the working along a special 
cognitive and socio-political perspective. In this working the realisation of the cognitive role 
that is not substitutable, leads to a political democratisation that overcomes what von Hippel 
conceptualises as ‘democratization of innovation’. 
 

 
 



5 Chapter  

Roadmapping for ‘Hydrogen economy’ 

 
I have to connect two things in this chapter because I intend to show how roadmapping works 
for the so called ‘Hydrogen economy’ (HE). Therefore, I shall first very briefly outline what 
roadmapping is for and how its functioning becomes problematic for long term strategic issues. 
Then, I apply this to the problems of an envisioned HE. I concentrate in this part on the issue 
whether there is some essential weakness of roadmapping in utilising them for planning long 
term strategic issues and whether this weakness is connected to an archaic type of long term 
strategic thinking. I emphasize with this something being out of even the peripheric view of 
roadmapping practicians and analysts. That is that roadmaps get essential role in persuading 
possible actors in aligning for strategic action to realise. This is done by assessing the needed 
radical innovations as barriers that are possible to overcome by some sort of unified effort. In the 
second part of the chapter I briefly outline some characteristics of the HE efforts from this 
perspective. I turn to the HE roadmaps and conclude that they have essential role in aligning the 
needed partners for a HE. This way they certainly realise some performative impact on the open 
future. The question is how far this menaces with some strong lock-in in this type of policy 
making based on the early fixing of the goal of some very long term activity as it seems with 
fixing the HE vision today. 
 

5.1 Introductory remarks on roadmapping  

 It is worth wile for planning to make a previous overview of the goal we want to realise and the 
possible ways that may lead to it. In many cases we can determine even the optimal way to our 
goal. Roadmaps demonstrate all this. A roadmap (RM) for scientific management issues was 
originally invented to connect the business goals of a firm, the envisioned technological product, 
and the technological process leading to it, to understand what would be technologically to be 
done to successfully and efficiently produce the product. (There is some more on roadmapping 
in the second chapter of the Appendix.) In its original form it connected well-calculable items. A 
roadmap was able to demonstrate alternatives too but the alternatives could be exactly compared. 
By now the situation with the frequent, already natural turbulences is profoundly changed. While 
roadmapping and the RMs of every sort become not only a usual but a slowly compulsory 
method and technique, that shows that roadmapping very successfully extends in some 
directions, roadmapping becomes somewhat problematic even for short range issues. 
Roadmapping is recently extending to long term strategic issues too. But it certainly turns to be 
problematic, lasted by tensions and barriers for long term strategic issues. 
The difference is mainly in the essential role of possible ‘surprises’ when walking along the 
assessed road. The problem belongs to the ‘openness’ of the future, the plurality of futures. The 
first problem may be that the goal of the road we have got to assess may by foggy and 
undetermined in different aspects. It may more be just a vision, only, as some long term strategic 
management literature begins to term it. This means that the answer to the where are we going? 
question can not be made more than some guess, only. It may be rather probable that we can 
define our goals more precisely only with elapse of some time and we have to repeat this step 
several times. But it is worthwhile to anticipate that we shall have to face future situations too in 
which perhaps even the original vision will have to be modified. This may even extend to some 
deeper self-reflexive element. We may learn about ourselves a learning that is caused for 
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example by our changing values and we cease to be committed to the original vision at all, not 
because we think that the road is impossible but because our value changes make the vision lost 
of its value.  
To put it differently we need systematic reflexive considerations including self-reflexion, being 
ready to be put into action when dealing with long term strategic issues. Taken into account that 
roadmapping had its origin in a period when the limits of quantitative risk calculation and 
forecasting based on it were not put into serious questioning what remains for roadmapping in 
terms of capability in turbulent times? The answer seems to be a twofold, as our preliminary 
investigations with Imre Hronszky and Hyundo Choi suggest (Hronszky et al. 2008). First, it is 
obvious then the roadmapping method can be successfully but only moderately extended to these 
strategic issues. Second, that the twofold constrain that is put on roadmapping for long term 
strategic issues, that it has to keep to a pre-fixed goal and take into account ‘guesses’ how and 
when would some missing ‘deeply uncertain’ steps be able to be realised in the voyage, puts 
strategic roadmapping a theoretical limit. 
The quickly growing literature on roadmapping does not take much of this into account. The 
most extreme case is with Richard Albright, perhaps. He is one of the leading players with his 
firm in the roadmapping business in the USA. He is quite straightforward. A roadmap describes 
a future environment, objectives to be achieved within that environment, and plans for how those 
objectives will be achieved over time (Albright 2002a, p. 1). Roadmaps “answer a set of ‘why-
what-how-when’ questions to develop an action plan for reaching the objective.” (Albright 
2003a, p. 1) “What innovations will occur and when? What is needed to create innovations? 
What are gating factors for innovations?” (Albright 2003a, p. 3). I repeatedly call attention to the 
challenge that in long term issues it is quite necessary to assess strong, recently non-calculable 
turbulences, deep uncertainties.. Often even the objectives are to be re-examined. It is advisable 
to be not only robust but also flexible and self-reflexive in planning, to be prepared in the whole 
period for new anticipations and changes to realise, as it will be expected then. Imre Hronszky 
emphasizes that very strong constraints are put on such sort of roadmap. (Hronszky PhD 
lectures, 2006, Manuscript)  
A roadmap answers as Albright says ‘why’ s/he wants to do something, answers ‘what’ to do, 
what are the ‘gating factors’, ‘how’ are they to overcome, that means what sorts of even perhaps 
series of radical innovations are needed, and how all this is to answer in a series of answers in a 
well-ordered way along the time axe.   
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Figure 6: A unifying four-part roadmap framework 

 
 
Source: (Albright 2003a, p. 1) 
 
All these are constraints and we are expected when we make a roadmap that we can accept these 
constraints, we can answer the ‘why’ etc., even when a strong time constraint is also be put on 
the whole: you have to solve your problems in a quite rigidly defined time sequence, at special 
sections of the road.  (I remind the reader that the problem that is most interesting for me in this 
dissertation is how a roadmap can handle ‘essential uncertainties’. In this respect Albright simply 
does not recognize the problem. “Roadmaps reveal gaps in product and technology plans. Areas 
where plans are needed to achieve objectives become immediately apparent, and can be filled 
before they become problems” (Ten Reasons to Roadmap 2004). 

All this is somehow concealed in the persuasion that the future is somewhat open. We may 
only tentatively indicate where we want to go, at least in some sort of vision. We start, perhaps 
following our good estimation, in the indicated direction. We learn when walking about every 
component and the whole issue too and even re-construct ourselves and the road on which to go 
too. (Concerning ‘constructing the road when walking’ think of the innumerable considerations 
in the complexity literature on how patternisations occur.) 

 I accept the opinion of Imre Hronszky when he says that we obviously need a wider 
definition for roadmapping then the usual. (Hronszky PhD lectures, 2006, Manuscript) We can 
say that a roadmap (RM) in a general sense sets a vision of prospected solutions for some 
prospected challenge(s), called the driver(s). Circumscribed in some vision at least, an RM 
describes and prescribes (!) some ‘road’, partly fixed only by alternatives, assessed as, at least 
preliminarily, consistent to follow to satisfy the challenge as some collective will realise it. It 
helps in aligning the possible partners to make the dynamic trend-like, aiming at satisfying the 
challenge. This may be an intuitive definition of a roadmap in its extended version.  
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   This intuitive definition takes into account that we may have just some vision not a precise 
long term goal and this refers to recently prospected challenges. It identifies prospected barriers 
and measures to overcome them. This is the point where ‘deep uncertainty’ in constructing an 
RM gets its decisive role. An RM that refers to some long term strategic task can not simply 
describe what the road to solve the task is. This is, somehow recognized by the literature. It is 
said that roadmaps, except the simplest ones, necessarily include ‘nodes’ where only alternatives 
may be set. This makes the structure of an RM some networked structure of possible roads at 
some sections along alapsing time. This is its merit. For those who have to make the decisions 
the RM systematically demonstrates these nodes. Is an RM only descriptive? Does any RM 
prescribe something? What is prescribed in a general sense? In the simplest case an RM 
prescribes the best way to follow. In the most complex case it can only prescribe that some 
decision is to be made at any node. But with involving ‘essential uncertainties’ an RM not only 
shows the nodes and possible solutions but adds something as assessment to them. Mostly with 
RMs we also learn whether their constructors believe that through the decisions at the nodes we 
can really get nearer and solve the task set by the basic challenge. They make statements if 
overcoming the barriers seems difficult, impossible or just the opposite, there are promising 
alternatives. They provide for expert judgements of what the ‘essential uncertainties’ are, are 
they possible to overcome taken the given constraints, and perhaps RMs provide for indications 
of the directions to follow, too. Shortly, they make statements and they are constrained to make 
statements about the nature of the ‘unknown unknowns’ and their possible solution/s/, too.        

It is often said in the literature that RMs are made for some sort of division of labour by 
sparing duplication, or for achieving synergy. It is not said that first you have to try to align 
players around the project, you have to bring together key stakeholders and this way an RM 
provides for some advocacy. By utilising the synergy of some possible cooperation you may take 
part in solving some strategic problem that is worth wile to you too, as it is demonstrated by the 
RM. The much emphasized performativity of ‘theory’, of cognition, has its special role here. 
Performativity helps with its persuading effort to align and engage in a strategic game around a 
self-fulfilling strategy including a series of ‘unknown unknowns’. This way communication is 
structural part, with some defining role, of roadmapping. It is rather obvious then that even 
rhetoric is of some structural role in roadmapping. (This is what I deal with in the next chapter.)  

Let me repeatedly tell something. Any strategic roadmapping has some unceasable rigidity. 
That is that it serves for some fixed strategic goal or at least some vision. That puts a lot of 
constraints a road map must satisfy. Any strategic RM has a normative message this way in the 
practical cases. In principle you could be somewhat neutral concerning this normative message 
and remain just descriptive. “There are normative messages of those kinds, conceptualising for 
example time or any other resource constraints” you communicate with the roadmap and you do 
not take part in assessing if they are possible to overcome. But in most real cases decision 
makers expect more from experts. They do expect that experts not only uncover decision 
situations and alternatives to solve the problems but also some evaluation if at least some 
solution trials would be realistic (realistic in terms of the identified resource shortages and 
readiness to work on the solution). They express their view mostly in ‘insider’, ‘enactor’ 
perspectives and ask for help them strengthen.   

At the end this problem would lead us to the nearly everywhere running discourse on the 
problem of planning in a turbulent environment. I definitely do not have place in my dissertation 
to make a systematic research on this topic meanwhile I guess that some sort of planning is 
worth wile for every type of action in every environment. I just follow the recognized aspect that 
communication is constructive part of roadmapping. It is built into it. I concentrate first on the 
task that assessing the value of an RM for some agent depends on how s/he approaches the 
strategic task, as ‘insider’ or ‘outsider’. Second, I share the recognition that assessment of 
roadmapping from the point of view of rhetoric is a promising way to learn something about 
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roadmapping that may be different from that that is said by roadmapping experts recently. I also 
utilise, at some parts of the dissertation, the tenet that roadmapping is to be integrated with some 
repeatedly recurring self-reflexive activity.   
 

5.2 Introductory remarks on long term planning in the energy sector  

I turn to the second element, the HE. I have to place the HE in energy, transport and 
environmental politics and policy. Globalisation, emergence of such immense opportunities as 
the nanotech-based converging technological development (NBIC), such threatening 
perspectives as the irreversible climate change, the growing gap among reach and poor countries, 
among many other similar issues, challenge with long-term, very complex tasks of world-wide 
transitions. These transitions aim at realizing something that we can call socio-economic-
technological regime changes for brevity. These changes, even when are ‘only’ regime changes, 
necessarily extend to and effect on all the parts of the complex social system. They involve 
political, cultural, ideological changes too, changes in at least some segments of everyday life, 
and so on. It is evident that all these complex regime changes interact with each other. As a case 
of this interaction I just remind the reader to think of the growing tension between utilization of 
agriculture for food production and producing renewable energy resources, and that, beside them, 
as a third dimension, utilization of agriculture for new resources to produce new materials is also 
about coming into the agenda. These processes run in an environment of complexity and 
incertitude. Appropriate development of cognition forms and management forms are also needed 
to meet such transitions. Long-term strategic management and policy should be renewed to 
appropriately handle these issues. The magnitude of tasks extends the time perspective from 
twenty or so year even to a half-century or more. To meet this challenge, visions of a radically 
renewed agriculture, for example new plants, visions of new medicines, new materials and new 
energy resources are developed.  

If somewhere, concerning basic solutions, there is uncertainty about the long-term future 
then it is energy. Nevertheless, it is still usual to present views of the long-term future as 
forecasts, also in energy field. Forecasts as we saw earlier are projections of trends into the 
future aiming at probability of score. So we may learn that around twice as much energy will be 
globally needed by 2050, as we need now. (We can meaningfully ask the performativity question 
with forecasts too. That means we can ask how far forecasts may have some constructing effects 
in the future they forecast!)  Forecasting some elements of the long-term energy future of the 
world is based on and justified by the knowledge that energy is embedded. This embeddeddness 
makes its future somewhat predictable. Concerning this embeddedness we have to see that any 
other sector essentially depends on energy. Further, huge financial investments are needed with 
slow return and there is need for planning for a very long-time. All these characteristics urge to 
simplify policies. These are factors that help make parts of the energy stories trend-like. Better to 
say it seem that there are segments that can not be influenced by any change of action. These are 
factors that make the energy regime in the economic and political landscape prognostisable in 
different respects. But regimes, as wholes, not only their parts, change in a non-linear way. It 
might be that we shall need twice as much energy by 2050 as we need now but it seems that this 
extrapolative thinking might be fully misleading in other aspects because it systematically 
neglects the need to take into account the non-linearity of the processes and the deep information 
uncertainty.  Both are drivers and results of the ‘tight interaction’ I mentioned already earlier. 
Raising complexity in modelling is scarcely appropriate instrument to make them more 
prognostisable.  

Famous energy analyst, Daniel Yergin, president of CERA (Cambridge Energy Research 
Associates) outlines the basic problem with energy forecasting and foresight in a comprised way 
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in article on Large Energy Stakeholders Face Challenges as Fossil Fuels Go Extinct Like the 
Dinosaurs: “The energy business has one of the longest timelines of any industry. Decisions are 
being made today for oil or natural gas fields that will only begin to flow fifteen years from now. 
A power plant approved tomorrow may be operating for half a century. And, increasingly, many 
of the big decisions will be measured not in the hundreds of millions, but billions, of dollars. 
Investors, in the meantime, have to decide where to put their bets on technologies that will take 
years to come to fruition. Inevitably, much will change over those time frames. Unexpected 
geopolitical clashes will roil markets. Economic performance will surprise. Technology will 
bring in new energy sources and change the competitive playing field. Governments will 
undoubtedly change their minds on the balance between markets, on the one hand, and 
regulation and state ownership, on the other-and more than once. Today, the outlook for 
regulation of carbon emissions creates another layer of uncertainty. There could be strong 
pressure to change the fuel choices in the face of tighter carbon regulations. Or the international 
community may fail to agree on effective carbon controls, and regulations could be limited or 
not effectively enforced. There will certainly be much debate as to whether to rely on markets or 
on regulation to meet climate change goals. How to make decisions in the face of such 
uncertainty? ‘Scenarios’ can play a very useful role. A disciplined process of scenario 
development provides a framework for the uncertainties. These are not forecasts or 
extrapolations. Rather, they are logical ‘stories’ about alternative futures that force one to think 
about the ‘what-ifs’, the surprises and the range of uncertainties. Think of them as thought 
experiments, but grounded in wide-ranging research and analysis. Our energy scenarios combine 
structured narratives of how the larger world could evolve in the future with detailed energy 
market modelling. Yes, they are thought experiments, but the objective is to help people to think 
systematically about trends and the potential for changes, ruptures and discontinuities. Scenarios, 
of course, can be used for any industry or for public policy. 

Given the high stakes and uncertainty surrounding the future of energy, there is a need for 
structured ways of thinking about how the future may unfold. The next 25 years will be full of 
surprises. Scenarios can help us better prepare for these surprises - and perhaps even anticipate 
the surprises before they arrive” (Yergin 2008, p. 1). 

 In his characterisation Yergin takes up the problem of future just as task for cognition 
together with the possibility to make interventions into the processes. Of course, to assess the 
possibilities of intervention one has to choose a model that includes that complex processes do 
not simply occur to us, actors. Interventions are trials to move with some ‘force’, determinedness 
in some direction. One of the more and more typical trials in the field of innovations is 
innovation policy. (Taxation, immediate R&D support, production for ‘early market’, 
procurement are among the well-known instruments of policy making.) But policy intervention 
is only one element on the actor side and many feel that some other tool is also needed and 
possible. This is the voluntary alignment of the actors in the arena. Voluntary alignments help to 
move complex processes in preferred directions by bringing in, ‘taking into account’ localities, 
provide for synergies etc. Voluntary alignments help make the targeted endeavour more robust 
and flexible. Many times, recruitation accompanies, even preceeds voluntary alignment. (It is 
then a sensitive story how much voluntary alignments are still free actions. One has to reconsider 
the effect of emerging trends on the decisions of joining new actors, the hidden role of 
advertisement, etc.) Both instruments policy intervention and voluntary alignment, also the 
feeling of challenge through an emerging trend, even accelerating trend formation, the 
‘bandwagon effect’ are identifiable in the hydrogen case. They work as early selection trials and 
they face, of course, both opportunity and threat. The latter is being early locked-in, 
paradoxically just through the action to realise the expected opportunity.79 My task in this part of 

                                                 
79 More on that is in the invited presentation given by Imre Hronszky, 2. September 2008 at ITAS/Karlsruhe, Manuscript 
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the dissertation is to concentrate on recruitation, the communication role of these processes and 
the instruments used by different actors, state bureaucracies, research associations, industrial 
actors, future dreamers, etc.     
    

5.3 HE in discourse  

5.3.1 A summary of the HE story in the early 21st century  

My case study gives a birds-eye view of the issues by concentrating on the utilisation of 
hydrogen for transportation, as part of the HE vision.80 (It seems worth wile to outline some 
details of the HE story which proved impossible to include in the main part of the dissertation. 
You find these details in the second chapter of the Appendix.) 

Concerning its strength utilisation of hydrogen as fuel has several very appealing 
characteristics. It does not lead to polluting gas emission, it can work as energy storage medium, 
it can be produced from a very wide range of primary sources. Thanks to concentrated research 
efforts producing electricity in fuel cells hydrogen fuel cells are already very efficient. Further, 
just as electricity, it can be scaled on any level. (That means it can be used in micro but also in 
macro equipments.) There are numerous further advantages to use hydrogen, for example in fuel 
cells for energy production. For example, fuel cell driven cars are noiseless (if this is only 
advantage!), or they accelerate smoothly. All these characteristics make it a competitor with 
electricity as storage material or fuel. Hydrogen is highly important as resource to produce 
electricity in special cases.  

But one has to see the huge amount of challenges too when the weaknesses of utilising 
hydrogen are also taken into account. Every step, of the utilisation of hydrogen as energy 
resource, production, storage, distribution, utilisation, contains very strong challenges. If 
production of hydrogen is realised on a ‘black way’, i.e. from carbon containing compounds then 
the already mentioned CO2 sequestration problem puts a hard burden on the manufacturing 
process. (Not only is important to produce hydrogen by using ‘clean’ energy!) Storage makes 
also very strong difficulties. Distribution is a further difficulty, especially, because to provide for 
a distribution network, similar to the electricity grid or the network of gas stations would provide 
a huge infrastructure setting problem both in technological and in financial terms not to speak 
about problems of terrorism. Its utilisation in end-use is most encouraging in fuel cells, in terms 
of electricity produced and used for moving the vehicle, but fuel cells themselves are still not 
competitive on the market in terms of duration and probably for a long time especially in terms 
of costs.  

There are still a series of radical technological innovations to overcome. I mention only one 
of the further technological challenges. It is a huge obstacle in producing fuel cells for working 
in a possible HE that this would need the production of hundreds of millions of fuel cells for the 
vehicles and taken into account recent solutions a platinum shortage is to expect. In general, a 
HE needs a huge amount of  breakthrough innovations through a series of radical technological 
innnovations, a huge and rather uncertain amount of financial investment, a series of institutional, 
legal, political innovations. An undertaking to realise a HE may be problematic already on its 
                                                 
80 A ‘Hydrogen economy’ is a hypothetical economy in the centre of which is that the energy needed for motive power (for 

automobiles and other vehicle types) or for producing electricity (for stationary or for micro-informatic applications) is 

derived from reacting hydrogen with oxygen. It is a complexity of economy, politics, legal regulation, everyday life, 

culture, ideology around a special strategic technology.  
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physico-chemical basis, it may be questionable if it could be made worthwhile at all. Trying to 
realise a HE is inevitably a high risk endeavour, perhaps unusually risky even for long term 
energy strategies full of ‘deep uncertainties’. But one may be persuaded about the overwhelming 
advantages of a HE even when HE is a very long-term high advantage, high risk undertaking. 
This persuasion may be based on concentrating on local factors (as it is with Iceland its clean 
water energy) or on global considerations strengthened by alleged universally valid arguments 
such the argument that hydrogen is everywhere available resource. 

There is a long story of using hydrogen for cars. Interest in it quickly grew in the last ten 
years of the 20th century. Shell turned to hydrogen in 1999. (More on that story you find in the 
Appendix in the chapter on HE.) But interest of both the industry and the state beaurocracy 
changed so quickly with the beginning period of the Bush administration that we can speak 
about a radical turn, the beginning of some new period. The so called FreedomCar initiative 
(2001), jointly supported in the USA by the leading automotive industry and the federal 
government as a joint venture aims at developing more energy efficient and environmentally 
friendly highway transportation technologies that enable the U.S.A to use less petroleum, 
meanwhile changing the main direction in development from hybrid vehicles to fuel cell-based 
transportation. (Notice please that strong disappointment with hybrid cars around was strong the 
turn of the century.) It begun in early 2002 when this initiative was soon extended to 
FreedomCar and Fuel Cell initiative. This RandD initiative aimed at making mass-market fuel 
cell and hydrogen combustion vehicles available at affordable cost within 10 to 15 years.  

Time became ripe to look for a different candidate beside gasoline and electricity. National 
Energy Policy (NEP), published in May 2001, recommended that DOE (Department of Energy) 
should focus research and development efforts on integrating current programs regarding 
hydrogen, fuel cells, and distributed energy; and should develop an education campaign that 
communicates the benefits of alternative forms of energy, including hydrogen. In response to 
these recommendations, DOE brought together visionary business leaders, technical experts 
from industry, academia and the national laboratories to develop a National Hydrogen Vision 
and National Hydrogen Energy Roadmap, which laid the foundation for the President's 
Hydrogen Fuel Initiative. In between I remind the reader the 11 September happened. (Some 
more details on the role of the 11 September on committing to hydrogen you find in the 
Appendix!) The President's Hydrogen Fuel Initiative and FreedomCAR and Fuel Partnership 
was set, in January 2003, to work together for a HE in the next half a century but allowing 
industry to asset a technology readiness milestone by 2015. 

• One of the most important preparatory meetings was On the National (U.S.) Hydrogen 
Roadmap Workshop. It was realised on the 2nd of November 2002. Here Tex Wilkins, 
Roadmap Leader, U.S. Department of Energy emphasized:  

• We have more than 200 people here today representing about 100 organizations. 

• We all need roadmaps. For example, the Declaration of Independence was a roadmap that was 
written more than 200 years ago. 

• Today we have six areas that we will be focusing on: production, delivery, storage, energy 
conversion, applications, and public education and outreach. (Wilkins 2002, p. 3) 

• On the same conference Joan Ogden, leading writer, theoretical authority and enthusiast for 
the HE, talked about the top crosscutting themes identified during the systems integration 
breakout session. They include: 

° Government leadership is needed to put the passion in the vision 
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° Policies are needed that reflect the external costs of energy and that are consistent with 
energy security 

° Codes and standards development needs to continue 

° Safety 

° Consumer acceptance 

° Research and development in technical areas needs to continue—industry will select 
out and put successful technologies into integrated systems. Looking at the system as a 
whole is important. 

° Transition strategies need to be put into place, with consideration for the full costs to 
society-analysis needs to be used to think through all of this. 

° There is a chicken and egg issue and supply and demand need to be matched 

° There is a need for public-private partnerships to maximize demonstrations and what is 
learned from them 

° This is a long-term vision, but we need to take steps now to achieve it automakers to 
decide by 2015 whether hydrogen-powered vehicles could be manufactured on a large 
scale. (Ogden 2002, p. 60) 

You may see that the argumentation revolves exactly around the ‘how the realisation of the HE 
could be solved and accelerated?’. It is a typical ‘insider view’ in its narrowest form.   
        There were an immense bulk of enthusiasts, many moderately concerned and some, among 
the stakeholders and researchers, too who did not accept the truth of the arguments for 
committing such a decisive turn in the next two years. It is most important to our story that 
realisation of HE became official part of the energy policy in the USA and some federal states 
like California, while the EU still did not make the decisive step until early 2003. I summarise 
the argumentation of Daniel Sperling and Joan Ogden in 2004 when some tiring with enthusiasm 
and hype and strengthening critical voices emerged already. Sperling and Ogden suggest first of 
all that we should embrace hydrogen largely because of the absence (!) of a more compelling 
long-term option: as they assess it, the history of strategic alternative transportation fuels is 
largely a history of failures. (Sperling and Ogden 2004) They also ask if the story of hydrogen is 
essentially different? I make a longer quotation. “Why do senior executives of Shell, BP, 
General Motors, Toyota, Daimler- Chrysler, Ford, and Honda tout hydrogen, and why do 
Presidents George Bush and Romano Prodi of the European Union and California Governor 
Arnold Schwarzenegger all advocate major hydrogen initiatives?  

Hydrogen clearly provides the potential for huge energy and environmental improvements. 
But sceptics abound, for many good reasons. Academics question near-term environmental 
benefits, and activists and environmental groups question the social, environmental, and political 
implications of what they call ‘black’ hydrogen (because it would be produced from coal and 
nuclear power). Others say we are picking the wrong horse. Paul MacCready argues in the 
forthcoming book of essays The Hydrogen Energy Transition that improved battery technology 
will trump hydrogen and fuel cell vehicles. And many, including John DeCicco of 
Environmental Defense, also in The Hydrogen Energy Transition, argue that the hydrogen 
transition is premature at best. A February 2004 report on hydrogen by the National Academies’ 
National Academy of Engineering and National Research Council agrees, asserting that there are 
many questions to answer and many barriers to overcome before hydrogen’s potential can be 
realized. What is remarkable in the early stages of the debate is the source of public opposition: 
It is not coming from car or oil companies but primarily from those most concerned about 
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environmental and energy threats. The core concern, as Joseph J. Romm argues so well in the 
preceding article, is that, ‘a major effort to introduce hydrogen cars before 2030 would actually 
undermine efforts to reduce emissions of heat-trapping greenhouse gases such as CO2’” 
(Sperling and Ogden 2004). 

They continue: “In fact, the hydrogen debate is being sucked into the larger debate over 
President Bush’s environmental record. The environmental community fears that the promise of 
hydrogen is being used to camouflage eviscerated and stalled regulations and that it will crowd 
out R&D for deserving near-term energy efficiency and renewable energy opportunities. What 
the administration and others portray as a progressive long-term strategy, others see as bait and 
switch. Indeed, a backlash is building against what many see as hydrogen hype. Perhaps this 
scepticism is correct. Perhaps it is true that without a hydrogen initiative, government leaders 
would pursue more aggressive fuel economy standards and larger investments in renewable 
energy. We remain sceptical. And even if true, what about the larger question of the size of the 
public R&D energy pie? If energy efficiency and climate change are important public issues, 
then quibbling over tens of millions of dollars in the U.S. Department of Energy budget is 
missing the point. It should not be seen as a zero sum game. If energy efficiency and climate 
change are compelling initiatives, then shouldn’t the debate really be over the size of the budget?  

In any case, we believe there is a different story to tell. First, hydrogen must be pursued as 
part of a long-term strategy. (Indeed, any coherent energy strategy should have a long-term 
component.) Second, hydrogen policy must complement and build on near-term policies aimed 
at energy efficiency, greenhouse gas reduction, and enhanced renewable energy investments. 

Hydrogen vehicles will not happen without those policies in place. In fact, hybrid vehicles 
are an essential step in the technological transition to fuel cells and hydrogen. And third, if not 
hydrogen, then what? No other long-term option approaches the breadth and magnitude of 
hydrogen’s public benefits.” (Sperling and Ogden 2004) This last sentence formulates a decisive 
point. If no other long-term option is comparable for long-term strategic planning then you have 
to make the decision for the hydrogen. Then it is fully rational to concentrate on constructing the 
best roadmap. (But still it remains a question if you have to start already immediately with the 
long-term efforts and with what sort of magnitude. These decisions require different 
argumentation.)  

You should than expect that the most thorough comparison was made in this respect earlier. 
But, actually it seems that this has not been the case. The uniqueness of hydrogen as long-term 
car fuel more or less became a persuasion in which different arguments were intermingled by the 
rhetorical force of being repeated by more and more authorities. Argumentation efforts around 
2002-2003 concentrate on the question already, how a HE could most efficiently be realised.  
This got complemented into a more moderated form of ‘insider view’. This takes into account 
the counter arguments but only as something to refuse. 

What about the EU? It seems worthwhile to divide the process similarly in terms of time as 
with the USA. It is worthwhile first to see what happened until the end of the presidency of Prodi. 
There were several important initiatives in different EU countries from the 90s. Concerning the 
EU level, a turn can be identified in the year 2002. One of its striking indicators is the setting of 
a high level expert group (HLEG) by the end of the year to develop an expert assessment for the 
possibility of a HE. (The EC routinely works in a prescribed way with setting HLEGs when it 
identifies a need for expert assessment in some special issue.) 

All these efforts and considerations led to two decisive decisions in the last three years until 
2008. The one was setting a so called technology platform (TP) for a coming HE. TPs are 
organizational innovations introduced by the EC. They serve to turn the main direction of the 
European research system toward more efficiency in serving for the strategic needs of the 
industry and especially to try to help diminish the accelerating backwardness in innovation 
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efforts in comparison to the USA. This restructuration of R&DD needs among other things the 
strongly enhanced support in PP construction. 

While TPs serve to help realize long-term strategic purposes, some of them are intended to 
be utilized for breakthroughs in the short run already or reinforcing the recent leading position of 
the EU on the world market. They are planned with the intention to work within and for lead-
market initiatives (LMIs). There are six sectors chosen recently (eHealth, Sustainable 
construction, Protective textiles, Bio-based products, Recycling, Renewable energies). HE is in 
one of the chosen sub-sectors. The other decisive decision in commitment to a HE by the EC is 
its recent decision to provide for a Euro 940 million support for R&DD. That is roughly the same 
amount public support that the USA committed to give. This public support is given in the frame 
of a public-private cooperation (PP) initiative. The same amount is to be given by the private 
part. With this PP for the HE it is thought to be able to keep the pace with the USA (and other 
leading players). 

You can see from that I said above that I hint at the story of early efforts at the beginning of 
the 21st century as a starting, explosionart accelerating development and raising closure of some 
special ‘insider view’ of a possible HE. At the end of the very quick transition process of 
argumentation over the HE, perhaps in one or two decive years, the idea of the HE became 
already ‘naturalised’, something that lost value for further reconsideration. This means it was 
accepted by its followers as truth to follow not to keeping it somehow open for repeatedly 
discussing its very basic tenet that HE is the only acceptable long term solution for the cars. 
More than that, according to the ‘insider view’ in which the uniqueness of the hydrogen 
possibility was already proven enough, keeping open the very basic discourse would just hinder 
progress with the very urgently needed detailing work with the HE, the progress in its realisation. 
So, the accompanying rare critical voices concerning the very basics should not be simply 
listened to, as far as it was possible from the dominating position.  

But engaging in the HE project needed a world-wide cooperation in its first phase and a 
huge amount of public money. An army of agents in the arena were to persuade and to be 
recruited, especially concerning engagement in sharing the expected costs, meanwhile the 
majority of ‘players’, governments such as the Bush government, Prodi’s EC, the European 
Parliament, some strategically important firms, environmentalist groups etc became very 
enthusiastic. Actually this together is a very strong hypothetical statement and I can, anybody 
can now only outline it by referring to some evidence, in lack of a comprehensive and detailed 
historical reconstruction.  

But this idea, developed by Imre Hronszky in conversations from the beginning of 2008, 
could serve as some tentative orientation at least as a hypothesis on the societal, economic and 
political environment to direct my search interest to my own narrow topic, working just as 
research interest orienting background, to demonstrate that some sort of basic problems are to 
identify with the HE roadmaps and that rhetoric was very strongly present in the ‘hydrogen 
business’ and had some structural impact between 2002 and 2008. This is what I did and claim 
as my thesis about the HE. It may be guessed that for example unconsciously or consciously 
insisting on some old type long rang strategic thinking or the really unusual rhetoric efforts had 
very strong effect indeed but to detail and prove this hypothesis can not be topic of my 
dissertation even when it is a bit ‘played’ with it. 

5.3.2 A high-opportunity, high risk undertaking in need of public support 

I shall follow how recently the so called HE emerged as a typical process of an introduction of a 
socio technical regime change in the coming assessment of the above sketched process from a 
science and technology studies (STS) point of view.  In this assessment I am partly relying on a 
previous paper  (Hronszky et al. 2008, p. 2). Hydrogen is one of the few long-term strategic fuel 
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options, but not the only possible. Realising any HE is a very complex challenge. It integrates (at 
least) economic, political, environmental policy, technological, scientific, organizational, 
communication and ideological requirements. It is a long-term option providing for near- and 
midterm immense difficulties to overcome. These difficulties are partly to realise a series of 
radical technological innovations (themselves partly requiring even much applied basic science 
research, possibly of breakthrough nature) that enable a disruptive change in one industrial 
sector. Further, there is a need for breakthrough organizational innovations, for safety of using 
and storing hydrogen, finding appropriate very long-term business model(s), and especially 
appropriate business models in the early transition phase and so on. There is not just one but 
there are numerous possible hydrogen economies as scenarios, according to the mix of variables 
integrated, the alliances, the time scale and so on.   

Concentrating on realisation of any HE and its variance may lead to possible early exclusion 
or disadvantaging of or at least challenge to realisation of some basic alternatives for the 
components of its basic vision, e.g. for climate change management or safety of energy supply. 
As secondary energy source hydrogen may be produced on an in itself non-sustainable way, too, 
by producing, this way, ‘black’ instead of ‘green’ hydrogen. This way requires then further 
carbon dioxide sequestration. So, both the probability that hydrogen will be produced from 
fossils in the first decades, at least in overwhelming mass, and that, even according to the most 
optimistic scenarios, by 2025 there may not run more than around ten millions of cars using 
hydrogen as fuel, may profoundly question the possible role of hydrogen in this period in 
influencing the tendency of climate change. These possible tendencies may leave this role for the 
later period. This would require profound comparison of the role investments in the HE would 
mean for other climate change reducing efforts, even when the commitment to the long term 
goal, to realise a HE in the 50 years period would not be changed. But, to my best knowledge, 
such sorts of comparisons are missing in the literature.          

We have to see some comparisons to catch the magnitude of the task to turn to realise a HE 
in 50 years period. It was aimed at let running 50% of the cars by hydrogen base fuel cell by 
2050. That means around one billion of cars while the sum of the cars in the world recently is 
around 500 million. (We find the reference to the Manhattan project several times. This 
reference partly served for rhetorics but partly it was introduced to catch the magnitude of the 
task and the significance of solving it, just as with the comparisons to the first voyage to the 
moon.) Realising HE promised a substantial part in meeting the climate change challenge. But 
by 2030 the most optimistic expectations did not expect than some ten million cars. So a basic 
question remained about the climate change benefits for a long run. Costs of setting the needed 
infrastructure were expected in hundred billions USD of magnitude. And, all the estimations 
identified a series of basic science problems to solve first.  

I turn to this in a bit more detail. The first hydrogen roadmap was made in the USA in 2002. 
Actually the conference did not produced a visual roadmap but identified the tasks to solve until 
a HE will be realised (United States Department of Energy 2002). Several conferences and 
workshops repeated this task setting, also detailing the basic science research tasks induced by a 
HE vision. Midred Dresselhaus of MIT, who chaied numerous such conferences and workshops 
states at a workshop in 2004 that the most optimistic estimates put the HE decades away. “An 
aggressive basic research program is needed, especially in gaining a fundamental understanding 
of the interaction between hydrogen and materials.” Shew speaks about research needs that 
bridge basic science and applied technology. (Needs for HE, 2004).  

Financial support for basic science research was the very first task to solve and the Bush 
program provided for 1.2 billion USD for 5 years. Nevertheless it remained strategically 
important that such research would be made in world-wide cooperation. Especially cooperation 
between the USA and the EU was intended. As a result a very dense series of mutual visits of 
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leading politicians and strong estimation work by expert groups was realised mostly in 2003. 
Some assessment of this from communication aspects will be concentrated on somewhat later.   

5.3.3 Expectations in HE narratives  

As with any thinking about the future that prepares action thinking about the Hydrogen future 
too is necessarily penetrated by expectations. There is first the overall vision for any energy 
future. It should be safe and favourable for the climate. But it can be realised only if very special 
orchestrated efforts will be made. These efforts would include the need for some ‘business 
model’. Its technology part would provide for a rational expectation including the success of the 
needed R&D efforts that include a huge set of breakthrough innovations. Signs of progress on all 
these fields, in the best case, are assessed as quite probable promises. The other part of a 
‘business model’ should provide for the plan how all this could be realised economically. Instead 
of this actually only very vague frame considerations were made. And, taken into account that 
what is at stake is developing and realising some new techno-economic regime some sort of 
‘socio-political model’ for the 50 years period would be needed, too. You find it nowhere. 
Americans, mutatis mutandis drivers everywhere in the world, will drive private cars mostly, 
even in 50 years. HE was expected to solve a technological problem for some sort of transport 
that was prospected simply. 

In 2008, I could write on the development of a HE as follows. Being now at the start of the 
alleged transition period how are efforts developed to get new entering players and how some 
sort of stabilisation of their networking emerged? First of all, we find a very strong hope, hype 
part of the expectation cycle. Reports on the first successful demonstrations abound. (Demo cars 
run everywhere, but they are scarcely evaluated just for they are but as signs of a bright coming 
future.)   Strategic efforts are made by those who are already committed the HE to widen and 
accelerate further commitments. An accelerating process of joining the emerging and quickly 
developing world community of HE developers has been realised in the last some years. Nations 
make their strategic plans just as the overwhelming part of car industry engages in experimenting 
with hydrogen driven cars, motors, buses, etc. (Success reports have been daily issues.) Mighty 
sums are given by states to solve the sensible early task, to solve the essential application 
oriented basic science and applied science research and early technological innovation tasks that 
are expected to lead to further research for in masses marketable cars based on fuel cells utilising 
hydrogen.  

Those especially who are at least somewhat late-comers report only in terms of 
opportunities and self-confident assessments of options, and warn against the damages that 
would occur if joining the global race would be missed, in 2008. You can get the impression of 
some sort of self-persuasion in the rhetoric by referring to the pioneering works already made 
that the special efforts needed to the catching up are worth-wile. “It is the last possibility to catch 
up” you hear, but with not much argumentation why is it just so. As for example different 
leaders of the EU repeatedly formulated, your risk is double: instead of taking part in a process 
as winners, there is a threat to fall back as losers in a very promising industrial sector. So, 
everything revolves now around being exceptionally promising and the persuasive power of the 
argument that refers to an exceptionally promising goal while being ‘only’ very difficult to 
solve. Reports abound which extrapolate and expect that earlier fixed terms for realisation of 
part-tasks seem even to be able to shorten. Are these partial successes that legitimate speaking 
about expressing the unsolved problems as the ‘remaining problems’?  

Nevertheless you find a key control date, 2015, agreed on by key actors, suggested by the 
main industrial actors for assessing the development and expectations for the hydrogen fuel cell 
(HFC) based transport for final strategic engagement by globally decisive economic actors in the 
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realisation of a HE.  After all, it is to make strategic decisions for a high risk and allegedly very 
expensive change, because of the multiple breakthroughs needed to utilise the high potential. 

One of the main business strategy questions in that early phase HE has to face is now the 
engagement of the public financing, the strong governmental support as answer to the problem 
of sharing, overtaking a part of the precompetitive phase costs. While experimenting with 
technologies needed for hydrogen-based transport nearly parallel from the end of the last century 
the USA made the early engagement in 2003, the EU that actually prepared its decision already 
in 2003, made its decision by 2007, only, providing roughly for the same amount of support. It is 
important in this respect that for example law prescribes in the USA that an overwhelming 
reassessment of progress in science and technological innovation issues should be realised by the 
National Academy in 2008, every four years after the first assessment. At all key control points 
there is a special need for assessing and controlling the quality of the expectations that are 
essential to the further dynamics and its possible changes. This relates to the assessment why just 
four years for one task and around twelve years are set for this control as a whole process. As an 
analyst you have then to evaluate the quality of the expectations the ‘enactors’ develop and 
perhaps reconsider from time to time. These evaluations are then looped back and constrain for 
example in the USA the president to answer them.  

Another question is if the successful strategic (durable) aligning (production of that 
‘momentum’ that is really needed for making irreversible the process of the realisation of any 
such long term complex task) we experience now, with its reductive, simplifying effect leaves 
place enough for experimenting with the unknown, the full range of ‘incertitude’ for developing 
and trying varieties. How does the specification of the national strategies, the strategies of car 
manufacturers, of research institutions, etc. make the dynamic flexible and what is left for 
national interests in the global aligning process? A diverse range of possible futures uncovers, 
from decentralised systems based upon small-scale renewables, through to centralised systems 
relying on nuclear energy or carbon-sequestration. 

Whose interests and capabilities will be integrated, whose society will be realised? What 
happens to strategic rivals to a HE? Is it true that not one but many possible hydrogen economies 
are the recent real alternatives together for longe-range transformation of the world energy 
system? What has happened in the some years from the commitment by the USA in 2003? 
Remember, among others: Recent climate damage mainly comes from the traditional coal, oil, 
and natural gas-based economy and transport that would continue in the 2020s. The main 
challenge is to realise as quickly as possible, their radical change towards environmentally 
radically more benign utilisation.  Alternative technological paths should be kept alive: e.g. 
hybrid electric cars, synthetic fuels and several times rethinking hydrogen R&D priorities. How 
do these technological paths evolve? Do they lead to changing expectations for them?  

5.3.4 Basic tensions in a HE plan, partly different drivers in different conceptualisations  

I enumerate basic tensions of the HE plan. 

• It is a long-term option providing for near- and  midterm immense difficulties of economic, 
technological and management nature to be recovered on a very long way, only. 

• Its realisation may lead to possible early exclusion or disadvantaging of or at least challenge 
to other basic alternatives for climate change management. 

• As secondary energy source it may be produced on a non-sustainable way, too. 
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• A whole list of radical technological innovations is to realise to the needed disruptive 
changes. 

• That may need very strong RD&D, requiring very strong public support. 

• Development of HE is a complex dynamics of a huge amount of interacting players on 
numerous interacting levels, in face of an expectably turbulent background (‘landscape’), 
requiring a set of unavoidable but unforeseeable radical innovations. 

• The whole strategic thinking is based on some extrapolation of the need for individual 
transport in 50 years. Will be our grand children similarly engaged with their visions and 
goals, provided we do not drive them into a loked-in road that they necessarily have to 
follow?  

 
The future of energy and transport is one of the nowadays most articulated research area. It 
seems like to be already a well-known collective fact that traditional energy sources are getting 
exhausted very soon. The exact time is not known, of course. Expectations are different (You 
find dominating guesses about 40 years or less left concerning oil, too). We have a Sword of 
Damocles above our head, namely if ‘we’ can not find a new energy the ‘tragic end’ is 
unavoidable. In one hand spreading the need for ‘surviving the apocalypse’ that is sure in 50 
years is getting to be the aim by media, and on the other hand contested alternative energy 
sources and solutions are in front of the researchers and investors. Several movies (Mad Max by 
Mel Gibson, The Postman by Kevin Costner) and computer games like The oil energy game

81, 
Worldwithoutoil

82 or the Fallout83 are based on more or less this issue, that users and consumers 
get ready made catastrophic visions where the solution can not be anything else just catastrophe 
management. 

But in fact the ‘Which energy variant should win, when scientists make the calculations?’ 
question is not the right one. The more adequate question is which one of them can get in a 
niche, support just when some expectations, influenced by interactions of countless agents in the 
arena reach a critical mass. A very special solution plan for influencing the climate change is the 
turn to HE, hydrogen produced in a clean way, indeed. This field has high level of uncertainty 
and every question is ambivalent in them. On the other side strong long-term engagement is 
required to be possible to realise any strategic energy solution, including any HE. There is a 
strong tension between the need for early long-term engagement and the full range of 
‘incertitude’. 

However, hydrogen might be one of the few long term strategic fuel storage possibilities but 
it is important to emphasise, it is not the only one, in this respect either. It seems it has a great 
opportunity with a lot of advantages. The main ones are as they have been pointed to: the safety 
of energy supply and the active role in decreasing climate change. To reach these targets 
marketability is crucial. It shows an interesting picture if we enumerate some different 
declarations about HE visions. These are kind of official ‘mottos’ standing above national, 
sectoral aims. Usually these strong visions are connected to powerful governmental strategy. 
Creating powerful expectations − for possible trends − of the potential of emerging technologies 
and mobilizing resources necessary for their realisation are essential. (McDowall and Eames 

                                                 
81 The oil energy game is a real-time economic simulation game developed by David Mullich in 1980 for the Apple II. 
82 World without oil is an online „game” on the site http://www.worldwithoutoil.org. [22.01.2008] is It's a serious game for the 

public, addressing the issue of oil dependency and energy security  
83 Fallout is a computer role-playing game produced by Tim Cain and published by Interplay in 1997. 
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2006, p. 9). You have to be able to provide for a convincing ‘enactor’s speech. What are the 
structural components, what is the historical dynamic? 

You find below a list of typical characterisations. They are visions of a future without fossil 
energy that has started to be connected to hydrogen in the last 40 years or so, but in the last 5 
years HE has appeared as ‘the only possible new way of life’. (Remember, this was written at the 
end of 2008!) Some of the most expressive declarations are (I make a varied choice to refer to 
different layers.); 

• President Bush’s National Energy Policy says, “In the long run, alternative energy 
technologies such as hydrogen show great promise.” (United States Department of Energy 
2002, p. 2) Then Energy Secretary, Spencer Abraham stated, “The President’s Plan directs us 
to explore the possibility of a HE. This vision document is a first step. It will be used as a 
foundation for formulating the elements of a National Hydrogen Energy Roadmap. Hydrogen 
is a long-term solution to America’s energy needs, with near-term possibilities.” (United 
States Department of Energy 2002, p. i); 

• “Tomorrow’s future” can be hydrogen (Hoffman 2001);  

• “In 50 years time no one will be using oil any more’” can be read in an article about a little 
hydrogen plant in Norway  (Fouché 2005);  

• “The hydrogen economy – A bridge to sustainable energy” held in Brussels on 16-17 June 
2003, by Romano Prodi (EU HE vision 2003, p. 7) is telling with its title;  

• “Hydrogen: from when and where to here and now” (EHA 2006); 

• “Hope for the future! A recyclable energy resource. An earth-friendly energy resource. Does 
such an ideal energy resource exist? The answer is YES. Welcome to the world of Hydrogen 
Energy” (Clean Energy Museum, Tokyo 2007) is somewhat bringing the expected future into 
the recent days; 

• South Korea will lay the foundations for a hydrogen-based  economy that will revolutionize 
the country's energy use, said the Ministry of Commerce, Industry and Energy said (2005); 

• “For Canada, the vision of a hydrogen future includes a cleaner and more reliable electricity 
supply, major economic returns from the manufacture and export of hydrogen and fuel cell 
products, and a better quality of life for Canadians in general.” (Government of Canada 
2005); 

• “The future prospects for hydrogen are very bright” (Jon Bjorn Skulason, general manager of 
Icelandic New Energy, 2005)  

• ”India must switch to hydrogen based fuel” (Bose 2006 ); 
 
These citations show doubtless engagement to realize this type of future. In this chapter I am 
going to clarify some ambiguities − that arise from the missing reflexivity − that can stay hidden 
for a long time or although they come forefront, can cause insoluble lock-ins or − which is worse 
− irreversible disasters. As it also can be seen on the next figure there is no unique HE just there 
are possible hydrogen economies. It causes big failure if politicians, experts, economic players 
are talking about HE without distinguish the main different targets that evidently require 
different approaches. Obvious multiplicity, even conflict of interests,  preconditions, basic 
differences  whether coal-based or some different HE based on renewables as primary sources  
should be in view concerning hydrogen production, how it should fit in industrialization 
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processes,  in China or the US,  what sort of players are playing, differences of the US,  the EU, 
Iceland, other nations, multinational firms, etc. 

 Figure 7: Different targets of producing hydrogen based car economy 

 

Source: made by the author 

5.3.5 Some milestones of constructing HE roadmaps 84 

Overview of research on  future of the HE, Possible Hydrogen futures already have a broad 
literature. McDowall and Eames (2006) systematize them, by writing a review of it. This 
literature includes a diverse range of possible futures, from decentralised system based upon 
small-scale renewables to centralised systems reliant on nuclear energy or carbon-sequestration 
(McDowall and Eames 2006, p. 1236).   Their review of the current Hydrogen futures literature 
maps the state of the art of scenario construction around hydrogen. As they summarize, 
Hydrogen futures envisioning methods can be divided into descriptive (forecasts, exploratory 
scenarios and technical scenarios) and normative (visions, backcasts, pathways and roadmaps) 
types (McDowall and Eames 2006, pp. 1237-1242). 

Hydrogen roadmaps (Figure 8) are definitely long-term roadmaps for managing socio-
technical complexes. There are not only technological roadmaps, because to underline the role of 

                                                 
84 I just enumerate some roadmaps. USA (United States Department of Energy 2002; United States Department of Energy 2002; 

Lattin and Utgikar 2007), European Union Roadmap (EU HE vision 2003)  Canada (2003), Australia (2008).   
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different societal components is unavoidable. With every country the overally vision of HE ─ 
not the idea of hydrogen energy for cars but the transition to the hydrogen based economy ─ is at 
least to be included into the fundamental long-range transformation of the energy system. The 
USA was first to conceptualise a HE and as the leading power globally it has the strongest effect. 
The strategic challenge (‘driver’) is defined as follows: safety of energy production 
(independence from ‘oil addiction’ and non-reliable partners) and stepping in the process of 
solving the problem of climate change by radically changing the fuel in car industry. The 
suggested solution is economically competitive HE by 2050 for 50% of energy in the transport 
section, in case the societal expectations for this type of individual mobility will be kept. The 
specific American situation is that need for cars is a historical geographical constraint and 
symbol for individual freedom. In 2006, the State of the Union address calls for reducing 
America’s ‘addiction’ to oil. Three main types of actors are included in roadmapping: state, 
energy industry, car industry (research institutions), but concerned groups are missing.85 The 
fourth partner, the consumer is constructed by its car (as symbol of individual freedom and 
unavoidable tool for transport, in the American transport infrastructure). Beside that you have 
such factors as the very rich coal fortune in the USA. This could help realising ‘independence’ in 
this sector of energy politics. The coal mining sector is a strong factor to be taken into account 
for any HE. This brings with itself the basic problem of carbondioxid sequestration. There is a 
similar geographical situation in China and Australia.  

The European HE means first and foremost the future clean energy.  “A sustainable high 
quality of life is the basic driver for providing a clean, safe, reliable and secure energy supply in 
Europe” (EU HE vision 2003, p. 10). EU has made plans for five actions  for hydrogen energy 
future to provide for “A political framework that enables new technologies to gain market entry 
within the broader context of future transport and energy strategies and policies. 

• A Strategic Research Agenda, at European level, guiding community and national 
programmes in a concerted way. 

• A deployment strategy to move technology from the prototype stage through demonstration to 
commercialisation, 

• A European roadmap for hydrogen and fuel cells which guides the transition to a hydrogen 
future, 

• A European Hydrogen and Fuel Cell Technology Partnership.” (EU HE vision 2003, p. 16). 

Since 2002 the European institutionalization efforts are getting wider and wider. Some important 
ones are: 

o HLEG (High Level Expert Group) working on advice 2002-2003 
o Hydrogen and Fuel Cell Technology Platform 2007- 
o Hydrogen and Fuel Cell JTI (Joint Technology Initiative) among the six potential 

initiatives to realise as candidates in the LMI (Lead market initiative). 
o Financial support by the EC on the level of the US governmental support, urging 

for PPPs 
 
 

                                                 
85 Amory Lovins and Rocky Mountains Insitute (RMI) support hydrogen economy as the supreme solution for turning to a 

sustainable energy system. Working with many specialists, Lovins's more recent work at RMI has focused on efforts to 

transform sectors including the automobile (they designed a hydrogen-powered "hypercar" to provide an example to 

Detroit), electricity, water, semiconductor, and real estate. 
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Figure 8: European Hydrogen Roadmap 

 
 
Source: (EU HE vision 2003) 
 

5.3.6 Critiques of the communication of HE from ‘insider perspective’ 

We can see in the next chapter that the European possibilities to develop a HE are evaluated so 
high that even an LMI is connected to them. Facing this makes it even more interesting that you 
still can find argumentations on the very basic, unavoidable technological weakness of the 
possible hydrogen technology.    

I can not show the full complexity of planning and realising any HE issue. But it is 
important to understand how complicated might be the process of  hydrogen technology itself, 
how many different stages it has and these stages can be solved in absolutely divergent ways. 
The main steps of hydrogen technology are production, packaging, distribution, storage, transfer, 
and use of the hydrogen. In the whole process, all these stages as I mentioned before require 
breakthrough innovations and with them uncertain transitions, in terms whether there is a 
solution at all, or what is perhaps more realistic, think of the deadlines included into the 
roadmaps, whether solutions can be found in time. 

After enumerating what influential actors aim at and on the other side having a short look at 
the main properties of HE there are some points that have to be considered. Is hydrogen really so 
promising as it has been communicated?86 There are several ambiguity points that can at least 
undermine this engagement or make the strong engagement at least doubtful. One of the still 
pressing issues in need of urgent solution is the basic research needs to solve for production, 
storage and utilisation. Walter J. Stevens of the DOE Office of Science assesses in 2004 that 

                                                 
86 As I presented in Graz on the 7th IAS-STS Annual Conference – “Critical Issues in Science and Technology 
Studies”, in 2008, manuscript  
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Enormous R&D efforts will be required simple improvements of today’s technologies will not 
meet requirements. High risk/high payoff basic research should be a critical component of the 
Hydrogen Fuel Initiative to overcome the technical barriers, Research is highly interdisciplinary, 
requiring chemistry, materials science, physics, biology, engineering, nanoscience, 
computational science (Needs for HE 2003).   

Bossel et al. (2005) show some of the main technological ambiguities with hydrogen. At 
first the most practical applications, natural gas can also make what hydrogen makes. There is no 
need for a conversion of natural gas into hydrogen which is more difficult to package and 
distribute than the natural energy carrier (Bossel et al. 2005, p. 13). Further hydrogen gas 
contains less energy per unit volume than methane (Bossel et al. 2005, p. 9). Secondly, 
remaining with crucial technological solutions concentration on the HE does not preclude quite 
urgent steps for meeting climate change. Further from the perspective of global environmental 
strategy it is to ask:  

Is pursuing a long-term option that, with its around ten million cars according to optimistic 
scenarios, will not make a difference for climate change before 2025 a good strategy?  

Concentration on the HE does not preclude quite urgent steps for meeting climate change 
(when recent utilisation of fuels is most threatening)? Use of coal, oil, natural gas CO2 
sequestration itself causing CO2 problem (if from natural gas).There are ‘black’ and ‘green’ 
hydrogens, literally. The main difference between them is how they are produced.  

Even when writers of the popular books and the developers of the roadmaps often easily talk 
about clean and green hydrogen, in fact hydrogen itself for transport is intended to be mostly 
produced from natural gas in the next 20 years. From the perspective of global environmental 
strategy we have to ask: Is pursuing a long-term option that, with its around ten million cars 
according to optimistic scenarios, will not make a difference for climate change before 2025 a 
good strategy? Concentration on the HE does not preclude quite urgent steps for meeting climate 
change?  Recent damage mainly comes from the traditional coal, oil, and natural gas-based 
economy and transport that would continue in the 2020s. That is why in terms of meeting 
climate change challenges the most urgent challenge is, as quick as possible, their radical change 
towards environmentally radically more benign utilisation  And to reach a HE in production, 
storage, distribution of hydrogen a wide range of breakthrough innovations is required. 

 

5.3.7 Does the case for HE turn the case against HE and if so, how far? 

 
At the end of this chapter I make a final remark. I want to express with this my emerging basic 
doubt.  The question that moves me is the following: Does the case for HE turn the case against 
HE and if so, how far? 

We identified a hype period by the most important players in the hydrogen arena more or 
less between 2002 and 2008. Different actors, politicians, firms, researchers, visionaries 
produced a very complex shared boundary object, the HE. As different actors they are differently 
interested in the issue but the shared characteristics made the alliance stable around the boundary 
object. It was identified that the successful realisation of the accepted long term strategic task 
requires enormous efforts in global measure. But as Bush called for “With a new national 
commitment, our scientists and engineers will overcome obstacles to taking these [hydrogen-
powered] cars from laboratory to showroom so that the first car driven by a child born today 
could be powered by hydrogen, and pollution-free” (Bush 2003, January 23). The call has then 
been mutatis mutandis extended into a global call. The world would unify and commit to realise 
the HE. Did the historical period come already when not the discourse over the vision but the 
realisation of the vision committed to is to be done, only? 
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For ‘insiders’ the vision of a HE was certainly correct. But its requiring nature that it 
already requires a decided commitment to a vision that would be realised only in 50 years but 
could be allegedly clearly decided on recently and that the road to this vision is full of ‘essential 
uncertainties’ nevertheless requires immense concentration of the resources may raise some 
intuitive doubt. All this is so much different from some healthy practical management 
knowledge. This is that you try to keep alternatives even in goals as far as it seems rational. It is 
to add to this that the idea of a HE seems to endanger some ‘healthy’ balance between tactical 
and strategic actions in the ‘portfolio’. Because you believe you know the truth you abandon 
recently existing alternatives: allegedly they promise only short range possibilities. 
Considerations on transition processes toward sustainability theoretically support this intuition. 
Some special doubts may be very important in these types of considerations. I concentrate on 
three in the dissertation.  

The one is whether there are basic problems with the hydrogen-FC technology in terms of 
not transcendable barriers in terms of phyiscs. This is how Bossel and company argues, or the 
American Phyiscal Society expressed its problems (Bossel et al. 2005). That means that 
allegedly no HE is able to produce a whole energy balance with positive result. So, HE as a 
totalising effort to solve the fuel problem for cars, buses, etc is to fully give up, even when some 
niches may remain where using hydrogen may keep its importance. It is absolutely not my 
capability to assess this argumentation as physical argumentation. But from another point of 
view it is very funny that there is no debate around this allegedly most basic issue. Supporters of 
the HE vision should either give some convincing falsification to it or should in their own best 
interest keep this foundational discourse alive. But this is not the case.    

The other issue is assessing ‘deep uncertainties’ as it is with the needed basic researches for 
realising any HE. There is no lack in manifestos that these really may be very deep problems. (It 
could not be either if you intend to get supported by extraordinarily high support to be able to 
solve deeply uncertain problems in a very constrained time period.) But you find a quite general 
assessment by ‘insiders’ that these problems can be solved though orchestrated research efforts. 
You may get interested and look for example with Midred Dresselhaus what the argumentation 
line is? It can only be based on analogical argumentation because of the nature of the problems. 
Analogical argumentation would have its special problems too, but you simply do not find places 
of methodology why the most important specialists assess that the problems under the strong 
constraints, to emphasise it repeatedly, will be able to be solved. So their assessment is the 
weakest possible sort. It is based on their practical expertise with ’similar’ issues and expresses 
their intuition. How their assessment integrates into the whole process of discourse? Does it 
make some additional element to the obvious self-stabilising circles in which say the former 
energy secretary of Bush refers to the growing commitment of Prodi and vice versa, as if 
growing number of committed players would raise the cognitive support, further, in which 
committed actors do often narrow their perspective and try to assess ‘deep uncertainties’ as 
solvable problems?  

     The third issue has to do something with the type of long range commitment and 
strategic planning. Is strategic planning still to do so as it was suggested by some pioneers of 
long term planning say 30-40 years ago? This type suggested to make a decision on the long 
term goal and concentrate on searching for the best road to follow. But we have by now thinking 
in sustainable transitions when all the alternatives including the goal itself are to be kept open as 
long as possible. To translate it into the problematique of HE what about the growing strategic 
chances of an ‘electron economy’ as Bossal calls it, if plug-in is made the typical case and power 
of batteries is suddenly raised so that cars using electricity from batteries are able to run several 
hundred miles? An up-to-date strategic planning should be able to anticipate such possibilities 
but the HE excludes this type of thinking because, allegedly, the uniqueness of hydrogen for 
strategic issues is already appropriately proven. If you commit just one long term possibiliy, in 
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this case the HE than are you even unable to accept such changes? (We know already that plug-
in is taken into consideration and nickel batteries perform well.) 

You may believe that some so comprehensive long range strategic effort aiming at realising 
something in a 50 years period does not loose its strength just through the change of the 
governing party in the USA, the arrival of a new president. But, at least on the surface, exactly 
this occurred by 2009. President Barack Obama, having listened to his secretary of energy, Chu, 
suggested reducing the support for HE by 50%. Reasons to do this include the new hopes in 
electric and hybrid cars, and applying the principle of variegation. From a management point of 
view this means that you turn to those alternatives too that are at hand and are promising for long 
term strategy too. And you may keep the earlier chosen expected winner as just one further 
alternative. You may get surprised how quickly things may change with uneven technological 
progress. You have first of all solve the recent urging problems and keep long range alternatives 
open as far as possible.     

The European Union has not answered, neither commented on this challenge. But, as an 
interim conclusion for Hungary may we risk the conclusion that Hungary may not have lost too 
much with its being permanently late in joining the HE vision?87 They concentrated on the idea 
of a sustainable long-range policy and on the need to keep alternatives open or reopen as far as 
possible as it is with the electric and hybrid cars reinclusion in the strategic portfolio, on damage 
of supporting hydrogen. Imre Hronszky and Ágnes Fésüs may have got some good instinct when 
they had joined the nearly invisible community of committed critics of engaging for a HE early 
2007. This is true, provided Barack Obama and his Nobel Price winner physicist, his secretary of 
energy and the staff around them is not wrong. But perhaps they are not. Some strong arguments 
speak for them, some lacks in the argumentation of the other camp speak for this opinion. I tried 
to demonstrate some of these points. The question that I should further put is about the EU 
efforts. I remind you that the EU identified an LMI possibility with developing a HE in 2007. It 
will be interesting to see how the experts, politicians and stakeholders react on the changes in the 
policy making in the USA. To comment on this would be nearly fully outside of my competence 
except assessing arguments and the rhetoric that brings the communication aspects of the 
hydrogen roadmaps into some changed light.   

I add something as some sort of summary of the whole chapter. Long term strategic 
roadmapping has basic weaknesses that are not discussed. Beside that roadmaps take part in 
alignment of actors and as argumentation tools have strong rhetoric aspects. These aspects are 
not discussed either. ‘Deep uncertainty’ sets basic limits to long term strategic roadmapping. 
Those who construct such a roadmap try to realise some performative effect. They try to help 
commit to the project by accepting its roadmap too. Language of long term strategic planning is 
a double, intermingled language. Often it is not clear how far does it present future extrapolation 
or a time series of normative requirements. Strategic roadmaps for the ‘HE’ intend to reinforce 
the commitment to the vision of HE. For the one side, roadmaps do not already deal with the 
most basic alternative, with goal setting. They take it as given. For the other side, they assess the 
‘deep uncertainties’ which occur on the way of the realisation as difficulties that can be 
overcome, even when with enorm efforts. This is the right way of ‘arguing from inside-outside’, 
but this biased nature has not become conscientious neither made conscientious by those who 

                                                 
87 Imre Hronszky and Ágnes Fésüs raised some critical voice in presentation at the conference organized by the French Embeassy 

in Hungary, in Budapest, early 2008. (Hronszky and Fésüs 2008) Ágnes Fésüs prepared a critical presentation for the 17th 

World Hydrogen Energy Conference in Australia, in June 2008, that was accepte as poster demonstration. (Unfortunately 

the financial support for thr trip came too late.) Imre Hronszky in Karlsruhe, September 2008, then he and Ágnes Fésüs 

commented on this change in the strategic policy orientation in a presentation at the international conference organized by 

the Faculty of Economics of the university of Miskolc, in 2009. 
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developed the roadmaps. Simultaneously, argumentations for the HE use numerous invalid 
forms, even in the expert materials.  
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6 Chapter  

Use and ‘Overuse’ of rhetoric in a scientific expert group report and in 

visualisations provided by roadmaps 

6.1 Some roles of rhetoric 

Rhetoric is not only unavoidable in communication but it is an ingredient of its 
successfulness. We know this as evidence in politics and in everyday communication. 
Political communication is doing politics the other way, by using language and rhetoric that 
help to realise it. Rhetoric serves for influencing the partners in discourse in everyday life too.  

How is it with discourses in policy arenas, in arenas where decisions are based on 
(scientific) expertise? First, policy arenas are penetrated by politics. So, policy 
communication naturally involves rhetorics in the way mentioned above. But how is it with 
advices experts give in these arenas? These advices are based on expert factual knowledge. 
Typically they are a mixture of some scientific factual knowledge and expert assessment. Are 
they exempt from rhetorics? How is it especially with the possible rhetoric side of expert 
advices in situations including ‘deep uncertainty’? I exemplify and interpret the story of 
expertise in hydrogen issues concerning some of its ‘deep uncertainties’. 

Scientific expertise in ‘deep uncertain’ situations necessarily realises some sort of 
rhetoric, too. This is functional in finding the appropriate way in the interaction with the 
decision makers, with the potential users to make the chosen scientific method and the 
essential tinkering and the results convincing for them. Rhetoric of the expert advice helps to 
convince the potential user that the advice realises the required level of the possible scientific 
research and is the needed knowledge base for the decision maker. Hence it not only depends 
on the nature of knowledge the argumentation provides for but on the receiver of the message 
too. It is both sender and receiver dependent. It is essential to see that this functioning of 
rhetoric ─ to help make expertise convincing ─ is integrative of the methodology of expertise. 
Choosing for the way how the arguments are ordered is a main essential element of the 
rhetoric. But taken into account that any scientific expertise aims to have effect on real 
persons the chosen rhetoric form of argumentation may extend to include even affective 
elements too, say through some visualising examples, to help to be able to make some 
commitment by the receiver. One can add that, unfortunately, in real life even the rhetoric of 
scientific expertise often includes violations of argumentation rules. Several times this 
violation is even conscientious. I say that quite regularly elements of persuasion as talking 
round too penetrate the expert argumentation. (In German this alleged difference is fixed in its 
extreme form by terms when it is said that Überzeugung is reached by Überreden) Compared 
to the idealised picture of what scientific expertise is this often recognized phenomenon is at 
least surprising. Examples for what I try to circumscribe and denote as talking round may 
include that results are presented as convincing.  So that existing counter-examples are not 
taken into account, that inductive argumentations are expressed as if their results were to be 
necessarily accepted, etc.   

There is some widespread consensus: Expert knowledge should be humble and 
consciously trying to restrict itself to the level of facts and projected facts. But there is a 
steady tension too. It is simultaneously expected that experts provide the decision makers with 
advice too. And any assessment is always framed by evaluations, actually. Some tasks can be 
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demonstrated as possible to solve routinely, with some others it seems that radical innovations 
or breakthroughs are needed, some are evaluated as unsolvable, or at least ‘incertitude’ is to 
take into account.  

There are different types of people concerning their attitude in evaluating uncertain 
situations. Some behave in entrepreneurial way, some realise a cautious approach, and others 
try to find the ‘right balance’. It means that having taken into account ‘deep uncertainty’ the 
one takes this uncertainty just as a challenge to overcome while the other as reason to stop, 
and the third tries to assess what would be ‘irrational’. It is most important to recognize the 
double-loop relation. The perspective chosen, tacitly or overtly, orients the search for the 
factual that receives its so different evaluations in relation to action possibility. Rhetoric of 
expertise is essentially connected to this unavoidable evaluative basic framing that orients the 
expert work.  

I try to speak about ‘overuse’ of the rhetoric function for example when it obviously 
underestimates/overestimates how far at least some factual, but unknown elements of the 
vision may have a role. (I mean for example when the rhetoric interprets that some difficulties 
to realise a needed uncertain step are to meet only as challenges, without discussing that these 
are from a different point of view evaluated as very uncertain to overcome.) It is a typical case 
when even ‘indeterminacy’ rules in the situation but this is covered by such judgements ‘that 
there are still difficulties to overcome’, ‘time will probably bring the appropriate solution’, 
‘we have just to rethink the situation and provide for appropriate resources’. This rhetoric 
provides for the feeling that solutions will be able to be found even  

a)  when recently either only the chosen rhetoric makes the background for this belief, or 

b)  when that rhetoric is even in tension with the part of the argumentation that is based on 
solid arguments. 

There are evaluative attitudes behind the expert reports even when the reports allegedly serve 
as unbiased background for action. This evaluative attitude should also be made transparent 
together with the concrete findings if we do want to avoid an ‘overused’ rhetoric. The attitude 
is made transparent when it is made evident (in a transparent way), to what sort of assessed 
situation belongs what sort of evaluative (and if needed management) position. In contrast to 
this several times the expert findings are so presented as if the taken attitude would be the 
only ‘natural’, or even possible.  

It is well-known from the researches in the last 15 years that expectation cycles are part 
of the dynamic of technological innovations too. It is also known that both hopes and 
disillusions may get exaggerated. Expressed in intuitive terms, hopes turn to become hypes 
and disillusions to become despair. According to the widespread modernistic narrative ‘lay’ 
expectations by the public are often exaggerated because of the psychological inclination to 
‘amplification’. It will be interesting to see if similar can happen to expert groups too. 

 Several times expert reports use well-known psychological instruments. There are 
countless instruments developed into routine utilisation in argumentations in politics or 
everyday life that are integrative of argumentation To the possible rhetoric tools belongs the 
choice of the form of question in referendum, what should be answered with yes and what 
with no. One can present some future as appealing by its presentation form, its naming. It has 
function how on a picture are the positive and negative elements ordered, not to speak about 
the problem whether they are both presented at all, etc. One can say that there are well-
developed techniques that effect on moving the receiver narrowly focus on what the intention 
of the sender is. 

There are at least two types of argumentation that may deserve special attention.  
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1)  One can be called as ‘naturalisation’ for example of actions that are rather challenging 
from another point of view. ‘Naturalisation’ aims at persuading that there are or should 
not be free choice possibilities, latter originating from some value commitments. 
‘Naturalisation’ occurs by attaching to the argumentation that ‘everybody’ accepts the 
needed action, or that ‘it only needs some courage’, ‘it belongs to the nature of the 
issues’ etc. 

2)  The other is the call into arena those generally accepted, often highest level human 
values that allegedly should give essential background to the argumentation by making it 
morally acceptable. Sometimes a skilled mixing of some basic values may serve as 
argumentation background. (Nick Brown shows how differently the public and the 
private research institutions are inclined to construct their cord-blood communication 
recently. Private players, trying to make the possible business appealing, try to cover the 
essential uncertainty around the medical technique, if it really may be helpful, and call a 
combination of two values into the arena, which are of highest importance for many. In 
short, in interest of business, they try to persuade to get engaged in the business by 
arguing that children are the most important in any family, meanwhile the preservation of 
cord-blood is not expensive at all already.) 

There are different possible positions for expert advice. One can take a starting position for or 
against the issue in which the expert advice will be developed or take a neutral position.   This 
differentiation has nothing to do with biasedness. For example a positive partisanal attitude 
may reduce itself to show that there is some way or even an efficient way to realise 
something.  It is a quite different question if the partisanal approach is based on a balanced 
consideration of SWOT.  

But it is essential to give a fair expertise that it is made in a transparent way (this is a 
necessary aspect). That means that the methods and instruments of argumentation are 
transparent. This allows the receivers to form their view autonomously.    

Expert advices are not the common factual ground as it was unanimously accepted in the 
modernistic approach. Under conditions of non-linearities and basic information lack on the 
factual and multiplicity of values on the value-level the dynamic of ‘Divided we stand’ 
(Schwarz and Thompson 1990) as it was outlined earlier proves essential. Rhetoric of expert 
advice gains its functional role within this dynamic.   

Retoric has its dynamic, structure and instruments. Fight for setting, stabilising the basic 
frame of discourse is the first decisive element. Categorizations play essential role in it. They 
help to simplify the chaotic multiplicity of information. They can be made by help of a set of 
various instruments such as metaphors. It is an important experience that, just as in no other 
level of social interaction either, no absolute dominance can be reached on the rhetoric level 
either. There are various techniques how to use the partially common set of instruments to 
reinforce the dominant discourse or just to weaken it. For example you can manipulate social 
categories by changing the predicates attributed to a category, you can re-specify criteria for 
membership in a category, you can alter the frame, etc. Discoursive strategies of those who 
commit themselves to attack on dominant discourses often start by recalling into mind 
different connotations, interpretation possibilities. Often this is done by introducing new 
metaphors into the arena.  Metaphors are especially important for my dissertation. According 
to Jonathan Charteris-Black (2008) a “metaphor reflects a common need to gain control over 
feelings of uncertainty arising from change. In the public world metaphors arouse moral 
beliefs associated with the creation, maintenance or restoration of control. An explanation of 
the role of metaphor in creating social cohesion is that it facilitates an understanding of the 
complex and frightening processes associated with change by resolving moral and emotional 
disharmony. Metaphor therefore contributes to the moral order by reducing uncertainty and to 
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the emotional order by expressing uncertainty”88 (Charteris-Black 2008, p. 3). Rhetoric may 
get non-verbal forms, expressed by pictures, movies etc. For example brandmaking for 
products very often use non-verbal rhetorics. Also, symbol building and symbolic action 
accompany very often rhetorics. They help to classify unknown issues into friendly or 
inimical groups.  

 

6.2 Rhetorics around the HE  

It is time to turn to the rhetorics around the HE. (It would be a rather fruitful possibility to 
include here an analysis of the communication and especially the rhetoric part of it with the 
long term working of the International Association for Hydrogen Energy  – IAHE. I chose, 
partly for lack of space, partly for the typical exaggerated mode of communication and partly 
because it certainly had much less impact than statements by Bush, Prodi, governor 
Schwarzenegger that I only refer to them in the Appendix, the chapter three.) I present first 
some elements of the rhetoric that helped to concentrate on the hydrogen possibility from a 
political point of view.  We have to remember the quickly changing global milieu around the 
turn of the century in this respect. Hydrogen as candidate for a new strategic fuel got its 
political enframing by the amplification of the ‘safety of supply is in enormous danger’ 
argument through the 11 September 2001 attack. ‘We and them’ was the political frame into 
which thinking about a possibility of committing to a new strategic fuel had to be integrated. I 
mean by amplification that the ideas already with rather long history from the first oil crisis in 
1973 that revolved around safety of supply suddenly become very important through the new, 
frightening situation. This thinking was connected to some quite recently discovered alleged 
American weakness, their ‘addiction to oil’ and to some deeply entrenched elements of 
American self-estimation: supreme technology, the American talent and hard work. To be 
able to present at least through one example the rhetoric that became dominant I reduce my 
interest to some rhetorical elements of some speeches of Bush (2003, January 23). I just give 
some descriptive account and do not deal with the problem how these speeches were 
entrenched  in the dominant everyday and political rhetoric after 11 September, neither in 
political rhetoric in general, nor the emerging discourse around a possible HE. On the other 
side, any hydrogen rhetoric had to take into account as intermingled the argumentation around 
the technological issue and its rhetoric the same time. (I mean for example, that, according to 
Jeremy Rifkin, Toyota US introduced the “hydrogen highway” term.)  I add to this description 
some exemplary remarks on the statements of Spencer Abraham, then secretary of energy, 
who had an eminent role in organizing a hydrogen commitment both inside and outside the 
US until 2005, until he sworn from his governmental position. 

One can learn a lot from the emerging hydrogen rhetoric in this period of 2001-2004, the 
decisive period for setting and entrenching the commitment for a HE, from the speeches and 
interviews of Romano Prodi too, then president of the EU, who was one of the most important 
champions worldwide of the commitment to HE. Prodi was deeply influenced by Jeremy 
Rifkin, an American visionary, who had a think tank institute in Washington.  

The basic half-truth, on which the comparisons can be made: unifying hydrogen with 
oxygen produces in fuel cells very efficient energy production and only water as end-product. 
To express it differently: please concentrate on the endproduct,only, not on the full process 
involving the problem of clean hydrogen production too.  

                                                 
88 I write somewhat more detailed on the role of metaphors in ‘domesticating’ essential uncertainties in the Appendix, in 

chapter 1. 
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We find in the HE Fact sheet (2003, June 25), White House provides for a one page 
information material for the public about the importance of the US-EU ‘hydrogen summit’ the 
following. The U.S. Space Shuttle program relies on hydrogen-powered fuel cells to operate 
shuttle electrical systems, and the crews drink one of the byproducts: pure water. Hydrogen is 
one of the most promising alternatives to hydrocarbon fuels, such as gasoline.  

Spencer Abraham’s statement in the Videotaped Remarks at International Energy 
Agency Hydrogen Seminar, Paris (Abraham 2005, March 3) is quite telling as a collectors 
piece in false rhetroric: 

1) “Hello, I’m Spencer Abraham, Secretary of the U.S. Department of Energy.  I’m 
delighted that the IEA is taking early action to investigate hydrogen’s potential -- and I 
appreciate the opportunity to talk to you about the importance the United States 
attaches to hydrogen fuel and fuel-cell research and development. President Bush 
recently announced a groundbreaking plan to transform our nation’s energy future 
from one dependent on petroleum, to one that utilizes hydrogen -- the most 
abundant element in the universe. The concept for this initiative is simple, yet 
profound – create automotive operating systems that run on hydrogen rather than 
gasoline. The potential benefits are incredible. Hydrogen can be produced from diverse 
domestic sources, freeing the United States and other countries from reliance on imported 
oil. Hydrogen can fuel ultra-clean internal combustion engines and almost completely 
eliminate auto emissions. When used to power fuel cell vehicles, hydrogen will more 
than double the efficiency of today’s gasoline engines. And it will not produce any 
polluting emissions – or greenhouse gases, making it an important part of our 
climate change technology program. (Emphasis is made by me.) 

2) The need for a new, clean and abundant fuel for the world is self-evident. The 
twenty-first century will bring a huge increase in world energy demand. In the United 
States alone, our analysts foresee a 54 percent increase in demand for electricity … 54 
percent for natural gas… and 47 percent for oil … by the year 2025. We expect to see 
similar or even greater increases in energy demand all over the globe. Without 
fundamental changes, our energy future will be one of greater dependence on imported 
oil, increased polluting emissions -- and increased emissions of greenhouse gases. The 
U.S. government and our private sector partners are working together to develop 
concurrently the two essential elements for a successful transition to hydrogen: the 
hydrogen fuel-cell powered vehicle, and the extensive infrastructure needed to support it. 
Under our plan, the decision to go forward with commercialization could be made as 
early as 2015. The transition to hydrogen will have a great impact on America and the 
world – to our energy and economic security, and to the public health and environment. 
We will surmount the twin challenges of dependence on foreign oil and harmful 
emissions. In the United States, we estimate that by 2020 we could achieve mass-market 
penetration of hydrogen fuel cell vehicles and the availability of fuelling stations 
nationwide. By 2040, we could reduce our overall use of petroleum by a third and our 
carbon dioxide emissions by 19 percent. 

3) For the world, a hydrogen future means that whole new industries will be nurtured. 
Fuel cells that power homes and businesses will become common. Diverse supplies of 
affordable energy will strengthen economies. The geopolitics of oil will become less 
complicated as the world produces hydrogen fuels from a variety of feedstocks and 
processes. Carbon and other emissions will be substantially reduced. Moreover, less 
developed countries will have access to the energy they need to grow and prosper. 
Hydrogen presents a challenge to government and industry – with potentially spectacular 
rewards for the global community. Later this week, I will travel to Brussels to brief 
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European Union officials on the President’s hydrogen initiative. And next week, I will 
hold a meeting in London with European auto and oil company representatives to discuss 
how we might forge new areas of cooperation. While the U.S. is pleased to take a 
leadership role in hydrogen research, this is truly an international endeavor. As we 
in the IEA have worked so closely and successfully together in the past on other issues, 
we must again work together to speed the arrival of a transformed energy future. I look 
forward to receiving the recommendations that come out of your seminar so that we can 
develop an appropriate plan of action. Thank you” (Spencer 2003).89  

 
You can compare importance of the issue you are speaking about by choosing the allegedly 
appropriate basis for comparison. The chosen analogies help to classify the compared. I 
comment on Romano Prodi’s interview (Meller 2002) Comparison is made by him to the 
space programme of the 1960’s. The HE programme is even bigger, he estimates, and is 
already a realistic alternative energy revolution. You find comparison to a well supported high 
success, in a world wide competition. You find added to this his persuasion that the HE 
alternative is already realistic.  

Later he says: planning a hyhighway is the backbone to the HE. You have to do 
something with that long range work as planning a ‘backbone’, an enduring holder by 
‘planning a highway’. A hyghyway is where you can quickly move forward because you are 
liberated from the opposite move.  Later he terms the HE as the Third Industrial Revolution, 
(Sept 12, 2005) He remembers in this interview what has been forwarded by him too. It is 
nothing else but initiating a Third Industrial Revolution. He also says here: We are not 
working on a scientific experiment. Science is already on board. It is true that the expert 
group he trusted at the end of 2002 and reported in Mid-2003 declared that the HE is possible. 
But it also declared that there are immense but vincible scientific and technological 
difficulties. Comparing this with the statement that science is already on board is in reality 
only equal to stating that science is included in looking for solutions. But Prodi wants to make 
believe that the solutions will also be soon found.  He also compares three processes. These 
are introducing Euro, enlarging the EU and the realising HE. Introduction of the Euro, 
enlarging the EU is mostly seen as successes. He adds to them the possible success with the 
expected HE, without giving any analogical base at least, on which the comparison was, 
perhaps, made by him (!).   

 

6.3 The European expert statement on the HE  as rhetoric 

I devote special attention to an expert report that was later used in preambulum of legal 
materials for regulatory efforts by the EU. The report was practically elevated to level of 
comprised expression of the factual basis for decision-making in HE issues. You find in this 
report an army of doubtful argumentation and rhetoric. 

There was a very busy interaction between the US and the EC in 2002 and 2003, in 
‘hydrogen business’. During this process, as far as it is to recognize on the available materials, 
the US government made very serious efforts to persuade Prodi to join to realise a HE. 
Certainly, these efforts integrated into many others such as strong lobbying by the interested 
industrial groups. In this environment became interesting how a high level expert group 
assessment was made for the hydrogen case. This High Level Expert Group (HLEG) report 
had some effect in committing of the European Commission (EC) to the HE, just as some 

                                                 
89  Emphasis is made by me. 
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roadmaps detailing the possible future of its realisation. The European Commission ordered a 
vision from a HLEG trusted to assess the future of Hydrogen and the fuel cells (EU HE vision 
2003). The working of the HLEG was initiated by the Vice President and Commissionaire of 
the European Commission, Loyola de Palacio90 and Philippe Busquin, the commissionaire for 
Research, in October 2002 91.  

  As we saw in the short description of the institutionalisation in the first years of the 21st 
century, hydrogen was ‘in the air’ in the USA, Japan, Australia and in some European 
countries. It became time to make standpoint for the EC, too. There were steps in policy 
advising made earlier on the EU level too. I put some sentences on the constitution of the 
HLEG. It had 19 members. As the introduction to the HLEG report says, they were chosen in 
a balanced way. Actually the group consisted of 13 representatives of big industry 
stakeholders committed to HE, 1 from a national parliament, of Iceland, very much for HE for 
some special reason, 1 from a commission, 2 from research center working on fuel cell 
problems, 2 from a social organisation. The group was invited “to formulate a collective 
vision on the contribution that hydrogen and fuel cells could make to the realisation of 
sustainable energy systems in future” (EU HE vision 2003, p. 5), and of course a vision on the 
possible leading role of the EU. In this paper they summarize the main characteristics of this 
future opportunity and assign the main acting strategies.92 Here I reveal some hidden power 
that may influence future expectations and their acceptance through some strong rhetorical 
elements of the text that may be characterised as ‘overuse’ of rhetoric. Let us see the structure 
and the dynamic of the narrative. 

The main targets by realising a HE are set in the Foreword. These are consonant to the 
identified tasks in the USA or Japan and valid for any type of strategic energy policy, early 
21st century. They are reaching the security of energy supply, decreasing the dependence on 
(imported) oil, avoiding the negative impacts of global climate change, and realising this in a 
competitive manner in the market. This is to reach with the ‘bridge of future’, with HE. After 
this framing they show more detailed how and what is going to be reached. 

One has first to assess its rhetoric function from the observation that the expert 
assessment does not compare HE with its alternatives. They declare that they take over from 
previous expert assessments that the hydrogen represents a unique possibility. With this they 
align in the already existing queue and claim the credit for themselves too that is already 
given by the consonance of earlier assessments.  

6.3.1 ‘Overuse’ of the rhetoric in the text (Not innocent rhetoric failures) 

The group was not invited to criticise these antecedent judgements but invited to formulate a 
collective vision on the contribution that hydrogen and fuel cells could make to the realisation 
of sustainable energy systems in future. (p. 5) It is strongly expected that the way of research, 
the methodology, will be summarized in the beginning. But in this report they don’t give but a 
short description about the research. They show up the solution based on their judgment based 

                                                 
90 Commissioner for Energy and Transport, this time. 
91 Commissioner for Research, this time 
92 Reports of these expert groups are prescribed to be discussed by an independent audience, first. In this case Romano Prodi, 

committed for HE, himself took the chair and the US state secretary for energy, Abramson, who was several times in 

Europe this year in HE issues, gave an animating speech at the beginning. So, committed persons made a report that 

was discussed in the somewhat oriented milieu and the report was found convincing in this milieu. It was then reported 

by the White House as basic progress in globally aligning for the HE and the report served in the preambulum when 

the European Parliament voted for the support in 2007. 
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on this research, report on which is not included in this report. “The so-called HE hold great 
promise for meeting in a quite unique way”, the foreword written by the two commissionaires 
states. “We established the High Level Group for Hydrogen and Fuel Cell Technologies in 
October 2002, and asked its members to come forward in six months with a collective vision 
of how these technologies could help meet…a first milestone” (EU HE vision 2003, p. 6). The 
how to make “development and deployment of hydrogen and fuel cell technologies” (EU HE 
vision 2003, p. 6) was the question to answer. So, already in the charge of the group we find 
that the HE is most valuable and is realisable. For brevity perhaps you find no information to 
trace back the very fist judgement, whether the HE would really be so unique. This allegedly 
became already a triviality not important to refer to its sources anymore. 
        I go through the whole text step by step now to point out the important rhetorical 
elements that make stronger this judgment in an explicit or in an implicit way. I am not going 
to present the whole rhetoric structure of the text. Instead I collected and grouped the main 
arguments that make this text ‘rhetorically overused.’ The issues that have too influential role 
or don’t clarify the necessary problems or just let the reader o the further decision makers stay 
in a non-problematic wishful utopia are the following: 
 

a) Hydrogen energy is clean energy 

We find statements as hydrogen energy is a ‘clean energy’, it is solution for the climate 
change problem as if this obviously would refer to something evident.  To use ‘clean 
energy’ as an epitheton ornans

93 strengthens that confusing supposition that appears in so 
many visions and advertisements. Further that makes the reader more engaged in the 
general statement. In an other context the initial statement in foreword is a strong 
engagement with the meaning of clean hydrogen “Hydrogen and fuel cells, by enabling 
the so-called HE, hold great promise for meeting in a quite unique way, our concerns over 
security of supply and climate change” (EU HE vision 2003, p. 6).  

  One of the aims of the EU (aims of developed countries, aims of the world) is to form 
sustainable energy system in a clean way. This report emphasizes that hydrogen is the 
solution for climate change and for energy supply uncertainties, because it is clean 
energy. In the international communication there are several clichés to refer to hydrogen 
as clean energy because at the end of its utilization there is nothing else just pure water, 
namely there is no CO2 and no environmental damage. The authors mention also in the 
Foreword that property of hydrogen that it can be produced from any primary energy 
source to emphasize that hydrogen is a clean energy carrier. This influential symbol; the 
clean energy has been established to function as a ‘magic word’ that possibly can help to 
cover the small and even the bigger problems around this new technology. Naturally, to 
choose the right primary energy source is a crucial point, requires wide economic and 
political consideration. But hydrogen is not just clean by itself. Therefore it is not 
acceptable that they would like us to see that it is the solution for greenhouse emission 
problem when there is not made clear that hydrogen can be produced both in a ‘black’ 
and a ‘green’ way.  

  Their main target is formulated: “immediate actions [are necessary] to promote 
greenhouse gas emissions-free energy sources such as renewable energy sources, 
alternative fuels for transport and to increase energy efficiency” (EU HE vision 2003, p. 
6). Indeed the next paragraph is about the hydrogen, the unique, clean energy that “hold 
great promise for meeting in a quite unique way, our concerns over security of supply 

                                                 
93 Epitheton ornans is a descriptive word or phrase that has become a fixed formula applied to real or fictitious people, 

divinities, objects. 
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and climate change” (EU HE vision 2003, p. 6). Together these two paragraphs suggest 
hydrogen is the solution for these problems, simultaneously. On the one hand for the 
reader it must be clear that, immediate action is required and it looks like the hydrogen is 
the ideal solution because there is not any word about that in fact the actual ‘hydrogen 
technology’ is not able to offer this solution right now. Rather a long term transition is 
necessary, during that more CO2 is going to be produced in the early period. Further 
talking about fuel cells that they are very efficient energy conversation devices as a fact 
might be problematic also. 

 

b) Weaknesses are the challenges 

       It was evident for engaged actors too that a HE has basic difficulties to realise. It was 
evident for any technological expert that a series of radical innovations to find in a 
constrained time series is to realise. To say it in a mild way the HE programme has 
weaknesses. As an expert you may assess these weaknesses either as very strong, as 
despairing or just the opposite as just ‘challenges’. In uncertain issues you are obliged 
(for epistemological reasons) to refer to the sets of analogies that allegedly authorize you 
for your assessment. Still the assessment will remain that of a group only. Others will 
accept it on authority base.  You find identifying challenges in the text and then that 
serious further research is necessary to solve them. This rhetoric lets the readers believe 
that the possible solution is at least definitely possible. The text emphasizes one of the 
great advantages of hydrogen, that the production of hydrogen is flexible enough to use 
different sources. This is a real advantage from a purely energy point of view. It makes 
the choice flexible and liberates the decision maker from some constraints. But we know 
that this advantage is more than questionable when we speak about reformation processes 
from carbo-hydrogen from the point of view of climate change. But this is not even 
mentioned.  Indeed, recent production ways from non-renewables may be preserved for a 
long-time for production of hydrogen. The same time further it is slightly misleading that 
hydrogen might be produced by using different energy sources. “On the technology front, 
hydrogen, a clean energy carrier that can be produced from any primary energy source, 
and fuel cells which are very efficient energy conversion devices, are attracting the 
attention of public and private authorities” (EU HE vision 2003). 

  At least it is ambivalent when the expert report talks about possible future “benefits of 
hydrogen and fuel cells” that “are wide ranging, but will not be fully apparent until they 
are in widespread use” (EU HE vision 2003, p. 11). This sentence states that these 
benefits obviously exist and people can feel them when hydrogen will be in widespread 
used and let the other meaning goes out of mind, namely that until it is not in widespread 
used we don’t know exactly what the real benefits are, we might have only visions about 
that. It is also the problem of the lack of technology that comes up in the text repeatedly. 
From several assessments is it clear that breakthrough innovations are required in every 
part of HE. That means it is highly uncertain if they can be realised at all, at least in time. 
But the lack of a series of breakthrough technologies is presented as being nothing but 
just a normal challenge. It is also highly misleading that other preconditions are not 
questioned either. For example : “[hydrogen has] the flexibility to adapt  to the diverse 
and intermittent renewable energy sources that will be available in the Europe of 2030” 
(EU HE vision 2003, p. 11). According to the Strategic research agenda (EU HE vision 
2003, p. 17) the plan is to solve the “remaining technical barriers to the introduction of 
hydrogen and fuel cells” (EU HE vision 2003, p. 17).  

  The phrasing, ‘remaining technical barriers’ urges to believe that most of the barriers 
are eliminated, we are nearly in the end or at least middle of the process and just some 
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barriers remained left. Reading these problematic approaches to hydrogen technology 
these confusing arguments that just concentrate on the possible benefits readers might 
expect a clear detailed summary that based on experts’ research and the balances of 
positive and negative sides of this future economy. The authors don’t forget about this 
right demand. In a table they give a “Summary of hydrogen production technologies” 
(EU HE vision 2003, p. 25). But unfortunately this table has not intended to be 
exhaustive. It enumerates hydrogen production technologies but not all of them, doesn’t 
separate the techniques and the used energy source for productions. On the other side 
they collect possible benefits and barriers but sometimes these are not even on the same 
level. Electrolysis has the barrier of competition with direct use of renewable electricity, 
but this barrier doesn’t concentrate only for this production method, every other energy 
demand method has the same problem. They mix again the strengths and opportunities. 
Using biological production way to produce hydrogen has the opportunity as a large 
resource but not a strength because as they write it as a barrier most appropriate 
organisms are simply not found in 2003. 

 

c) Confusing the different technologies, for representing the opportunity better 

 To mix up SWOT into barriers and benefits is just one way to cover the biggest unsolved 
part of hydrogen future. You may find some confusing the different technologies, for 
representing the opportunity better. One of the biggest ‘games’ is namely how the 
problem of the ‘black hydrogen’, the production of hydrogen will be solved. The expert 
material leaves hidden the concept of ‘black hydrogen’ and talks about just the 
environmental cleanliness and effectiveness of hydrogen burned in fuel cell.  “Hydrogen 
and fuel cells are seen by many as key solutions for the 21st century, enabling clean 
efficient production of power and heat from a range of primary energy sources” (EU HE 
vision 2003, p. 5) Or in an other case the emphasis is on the possibility of usage of a 
broad range of primary energy sources. “Hydrogen opens access to a broad range of 
primary energy sources” (EU HE vision 2003, p. 12) The question is that, why especially 
hydrogen opens access? The only answer can be, because it might be a good storage, this 
is an opportunity not really solved yet, and because of the clean nature of end use of 
hydrogen. There are researches to find how hydrogen might function as storage but the 
winner technology hasn’t made yet.  Later on this side is stated that storage is a main 
advantage of hydrogen over electricity, but again oversimplifying the issue. With an 
adverb the whole statement become from a possibility to a non-questionable fact. “The 
ability to store hydrogen more easily than electricity can help with load levelling and in 
balancing the intermittent nature of renewable energy sources” (EU HE vision 2003, p. 
13). Obviously it must be taken as a hypothesis that hydrogen can be stored more easily 
than electricity until it is not proved and this isn’t proved yet, actually. It is a presumption 
that if every technological innovation that is needed to realise this storage function can be 
materialized in the future hydrogen might function as a better help than nowadays 
electricity. Based on this, we can question what does it exactly mean here ‘easily’? I add 
something to this. To store hydrogen is obviously problematic from the point of view of 
terroristic attacks. The evaluation of the comparative advantages of storing hydrogen 
should be contextualised in this respect too.    

  It is an attractive moment when big car companies show their (model) cars based on 
new technology. Mostly, they can show ‘something’ that can work under very specific 
conditions. These events are very important to arouse the investors, concurrences’ 
interests. Indeed this is part of the hype developing process, but must be handled on the 
right level. Does demonstration mean full-fledged realization? Obviously not.  
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  Does demonstration mean that realization comes soon or some time later, only? The 
answer is again problematic. “Many of the world’s major car manufacturers have 
presented fuel cell vehicles as demonstrations, and are even beginning to lease small 
numbers of vehicles to the first selected customers” (EU HE vision 2003, p. 29). What 
does it mean if major car manufactures have presented fuel cell vehicles as 
demonstrations? It means that those vehicles work in very special circumstances but none 
of them has been made for normal use with changeable circumstances, etc. More 
alternatives are demonstrated or will be demonstrated than as many as possible to 
function. Contrarily, the text gives that impression that with demonstration the 
fundamental problems are already solved. It is a similar problem when the text wants to 
give the impression that the solution to drive the world to Canaan is very close, we are on 
the verge of the production phase, or at least it is not a question we are going to reach it. 
“It should generate a critical mass to solve the remaining technical barriers to the 
introduction of hydrogen and fuel cells” (EU HE vision 2003, p. 17).  It means we have 
already long way taken but still have a short way in front of us so therefore just the 
‘remaining problems’ we have to solve now. 

 

d) Necessary breakthrough innovations can be realised nearly as business as usual 

 The other way to make the impression that HE is the close future is to present realising 
necessary breakthrough innovations as doing business as usual, namely as remaining 
steps, research that should be still done but allegedly with the needed results.  They 
heighten that obvious possible advantage of hydrogen that by its use regional differences 
might be compensated. “The introduction of hydrogen as an energy carrier, alongside 
electricity, would enable Europe to exploit resources that are best adapted to regional 
circumstances” (EU HE vision 2003, p. 12). The problem is that they jump over a step 
that the task has to be solved before it might enable Europe to exploit resources. Or the 
same we find in the example that has been already mentioned in a different context: 
“hydrogen can be produced in many different ways, using a wide range of technologies. 
Some of these involve established industrial processes while others are still at the 
laboratory stage” (EU HE vision 2003, p. 25). It looks like it is not a crucial problem that 
some technologies are still just at the laboratory stage, that this doesn’t mean obviously 
that they will be elevate to further stage. The strong hype around technologies let the 
authors think the future opportunities are present fact or further they turn uncertainty of 
an emerging technology to the necessary direction of development. The case is similar 
when they simply state the following: “[A] breakthrough in on-board vehicle hydrogen 
storage technology is still required” (EU HE vision 2003, p. 26). Without the temporal 
adverb, (still) this sentence describes the current situation, the lack of innovation, the lack 
of adequate technology, although still doesn’t strengthen the distance from the target but 
gives the impression that ‘not yet’, namely later definitely is going to be reached. 
However this presentation is too wishful. On the one hand is that breakthrough 
innovations are required but this doesn’t mean that they can be realised. Compare this 
with all those other statements that the transition to hydrogen technologies will be quite 
normal process. In Hyways94 they find the need for a series of breakthroughs as a highly 
critical point. 

 

e) The only problem is the time and money and the commitment of the public 
authorities.  

                                                 
94 Hyways is an integrated project to develop the European Hydrogen Energy Roadmap (http://www.hyways.de). 
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 Parallel to the technological issue other barriers come up actually. The main way of this 
type of argumentation is that the report gives the impression as it has been shown 
previously with the technological issue that just special conditions have to be realized for 
it. The only problem is the time and money and the commitment of the public authorities. 
(I remind the reader that the function of the report was to help commit the public 
authorities.) Other interesting line is in the text how these conditions are presented: time, 
money and commitment of the public authorities. Time issue comes up in an implicit way 
or at least as a light estimation. For example the report refers to “many years before 
coming to fruition” (EU HE vision 2003, p. 7). Again the direction to reach the aim is not 
a question, if we are going in the right direction, just it has to be clear that many years of 
effort are required. “At present, hydrogen and fuel cells do not offer sufficient short term 
end-user benefits to justify their higher costs compared to conventional technologies” (EU 
HE vision 2003, p. 19). On the one hand it is not a question that at the present these 
technologies are too expensive but this is not only a time barrier. The reader can meet a 
special way how the missing time factor becomes a proof, we only need many years, 
instead of being part of the problem of  the possibility for long- or short-term realization at 
all. “Moving from the fossil fuel economy of 2003 to a hydrogen and fuel cell-based 
economy will not happen immediately” (EU HE vision 2003, p. 19). Your imagination is 
called to wonder whether this is doubt in the possibility of solution of only how much 
time it will need.   

  It looks like the issue of money, the necessity of huge investments should only be 
tangentially mentioned. The rhetoric of the whole text gives the impression that HE is so 
promising that it is not interesting how much would it cost. What is some business model 
of a HE, actually?, we can ask. However there is not any detailed plan for the possible 
costs. The first place where any amount has been mentioned is the comparison between 
the leaders (USA, Japan). Unfortunately the listed data doesn’t let to draw further 
inference because they are incomparable. USA (in 2003) spends $1.7 billion over the 
next five years to develop hydrogen fuel cells, (including 750 000 new jobs by 2030). 
Japan spends (in 2002) $240 million to develop six hydrogen fuelling stations in Tokyo 
and Yokohama in 2002-3 and 50 000 fuel cell vehicles by 2010, and 5m by 2020, and 
installed stationary fuel cell capacity of 2 100 MW by 2010, with 10 000 MW by 2020 
(15). Further readers have no idea where the estimation comes from about how much 
does it cost to build up the HE when the authors are talking about “[t]he investment 
required for building a hydrogen and fuel cell energy economy is estimated at some 
hundreds of billions of Euros” (EU HE vision 2003, p. 20). This very rough estimation 
has also not been specified later.  

  Another ‘individual’ amount emerges about fuel stations. “For example, installing 
hydrogen at 30% of Europe’s fuel stations […] could cost in the order of 100-200 billion 
Euros” (EU HE vision 2003, pp. 20-21). At first this data is also absolutely incomparable 
with the other prices mentioned before. Further why is it important to mention this price 
if there is no other has mentioned? This could be the part of the influential ‘game’ that 
now 100-200 billion of Euros are required then more 100-200 that some milliard and HE 
is going to be reached as they present in this paper. “However, fuels cells are not yet fully 
commercial. Considerable investment is still needed in research, development and 
manufacturing to reduce current high costs and improve functional performance and 
long-term reliability” (EU HE vision 2003, p. 28). 

   The first sentence is excessive with the modifier fully. Moreover this statement steps 
over again one crucial point. It makes difference if fuel cells are not commercialized 
because of the current high price or the technology that can be commercialized in 
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acceptable price has not made yet. “All types of fuel cells are expected to have roles in a 
future energy economy, especially a HE. But for the moment the costs are too high to be 
competitive with conventional systems in most applications” (EU HE vision 2003, p. 30). 
On the one hand the text says in the moment the costs of possible HE are too high on the 
other side gives that impression the costs are going to be lower and efficient enough. So 
it is not a possible way but it is going to happen, depends on the time factor. Similar to 
money and time the exact role of public sector is not worked out.  

  The report mentions that the “[s]ignificant public sector involvement is critical to 
progress” (EU HE vision 2003, p. 16) but readers can not get any further information 
what does it mean, how, where, at which step should the public sector be involved.  
“Hydrogen and fuel cells are firmly established as strategic technologies to meet these 
objectives. They can create win-win situations for public and private stakeholders alike” 
(EU HE vision 2003, p. 24). It is getting clear why should be given bigger role for the 
public if hydrogen create win-win situation. Who won’t admire this vision if it is a 
‘win-win situation’.  What is not clarified exactly in what aspect for whom is going to be 
a ‘wining situation’.  

 

f) Europe has no other possibility just to support the HE but is able to do this 

After technological, money, time, public issues the decision maker’s role has to be 
clarified. Obviously the question is what role the European Union should take upon. 
“Europe should lead in undertaking rational analysis of alternative energy options and in 
demonstrating the benefits of a transition to a widespread use of hydrogen and fuel cells” 
(EU HE vision 2003, p. 12). The task is that EU has to care about the solutions be cost-
effective. The judgment has been again done.  The EU has no role in proving if this 
direction (HE) is rational rather in this case the EU has role to demonstrate that the 
presented HE is the right alternative. The other task is to help to establish a concentrated 
research and development. “European policy, research and development are presently 
fragmented” (EU HE vision 2003, p. 16). EU should undertake the role to guide the 
diversified elements. The explanation is quite clear why the EU should undertake the role, 
this is because it is possible to become a leading player: “Europe has the skills, resources 
and potential to become a leading player in the supply and deployment of hydrogen 
technologies” (EU HE vision 2003, p. 16). This reason is more problematic. What kinds 
of skills do they mention? Why has EU the ‘skills’? Why and how is it so obvious that EU 
has the potential? The answers are kept in darkness.  

  We find a very typical argumentation form further. Necessity and capability to do 
something are both given. The actors have no other chance but this chance is winning 
because of the capabilities. The authors emphasize later the EU not just has the skill to 
become a leader but there is no other chance. At first the “Challenges lie ahead” (EU HE 
vision 2003, p. 30). it can not be questioned. The challenges are not detailed just the main 
actors’ enthusiasm prove the existence of challenge  As the report already emphasized for 
Europe and for other leading countries HE is a great challenge. The reader might expect 
that they summarize the possible challenges. In the Technical annex they point out with a 
subtitle the “challenges lie ahead” (EU HE vision 2003, p. 30). but now we don’t get 
more explanation just that “competition from North America and Pacific Rim countries is 
especially strong” (EU HE vision 2003, p. 24)., that is why EU has to follow and “must 
substantially increase its efforts and budgets to build and deploy a competitive hydrogen 
technology and fuel cell industry” (EU HE vision 2003, p. 24). 

  “In common with transport, challenges still lie ahead for stationary fuel cell 
applications. Research, development and demonstration, combined with the improvement 
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of manufacturing processes, are still required to improve the lifetime, reliability and cost 
of the systems. In the early stages of commercialisation, fuel cells will penetrate markets 
where they have unique advantages. Fuel cells used in transport can also be used in some 
stationary systems. This should allow synergies in research and development. All types 
of fuel cells are expected to have roles in a future energy economy, especially a HE. But 
for the moment the costs are too high to be competitive with conventional systems in 
most applications” (EU HE vision 2003, p. 30). What role may have the accelerating 
process of aligning around the HE and the ‘overuse’ of rhetoric that LMI possibility is 
identified for the European HFC? If we compare it with the official description of how 
lead market is defined, the correspondence might be ambivalent: LMI is  

1. “For innovative products and services with high growth potential (R&D & 
innovation intensive, based on increasing public and private customer 
need/demand). 

2. Where EU industry can develop competitive advantage to lead in international 
markets (EU knowledge and industrial basis to capitalise on investments in 
promising new technologies).  

3. That requires action by the public authorities (as a regulator lifting obstacles, as a 
customer driving developments, as a facilitator)  

 Consequently we are asking for input that provides: 

1. evidence of emerging market segments 

2. evidence of industry commitment 

3. evidence of expected influence of public action” (Consultation on eHealth Lead 
Market Initiative 2007, p. 1).  

 The expert report does not contain any comparison with the US and Japanese efforts in 
HE research but the LMI vision and including the European HE is from four years later. 
Unfortunately, I was unable to find the strong comparative argumentation that the EU 
really has LMI potential in realizing a HE, because of the comparative advantages the EU 
has against the US and Japan. 

 

g)  The naturalisation of the target   

 There is a quite typical argumentation mode to persuade a doubting audience. This is 
naturalisation of the target issue. I collect those rhetorical elements that try to give the 
impression that the vision and the way to its realisation the report talks about is out of 
doubt, it is just natural. It is not issue of decision it is just a ‘must’. At first the direction 
where the EU has to go is not a question just the best tools are to be found. Developing a 
HE is the evident aim following from the unavoidable need for global economic 
competitiveness (and, as mentioned above, from the alleged comparative advantages the 
EU has in realising a HE). Because there is strong investment and industrial activity in 
the hydrogen and fuel cell arena in Japan and USA and if “Europe wants to compete and 
become a leading world player, it must intensify its efforts and create a favorable 
business development environment” (EU HE vision 2003, p. 13). The other strongly 
naturalised issue is following Japan and USA. “In the US and Japan, hydrogen and fuel 
cells are considered to be core technologies for the 21st century, important for economic 
prosperity” (EU HE vision 2003, p. 13). The competition is presented as fatal where from 
there is no escape. But, simultaneously HE is also a potential. “Fuel cells offer 
considerable scope for innovation and could enable technologies or services not presently 
foreseen” (EU HE vision 2003, p. 28). The innovation demands are good challenges for 
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industry and science that we mustn’t miss. “The potential for hydrogen production from 
renewable energy sources is believed to be large, but remains a subject of debate” (EU 
HE vision 2003, p. 28). They don’t problematize it but at least they show that it has not 
yet been decided.  

6.3.2 Metaphors in the arguments and ‘overuse’ of the rhetoric in the pictures and 

figures   

We have seen examples before how this text uses rhetorical tools to cover important issues or 
reflect better credit on the possibilities. However there are some cases where the rhetorical 
element is not simply rendered to any argument, rather it stands for itself. These are linguistic 
overuses of metaphoric expressions which might lead the readers’ imagination over the 
rational problems. I just mention two pieces. 

• We find the comparisons: “(E)nabling hydrogen vehicles to travel and refuel between 
Edinburgh and Athens, Lisbon and Helsinki” (EU HE vision 2003, p. 16). 

• Hydrogen cars will “build bridges to the future” (EU HE vision 2003, p. 7). 
 
Not only the rhetorical elements of the text might over-influence the readers in this report. 
Unusually for a high level expert report this report includes special, easily understandable 
pictures too. I show them and disclose their hidden strengths. First the reader finds two 
pictures on the two introductory pages of the Report; one is the covering page and the second 
one is after it, before any text, attached to, included in the material. Consequence of that is 
that the reader is influenced at first by the pictures before s/he starts the reading.  
 
a)  Covering picture  

 When the readers get the first impression about the book s/he finds an admirable picture 
as a cover that is perfect as a leaflet. The quality is good enough and absolutely suitable 
to teach non-experts, everyday people or members of the European Parliament how some 
HE might look like. Obviously the report is open for everyone to read it but the main 
target must be the main decision makers. Let see in some detail how this cover exactly 
looks like. It is green and blue, gives calm and idyllic impression. The idyll comes from 
those elements that a mother and daughter is walking through the field, ‘shopping girl’ is 
running somewhere, someone is reading newspaper on a bench, someone is walking with 
a dog. The non-human elements of the pictures are trees, flowers, wind turbines, 
hydrogen bus in the middle of the nature  and in the centre of the picture there is an 
unrecognisable building (factory, flats, office) that shapes waves and connects to a small 
river. Further, nothing is separated from the nature everything is embedded into the ‘big 
cycle’. 
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Figure 9: Covering page  

 
Source: (EU HE vision 2003, p. 0) 

 

b) Picture on the first page 

 An attractive picture introduces the HLEG final report, before any text, on how an 
integrated hydrogen-based energy system of the future might look like. Naturally, it is 
not an engineering plan about a working system but a drawing that tries to help make the 
impression how a HE in outlines might look like in the future. The reader can find in the 
picture the most important elements of a possible future’s energy system. A most 
impressive part of the picture is the nets of tubes with CO2 and H2 that show up 
everywhere and show that hydrogen is produced and used.  On the downside of the 
picture is to see that the ‘problematic’ CO2 is sequestrated, stored under the soil in a left 
salt mine.  

        So what exactly is the message of the picture? Does the representation realise an 
‘overuse’ of rhetoric? The picture is green and blue that adumbrates that everything is 
embedded into the nature. It covers the elements of the world: ‘soil, water and air’. There 
are renewable energy resources, non-renewable one (natural gas), production plant, 
filling station (with one small truck at the station), tubes for transport, schematic 
representation of the living together of production and energy systems and a living block. 
And a lighthouse at the far end of the bay (just for a nicer view, I assume). This picture 
definitely supports the argumentation of the HLEG that hydrogen can be produced in 
different ways, the alternative energy sources can get the main role in it but sequestration 
of CO2 is on the way too, what itself is only half-truth. On the picture there is no 
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differentiation between the raw-materials, resources, storages transformation and 
production process of hydrogen technology. (For a ‘lay reader’ they mix the different 
targets, for example storage of the CO2 or making hydrogen or with the future of 
hydrogen decrease in CO2 emission). 

 Further, in the subtitle of the picture is written that they are combining large and small 
fuel cells for domestic and decentralized heat and electrical power generation, a 
combinable multitude of utilisations. However it is ambiguous that this way means 
decentralization or not, rather they produce it at a multitude of places but henceforward 
in a centralized way. To distinguish this might be more relevant if we relate it to that 
strong influential idea (Rifkin 2002), that received quite an echo in the EU burocracy and 
some countries as Germany,  that HE has the potential against the traditional large scale 
systems to produce energy in a decentralized way, forwarding. This way it is allegedly a 
way to the political democratization.  

 
Figure 10:  Integrated energy system of future 

 
Source: (EU HE vision 2003, p. 1) 

 

c) Picture chain of hydrogen cycle  

 I left the most joyful part in the end. As in the famous books of Sesame street where 
children have to look for the hidden cookies of  Cookie Monster the readers of this paper 
got the opportunity to find amusing tiny pictures that ‘help the better understanding of 
the text’. There is a ‘comics’ that goes through the whole final report about the ‘cycle of 
hydrogen’ On figure 4 I collected all these pictures in one to make visible the whole 
story. This comic itself can influence the reader to understand HE as a paradise, as a 
ready made solution in the future as a world based on renewable, especially water 
energy. It makes that belief stronger also that hydrogen moves from water to water 
without pollution. Together with the other pictures this story is made stronger and they 
are good additional elements for the rhetoric of the text.  
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Figure 11: Integrated picture of the picture chain of hydrogen cycle from the top of the pages of  EU HE vision 2003 
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6.4 In summary 

 After introducing HE as a multi-dimensional, multi-actor field the reader rightly has the 
expectation to get any suggestion about which way can it be ‘beatific’. Whose interests and 
capabilities will be integrated? Not one but many possible hydrogen economies are together 
the real alternatives for long-range transformation of the world energy system? Remember: 
recent climate damage mainly comes from the traditional coal, oil, and natural gas-based 
economy and transport that would continue in the 2020s. The main challenge is to realize, as 
quickly as possible, their radical change towards environmentally radically more benign 
utilisation.  Alternative technological paths should be kept alive: e.g. hybrid electric cars, 
synthetic fuels and several times rethinking hydrogen R&D priorities. 

Dubious arguments are instruments in argumentation, ‘overuse’ of rhetoric is often 
realised.  I pointed out this trend with the intention to emphasise the hidden rhetorical 
dynamic that might influence the actors’ decision.   
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7 Chapter 

Remarks on the Emerging Regulation Methods of Emerging 

Nanotechnologies 

 “The regulatory challenge is to ensure that society can benefit from novel applications of 
nanotechnology, whilst a high level of protection of health, safety and the environment is 
maintained” (Commission 2008, p. 4). 
 
Regulation of emerging issues needs new forms of governance. This new governance includes 
soft law approach, dialogues, public engagement, frames of research set by firms and ethics in 
forms of codes of conduct among other things and, in interaction with the recent dynamics of 
nanotechnologies, it integrates into a ‘governance landscape’. This article first summarises 
and assesses the forms of and reasons for the turn to governance at different issues. Then it 
interprets both the frame jointly set by DuPont and EDF as well as the NanoCode 
recommendation worked out by the EC. Reflecting on some view that identifies this recent 
development in the emerging regulation of nanotechnologies as a step in direction toward 
innovation governance in this field it expresses both the endorsement of this view and some 
doubts that may invite to paint a bit more differentiated picture of the recent dynamic.  

7.1 The turn to governance especially in the regulation of emerging technologies 

This chapter is a reflection on the emerging governance efforts in the dynamic of emerging 
nanotechnologies. There is some widespread turn in regulation efforts to governance in 
different public policies. This is a shift from governing trials in regulation of different issues. 
Government is based on ‘hard law’.95 Command and control can be appropriate when the 
problems and solutions can be defined in advance and it is possible to design the rules to 
mandate those responses. Governance is based on ‘soft law’ and voluntary self-organisation.96 
Soft laws may play complementary role or may function instead of hard law as substitution, 
both mostly as temporary solutions or fully on their own merit. Governance approaches that 
means soft law based regulations get a quickly raising role in regulation of many issues, 
recently. Turning to or including soft law based governance in complementary position is 

                                                 
95 A ‘hard law’ is what we usually call a law in legal regulation. It sets prescriptions that are to follow and orders penalty to 

cases when they are transgressed. Both prescriptions and penalties are codified. Penalties are realised through 

application of physical coercion. 
96 ‘Soft law’ is a recently already very widely used term for all the sorts of regulation modes outside ‘hard law’. ‘Soft laws’ 

are of very different sorts. They may be for example codes of conduct based on ethics.  ‘Soft law’ also sets 

prescriptions just as a ‘hard law’ and menaces with penalties too. But neither the prescriptions nor the penalties are 

codified formally and its keeping unavoidably depends on voluntary action backed by some sort of public opinion. The 

literature is divided if these regulation modes are rightly called ‘laws’ at all. I have no place here to deal with this 

problem here. I simply use the terminology that is dominating in issues of emerging technologies and especially of 

nanotech. Inclusion of soft law has a long story already in late-modernity (coming back in regulation actually first with 

international law around thirty years ago) and, preceding formal regulation in history of mankind, actually it was ever 

present in human history. Soft law is such a rule of conduct which has in principle no legally binding force but 

nevertheless motivates to do something or to avoid another thing. Several times it can serve as early model for later 

legal regulation. 
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widespread already in rather different political and policy domains, not only in public policies 
but for example in international politics. The different issues may include different types of 
governance and may have a lot of different reasons. For example, soft law is a convenient 
option for negotiations that might otherwise stall if legally binding commitments were sought 
at a time when it is not convenient for the negotiating parties to make major commitments at a 
certain point in time for political or economic reasons but still wish to negotiate something in 
the meantime. 

The need for providing for a regulatory answer in the case of governance of emerging 
nanotechnologies has mostly to do with uncertainties that are scarcely tractable differently. 
The reason is that the need to successfully manage different types of uncertainties constrains 
to think in dilemmas to which there is not any calculable best solution. The suggested 
solutions to the dilemmas inevitably embody and preserve some essential uncertainty. That 
makes these types of regulation essentially process based. Their main strength is that in that 
way they can flexibly and quickly accommodate to quickly changing regulation situations.   

There are two ‘temporal dilemmas’ that especially constrain decision-making in the 
recent practice of emerging nanotechnologies. I indicate these dilemmas and what their 
temporality means. Nanotechnology (actually it is much more correct to say it in plural: 
nanotechnologies), a wide set of forefront technologies, is an unbelievable promising, so 
called enabling technology of which utilisation possibilities are believed to be found simply 
everywhere. According to some global visions it even provides for the possibility of 
progressing systematic reconstruction of our surrounding world starting from the atomic-
molecular level and with this it provides technical basis for solution for most important Grand 
Challenges of societal and economic types. According to very strong expectations a 
nanotechnology-based biological, informatics and cognitive science (NBIC) revolution, 
revolution of converging technologies, will be in the centre of these changes. 97  These 
expectations provide for basis for strategic technology policy making. 

The envisioned future is unbelievably bright, there is a multiplication in the efforts to get 
nearer but nanotech is still in its infancy. Meanwhile investment into nanotechnologies 
worldwide is already over USD 10 billion yearly. Numerous dilemmas emerge, including the 
two basic temporal dilemmas, mentioned above. First, there is not any well-identifiable path 
to the market for any nanotechnology even when some sorts of nanotechnology especially in 
electronics are nearer to this status than others. 98  This situation makes supporting 
nanotechnology a highly risky issue with incalculable uncertainty because you may risk to 
engage with the process to support it too early, and loose quite a lot, or too late and will have 
no share from the expected extra return.  

Second, the promises of nanotechnologies are connected on the deepest level with the 
strongly different behaviour of nanoparticles in comparison to materials made from the same 
sorts of composition.99 This awakes precaution concerning the implications for environmental 

                                                 
97 Find explications of what the expected converging technological development will be in the National Nanotechnology 

Initiative in the USA and those writings that try to envision what the social and economic effects may be and what and 

how governing and governance efforts should be realised to further this dynamic. Especially important is the 

pioneering book written by Michail Roco and William S. Bainbridge in 2001. (Roco and Bainbridge 2001) 
98 Principal researcher of MANCEF (Micro and Nanotechnology Commercialisation Education Fund) roadmap, Steve Walsh 

reported with appealing openness how naively, based on the presumed strong analogy to microelectronics,  the task of 

foresighting for nanotech first had been tried to be realised until several years of concerted efforts they reached the 

vision of nanotech as multitude of possible pathways (Walsh 2004).   
99 As the Royal Commisssion of the UK states about engineered nanoparticles (ENP): „the very properties that make ENPs 

attractive from a product and investment point of view may have the potential to give rise to unintended health and 

safety consequences.” (Royal Commission on Environmental Pollution  2008, p. 7).  We are at the very beginning even 
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and health issues too as possibility of adverse effects in unknown directions and magnitudes. 
There are different other adversarial problems such as with the possible abuse of some 
nanotech development by its utilisation in issues of controlling. This presentation reduces its 
interest to the regulation problems of environmental, health and safety effects (EHS), and to 
the question, how, in this respect, governance efforts are developing in this early period 
already. The reader will find pieces of information and considerations on regulation of the 
EHS issues in literature but, surprisingly, won’t find reflection on a possible third ‘temporal 
dilemma’ in the literature. This is that quite a lot of expectations for solving societal Grand 
Challenges, for example meeting of problems of ageing, are already attached to the expected 
quick development of nanotech. (The challenge is that this commitment may have been made 
too early.)  

For ‘insiders’, those who concentrate on developing and utilising the potentials of the 
coming nanotech based revolution, concerns about the adverse effects that are not impossible 
in unknown directions and magnitudes, are ‘obstacles to innovation’ because of the 
hypothetical nature of fears recently. So these visions are to be somehow ignored or abolished 
as soon as possible because they keep back the exploration and utilisation of the envisioned 
immense potentials. Additionally it is often said that it will be enough to deal with adverse 
EHS effects when the technologies will be riper. But beside this still strong attitude there is 
already emerging a different one that starts to get strong position not only with concerned 
groups but with states and firms as well. This is formulating a task of ‘getting the solution 
right this time, and from the very beginning’, concerning also exploring and meeting the 
alleged unknown possibilities of adverse effects in the nanotechnology field. According to 
this emerging new attitude there is a commitment to balance the utilisation of such an 
immensely promising enabling technology as nanotechnologies are and avoid as early as 
possible its risks, simultaneously.  

This profound attitude change may be seen as a historical learning from some previous 
clashes between ‘the industry’ and environmental and other groups as it happened with the 
GMO debate. Nanotech does not have the same public mobilising capacity and this thing also 
helps to believe that early commitment to regulation efforts of potential adverse effects may 
solve the emerging problems differently from the GMO debate. With the new attitude, you 
want to avoid regulating neither ‘too early’ nor ‘too late’, just in a balanced way, in cases of 
uncertainties. To ban some products or production processes too early is too harsh, not to 
speak about a ban for the whole branch of industry, while to act when the consequences are 
already with us is too late, may be because some effects already are realised or because the 
patternisation of the dynamic is already too much progressed and became in some respects 
irreversible, meanwhile menacing with some catastrophic consequences in the future.  

There is a willingness to regulate in the appropriate time but the uncertainty is so 
complicated that it is impossible to foretell with some exactness, in a justified way, when the 
intervention should be made. As it is well-known, doyen of history of economics, Nathan 
Rosenberg thought that even the functions and applications any emerging technology will 
acquire in its historical development, the winner alternative(s), are literary unforeseeable. This 
way, according to his argumentation, only blind experimentation is possible with new 
technologies. More exactly, he drew the historical lesson of impossibility to forecast what 
from the early forms of some technology will develop later (Rosenberg 2001, p. 8). Adverse 
effects, adverse implications would occur in some or many or all of the various application 
possibilities, most of them impossible to foretell. This multiples the difficulty Rosenberg 

                                                                                                                                                         
to recognise and explore the manyfoldness of this different behaviour that is often envisioned as mostly caused by 

unusual surface properties on this level of the material structure of nature.   
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spoke about, because it makes a ‘double fictitious’ problem the endeavour of investigating 
into the possible adverse effects of possible technologies that may be commercialised.   

What about engaging in exploring the adverse effects already in the early phases? It is 
only possible to say that with them it is possible to experiment just as with the application 
possibilities, even when this is engaging in a ‘double fictitious’ effort. The received view is 
that not any new technological alternative should be seen as menacing with quite new 
adversarial effects. So search methods of the ‘similar’ issues should be utilised and extended 
as trials. Mostly, in the case of nanotechnology, this is utilising knowledge of searching for 
and managing adverse effects in case of dangerous chemical substances.  But surface 
characteristics may cause bad surprises and there is an ethical requirement, as driver that 
urges to behave differently. This is to strongly apply the precautionary approach. This ethical 
driver is the rights of those who would have been adversely effected, without realisation of 
the early EHS researches in a precautionary mode. But it is scarcely possible to formally 
prescribe what and where should be looked for. It is better to put regulation efforts first on the 
metalevel, and base on voluntary commitment for a while. When patterns of the technology 
dynamic will already somehow be developed and solidified, when the dynamic is already in 
its normal phase, than formal legal regulation is much more possible already and can be 
realised than in the phase of emergence when too many unknowns hinder formal regulation. 
This article presents some pieces of information about the historical state of the voluntary 
engagement and makes some speculations about its future.    

May some sort of systematic (searching) behaviour develop in the phase of emergence of 
new technologies and may be made partly responsible for the dynamic emerging technologies 
will take or is this phase unavoidably to left to random experimentation as Rosenberg 
suggests? As we may recognize in rudimentary forms in some emerging recent practice and 
may learn from complexity studies, self-organization as reflexive practice shows the way to 
solution to this problem.100 There is in principle possibility of some ways of modulation of 
evolution both in respect of the envisioned purposes and to avoid the possible adverse effects 
as far as possible.  

7.2 Some Historical Learning 

What about some already available historical learning concerning possible EHS effects of 
new technologies? In nutshell we can say: repeated clashes around environmental issues 
among industrial firms and environmental movements were realised in a ‘two tracks’ dynamic 
at least from the 60s in the 20th century. (Two tracks dynamic means that firms and 
environmental groups simply realised oppositional relation, simply mutual distrust in the 
dynamic.) A turn to a discursive dynamic of ‘outsiders’ and ‘insiders’ to develop the process 
into a sustained dialogue was made from the early 80s, first especially in The Netherlands and 
Denmark. Embodiment of this was the appearance of the constructive technology assessment 
approach (cTA), the inclusion of the citizens, local communities into technology assessment 
in The Netherlands and similar approaches in Denmark, later in the UK or Germany.  

It is important to mention that regulation of the behaviour of industry (and research 
institutions) in presence of the certain and uncertain adversary environmental, health effects 
was tried in this historical period, from the end of the 60s, by the states by extending the 
existing administrative regulation to handle technological risks. First institutionalisations in 
this approach led to the foundation of the Office of Technology Assessment (OTA) and the 

                                                 
100 Ralph D. Stacey’s Complex reponsive processes in organizations is a uniquely important guide in many respects to this 

issue (Stacey 2001). 
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Environmental Agency (EPA) in the USA in 1972. Realisation of formal regulation required 
quantitative knowledge of risk as measure of uncertainty, the quantitative risk assessment 
(qRA).101 The very basic assumption concerning knowledge of uncertainty started from the 
presumption that uncertainties are nothing but not uncovered risks, calculable in the situations 
to regulate and this provides for sufficient factual knowledge base to regulation. QRA 
calculations realised by experts and exploration of the ‘subjective’ risk perceptions of the 
adversary agents or the public in general in the uncertainty arena together provided for 
knowledge base for risk management and government, for the normalisation of uncertainty 
based on calculation of risk.  

Four main problems grew out with this approach.  
The first is its lack of discoursivity with the different publics, the rigid top-down regulation.102 
(As in other issues in modernity simply experts were legitimised to investigate into the 
problematic situations of non-experts and tell them the needed solution.) This was a strong 
factor for citizen groups, local communities often experienced that they are interested in 
different sorts of risks then the experts who provided the risk knowledge for the public 
administrations.103  

• The second is that the multiplicity of uncertainty in decision making was tried to be 
reduced to quantitative risk assessment problems.  

• The third is that the multiplicity of quantitative risks surrounding some issue was often 
only partially, from one or another aspect, taken into account and this way, contingent 
choices in methodology permeated the calculations with strong policy and political effects, 
unacceptable for the effected local communities.  

• The fourth is that it was not seen that emerging issues are not enough patterned to be able 
to simply submit them to calculation. As shortage of this historical period one can say that 
values, aspects of uncertainty were chosen without justification discourse by all the 
stakeholders, including the different publics. Especially ignorance aspects of the uncertain 
situations were neglected and with some reminiscence to well-calculable situations it was 
also expected that simply calculations can provide for the sufficient factual knowledge 
ground for managing/governing the EHS risks in the emergence phase of new 
technologies.  

 
All these aspects have had their role in the ongoing and sustained clashes, in the continuing 
and several times even amplifying public distrust in several technologies. Effects of massive 
irrationality by wide masses accompanied in numerous cases these processes. But in this 
period of history acceptance of new technologies even enthusiasm for many of them 
dominated in the public even when it got paired with enduring rejection of some others, 
especially of utilising GM techniques for the agriculture, by different publics. This led to 
some dead end like situations in several public policy issues around different emerging 
technologies. As some learning, the wish repeatedly has emerged that some turn in regulation 
should be realised. This turn would be a more cooperative approach. That, as far as possible, 
would take, first, adequately, into account all aspects of uncertainty.  This includes temporary 
ignorance elements with possible adversary effects, when the decisions should be made. The 
possible development of regulation of the dynamics of emerging technologies could lead this 

                                                 
101  QRA has steadily been improving, for example by introducing fuzzy set technique and extending 
considerations to more uncertain situations. 
102 The sometimes occuring instrumental utilisation of ‘lay factual knowledge’ or ‘local knowledge’ to spare 
time when making expertise is an exception of less importance in this respect. 
103 This is not to confuse with the much emphasised ‘subjective’ perceptions of quantitative risks. 
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way to some sort of social robustness around these dynamics in co-evolution with the 
functions, applications of the emerging technologies. Second, this, non-reductionist behaviour 
would be realised in an anticipative mode. In this co-evolutionary process some social 
robustness is realised. This is the width of support by the different social groups for emerging 
technologies would essentially contribute that utilisation of the promises of new technologies 
can be realised while simultaneously regulating the (possible) dangers. Actually, the idea that 
emerged was about the co-evolutionary interactions of variation producers (in terms of 
technology) and the publics as comparative selectors. This process includes of course 
possibilities of enduring refusals notwithstanding any effort in cooperative learning.104  

By now, we witness the emergence of a wide ranging policy innovation in this direction. 
This is exemplified in the turn to self-organizational governance through the discursive 
cooperation, dialogic relation of all the stakeholders (including concerned groups) around the 
emerging (nano)technologies. This emerging governance integrates de facto coordination 
dynamic and normative efforts. Kearnes and Rip emphasises the complexity of this issue and 
term it as a ‘governance landscape’. De facto coordination and normative efforts together 
provide for some ‘governance landscape’(Kearnes and Rip 2009, p. 9). As to its overall 
function some stability and continuity in action even in uncertain situations are needed and 
the emerging landscape provides for it by unifying the factual and the principal with some 
duration.  

A de facto coordination dynamic may involve a huge set of ingredients, probably in 
different architectures, that accommodates to the individuality of the situations. A de facto 
coordination dynamic may include both institutions and cognitive and organisational tools and 
may be realised as some open method of coordination (OMC). Explicit forms of coordination 
may include strategic visions, roadmaps, technology platforms, lead market initiatives (LMI). 
But communication forms, like conferences, articles in journals also provide for some 
implicit, informal coordination. The normative efforts may include setting all those explicit 
forms already mentioned but also codes of conduct by firms or states or set together by the 
agents in the arena. They may include labelling schemes, principles, guidelines, 
recommendations set by the EU or for example by the OECD for Multinational enterprises 
(MNE), model codes, certifications, standards such as the recently under preparation Social 
responsibility ISO 26000. There is interaction between de facto coordination and normative 
efforts, based on some consensus among the stakeholders that explicitly intend to realise 
modulating actions in the evolutionary dynamic. The result of this cooperative effort would be 
getting, in some sense, ‘better technologies’.  

Among other governance instruments numerous frames and codes of conduct for 
nanotechnology appeared in the last some years, actually from 2000. These include the frame 
jointly accepted by DuPont and Environmental Defense Found (EDF) (Dupont Nano 
Partnership 2007) in the USA in 2007, the code of conduct developed by the BASF in 2004 
and also the code of conduct developed by the European Commission by 2008. They all are 

                                                 
104 Enduring refusal may remain latent as it was with ’the rise of the dictature’ when in the Korean Republic the dictatorial 

government ordered to sow those seeds around 40 years ago that were, benevolently, developed for the Korean folk by 

US agrar experts who reduced their problem to tasks fully defined in agricultural chemistry. Unfortunately it did not 

taste the Koreans and they forgot about it with the fall of the dictature. It was different with Valencia, some time 

capital of republicans, where the issue became irreversible when the Franco dictature solved the problem of repeatedly 

occuring extraordinary floods by simply diverting the river, through digging an artificial channel, from the city. As 

enduring partial accomodation, by the population of Valencia, to the realised /practical/ irreversibility includes that 

already the house of the Opera is in the old left river bad. Co-evolutionary inclusion as any instrument has its 

weaknesses too, but at least would not be able to delegate the responsibility for bad decisions with hard consequences. 

(The stories are from the PhD lectures of Imre Hronszky.) 
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partly different things but are elements of the experimentation with governance, by way of 
setting frames and codes of conduct. This amplifying experimentation with developing a new 
governance landscape, in relation to the possible adverse effects, is recently a most important 
emerging achievement for the governance of emerging nanotechnologies. But it can be 
expected that it will be serving as the model for any other governance of emerging technology 
issues too.  

As mentioned the new governance instruments that together realise a bottom-up 
regulation mode may provide either for a complementary effort or a substitution for regulation 
based on formal laws, for the top-down regulation. Actually, with emerging issues they work 
in a complementary way with the old regulation but instead of the coming new, until, through 
progressing patternisation (standardisations are decisive part of it) it does not become possible 
to include more formal regulation. Whether and when in the more stabilised phase more 
formal legal regulation that became possible will also be realised depends on different issues. 
It depends for example on the comparison of mutual strengths and weaknesses of formal and 
informal regulation. These are also different for every agent in the arena that raises the 
complexity of the regulatory situation. This is a relation that is strongly dependent on 
economic, political and social and ideological contexts. Assessing needs for and possibilities 
of formal regulation (just as it is with soft law based regulation) needs serious SWOT analysis 
for any special case. Just as a brief hint to some weaknesses of regulation based on formal law 
we find among the numerous situations that may be practically unable to be regulated in some 
special environment by formal law those environments in which some rapid breakthrough 
political, technological, economic or social changes occur. Drivers in this direction may come 
from inside too, so to say, as (unexpected) emergence of radical innovations in the field as 
well as together.  

7.3 Advantages of, difficulties with governance approaches 

Trials to realise formal regulation may fall short in the emergence phase when the numerous 
uncertainties surrounding radical innovation in this phase simply make impossible, or at least 
senseless, to set governing laws. Beside this we find as basic weakness with hard law based 
regulation that it constraints the actors in the arena instead of trying to provide for an enabling 
milieu where co-operative actions of the stakeholders may even lead to enormous synergic 
effects.  That means that above the uncertainty problem considerations, some urge to shift to 
an enabling milieu may give impetus for raising and maintaining governance and soft law 
based regulation. 

The question arises how to normalise this emerging phase, is it possible to somehow 
normalise it at all?105 (Concerning looking for the range of application alternatives it may not 
desirable at all but this is different with normalising the relation to possible adverse effects.) 
Instead of accepting that the choice is simply ‘yes’ or ‘no’, to preliminary indicate the 
direction I try to justify, a term will be introduced, the ‘soft normalisation’ to help follow the 
issue.106 (Its meaning will be made clear through the whole article.) ‘Soft normalisation’ is by 

                                                 
105  A positive answer to this is explicit denial of the idea of Rosenberg that we are essentially condemned to blind 

experimentation for a while in the most important respects.  
106  I overtake the term from Imre Hronszky, from his PhD lectures. (Hronszky, I. (2006): PhD Lectures, Budapest, 

Manuscript.). We can model emergence of new technologies as progressive emergence and solidification of trends. An 

aspect of this may be, usually it is, that different sorts of ‘soft law’ will be accepted by the agents to provide for 

normative regulation. These together with the de facto governance processes are the governance landscape. They 

provide for some sort of normalisation of these processes of emergence that progresses from quasi rule-less original 
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its nature something partial, unbalanced in some way, temporary in the regulatory dynamic 
but has already some, tentative direction with promising of the cooling of the dynamic. But it 
is already some progressing patternisation107 and at least recently trials are made in it to 
modulate it toward some solidified structure of the dynamic to be able to exploit it. But it is a 
legitimate question if the acceleration of technological development and the raising turbulence 
of the socio-economic environment will systematically move ‘soft normalisation’ toward 
giving place to enduring normalisation.     

We find in the wide regulatory practice already that turning to soft law regulation may 
provide for some sort of good solution for governance of emerging issues. While a soft law 
itself lacks the possibility for legal sanctions it still has effects in legal practice, for example 
its principles may serve as starting points for renewed legal regulation. But soft law itself is 
not enforced and realised by any state or other administrative apparatus, it is based on 
voluntary action. Instead formal enforcement capacity, it rests upon the voluntarily agreed 
discursive cooperation of multiple authorities and sharing and deciding on mutual 
commitments. Mutual commitments are the base for it. Soft law regulation can serve for 
benchmarking, influencing the issues at stake or providing for some sort of informal 
controlling. 

A new governance landscape with the emerging nanotechnology is quickly emerging 
now. A lot of questions have been raising with this development in the last decades. I 
mentioned some of them. They included the questions of what actually are the purposes of 
turning to governance?, further the more instrumental question: What are the effective means 
of its enforcement? From the perspective of methodology of cognition we can wonder as 
follows. Because in this phase, any standardisation effort would certainly need strong caution 
even when it may be our explicit aim to reach standardisation with the progress in the 
dynamic we can only say that the individuality of the situation can only be diminished by 
utilising some analogies to provide for some sort of ‘inductive’ generalisation.  

But we can try to characterise the turn to governance from a different perspective and 
may recognise that we turn to governance instead of more efforts of governing either because 
we are not able to prescribe some constraint or because, for some reason, we are not willing to 
do this. In this later case we may want to leave independence for utilising the continuing 
flushing state of the issues to be able to develop some further joint effort based on the 
preserved free initiative of some agents. But weakness in power may be the reason too, to turn 
only to soft regulation as well as basic uncertainty. This and many other reasons may have an 
effect together that we would not turn to standardisation as soon as possible. Instead we only 
agree on voluntary codes for a while even when we are not sure how long. Voluntary codes 
frequently rely to a considerable extent on such uncertain issues as the market (e.g. 
consumers, shareholders, insurance companies) or public administration issues, peer and 
community pressures to stimulate and sustain policy outcomes, and make extensive use of 
non-governmental intermediaries (e.g., industry associations, consumer and environmental 
groups, and standards organizations) in code development and implementation. 

In contrast to a widespread but superficial opinion governance and soft law based 
regulation is not without possibility of any penalty. In lack of the possibility of formally 

                                                                                                                                                         
state to emerging patterns. This means that dominating ways of handling the problems of emergence appear and get 

some solidification, both on the factual level as research methodologies and the normative level to regulate what would 

be acceptable. Soft normalisation is giving dominance to a governance landscape, the progressive self-organization in 

regulation of, to say it with Thomas S. Kuhn, some preparadigmatic phase. In his paradigm dynamic model, well 

described exemplars and formal prescriptions take over the dominance in the normal science (normal technology) 

phase (Kuhn 1962).  
107 This may be realised in a dynamic of repeated circles.  
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constrained penalty still there are numerous other possibilities of penalty, or rewarding. I just 
mention some of them. They are based on the various non-judicial forms of power in society. 
If you belong to some association it can withdraw its logo from you, a negative publicity can 
be developed around your firm, you may be excluded from the important association, all the 
different sorts of penalties and rewards for non-compliance may be effective. You may further 
be simply excluded from information flow too or loose other essential networking capacities. 
The formal law is either fully helpless when watching informal regulation in a concerned way. 
Perceiving resistance to soft regulation may induce turning to, even trigger some regulation 
based on formal law.  It can be judged if for example reasonable standard of care is applied 
with the soft regulation but some agents still resist to it, or whether you really joined the self-
regulation in ‘good faith’, etc.  

It is interesting, on the philosophical level first, if turning to governance efforts is due to 
the sheer complexity of the issue and it just realises an instrumental behaviour or it is part of 
the shift toward a more deliberative, participative democracy or is a trying to realise both.108 
For example Habermas and his followers envision a coming free, emancipated society in 
which governance and soft regulation will be dominant and formal law preserves some 
subordinated role. As Gunther Teubner describes: “The task of the law then is still to control 
power abuses, but the central problem becomes rather to design institutional mechanisms that 
mutually increase the power of members and leadership in private institutions” (Taken from 
Webb 2004, .386).109     

Because our case is the dynamic of emerging issues, especially of technologies, it is 
unavoidable to emphasize that there is no central agent in this case that has that 
comprehensive knowledge in comparison to any other agent in the field that allows to realise 
an, in principle optimum allocative regulatory behaviour. With this we have just to recognise 
the invalidity, for emerging issues, of one of the very basic innovation policy assumptions of 
the neoclassical economics. Instead we find capacities that may be developed and put into 
action by the principally uncertain agents. This is realising free co-operation and 
self-regulatory, or co-regulatory behaviour. Innovation policy gets a different role in the 
changed situation. It is, first of all, setting preconditions for evolution and realise vigilance. 
This is then to unify with some early selective activity but preserving space for flexible 
changes with this during the dynamic.  

All this may lead to quick adaptation to the turbulent issues as it is so often emphasised, 
but the quickness is only one side. It seems at least as important that the self-regulatory 
dynamic together with the mentioned role for policy/management actions is realisation of a 
reflexive activity that includes what Michael Foucault calls ‘responsibilisation’. Only 
‘responsibilised’ quick actions help really to reach sustainable pathways. It is also decisive 
that governance may lead to sharing uncertain risks or, as Imre Hronszky emphasizes in the 
PhD lectures, may lead to sharing knowledge and trust (!) and exploring and exploiting with 
all this a still not well known economic resource, the cooperation extended to global 
dimensions.110 It is still rather questionable how and certainly strongly dependent both on 
agents and environments, the different requirements, sharing uncertain risks (looking for 
safety), and sharing innovative knowledge (looking for entrepreneurial possibilities) may be 

                                                 
108  In this respect is possible to understand that extremely narrow types of interpretations of the recently raising governance 

regulations that they are either realised for sparing the perceived transaction costs or just the opposite they realise some 

philantropy and nothing else are quite misleading because they concentrate only on one, perhaps only alleged element. 
109 Webb, K. (2004): Voluntary Codes: Where To From Here? Voluntary Codes: Private Governance, the Public Interest and 

Innovation. Ottawa, Canada, Carleton Research Unit for Innovation, Science and Environment, Carleton University, pp. 

379-402. 
110 Technology determinists falsly attribute this unbeliavable growing cooperativity to the Internet as its effect on society. 
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integrated in good solutions. The historical practical learning in this direction led to good 
practices from clustering and network building to the forms of recent ecosystems practice and 
analysis. In a great part this is the effort of developing appropriate evolutionary behaviour in 
turbulent dynamics to reach sustainability. 

All these aspects I only indicated can be and are already deeply analysed. I go in some 
details. Concerning risk taking Kernaghan Webb reflects on more detailed issues and asks 
why those parties that engage in voluntary co-ordinations undertake the risk. “In resorting to 
using voluntary codes, it is apparent that all parties are taking risks. Businesses that initiate 
code initiatives may find their efforts criticized as failing to accurately and fully reflect the 
interests of those affected, as not being rigorous or transparent enough, and as being nothing 
more than thinly disguised public relations exercises designed to win new customers or 
discourage the introduction of new laws. Non-governmental organizations that initiate 
voluntary codes may be attacked for their bias and unrepresentativity (and hence the 
illegitimacy and non-credibility of their initiatives), as engaging in get-rich-quick schemes to 
fill depleted coffers, and as lacking the experience and business acumen to run the programs. 
Governments run the risk of criticism that they are abdicating their regulatory responsibilities, 
are engaging in favouritism when program formulation and implementation are not 
scrupulously open, accessible and fair, and (when initiatives fail) of backing the wrong horse” 
(Webb 2004, p. 380). 

By giving answers to these questions she continues as follows: “If the risks are self-
evident, then why do all three sets of players continue to develop the codes? The most 
obvious explanation is that they all variously feel compelled to initiate the programs. 
Individual firms and industry associations may develop the programs to ‘answer their critics’ 
(be they governments, non-governmental organizations, the media, community members, or 
others) or to ‘get ahead of the curve’ (by anticipating and addressing problems before 
solutions are imposed on them) and thereby maintain or increase profitability. Non-
governmental organizations may initiate voluntary programs to ‘get things done directly’ (out 
of frustration with perceived inaction or inadequate action from government or industry) or to 
exploit an opportunity to influence action through the market and thereby gain revenue and 
influence. Governments may resort to voluntary programs to reinforce regulatory programs, 
because regulatory approaches are ineffective, cumbersome, slow, expensive, inefficient or 
inappropriate, because resistance to new regulatory programs is too great, or to stimulate 
action that goes ‘beyond compliance.’” She concludes: “In all cases, the proponents have 
apparently concluded that the command-and-control regulatory model is not enough, and that 
it is necessary to develop non-command-and-control initiatives” (Webb 2004, p. 380).  

It is possible to state perhaps that self-regulation aims at sustainable dynamic through 
sustainable governance. With the dynamics of emerging issues, of emerging technologies, etc. 
the need for self-regulation and its very basis in soft law is the requirement upgraded because 
of the lack of stable structures. Self-regulatory efforts contribute to the process of developing 
stable patternisation. The dynamic of the issue at stake, technology or anything else in its 
emerging phase will be modulated and reflexivity gets essential role in this process.   

Two things at least are still to mention. First, there is something to say about the recent 
move to proceduralisation that is everywhere emphasized and discusses in political science 
literature. That means in our respect that mostly procedural rules for dialogue building are to 
be set as candidates for consensus, much less the substantial (value) side. The story is then 
about trying to realise some successful boundary working that the agents commit themselves 
to harmonise their behaviour along the shared values, by keeping rules of proceduralisation, 
or try to move in a justifiable way to a different type of proceduralisation and value sharing.  

In cases like the governance of the dynamics of emerging technologies proceduralisation 
seems both unavoidable and very useful too. We can identify both with the dynamics of 
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emerging technologies empirically. The case of governance of emerging technologies is about 
impossibility of predictions and there are numerous parties in the arena with different 
substantial (value) attitudes. Self-regulation of the conflicts and turn them to cooperation 
essentially needs a procedural attitude. To say with Habermas this is “providing a framework 
within which an expanding diversity of conflicts can be regularized through procedures that 
open up the possibility of ‘dialogue’ between participants” (taken from Webb 2004, 385). 
Second, it is demonstrated that governance may work well in economic fields with strong 
consumer presence. What about emerging technologies, where markets are still missing or at 
least uncertain? Who are the players on the, let me say for shortness, consumer side? One 
problem with emerging issues is that you can expect surprises, actually on both sides that 
quite unexpected candidates of producers and consumers appear and wish to get engaged with 
the discourse. The emerging technology may take an unexpected turn and offer with this new 
exploitation possibilities or the sensitivity of the consumers may suddenly change, for 
example because the technology (its production process or product, or the services it offers) 
enters into some new contextualisation process. Declaring and practising corporate social 
responsibilities is a promising soft law regulation form that may have strong influence on the 
process when a technology stabilises in its economic, social, political milieu.111     

Finally, I want just to mention a highly technical explanation why self-regulation 
becomes so important for regulating nanotech. Robert Lee and P.D. Jose write: “Given the 
divergence and uncertainties in the assessment of risks and benefits associated with 
nanotechnology, regulatory oversight in the future is likely to be partial and fragmented. Even 
where interests converge, the large time-frame needed for standardization of regulation 
coupled with the varying propensities of countries of the world to understand, assimilate and 
respond to risk issues increase the difficulties associated with creating appropriate regulatory 
regimes. In the absence of such controls, it may be necessary to rely on corporations behaving 
in a socially responsible manner by self-regulating when dealing with the conceptualization, 
development, use and disposal of nanoparticles. Caught between the reality and rhetoric, 
corporate managers need to manage trade-offs between corporate advantage and social 
responsibility in ways that may have a significant bearing on the survival of their firms and 
the future development of nanotechnology itself” (Lee – Jose 2008,  113)112.  

7.4 On the emerging governance landscape in nanotechnology 

Kearnes and Rip (2009) quite recently summarise what the emerging regulatory landscape is 
and what sort of success is with it already realised, what it does promise and what are its 
limits. Assessment of this topic may be made from very different angles. Their interest to 
assess the emerging regulatory landscape is whether and how public participation will be 
strengthened in the recent dynamic. Their starting point is that a starting turn from risk 
governance to an innovation of governance has been occurring. This means that not only the 
governance of risk but the whole innovation process including its purposes too is more and 

                                                 
111  Corporate social responsibility (CSR) is „business decision-making linked to ethical values, compliance with legal 

instruments, and respect for people, communities and the environment.” (www.bsr.org) I would be inclined to explicity 

include into this characterisation the determination to sustain and reinforce dialogic relation to affected publics and 

aspiration to shifting to more and more to self-regulation. 
112 Lee, R.; Jose, P. D. (2008): “Self-interest, self-restraint and corporate responsibility for nanotechnologies: Emerging 

dilemmas for modern managers.” Technology Analysis & Strategic Management 20(1), pp. 113 – 125.  
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more topic of reflection by different publics, together with a growing requirement for 
participatory processes in the upstream phase already.113  

Result of this is an ‘emerging governance landscape’ of nanotechnology. With this an 
overcoming is emerging of the two extremes in regulatory intentions. One of the extremes is 
simply requiring mandatory moratorium as it was done by the ETC group or the Green-Peace 
UK in 2003. The other extreme is the identification of the challenge, in terms of EHS issues, 
set by the emerging nanotechnologies, by downplaying it as if ‘business as usual’ could 
probably be adequate answer to it, perhaps with some smaller corrections.114 Kearnes and 
Rip enumerate several state institutions that share this opinion, expectation. They also show 
that with the emerging recognition of the possible depth of the uncertainty problem and its 
regulation possibilities a turn to soft regulation is emerging. They summarise the reasons why 
this turn occurs.  They also outline some possibilities that an appropriate governance 
landscape may open with enhanced public participation.  

Kearnes and Rip characterise the nano issue with four uncertainties. They are as follows.  
The first is what they call the ‘time dilemma’. This is that we may be too restrictive with 
limiting development possibilities of certain nanotech directions too early or just may be too 
late with interventions concerning adverse EHS effects.115 The second dilemma what they 
identify is the typical dilemma economists and managers concentrate on. This is that you may 
be too late to take place on the bandwagon to harvest the returns or you invest into the 
enterprise too early.  

The third dilemma is how the publics will behave, even in face of the above mentioned 
changes. It is their important merit that they put this dilemma into their enumeration and may 
be at least somewhat surprising for the readers. The reason for the surprise may be that the 
turn to developing responsibility frames and codes is certainly made in the hope by the agents 
who unified to do some undertaking, especially by the producers, but perhaps also by the state 
agents, that concerned publics, and their own conscience, will be enduring satisfied with this 
progress. This is an important point and I shall come back to it when the question of how to 
go further, the possible visions of the possible future after the setting and introduction of 
ethical codes and the whole recent governance landscape will be touched on. They add a 
fourth dilemma to the series of dilemmas they set. This is how the state authorities will react 
on the further development and what sort of hard regulations, crystallisation of legal 
regulations will be made in the future based on the moral that will be able to drawn from the 
starting dynamic of soft regulation trials. 

Kearnes and Rip share the opinion of Roco when enumerate strengths of turning to soft 
regulation. They emphasise that this type of regulation is of enabling nature. But I think they 
assess three characteristics of the emerging new regulation mode as most important. The first 
is that it is the turn as a whole itself as quite deep change in ‘philosophy’ of solving 
controversial issues, the turn to a sustained dialogue and giving to it a minimum regulation, 

                                                 
113 Different forms of the very quickly developing so called open innovation radically shift the relation among producers and 

consumers. Firms recognising the new resource for reaching comparative advantage already systematically count with 

comsumers as designers too. This side of the story may help a lot not only to accept but also willingly integrate 

concerned groups too. It may work as some sort of assisting mechanism. I shall come back in more detail to the 

suggestion that systematic integration of concerned groups in dynamics of technological development is envisioned as 

some further possible even decisive resource both as possible comparative advantage on the market and for 

democratisation of the development of new technologies when  I deal with the so called TEKSS report that was made 

on request of the DG research of the EC in 2006.      
114 In case of nanotechnology the wondering still is alive if simply some extension of the regulation of the safety for chemical 

substances could be the solution.  
115 I think they are wrong with the naming because the second dilemma they mention is also ‘time dilemma’. 
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acceptable to every agent who commits to interact in the arena. The willingness to realise 
some cooperation of a group of ‘adversary’ agents have stabilised, at least as a temporary 
solution, to channel the dynamic of the interaction of firms and environmental groups to a 
dialogic form, by now. Second, Kearnes and Rip also emphasize that this type of governance 
is of anticipatory nature and willingness to pursue opportunities and risks on a gradual basis 
will make innovations based on new technologies possible and to meet early the possible 
adverse effects, simultaneously.  The third characteristic is that the recently starting form of 
governance provides, at least in some measure, as I shall come back to it somewhat later, only 
a part of the solution of the old problem of the relation of the movemental form of governance 
versus administrative regulation. This is as follows. Provided the progress of cooperation will 
be able to be continued long enough, the situation may be cooled down enough so that an 
appropriate administrative regulation phase can follow the recent more ‘movemental’ phase.  

I know Kearnes and Rip are determined in supporting the recent development, but this is 
only a part of their full opinion. With the alleged achieved progress in the role of public 
participation by environmental groups the claimed positioning that is expressed by the need to 
turn to innovation governance is still perhaps only half way realised. But they envision a 
growing requirement of a symmetric relation between the concerned groups and firms in a 
further changing dynamic toward realising a “general culture of responsibility” as the EU 
code of conduct requires (EU Recommendation 2008, p. 7). Taken everything together they 
conclude that a balancing effort is realised that as some sort of ‘calculative approach’ takes 
into account both the support for furthering nanotechnology and providing for its safe 
realisation. 

7.5 What can be the next phase? 

I indicated several times that Kearnes and Rip identify the recent turn as a most important 
progress in the regulation story of nanotech. DuPont and Environmental Defense (EDM) 
realise together, just as the EC some pioneering steps.116 But they also give hints in their 
paper that they imagine and expect a further historical period thereof. (I referred to their hints 
at the end of the last paragraph.) To help understand what their evaluative position is that 
allows them to expect and obliges to require a further historical period of governance I have 
to make a longer overview to show what some relevant basic tenets of critical STS are 
concerning this issue.  

     This summary has to be started from a very short philosophical consideration.117 To 
any sort of question of practice we can approach from two starting points. Somebody may 
look first for learning what sorts of facts are available to help understand what the situation is, 
he is or may be involved and interested to change. This means that she turns to science to 
learn about the facts, believing in the capacity of science as independent autonomous 
institution to provide the management/policymaking practice by the needed valid factual 
knowledge. As result she gets a picture that shows the factual limits to the freedom of the 
management/policymaking action. She gets the ‘risk profile’ of the issue at hand in our case. 
On this basis she can weigh what can be planned based on her values, the subjective side. This 
is the traditional way of planning and leads, in the simple (abstract) case, to well-known series 
of steps. These are first the description/prediction step, followed by planning by involving 
values to make the plan. In case of stability, of well prognostisable dynamic and validity of 
some other simplifying preconditions an iterative process of repeated cycles of predicting, 

                                                 
116 How far all these efforts are only pioneering steps is to see if one looks at the very small number of firms that 
have engaged in the process of setting a soft law based governance dynamic of nanotech already. 
117 I follow with this the argumentation made in the PhD lectures of Imre Hronszky (Hronszky 2006). 
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planning and controlling can be realised. This type of preparing the management/policy 
making action is called ‘facts first’ or ‘sound science based’ approach. I soon demonstrate 
what the problems of critical STS with this approach are.  

Environmentalist or health groups for example typically approach the question of 
practice from the other end. ‘Values first’ is their starting point, the commitment to values 
they intend to realise. In case of uncertainty the two approaches led to very different dynamics 
and results. Let me begin with something that may be a bit take aback. Here we may meet a 
special sort of dogmatism by concerned groups. Because there is arguably some sort of 
unknown danger to guess in the story of emerging technologies they face they may realise a 
concerned behaviour, perhaps as even requiring (at least temporary) banning, even when 
otherwise purposes of developing the new technologies would highly fit their values. 
(Concerned people that give dominant place to their feeling may simply base their dogmatic 
behaviour on their feelings, only.)  

But there is some ethical rationality behind this behaviour. The ethical rationality behind 
this behaviour that is dogmatic as a whole and in terms of some epistemic criticism is that you 
want to avoid some adversary effect without a compromise. In case of some new products this 
may refer to not accepting some consequences of committing a second order statistical failure. 
This is that you may err on the one or the other side, a type of winner-looser situation in 
solving the uncertain situation is set. Erring on the ‘consumer side’ will provide damages on 
them. These damages are not ethically justifiable because the benefits fall on the other side. 
But all this together means that a correct ethical standpoint may lead to false, dogmatic 
behaviour in practice if it is not connected to a valid cognitive argumentation.    

How to overcome dogmatism? It is to connect the ‘values first’ commitment with valid 
cognitive argumentation and realising participation in a dialogic communication and practice.  
I think the, a quarter of century long development of the argumentation around the 
precautionary approach and the precautionary principle provides for some solution. But to be 
able to understand this we first have to make a differentiation between two interpretations of 
precaution. Common in both of them is the basic structure of precaution. A precautionary 
approach has to realise a high level of safety, of protection as some value commitment, in the 
presence of strong uncertainty, but presence of plausibility concerning the facts. According to 
the first type of interpretation the decision maker simply accepts what is provided for as 
factual knowledge (by experts) and makes decision about the application or non-application 
of the precautionary approach. You evaluate if the uncertainty of facts makes the situation to 
manage already too dangerous for your chosen protection level.  

The precautionary approach, application of the precautionary principle belongs this way 
already to the institutionalised tools of management/policy making by for example the 
European Union and reflects on the factual knowledge experts provide for. It realises a 
‘science guided management’ process (CEC 2000). This is the typical way to interpret the 
precautionary approach. We find it with the group of risk experts who interpreted the 
precautionary approach when UNESCO asked for an expert material (UNESCO 2005) 
(UNESCO 2005). For us now that message is first interesting that you are justified to use the 
precautionary approach because your values allow you this decision (UNESCO 2007). You 
may differentiate between weak and strong variants of the precautionary principle as it is done 
in practice according to the difference whether you prescribe ‘it is possible’ or ‘must’ in the 
prescription of application. From our recent point of view this is irrelevant, even when the 
practical consequences of using the ‘weak’ or the ‘strong’ version are enormously different. 
The precautionary approach is a management principle this way.  
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But a group of STS researchers, of the constructivist sort of Science and Technology 
Studies (STS) researchers, 118  declares the precautionary approach as first being not a 
management but a risk assessment approach. They identify what we can call a decisionist 
fallacy when traditional risk science defines its risk topic and methodology119 they put their 
finger into the, at the end not fully avoidable, contingency of providing for facts and 
demonstrate that facts just as risk facts are unavoidably constructed.120 They demonstrate that 
different sorts of objective description may be provided for the same situation, depending on 
different perspectives. This means that some sort of normative commitment is realised by any 
chosen perspective.121  

STS  researchers require that the looking for facts will be the most possible careful not 
only in terms of providing for techniques to realise the highest possible exactness, but first 
including most careful weighing of all the possible perspectives and dimensions to choose for 
the frame of looking for facts. This means that the highest possible precaution should be 
realised already in risk assessment, in looking for those risk facts that are representative from 
the practical point of view they have to serve for. One has to find the adequate risk 
(uncertainty) description.122 The essence of what traditional risk science requires when it puts 
its requirement to be ‘objective’, that means to be the least biased, is most reached when not 
only the reproducibility is provided for but this precautionary approach on the assessment 
level is as fully as possible realised.123 Nota bene (!), this is not any critique on risk science 
and expertise as a whole but requiring a more reflexive risk science and expertise. 

Further, in contrast to the mainstream of risk assessors critical STS insists on the equal 
importance of all the different sorts of uncertainty and tries to put adequate emphasis on 
‘ignorance’, too. In this respect, the precautionary approach is a management approach, a 
management approach that gives due attention not only to ‘ignorance’ but also to reflexivity. 
That last requirement gets its special importance when ‘indeterminacy’ occurs and you have 
to try to get orientation at all. To add to this is that this group of researchers identifies that in 
real issues there are always different classes of risks/uncertainties present and present not 
simply as different categories, but they interact, interpenetrate each other in real life cases.  
With the table below that helps to make understood the different sorts/qualities of 

                                                 
118 Science and technology studies is a well instutionalised research approach that tries to search science (or technology) 

without disciplinary abstraction at the very beginning. It takes science (or technology) as object of study in interaction 

with its environmnet and resorts to the different disciplinary tools as the process of research requires. Its main 

advantage is its holistic starting point. ‘Constructivist’ means in this respect that the ‘basic epistemic bias’ is that any 

solidified form of scince (or technology) includes results of decisions at the ‘boundary’ work. That ‘boundary work’ 

means how the object is defined, what its essential characteristics are, etc.       
119 I assess some decision a decisionistic fallacy when contingent elements are included into some methodology without 

reflecting on it.  
120 TEKSS (Felt and Wynne 2007) enumerates a long list of contingent choices, starting with characterising risks with 

mortality instead of other possibilities, etc.  

121 Paradoxically, to realise that objective description of the factual world that is relevant to the policy issue, the researcher 

has, unconsciously or consciously to take some value perspective to frame its methodology or she makes it just by 

chance as many risk researchers do, when for example just analogically utilise some standardised framing.  
122 As a study prepared by the Institute of Prospective Technology Studies (IPTS) prettily formulated: applying precaution is 

not using less science as the defenders of the precautionary approach are several times accused, and as some falsely 

really do, but using more science by trying to diminish decisionism by including all the possible research perspectives 

as far as possible. (Stirling 1999). 
123  Satisfaction with simple reproducibility of some, eventually identified risk relations does not try to overcome the 

contingency and decisionism just because it does not even try to make topic of research all the possibilities how much 

reproducible risk quantities are possible to be found around the same research object.   
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uncertainties (See  Table 1: Different qualities of uncertainty, p. 80)we remind the reader to 
the different qualities of uncertainty, the full range of ‘incertitude’, outlined in the 
introductory chapter of the dissertation.  

I have now to indicate at least what critical in the critical STS behaviour means. This is 
some sort of political commitment to uncover what the consequences in the practice, political 
and policy consequences can be if one and not the other sort of risk/uncertainty description 
will be realised and chosen as factual basis for decision making.124  The conclusion is that the 
first political/policy step is made already when the type of risk/uncertainty description is 
chosen. Responsible discourse, a dialogue of equal partners as the very first step over the 
framing of the looking for risk/uncertainty facts, framing of the methodology in the wide 
sense is to realise to avoid the mentioned decisionism as far as possible.125  

This is the point where the need for being the most possible circumspective may meet the 
need for democratisation of expertise. If one accepts that public participation may provide for 
additional perspectives that realising the requirement for the most possible responsible 
approach to uncover risks/uncertainties of some situation makes coincide the instrumental and 
the political requirements: a full participation of stakeholders including the effected publics 
becomes the highest requirement. This is not about substituting the experts at all but engaging 
with them in the framing of their work in a dialogue, in a ‘two ways communication’. This 
puts strong requirement on both sides. It requires experts to acquire an expert-citizen quality 
and the publics as much understanding of expertise that enables them to reflect on the framing 
of the expertise. I put a graphical overview of the dynamic of co-evolution of society and new 
technology, according critical STS.   

                                                 
124 The most simple technical decision can exemplify this. Take the problem of characterising the risk of an accident. There 

are a lot of different possibilities. It is possible to measure it, say, by the ratio of human death in an accident, or 

additionally taking into account injuries, material damages, etc. It would be even possible to take into account non-

material damages, giving special way if the damaged person is a child, etc. But in the case it is decided for one 

characterisation that also means, because it is a normative step, that not any other alternative is chosen as being 

representative for the risky/uncertain issue. It is easy to see that the chosen methodology for identifying ’the facts’ has 

policy and political consequences.   
125 ‘Nature’, the world outside, its characteristics that are unknown when the responsible reflection on framing is made have 

their essential role. So, even the most responsible approaches are always limited and require from time to time 

renewing reframing efforts.   
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Table 2: Coordination, soft (and hard) governance 

 
Source: Kearnes and Rip 2009 

126
 

Kearnes and Rip (2009) certainly interpret this way the recently strengthening dynamic of 
dialogue, and the steps already made in some direction, represented by the NanoRisk 
Framework and the recommendations the Code of Conduct set by the EC formulates and this 
makes up an essential part of their critique. But this is only the upside down part of the 
innovation dynamic, the dealing with the safety of some innovation driven for whatever 
reason. But they go further and assess the steps already made in practice by these efforts from 
a more requiring point of view too.  

This is actually the turn from risk governance to innovation governance that the publics 
and concerned groups should get a dialogic relation to the very goals of the innovation 
dynamic. This is realising a participative democracy that provides a further resource for 
innovation dynamics. There is a uniquely concentrated formulation of this perspective in an 
expert report, actually a manifesto, Taking European Knowledge Society Seriously (Felt and 
Wynne 2007) that was prepared for the DG Research of the EC in 2006. From this ambitious 
point of view there is a new global innovation challenge. This is to change the whole frame in 
which the global innovation efforts are made. While the recently dominating frame requires 
the as soon as possible exploration of for new resource for their exploitation as soon as 
possible in the global innovation race the alternative their suggest concentrates on the 
direction. It would give primacy to responsibility and will realise it by systematic inclusion of 
concerned groups into a dynamic of systematic experimentation to ward a more sustainable 
global society. From this point of view the frame set for research on uncertainty by DuPont 

                                                 
126 ELSA in the table is for Environmental, Legal, Social Impacts Analysis. Prescribing ELSA investigations was first 

introduced in the USA in the early 90s.  
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and US Environmental Defense (EDF), the “Nanorisk Framework  to Aid in Responsible 
Development of Nanotechnology” and the Code of conduct worked out by the EC are first 
steps in this direction.  

7.6 Some doubts 

We can ask how far may this be projecting wishes into something? How far setting the 
framework is more result of constraints than of estimated benefits for DuPont, or any other 
company? On what pressures were the Nano Risk Framework developed by DuPont and 
Environmental Defense Found (EDF) and the Code of Conduct worked out by the EC? More 
general we can ask the same about the recent proliferation of similar issues, especially of 
voluntary codes. How far are these efforts if not some sort of greenwashing but only promises 
first for communication and marketing reasons?  

One possible answer may be that firms try to meet the perceived challenge that some 
governments or governmental departments for example in the UK are more and more willing 
to listen to the ‘hidden anxiety’. Having had earlier clashes in bad memory regulatory 
institutions start to consider anticipative regulation measures. Nanoscience and 
nanotechnology are a special issue in this respect, for a number of reasons. First, because they 
do not exclude some very concerned interpretation around the implications in terms of 
adverse environmental and health issues.127 Second, because nanotech, in comparison to the 
GMO issue has much smaller mobilising capacity among the citizens. So, a possible clash can 
be prevented. Third, and this is also a lesson from the earlier debates, any sudden catastrophe 
would cause incalculable public reaction effects. Fifth, governments and public administration 
institutions, self-governments may get inclined, even determined to meet the still ‘hidden 
anxiety’ anticipatively.128 Taking into account the (partly by firms anticipated) pressure by the 
governmental side may be a strong driver for companies to engage in some sort of voluntary 
action. 

Beside that can you count with some comparative advantages in the market when 
demonstrating anticipative responsibility that means not only responsibility for the recent 
production processes and products but also for the possible new ones. But the main problem I 
think with the recent Nano Risk Framework is that it does not refer to any sort of ‘soft 
punishment’ in case firms would not behave according to the quite thorough guidance. 

The Nano Risk Framework requires to iteratively realise a process of six elements in 
developing a rational basis for future regulation. The code operates to both produce baseline data 

                                                 
127 Simply, the uncertainty is rather high, in many cases with nanoparticles, even when reports from different research 

institutions and from many firms often have a ‘business as usual, only with a bit more care’ style. It is typical that these 

sorts of reports mostly have a quite contradictory effect in the public than that they intend to reach. This is the case, say, 

when a report produces data on effects on ‘the skin’ simply, without any differentiation, or suggests that nanoparticles 

should be handled the same way as quartz particles, because both are possible causes of lung cancer and the 

management technique suggested is putting the waste in paper bags and signalise that hazardous nanoparticles are in 

the bag.    
128 As an example I refer to the EU Parliament critique over the perceived insufficient development of responsible nanotech 

in April 2009. ”Parliament calls for the provision of information to consumers on the use of nanomaterials in consumer 

products: all ingredients present in the form of nanomaterials in substances, mixtures or articles should be clearly 

indicated in the labelling of the product (e.g. in the list of ingredients, the name of such ingredients should be followed 

by the word ‘nano’ in brackets). MEPs deplore the absence of a proper evaluation of the de facto application of the 

general provisions of Community law in the light of the actual nature of nanomaterials.” The information is taken from 

an EU portal (2009, Public Health).  
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and to demonstrate best-practice within DuPont. As such the framework has six steps for both the 
development of information of the use of nanomaterials, and commissioning of forms of life-cycle 
analysis and risk management. The six steps, which operate sequentially through the lifecycle and 
risk assessment processes, include: 
Step 1: Describe material and application 

Step 2: Profile Lifecycle(s) 

Step 3: Evaluate Risks 

Step 4: Assess Risk Management 

Step 5: Decide, Document Act 

Step 6 Review and Adapt  (DuPont Nano Partnership 2007, p. 8). 

Kearnes and Rip correctly observe that “the Nano Risk Framework is similar to the voluntary 
schemes developed by Defra in the UK and the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), 
inasmuch as it relies on developing baseline data upon which to commission life-cycle 
analyses and further risk assessment and risk management activities” (Kearnes and Rip 2009, 
p. 18). They correctly emphasise: “However the framework goes further in that it requires 
action on the basis of the information developed. As quoted above, it is through this 
‘information-led’ process that the authors of the framework suggest that ‘the adoption of this 
Framework…support[s] the development of a practical model for reasonable government 
policy on nanotechnology safety’ (DuPont Nano Partnership 2007, p. 8). In this way the 
BASF and EDF/DuPont codes operate strategically and in an anticipatory way, in order to 
guarantee each firm a stake in future regulatory debates, and indeed to frame future debates 
on the regulation of nanotechnology through the compiling of relevant information and the 
demonstration of best practice” (Kearnes and Rip 2009, p. 18). 

The evaluation of risks is conceptualised as an ‘information led’ approach in the Nano 
Risk Framework. Three critical remarks seem to be correct in this respect. First, and this 
critique is positive, that in contrast to this it tries to give place to precaution in the meaning of 
precautionary assessment too through application of worst case scenarios in case of 
‘information gaps’. The second critical remark is that the Nano Risk Framework too much 
emphasises the continuity with established risk assessment procedures. So, it states: 
“Although we began this partnership without any preconceived opinions on whether 
nanoscale materials might require entirely new methods for evaluating and managing risks, 
we were pleased to find that the basic principles of many existing risk frameworks could be 
applied to our work. For example, this Framework follows a traditional risk-assessment 
paradigm similar to the one used by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) for 
evaluating new chemicals” (DuPont Nano Partnership 2007, p. 16). Third, the whole planned 
process is narrowly expert based at least in its concrete texts. It speaks for example about the 
importance of dealing with potential triggers for obtaining additional data, but does not 
suggest to do this in interaction with possible users, workers (DuPont Nano Parnership 2007,  
p. 24). So the frame is result of cooperation with environmental NGOs too, and especially 
with EDM, but it does not suggest concrete participation of NGO-s in realisation of the 
concrete search processes. 

I want to tell some remarks on the Code of Conduct recommended by the EC. 
Conceptualising the works the principles layed down in the Code the Commission declares 
them as integral part of institutional quality insurance mechanisms. Based on the aim to 
develop a general culture of responsibility needs and desires of all stakeholders should be 
taken into account to reach good governance of N&N research, with emphasis on the 
“challenges and opportunities that may be raised in the future and that we cannot at present 
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foresee.” (EU Recommendation 2008, p. 7).  The Code of Conduct realises a position of 
requiring anticipatory governance based on utilising the precautionary approach. 
Unfortunately the precautionary approach is identified by it as management principle, only.  

I finish this short overview with the observation that with the recently already reached 
governance elements some firms and some concerned groups constructed already a jointly 
shared boundary object. As any boundary object this too allows that while preserving their 
basic differences the agents can work on topics of joint interest. It depends not only on the 
willingness of the participants but unforseeable interactions in the rather turbulent milieu of 
the recent world history how quick and wide the consolidation of the working around the 
common boundary object of coevolutionary governance will be reached.  

In summary I can say that I followed in this chapter how regulatory efforts have been 
looked for for emerging technologies. Emerging radical technologies are by definition 
penetrated by ‘deep uncertainty’. Therefore this type of regulation can be only voluntary 
regulation based on ‘soft law’. That means that ‘enactors’, insiders accept that they work on 
the basis of code of conduct they work out together with ‘comparative selectors’, ‘outsiders’.   
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Conclusion 

 
I traced and assessed the working of cognitive and management efforts to rationalise 
‘deep uncertainty’. 

I found that Foresight researchers only partially recognise the challenge and remain 
in some debt to meet the requirements of the newest innovation policy.   

Numerous instruments such as environment scanning, identification of weak 
signals, construction of wildcards shows that futures studies is on the road  to extend its 
interest in this respect, but ‘unbelievable scenarios’ even when they were formulated 
already more than a half a decade, still wait for their full-fledged acknowledgement.   

Our relation to ‘essential uncertainty’ moves between hype and disillusion in 
repeated cycles. It is essential to develop an anticipatory approach to ’deep uncertainty’ 
as precaution. But precaution has only sense if it wants to preserve some social values, 
it is forecare essentially.  

In ‘deep uncertainty’ governance has numerous advantages. It is more flexible than 
any deterministic planning and gives the advantage of social robustness for actions 
based on integration of public participation. It is most important to realise this in steady 
discourse with ‘concerned’ groups. 

In early phases of the dynamics of emerging technologies the typical formal 
regulatory efforts are unable to function. There is ‘essential uncertainty’ in this phase 
and it prevents the needed modelling of the situation to be able to realise qRA. Possible 
overcoming of the gap of knowledge is the paradox co-operation of ‘insiders’, ready to 
hype and ‘outsiders’, ready to disillusion, as voluntary action. This is fixed in Code of 
Conduct for nanotechnology, already. This code serves as exemplar in the Kuhnian 
sense for regulation of any early phase of radical innovation. 

There is some inbuilt ‘deep uncertainty’ in long-term strategic roadmaps with its 
goal setting. Beside that any long term roadmap has to identify nodes where possible 
‘deep uncertainties’, radical innovations to solve them are identified. Here roadmaps 
language intermingles the descriptive and the normative. This makes the situation 
‘tempting’ to utilise rhetoric for both sides, those who argue from inside-to-outside and 
those who do the opposite. There is an ‘essentially uncertain’ situation and some actors 
will realise the imagined goal, and some others will just hinder this. All this revolves 
around the stake if the intended game can be restructured into a self-realising game. In 
this situation, ‘both insiders’ and ‘outsiders’ may look for partners, for their alignment. 
Rhetoric plays important role in this process. Expert opinion is expressed as rhetoric. 

As a case I followed and assessed how the dynamic of the ‘hydrogen economy’ 
vision has developed. Its roadmap embodies an immense amount of scientific efforts. I 
concentrated on that aspect how its roadmap includes expert opinions at nodes and how 
this is integrated in the communications about ‘deep uncertainties’. I identified a strong 
rhetoric aspect, more than that that using problematic rhetoric tools is quite typical.  

I finish the dissertation with some heterogenous feeling that future research and 
innovation studies follow the newest recognitions in risk (uncertainty) research with 
some delay and only with partly acceptable instrumentarium today. But it is quite urgent 
to accelerate this process.  
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I tried to write on an interdisciplinary topic. Several parts of the topic of the dissertation may 

be fairly unknown for different specialists. This makes essential that an Appendix is attached 

to the dissertation that includes some historical and theoretical explanatory remarks. Partly, 

they are results of my own research. 
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1 Scattered Remarks on the History of Risk Research 

1.1 Introduction 

This part of the Appendix to the dissertation traces back at some important points how risk 

understanding has been moving to qRA in history and later from quantitative risk assessment 

to the emerging more complex understanding. Some crucial turning points, from the goal 

setting of the dissertation, of the historical development of risk analysis will in outlines 

critically reconstructed. This part amounts to ‘incertitude’ and the different evaluation 

attitudes introduced by some cultural anthropology. These will be outlined in separate 

chapters. Outlining the basic cultural attitudes the dissertation devotes special attention to one 

evaluation attitude, ‘concernedness’, and to the precautionary approach and precautionary 

principle (PP). This part gives some characterisation of radical innovation in terms of 

‘incertitude’, too. 

The main purpose of this chapter is to raise interest, through remarks on history, for some 

new developments in research on and management of ‘incertitude’ in its full width. In this 

respect this chapter stands for itself. But the pieces from history are chosen with the special 

intention that they also will serve as some historical basis for the others that follow in the 

dissertation. Foresight activity, scenario building, looking for weak signs, roadmapping in 

more difficult cases revolve around rational assessment and management of ‘deep 

uncertainty’, the full range of ‘incertitude’. The historical remarks revolve around historical 

process of widening of the understanding, evaluation and management of ‘incertitude’.  

Any specialisation works as some sort of discipline supported by some ideology The 

recent mainstream, the modernist way of dealing with uncertainty as qRA, only, still not only 

works as a special sort of expertise in successfully realising more and more quantitative risk 

assessment where it is the appropriate method. Sticking to qRA is a special type of world 

view, ideology, a reductionist approach too. The European Committee encourages, for 

example first with its Science and Society Programme, later with its Science in Society 

Programmes, from the 5th Framework Programme already, to widen the view and extend 

research interest in rationally handling non-calculable risks. The Institute for Prospective 

Technology Studies of the Joint Research Center (JRC-IPTS) of the EC provided for a high 

level expert report on the precautionary principle already in 1999 (Stirling 1999). The EC 

issued a guideline on the precautionary principle early 2001. First direction giving 
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publications on ‘governance’ as main policy principle also were published in 2001. Together 

with this we meet the call for public participation in assessing and managing uncertainty 

issues.  

We know that the citizens realise a mixture of rational and irrational behaviours. 

Irrationality components can be demonstrated by comparing assessments made by lay people 

with assessments made by risk experts in the same issue on quantifiable risks. We find in this 

set of false assessments among other things for example amplification or diminishing of 

measured risks, beliefs in non-existing but alleged causal relations. On the other side we find 

that by citizen knowledge we can help avoiding possible myopia when experts set the frame 

of basic suppositions for assessment, can spare time by learning from-non-experts some 

available decisive local conditions and so on.                 

This trial in the dissertation means something essentially different from the dominating 

view of either assessing uncertainty as a calculation problem, or ignoring it. In terms of 

historical epochal characterisation it is inclined to believe that a whole historical period is 

changing and a changing approach to uncertainty, actually to ‘incertitude’ belongs to this 

change. According to the widening belief we are already in a new historical period, we are 

living in late-modernity or anything similar with a prefix to modernity. But any adverb 

attached to modernity constraints to search for new epochal characteristics inside modernity, 

its structure and dynamic. Calculability, control based on calculability is unavoidable 

characteristic of modernity. Calling reflexivity into the arena can not overcome this basic 

characteristic, it makes it reflected only. In contrast to this, it seems and this is my ‘research 

leading bias’, we are already deeply in a transition period to overcome modernity. The 

perspective of extended rational assessment, evaluation and management of the full range of 

‘incertitude’ is essential in this.  With Imre Hronszky we touched on this problem of 

identifying the historical period in different articles (Hronszky and Fésüs 2006; Hronszky and 

Fésüs 2009). 

I make some very short polemic overview of some parts of the history of risk research. 

Unfortunately, I can focus only on those issues that are integral to the narrative I indicated 

already and shall be developing in the later chapters. It would be very comfortable if 

appropriate historical narratives could support my considerations. But, if any we have only 

very few histories that were born in a modernist spirit. More specifically they are Whiggish 

histories that simply reconstruct history as if it would have necessarily led to the recent state 

as a progress of enlightenment. They solve this task by taking the recent state as a state and 

put back its elements into some historical contexts that had been to overcome in the process of 
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progress. With this we commit the failure of modern mindedness. The topic is the historically 

raising capability of calculation in the field of risk research. This raise of capability is true but 

the historical books provide for a false progress story and besides that they forget about the 

neglected sides. The rare books and nearly all of the articles on history of risk cognition 

concentrate on the development of calculation of risks as science as an intellectual progress. 

They provide for history as a whole or a piece of it that is not only modern minded, but also 

an internalistic story of scientific cognition. I add corrective remarks to these by reminding 

the qualitative richness of risky situations, the development of risk understanding by everyday 

people and arts and crafts, of the problem of non- calculable risk, the precautionary approach 

and so on in a historically changing societal context, shortly by referring to a possible 

embedded story. They should help imagine that the real history was different, much richer, 

and full of alternatives. Putting our recent ‘state’ in such a historical perspective would show 

at least some of its tensions, its essential process character and help drawing conclusions for 

the future in forms of possible scenarios . 

It is modern mindedness and falsifies history if we simply put back pieces of the recent 

state in a this way false historical context. But there is a well known unavoidable hermeneutic 

circle with every historical research. Roughly, we can say that no historical research can fully 

abandon that it must start with some assumptions about the recent state we live in. This 

constraint always menaces with modern mindedness. But this hermeneutic circle may yield in 

genuinely new historical knowledge. On the other side of this paradox process some recent 

new approaches to the topic of which we write its history can only give starting orientation 

possibilities to try to throw some new light on history. If history writing is able to successfully 

wrestle with this paradox dynamic of research then our recent ‘state’ gets a process character. 

The narrative helps us historically asking about our present state questions that could not be 

formed in any other way. This provides for some potential to ask about the possible futures, 

too. This is the expectation with the story of the history of risk understanding too. 

Unfortunately, it is unavoidable to remind the reader repeatedly that the field of risk and 

uncertainty is extremely poor in serious historical research. 

1.2 On history of risk science and what is missing in historical reconstructions 

It is natural to base most of our actions, at least in principle, on probabilistic calculation to 

risk, recently. We can ask, by putting this in historical context, how did this persuasion 

become naturalised, how did it become fully unproblematic, what has been its history, – and 
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what has been emerging to problematise this persuasion? Unfortunately, as mentioned, 

historical books on risk, not only written from some special point of view, but at all any sorts 

of history of risk are nearly fully missing, except the book of Peter Bernstein (Bernstein 

1996). I have, beside acknowledging numerous parts of it, a lot of basic objections against the 

book as I shall enumerate them soon, but having no other choice I shall lean on the book of 

Bernstein. It became very popular very quickly and is highly estimated by many risk experts, 

too. 

Concerning the list of those who were not only in contact with Bernstein when he wrote 

it, “but also made significant contribution” Bernstein refers to Kenneth Arrow, Paul 

Davidson, Daniel Kahnemann, Harry Markowitz, Paul Samuelson, Robert Sollow, Amos 

Tversky, among others. Among those who red the manuscript “in its entirety”, criticised it and 

made suggestions he lists Peter Brodsky or Robert Heilbroner. Scarcely any book was seen in 

manuscript by such a long list of Nobel Price winners. This means that some parts of the book 

may have been checked on the highest level of scientificity.1 The book of Bernstein is 

substantial and thoughtful - what concerns most of the episodes of intellectual connection 

among risk scientists in it and concerns some sort of description of the story of the 

development of knowledge of quantitative risk assessment. It is also thoughtful with referring 

to many stimulators originating in the changing societal, financial, economic world.  

Unfortunately, Bernstein does not recognize that other issues than he observes are also 

important for understanding uncertainty. This is most important for concerning the 

importance of risk knowledge he attributes the highest role in world history. He does not dare 

to identify quantitative risk assessment as the watershed between the “past” and the modern 

times, from the mid-17th century. “The revolutionary idea that defines the boundary between 

modern times and the past is the mastery of risk” (Bernstein 1996, p. 1). It is a small wonder 

then that the suggested overarching learning for the future is the further extension and 

refinement of quantitative risk research that is only a part of the story, in our estimation. We 

have to refer to the story of the already indicated other elements in the historical development 

of learning about deep uncertainty, for example the precautionary approach too, and at least 

refer to missing places of historical knowledge too. I indicate this missing knowledge with the 

problem that recently emerged when wondering on the time dependent.    

                                                 

1 To my best knowledge there is only one more book as comprehensive history of risk cognition, already. This is 

of Leonard Mladinow, published at the end of 2008. It is an interesting book but in understanding history 

not different from Bernstein’s book (Mlodinow 2008). 
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There are two main problems with Bernstein. The first is that he takes a very narrow 

approach what he calls a ‘history of ideas’. This is based on a backward projection of recent 

knowledge of risk and identifying when elements, such as the ‘law of big numbers’ or the 

finding of Markowicz on portfolios first appeared. The he shows how some scientists of their 

time critically reconsidered the earlier risk scientific knowledge. Bernstein provides for some 

sort of a cummulation, a progress story this way. This history leads us to its end now and to 

its expected extension in the future. But the author provides for some outer ‘explanatory’ 

background too. The internal story is mediated by references to the changing world outside 

that impacted on the internal development of risk science, as responsible explanatory 

background for some epochal changes in understanding what risk is. (An example of this is 

referring to the recognition of the irrealistic nature of simply thinking in ‘rational actors’ in 

the real world that served as impulse to turn to the psychology of risk research.)  

This background is a mixture of some features of the epoch such as that of the changed 

intellectual milieu after the Great War in which, allegedly, one had to give up belief in the 

possibility of certainty.2 He regularly adds to the story some personal data of the persons who 

were the heroes too. Roughly, Bernstein’s account is strongly a refined case for the well 

known ‘Whiggish’ ‘intellectual’ internalistic history. Nevertheless, within its limits, it is 

partly full of impressive data. Actually, the impression the author will give us is how giants 

gave tasks to each other in the intellectual progress, in changing historical environments. 

Fortunately, Bernstein’s narrative was repeatedly broken by epochal historical changes to 

which the giants answered by turning the direction of interest toward new types of problems. 

This way, outer changes in the societal environment were translated by giants into scientific 

problems that became the centre for a new scientific period.3 

In a deeper historical account we would have as a very basic layer, a, with time 

massively widening assessment and management practice of uncertainties too, made by those 

who on craft level deal with uncertainty. These include sailors, gamblers, insurance 

specialists, statisticians, stock market specialists, occasional amateurs, (indigenous) people 

                                                 

2  Even these remarks are problematic. One has to think of the changing music in Vienna, Magritte, the Misses of 

Avignon, just to mention the changing intellectual milieus shortly after the turn of the century already to 

think of a needed refinement of the picture. 
3 The problem that only giants communicate with other giants may even overshadow a bit the really giant 

improvements in scientific thinking. I mention for example that putting money in portfolios when 

brokering was already a usual practice, a type of rule following activity. With this background we could 

better understand what actually happened when Markowitz lied down brokering on an epochally new 

scientific base. 
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with natural disaster management etc. There would be a historical narrative of the 

accumulation of their craft knowledge, precipitated in successful practices and ‘rules of 

thumbs’ and known exceptions. This type of practice provided for a wide knowledge before 

‘risk science’ emerged and in some measure differentiated from a sort of science, when this 

latter emerged and has very probably continuously interacted with it to date.4 This belongs 

partly to the rich treasury of knowledge and practice that precipitated and accumulated as 

‘common sense’ through everyday life experiences.  

Behind all this, we have epochal practical tasks that very strongly influenced how science 

of risk emerged and developed. That just these and not others became epochal practical tasks 

gave special but different characteristics both the development of knowledge of ‘incertitude’ 

in arts and crafts as well as in risk science. I give a taste of these types of problems. The first 

formulations of the tasks of emerging ‘risk science’ with Pascal and Fermat turned the 

emerging science of risk to problems of gambling and, to the task of understanding how God 

as the perfect being behaves in a world of probabilities. Both helped to construct risk research 

as science working on some sorts of idealised objects. Gambling became the root metaphor of 

the emerging risk science for a long time. That had a long-term, non-reflected effect on 

research that narrowed its focus. Beside that, statistics begun to develop that got its most 

important role in advising paying annuities in the second half of the 17th century. It is 

knowledge of everybody and we can learn from Bernstein too that oversee commerce also 

called for insurance in the end of the 17th century, but he did not try to trace the development 

of rule type knowledge and its possible interaction with science of risk later. Two types of 

things are missing from most of the articles dealing with this period and also from the book of 

Bernstein. I indicate the one that is that Babylonians already insured ships and caravans 1000 

year before Christ and we know similar things about the China. This is a missing part and 

demonstrates some Europe-centric reconstruction of history.  

The second can be exemplified by pointing to the case that insurance of ship-cargo was 

wide practice in the 15th century Italy that led to rules-based knowledge. This second issue is 

that practitioners developed techniques to negotiate insurances. In this respect, they behaved 

partly similarly to those who undertook the task, say of experimenting with developing new 

derivatives on the financial market in the last quarter of the 20th century. Of course the 

                                                 

4 Think of the still sometimes better working practice of recent indigenous people in natural disaster 

management than that of scientific experts, as it is widely recognised by the UN or the World Bank, among 

others. 
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analogy is only partial. Those later experimenters probably saw uncovered fields by scientific 

theory and experimented there for their own profit. They found solutions not known by others 

and ‘rules of thumbs’ to lead their practical trials. A fuller history, even when focusing on risk 

science could demonstrate how this practice developed its interaction with risk science. This 

interaction of a very important risk practice field and risk science would certainly give much 

to a real understanding of history. This widened history could perhaps be much of help for 

setting and solving the recent regulation tasks, too. One element of this type of story is 

approached by Donald Mackenzie (MacKenzie 2006). He uses his social constructivist 

commitment to uncovering ‘bricolage’5 in every sort of theory production and approaches the 

construction and empirical checking of the Black-Sholes law this way.  

Uncertainty has to do something with every activity. A quite different field where dealing 

with uncertainty has been very important is safety of industrial work. Its history is also history 

of the development of rule-based action, much later in interaction with the science of safety. 

There is further another metier and science dealing with natural catastrophes.6 In essence, my 

complaint in this respect is that we do not learn about a possible dense interaction between the 

most different craft(s) and risk science, with Bernstein. Instead, the picture is only that science 

that answers some comprehensive new challenges in life (such as the impossibility in 

believing certainty after the Great War) turns its earlier interest and develops new parts of the 

growing risk science to reach its recent state.  

In the last chapter of his book, Bernstein gives some further key to understand the 

mission he gave to himself with his reconstruction of the history of. risk research. Here he 

speaks about the development of the last years before finishing his book some years before 

the millennium. This chapter shows not only a missing recognition of numerous emerging 

new features of the risk science at the end of the 20th century but the missing recognition of 

the need for a quite different understanding, too. As an example of the missing recognition of 

the new features I just mention that for Bernstein there is not much place for the approach of 

uncertainty to describe it as non-linearities and fractals, even when he sensibly describes 

                                                 

5  ‘Bricolage’ means the series of efforts until theory candidates will be brought by mutual (!) reinterpretations of 

facts and theoretical statements. Social constructivist believe that these types of ‘bricolage’ work are 

unavoidable everywhere when scientific knowledge production is made. 
6  Natural catastrophes became more frequent in the last tens of years. Insurance institutes became more and 

more anxious, refined modelling of natural catastrophes by physicists became an important practice. Even 

some of those who participated in these exercises changed their profession later and went to brokering, 

utilising in finance their acquired capability to model natural catastrophes. They used their higher level 

craft knowledge acquired in modelling natural catastrophes. 
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Poincaré’s pioneering work. You find nothing about experiences on the stock market with ‘fat 

tails’ from 70s, either. Neither takes he into account at least as inspiring impetus what has 

happened in environmental practice and science in the 25 year period preceding the 

publication of his book. So, there is nothing on precaution. Further it is most important for 

me, because I concentrate among other things on technological risks, that history of risk 

research with Bernstein became equal to risk in economy and finance. One consequence of 

this may be that he does not connect assessing risk and governance, even when he makes 

some remarks of the essential connection of cognition and planning when the story is about 

risk knowledge. But Bernstein is the only available history that is comprehensive in the 

meaning that it reflects on the whole history. Nearly the same picture emerges when we look 

at the set of articles written by other authors. They reflect on the accumulation of scientific 

risk knowledge. 

I made some preliminary remarks on the systemic lacks. I turn now with some comments 

to the very early periods of human history.  It seems there is a shared misunderstanding in the 

very thin and impression-like occasional remarks that can be found in historical literature on 

knowledge of uncertainty of these times. Focus is put on the issue that effectivity/ineffectivity 

of every action was attributed by primitive tribes to spirits, etc. It is understandable what this 

attribution will say, but there is obviously a strong misunderstanding in it. It is partly missing 

the task, too. The task is first of all to reconstruct what sort of risk understanding can be 

descriptively reconstructed from the actions of primitives. Animals on higher level developed 

already quite differentiated and rather successful behaviour in this respect. Primitive tribes 

learn, acquired and transmitted highly differentiated knowledge to the next generations. This 

is expressed in tales on behaviour what they have learnt. It is true, it is impossible to fully 

separate the descriptive and explanatory elements in the verbal reflection and spirits are not 

only final causes but also agents in the actions. Primitive tribes express their understanding of 

uncertainty and its management as if they acted in un-dissolvable community with their 

spirits. But they gathered a very refined and detailed complex of non-verbal and verbal 

knowledge of needed actions and they transmitted this in re-living their life experiences by 

dancing and telling tales. They intellectualised this by referring to fate and chance as 

interpenetrated.  

I fully accept that something new started in the antique ages, though. This is the 

beginning rationalisation of understanding uncertainty, emergence of the first steps of 

interpreting it as risk. Uncertainty in the developed Greek society became reflected and 

reinterpreted. This happened as part of the process in which people successfully diminished 
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their earlier type delivered relation to nature by their changing type of main activity. That was 

that development in which agriculture became dominant (also dominant model for 

understanding the world). Expressed it differently, the repeated success of agriculture, a 

successful reproductive activity over nature became dominant and became reflected. It 

occurred at numerous places in the world but most we know about this from the Greek 

history. Of course, we shouldn’t simply look for the same meanings or theories in ancient 

ages that we have now because they have been changed and developed a lot as well, but it is 

just as important to identify some continuity.  

There is something I comment on to give some taste of the knowledge of risks with the 

ancient Greeks. The first is the qualitative richness of stories that refer to danger and risk and 

partly the mediating, reflective role of the human agents. This is fully absent from the book of 

Bernstein. Bernstein concentrates on the Greek understanding of probability. Concerning the 

qualitative richness, I refer to two leading risk researchers, Klinke and Renn. (Klinke and 

Renn 2004). In their approach to construct ‘systemic risk’, Klinke and Renn utilise Greek 

stories to refer how different risks qualitatively can be. They classify risks in six classes. They 

are Damocles, Cyclops, Pythia, Pandora, Cassandra, Medusa types.  

 

The mythological background to the risk classification of the study: 

“‘Sword of Damocles’ according to the Greek mythology Damocles was invited to a banquet 
by his king. At the table he had to sit under a sharp sword hanging on a wafer-thin thread. 
Chance and risk are tightly linked up for Damocles and the Sword of Damocles became a 
symbol for a threatening danger in luck” (Renn and Klinke cited by Stirling 2001, p. 16) 
Risk class ‘Sword of Damocles’: In this risk class, threat rather comes from the 
possibility that a fatal event could occur every time even if the probability is low. Risk 
class relates to risk sources with very high potentials of damages and very low 
probability of occurrence. 

 “‘Cyclops’: The Ancient Greek knew enormous strong giants who were punished despite 
their strength by only having a single eye. They were called Cyclops” (Renn and Klinke 
in Stirling, 2001, p. 16). Risk class  ‘Cyclops’: It contains risks with the possibility only 
to ascertain either the probability of occurrence or the extent of damage while the other 
side remains uncertain. The probability of occurrence is largely uncertain whereas the 
maximum damage can be estimated. 

“‘Pythia’: The Greeks of the antiquity asked their oracles in cases of uncertainty. The most 
known is the oracle of Delphi with the blind prophetess Pythia. Pythia’s prophecies were 
always ambiguous” (Renn and Klinke cited by Stirling, 2001, p. 17). Risk class ‘Pythia’: 
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In these cases it is certain that a great danger could threaten, but the probability of 
occurrence, the extent of damage and the way of the damage remain uncertain.  

“‘Pandora’s box’: The old Greeks explained many evils and complaints with the myth of 
Pandora’s box, which was sent to the beautiful Pandora by the king of the gods Zeus. It 
only contained many evils and complaints. As long as the evils and complaints stayed in 
the box, no damage at all had to be feared. However, when the box was opened, all evils 
and complaints were released which than irreversibly, persistently and ubiquitously 
struck the earth” (Renn and Klinke in Stirling, 2001, p. 17). Risk class ‘Pandora’s box’: 
This risk class is characterized by uncertainty in each criteria regarding to probability of 
occurrence and extent of damage with also high persistency. 

“‘Cassandra’: Cassandra was a prophetess of the Trojans who certainly predicted correctly the 
victory of the Greeks, but her compatriots did not take her seriously“ (Renn and Klinke 
cited by Stirling, 2001, p. 17). Risk class ‘Cassandra’: The risk class Cassandra 
describes a paradox, since the probability of occurrence and as well as the extent of 
damage are known and relatively high, but the threat is ignored in the present, because of 
the high degree of delay effect between the initial event and the impact of the damage. 

“‘Medusa’: The ancient mythology tells that Medusa was one of three snake-haired sisters of 
the Gorgons whose appearance turns the beholder to stone” (Renn and Klinke in Stirling, 
2001, p. 17). Risk class ‘Medusa’: Some innovations are rejected by the public, although 
they are hardly assessed scientifically as threat. These phenomena have a high potential 
of mobilization in public, because of specific characteristics (Renn and Klinke in Stirling 
2001) 

Klinke and Renn think, I guess they do this correctly that a new cognitive approach to 

uncertainty around the 8th century before our are was born and that this new cognitive 

approach to risks was embedded in the epochal changes the ancient Greek society went 

through that time when they developed this new understanding of uncertainty. They conclude: 

“These stories reflected the transition from an economy of small subsistence farmers and 

hunters to organized agriculture; it also marked the transition from human-self-reflection as 

an object of nature to a subject of nature. The various mythological futures thus demonstrate 

the complex issues associated with the new self-awareness of creating one’s future rather than 

just being exposed to fate” (Klinke and Renn 2004, p. 3). In looking back, we are inclined to 

say that some new knowledge base for decision-making over uncertainty and danger was 

developed as based on and part of some changed community action. Developed by the 

community as reflection on its changed dominant activity it became a common good of the 

changed society.  
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Of course, one can and even should hold some reservation on this interpretation, based 

on its hypothetic and non-expert assessment (in the meaning of not being scientist of 

antiquity). Klinke and Renn are highly acknowledged risk researchers, but not experts in the 

intellectual history of the ancient Greece. We can reduce their dealing with types of risks that 

can be named by Greek tales as nothing else but demonstration instruments for their goal to 

systematise recently known types of risks. Their interpretation is not based on deep research 

from the perspective of studies on ancient Greece that could reliably exclude possible modern 

mindedness in the narrative. But this interpretation may also be some hypothetical recognition 

by risk researchers even when it remained rather rough. It is questionable with the Greeks, for 

example, what of their stories is more a story about a danger and more about risk. It seems 

that the ancient Greeks were still unable to differentiate these things. Further it is 

questionable, in what respect the stories exactly reflect for example “the new self-awareness 

of creating one’s future rather than just being exposed to fate?” Accepting that the 

precipitated knowledge of risk or danger did not referred to gods. But, in this case it should 

have been a for-runner of the enlightenment with the Greek philosophy much earlier in the 

practice of life of the ancient Greeks. Nevertheless, to say the least, the merit of Klinke and 

Renn is that they turned the attention to some possibly very valuable historical resource of 

knowledge of danger and risk and an interpretation possibility, meanwhile they utilised it as a 

demonstration aid for their recent classification tasks.  

They statement can be taken as initiator to set and solve some sorts of tasks. It can be 

taken as a hypothesis mobilising to deeper historical research meanwhile it was constructed 

for recent classification tasks. But their hypothesis on the Greek story is appropriate too to 

initiate research on the recent cognitive processes in risk understanding in everyday life and 

extend, change with this the ‘aristocratic perspective’ risk experts usually have. One can also 

further follow this way and look for further crystallised experiences as historically gathered 

folk wisdoms, to recognize possible differences in dealing with uncertainty by different folks.  

This is exactly congruent with another trial where the authors of a seminal material on 

precaution used to mediate their messages through proverbs in a project trusted by the EC 

(Stirling 1999). I myself followed the first way in writing my diploma work on Hungarian 

proverbs and tales. I summarise the results in an appendix to this chapter later.  

I turn back to interpreting on Bernstein.  The first investigated period by Bernstein was 

the ancient Greece. As he assures, we can go back further and try to analyse even ‘primitive’ 

cultures’ risk knowledge, but, as he evaluates this, this should be done from an 

anthropologist’s point of view and according to him, this would drive us to another story. This 
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would not be the story of risk research but rather the story of something subjective, the story 

of risk perceptions. (Primitives would have been those human beings that acted without 

objective knowledge but only on the bases of their perceptions, at least concerning risks?) As 

he assures, there are connections between them, but the level of reflections is different and 

belongs to different disciplines. One can see, Bernstein wrote a Whigh history of ‘calculated 

risk’ and he threw everything else in the sack of ‘subjective’. In my interpretation, we find a 

strong misunderstanding with his perspective, this time in the narration of the early history of 

risk. I give an example. We saw already that there were situations known of Damocles types 

or Pandora’s box by the ancient Greeks. We mentioned already that it would be misleading to 

say that they are only an issue of perception of something ‘objective’, because actually they 

are about risks with some objective quality (steadily hanging over your head, or being locked 

up somewhere) or with the essential mediation by human actors. Unfortunately, 

differentiation between ‘subjective’ and ‘qualitative’ or ‘agent mediated’ is missing with 

Bernstein, as with the big majority of the literature at all. We have good reasons to suggest 

that the reader should not simply think, when standing below a ‘sword’ and recognizing the 

situation, or wondering if s/he should open the box of Pandora that all that is nothing but 

perception of some quantitative risk. For example, recognizing qualitative aspects of the 

situation would serve recognizing ways of escaping. Perception of risk are different things 

from qualitative aspects of some objective risk or mediated character of some risks made real 

only this way.   

I shortly turn on this track to the foundational role of the basic metaphor(s) in setting the 

classical ontology of quantitative research. This ontology is quite simple. It states a set of 

independent events.   Dice throwing is an appropriate root metaphor behind it.7 We learn from 

backward looking historical assessments that this ontology was fixed some time in the mid-

17th century and that dices served for model, even when connecting dices and some sorts of 

risk understandings may be traced back into the Antiquity or even earlier. But only one glance 

makes us already curious why just this metaphor served for setting the quantitative risk 

assessment at the end, from the 17th century onward. Let us think of risicare that gave the 

name to the science later and that originally means some sort of navigator’s activity when 

sailing among rocks, when he dares about doing something and repeatedly reflects on it to 

make the needed corrections, he believes to have recognized. How did it turn that dice 

                                                 

7  I think it is superfluous to remind the reader to the basic role of a root metaphor in directing thinking, and also 

that it may be sinking into the tacit dimension with progress of history. 
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throwing became the unique leading metaphor? If you think that this is unimportant except for 

some who are interested in minor details in history I could answer that metaphors move the 

attention toward some characteristics and decline attention from some others. They have 

constructive role in history of cognition. The root metaphor dice turned away the attention 

from some contexts. 

To be able to think in various contexts an issue can be embedded is why it is important to 

be able to think in different metaphors about the same issue (and make abstractions is its 

needed pair in research). Risking in the meaning of a navigator’s activity certainly includes 

the human mediation. If risicare was the root metaphor for everyday people for a set of 

different things, than the picture obviously urged to understand risk as human agent mediated, 

and perhaps reflected issue, in which, something exactly realises as coproduced by nature and 

the human actor from a ‘danger’ outside, or in recent terminology of ‘objective risk’. If risk as 

navigating among the rocks depends on human ability then there is more place for precaution, 

too, it moves taking into account human skill in any step in action, differences in human 

skills, I guess. But then some knowledge in the everyday sense of risk developed historically 

with those practical agents who had something to do with ‘risicare’, to use the term now as 

metaphor.8  

But risking became a pure quantity, a one-dimensional measure in this sense, without 

quality of the risky situation and without the mediating activity of the human being. It is 

correct I think when Bernstein says that it was the decisive step that risk science as it 

developed from then could be born. I make to remarks on this. First, that the risky situation 

became really simplified enough to be able to quantify it. But metaphors are not innocent. 

They guide you and you may forget about the problem that they can only give some special 

guidance. With gambling you have events, states given, as a known list. They are independent 

of the risk taker. Second, turning to the well known historical way to quantify risk is equal to 

say that it was the decisive step that much knowledge of risky situations had to develop 

further in arts and crafts practice, outside risk science. With this case you may find one more 

example what I expect to receive from a historical explanation that could really help to 

                                                 

8 To be sure, if I can exactly calculate the quantitative risk then there is no place for precaution in a rational 

action but only for caution. Precaution means in this context an anticipative action until I do not know 

exactly what can come. Caution means an action that considers if some known measure of risk should or 

should not be undertaken. The first counts with surprise the other has nothing to do with surprise at least 

for a fully rational actor. Concerning an ‘entrepreneurial’ attitude toward surprise I call attention to the 

dissertation of Frank Knight to which I shall come soon. 
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critically approach the narrowness of simply thinking in the historical development of the 

quantitative risk science. I am also interested in the developing knowledge of qualities of 

risky situations, the role of human beings to produce or avoid them, further in their evaluating 

attitudes that cristallise for example in precaution or ‘entrepreneurial’ behaviour in ‘deeply 

uncertain’ situations, in such lessons that ‘not all the eggs should be put in one basket”, etc. A 

history of a wider perspective would tell us how not risk science but practical knowledge of 

risk taking has preserved and improved knowledge of these aspects, for example in rules of 

thumbs of behaviour. Writing history exclusively on the dual terminology of objective risk as 

risk quantity and subjective is misleading and is itself product of the later, in this respect one-

sided development in science for a long time.  

I can add one more remark on the sense of writing a different history. If I learnt that 

history of quantitative risk research begun with one-sidedly concentrating on (idealised) 

gambling and I understood that risking in the original meaning of the word was about 

something different and I assess that that something different is important than it is of some 

sense that I turn back to the later history to look for this thread too. And if I am persuaded of 

the importance of scientific appropriation of knowledge than I turn strengthened to the 

problem when and how science could/can include these aspects, too, in critical co-operation 

with craft and everyday knowledge. But choosing for the gambling metaphor paved the way 

to the first calculations. And quantitative risk assessment not only followed an invaluable way 

of development but gradually got an ideological feature too: risks ARE calculable, 

calculability belongs to their definition.  As an ideology this narrowing turned away the 

attention from other aspects. 

I turn to a different issue. This is about the earlier history of recognising the possibility of 

thinking in unique, non-calculable events, in ‘surprises’. Bernstein correctly shows that by the 

end of the 19th century risk calculation could identify some sort of historical maturity. 

Research on improving apriori calculation and developing statistics progressed. He opens the 

next historical period he identifies, with remarks on the works of Henry Poincaré (and Louis 

Bachelier). Bernstein reflects, correctly, on the explanatory ideas of Poincaré. In a ‘world’ 

imagined as constructed of cause-effect relations there is only one way to give place for 

randomness and chance. “Chance is only the measure of our ignorance.” “And Poincaré really 

made efforts to make believe and provide for mathematical tools to handle exactly that very 

small causes added to others may trigger very big changes. We have with this the first 

considerations on non-linearity that became decisively important by the end of the 20th 

century.  For Poincaré, the ideology for working on this problem was to make the causal 
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world view full by extending causal thinking on exact handling of special types of small 

causes that makes randomness, chance unnecessary as ontological factor while leaves it in full 

validity for cognition. We are always ignorant in some measure and probability calculation 

provides for surrogate for the missing deterministic part of explanation.”  

We have another main result by 1910 that shows a milestone in the progress of classical 

risk research that simultaneously indicates something that overcomes its restrictions.  By 

classical risk research I term that type of risk research of which calculability of probability is 

based on the assumption of the validity of normal distribution. This line preserved its 

mainstream character until the end of the 20th century. Retrospective we can say that 

randomness and chance was only concentrated on as far as it could be expected to obey to the 

normal distribution. Bernstein identifies a period between 1900 and 1960. Following the 

characterisation Poincaré gave to chance, as mentioned above, he identifies ignorance as 

missing knowledge of probability. What about rational risk management in this ‘world’ where 

knowledge of probability is missing? Diminishing requirements for exact calculations can be 

the factual starting point to this. Bernstein identifies the essence of risk management that it 

lies in maximizing the areas where we have some control over the outcome while minimizing 

the areas where we have absolutely no control over the outcome and the linkage between 

effect and cause is hidden from us (Bernstein 1996, p. 197). In the period roughly between 

1960 and 2000 risk research developed numerous instruments to serve for this goal. But 

Bernstein remains at taking into account calculation efforts, only. We shall see that there can 

be said something about ignorance when it is more than missing knowledge of probability and 

about rationality of managing these situations. 

Bernstein correctly identifies an extended first half of the 20th century (1900-1960), 

where risk management became main problem in a societal world becoming repeatedly 

politically and economically turbulent, a period where it became the main problem for risk 

management that its factual base often was inappropriate to apply the laws of probability.  He 

uses the so called Finagle's ‘Laws of Information’ to illustrate this (This ‘law’ is actually from 

the 70s): 

“The information you have is not the information you want. The information you want is 

not the information you need. The information you need is not the information you can obtain. 

The information you can obtain costs more than you want to pay.”(Bernstein 1996, p. 202) 

“The uncertainty as missing data is what makes arriving at judgments so difficult and 

acting on them so risky. When information is lacking, we have to fall back on inductive 

reasoning and try to guess the odds.” (Bernstein 1996, p. 202) I do think that Bernstein was 
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myopic when he reduced the problem of guessing the odds to the lacking information on the 

problem. The most curious is that he gives an important place to Frank Knight who made one 

more step but Bernstein does not fully understand the message sent by Knight. Knight, in my 

estimation, may be the first in history of risk science who identified the very basic task fro 

risk science, that of modelling the situation and its possible lack when changes occur. He 

utilised the differential capability of different agents to identify and react on the ‘uncertainty’ 

as he called this situation as the clue to reaching profit on a ‘perfect market’.     

1.3 On Knightian ‘estimates’ 

Frank H. Knight (1885-1972) was an important economist of the twentieth century. Among 

other things he may be taken as one of the founders of the Chicago School. His famous 

dissertation, Risk, Uncertainty and Profit (1921) is a remarkable reading in economics even 

today. It is devoted to looking for the source of profit, but develops a theory of firms, on this 

base too. He tries to give explanation how profit is possible in an economy, that follows the 

presumptions on the free market. Knight built his whole consideration on the sharp distinction 

between risk and uncertainty.9 “[U]ncertainty must be taken in a sense radically distinct from 

the familiar notion of Risk, from which it has never been properly separated. The term ‘risk’, 

as loosely used in everyday speech and in economic discussion, really covers two things 

which, functionally at least, in their causal relations to the phenomena of economic 

organization, are categorically different”, he wrote (Knight 1921, p. I.I 26). As Knight 

recognized: “It will appear that a measurable uncertainty, or ‘risk’ proper, as we shall use the 

term, is so far different from an unmeasurable one that it is not in effect an uncertainty at all” 

(Knight 1921, p. I.I 26-27). Possibility of profit is to explain and proves explainable from the 

fact that risk functions differently from uncertainty “in their causal relations to the phenomena 

of economic organization”, and from capability of some economic ‘players’ to ‘estimate’ the 

difference and make use of it. His considerations are simply about the story that from time to 

time economic changes occur and the individuality of the new situation is somehow 

                                                 

9  “Our preliminary examination of the problem of profit will show, however, that the difficulties in this field 

have arisen from a confusion of ideas which goes deep down into the foundations of our thinking. The key 

to the whole tangle will be found to lie in the notion of risk or uncertainty and the ambiguities concealed 

therein. It is around this idea, therefore, that our main argument will finally center. This difference provides 

for the key” (Knight 1921, p. I:I 26) . 
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competently ‘estimated’, anticipated by some ‘players’ but not others and the competent 

estimators realise ‘comparative advantage’ of this.     

Because most of the later interpreters systematically misunderstood Knight’s ideas, 

before going further I have to make a side-remark first. Interestingly, the misinterpretations 

multiplied as emerging new schools ‘proved’ if Knight was their ancestor. Some thought 

specific for Knight is that he differentiated between measurable or non-measurable risk, 

falsely referring to the place in the Knightian text above. Milton Freedman thought that 

according to Knight it was impossible to attribute probability to uncertainty (Friedman 1976, 

p. 282). Others thought that the merit of Knight was that he differentiated between insurable 

and non-insurable risks. I think the key to understand why these all mis-interpretations were 

made was that the scientists looked for something determined by their perspective on the text. 

They realised some Whiggish approach to history and omitted any trial to understand the text 

as a whole, that was, not incidentally in intentions of Knight, full of philosophical parts, or 

something identified by its readers as superfluous philosophy in an economic paper. Let me 

explain in outline below a bit why all these interpretations are profound misunderstandings of 

the whole architecture Knight built up, even when he really did think that the definition of 

what he called uncertainty includes that it is impossible to attribute probability to uncertainty 

and really differentiated between insurable risks and non-insurable uncertainties.  

I repeat, Knight aimed with the dissertation at uncovering the connection between the 

nature of profit, perfect free market and risk. He had to look for the unity of two components: 

special sorts of issues in the world outside and capability of some ‘agents’ to recognize these 

issues and make use of them. Knight aimed at overcoming the debate of the two previous 

schools wrestling with the relation of profit, risk and change and believed in finding the 

solution. They tried to explain the nature of profit, as he interprets the forerunners, as 

originating either in the nature of changes without concentrating to risk, or in risk-taking 

without connecting it to change. He claimed to have found the way of the needed synthesis, to 

have uncovered the essence of profit making by connecting it to the special uncertainties 

emerging with changes, with production of new issues.  

The argumentation, first required identification of special sorts of changes, as uncertain 

processes, as he understood the term. Second it required identification of special 

characteristics of those agents who are able to make profit from recognizing special sorts of 

changes, by way of ‘estimation’. As a result he referred to those agents who correctly 

‘estimate’ the incalculable. But the incalculable was for him more than the unknown measure 
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of some, in principle quantitative risk, it extended into the type of the issue too. He moved to 

the meta-level, in recent terms expressed.10     

The foundational work to this was to clearly differentiate between risk and uncertainty, 

and assume that something different occurs with uncertain changes. New things may come 

into being in economy, and the differential capacity to judge such a change as a guess on 

future, and exactly the early correct ‘estimation’ can be the very basis for profit making.  In 

his interpretation, based on the idea of a ’perfect market’, if only changes with calculable risk 

occur, then the calculability is, in principle, equally available for any competitor and hence 

there is no source for profit making. “The fatal criticism of this procedure of taking changes in 

conditions as the explanation and cause of profit is that it overlooks the fundamental question 

of the difference between a change that is foreseen a reasonable time in advance and one that 

is unforeseen” (Knight 1921, p. I.II.24). “Capability to develop foreknowledge of a future 

uncertain change this is the decisive human cognitive capability and it is different with 

different people.  

Sharp differentiation between risk and uncertainty is the first required step in the 

explanatory effort. This differentiation is essential concerning what he calls ‘foreknowledge’, 

knowledge before making any risk calculation (Knight 1921, p. I.II.25). “Dynamic changes 

give rise to a peculiar form of income only in so far as the changes and their consequences are 

unpredictable in character” (Knight 1921, p. I.II.26). In what sort of ‘world’ what sort of 

                                                 

10 Knights considerations could be seriously explored in their relation to such later ideas as some exagerated 

essential role of ‘expert opinion’ or ‘expert judgement’ in decision making in realistic environments that 

came into foreground only from the mid-1980s when the earlier trend in developing IT as fuller and fuller 

automatisation turned to an interaction of the human and the machine. As it was soon recognized the really 

good real manager makes its decisions even in stable situations by giving some additional place, as ‘rest 

category’ for some ‘expert opinion’ on whether the fixed preconditions for calculations are fully realised in 

the real situation the calculation relates to. But in radical changes he may be constrained to recognize the 

individuality of the emerging new as a whole. He moves up to the higher level and wonders if the 

identified new in the new situation does not require looking for a new model and if so, what model? But 

real decision should be first made and it may require intuition, pure ’expert opinion’. S/he wonders with 

this if the competence of the old model is still to accept. The flag ship role in decision making falls with 

this to ‘estimation’ in this transition process. These irregularities may prove provisional and the dynamic 

falls back into the stable phase as for example many economists and politicians wish it now with the recent 

global crisis, or the type of the dynamic will change too. But as far as I know neither those analysts nor the 

practical decision makers that moved in this direction by devoting their attention to ‘expert judgement’ 

have referred to Knight as forerunner in arguing for the role of ‘estimation’. Unfortunately, neither my 

spare time for research nor the spare space in the dissertation could, can be used in this possible direction 

of exploration. 
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agents are able to make correct assessment leading to foreknowledge, realisable in reasonable 

time in advance, when uncertain changes occur that make them capable to make profit? – this 

is what Knight asks. In addition to introducing the sharp differentiation between risk and 

uncertainty, Knight turned to the other side, to an analysis of human cognitive capacities and 

the decision situation with a new investment.11  

What sort of knowledge of this unpredictable is possible, how different it is from 

knowledge of risk? And how is it possible to get knowledge of it at all, if it is unpredictable? 

The nature of this “foreknowledge” is at stake. First, it is not risk calculated on an axiomatic 

base or on statistics, the two possibilities of getting knowledge of risk – Knight argues. This is 

just because the situation to which foreknowledge refers to, is new, and can not be so either 

because it would loose then its claimed explanatory force for the emergence of profit. Knight 

decisively leans on the individuality of the new situation caused by some sort of change and 

the differential capability to expect it by different agents. 

He shows in the dissertation that risks are either calculable on an axiomatic base or 

learned through constructing statistics based on empirical knowledge. In the first case, we 

have the idealised case of a dice and deductive reasoning. That means calculation is possible 

on an axiomatic base.12 In the second case, we make an inductive empirical research. In this 

case, calculation, in the usage of the term by Knight as deduction from axioms, is not 

possible, but measurement is possible instead. What Knight claims to recognise as a central 

issue is that neither a priori calculation nor the empirical method are adequate to account for 

his problem because the situation to account for must be some way singular (he does not use 

this term), to be able to serve as source of profit, as he identifies it as its precondition. So, 

neither apriori calculation nor measurement is the appropriate base to explain the emergence 

of profit.  

                                                 

11 This ’philosophical part’ of his dissertation on human cognitive capacities was later often criticised as leaving 

the field of economics, for speculation in a different field. But one can wonder how otherwise could have 

Knight, who was certainly an economist, argued in his foundational considerations about the possibility of 

profit making that is certainly a topic of economics, if he wanted to find the source of profit in uncertainty 

arising with some sorts of changes. Foundational works for any discipline go by necessity over the 

boarders of any discipline, and explaining special capability needs wondering on the characteristics of the 

appropriate agent. 
12 Knight says of the axiomatic calculation that “/T/he whole mathematical theory of probability is obviously a 

simple application of the principles of permutations and combinations for finding out the number of 

alternatives” (Knight 1921, p. III.VII.31). 
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As Knight defined risk is what we can account for and insure, so that “if risk were 

exclusively of the nature of a known chance or mathematical probability, there could be no 

reward of risk-taking; the fact of risk could exert no considerable influence on the distribution 

of income in any way. […] risk can be avoided by the payment of a small fixed cost limited to 

the administrative expense of providing insurance” (Knight 1921, p. I.II.40). Knight 

occasionally terms not only the impossibility of what can be called ‘modelling of the 

situation’ but also impossibility of accounting for the situation in probability terms too.  

“[B]ut there is no way to avoid uncertainty because   the distribution of the different possible 

outcomes in a group of instances is unknown” (Knight 1921, p. III.VIII. 2). (In this meaning 

we can say, that in understanding of Knight, uncertainty is already uninsurable. But this does 

not make clear the full role Knight gives to what he terms as uncertainty to explain profit, and 

the need for establishing firms. “On the one hand profit is bound up in economics change (but 

because change is the condition of uncertainty) and on the other it is clearly the result of risk, or what 

good usage calls such, but only of a special kind of risk, which is not susceptible of measurement” 

(Knight 1921, p. I.II. 45). “The connection between change and profit is uncertain and always 

indirect. Change may cause a situation out of which profit will be made, if it brings about 

ignorance of the future” (Knight 1921, p. II. 27). The deepest problem occurs when there is no 

possibility of forming in any way groups of instances of sufficient homogeneity. To say it 

differently when the new is unique and this way we are unable to attribute probability 

distribution.13  

This is how Knight unifies the explanatory requirements that changes must occur and 

they must be of some uncertainty nature, to be able to serve for profit making. Those changes 

that bring about ignorance of the future may serve for profit making. Beside this type of 

uniqueness, Knight refers to unpredictable fluctuations causing volatility that brings about 

further ignorance and so are further basis for profit making. 

Peter Bernstein, in the book on history of risk research points to some important 

difference, from decision theoretical point of view, between using exact calculations as 

deductions and making statistics (Bernstein 1996).  In the first case what is at stake is to 

                                                 

13 “The liability of opinion or estimate to error must be radically distinguished from probability or chance of 

either type, for there is no possibility of forming in any way groups of instances of sufficient homogeneity 

to make possible a quantitative determination of true probability. Business decisions, for example, deal 

with situations which are far too unique, generally speaking, for any sort of statistical tabulation to have 

any value for guidance. The conception of an objectively measurable probability or chance is simply 

inapplicable” (Knight 1921, p. III.VII.46) 
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accept or to refuse the results. In the second case what is at stake is to refuse or not-refuse 

them, because, accepting means something logically compulsory character of the decision, 

while with statistics we always may, more than that, should think of some uncertainty of it. 

(We try to diminish this uncertainty to a technically important required measure and introduce 

a custom in the decision making.) But Bernstein does not recognize the very first step around 

which all the considerations revolve made by Knight. This is the modelling of the change the 

agents has to do the very first. And the modelling problem extends from issues where the 

probability distribution is not-/well/-known to issues of ‘unknown unknowns’ as a later term, 

not of Knight’s time, names it. We could say Knight looks for the problem of recognizing and 

making decision between refusal and non-refusal when even modelling is problematic.   

In Knight’s interpretation “[A]n important condition of our interest in things is the 

element of unanticipated, of novelty of surprise.” Our human nature is forward looking and 

economics is a forward-looking science, Knight emphasises.14 The calculability of risk 

already empirically preconditions what sort of issue in the real world can be taken into 

account. But, beside the two methods to calculate risks (the apriori and the statistical) there 

must be a third type of method too that is unavoidably to be applied by the businessmen in 

practice. (Actually, he says that this is mostly applied in new investment decisions.) This is 

called by him with different names, as ‘judgement’, ‘commonsense’, ‘intuition’ also more 

often as ‘estimate’. And, this estimation is the real forward looking cognitive action in 

relation to speculation for profit. This is what he insists on.  

Knight writes that “Profit arises out of the inherent, absolute unpredictability of things, 

out of the sheer brute fact that the results of human activity cannot be anticipated and then 

only in so far as even a probability calculation in regard to them is impossible and 

meaningless” (Knight 1921, p. III. X. 32). Knight finally warns: “The receipt of profit in a 

particular case may be argued to be the result of superior judgment. But it is judgment of 

judgment, especially one's own judgment, and in an individual case there is no way of telling 

good judgment from good luck, and a succession of cases sufficient to evaluate the judgment 

or determine its probable value transforms the profit into a wage.” (The same place.) The 

method he outlines is an integration of two levels. On the fist level the observer ‘estimates’ 

the world’, on the second level he makes corrective reflective action and realises ‘estimates of 

estimate’.  

                                                 

14 “At the bottom of the uncertainty problem in economics is the forward-looking character of the economic 

process itself” (Knight 1921, p. III. VIII. 7).  
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We find the founding differentiation between “mechanic” and “organic” with Knight, 

where the whole is more then the parts together. This differentiation between the “mechanic” 

and “organic “world” serves for Knight to differentiate where perfect knowledge is possible 

and where it is not. Perfect knowledge is possible to reach in the first “world”, but only 

imperfect is possible in the second. Brain to assess the imperfect as result of long term natural 

evolution is the appropriate instrument with its “judging capability”. Brain is needed, and as 

evolution worked, a ‘cephalisation’, judging capability developed to meet the uncertainty 

from partial knowledge and action is possible according to the ‘opinion’, ’judgement’ or 

‘estimate’. A double process of getting ‘estimate’ and the ‘estimate of estimate’ (Knight 1921, 

p. III. VII. 41) will be realised to base the decision on.  

Let me finish with some wondering remark. Knight is actually rather clear and simple. 

Unicity of events occur in every change but they occur as decisive in special changes. 

‘Estimation’ helps you out in this changes to meet the appropriate decisions. With the alleged 

unicity of the imagined event there is an estimate that builds the basis for profit making 

through taking the chance of being erroneous in making the ‘estime’. ‘Estimates’ will be not 

‘measured’ but ‘estimated’ this way. How could all this be reduced to the thesis of the 

impossibility of attributing probability to risk in some situation, or thinking about uninsurable 

risks, only, attributed to him by a series of most excellent readers?   

I add some further passages from Knight where he commented on the debate he joined. 

That passages emphasize that the distinction between risk calculation and estimate must be 

clearly made, and this is decisive to understand the nature of profit making.  “The clue to the 

disagreement and to the straightening-out of the facts as well is to be found in a confusion 

fallen into by those on both sides of the controversy, in assuming that the ’actuarial value’ of 

the risks taken is known to the entrepreneur. There is a fundamental distinction between the 

reward for taking a known risk and that for assuming a risk whose value itself is not known. It 

is so fundamental, indeed, that, as we shall see, a known risk will not lead to any reward or 

special payment at all. Though Willett distinguishes between ‘uncertainty’ and ’risk’ and the 

mathematical probability of loss, he still treats uncertainty throughout his study as a known 

quantity. The same applies to Johnson; he also implicitly recognizes at various points that the 

true chance or actuarial value of the risk may not be known, and devotes some space “to 

Thünen's emphasis on the distinction between insurable and uninsurable risks; but he also 

fails entirely to take account in his discussion of profit of the fact that the risk involved in 

entrepreneurship is not and cannot be a known quantity. (Knight 1921, I.II. 39) I add one 

passage more that shows how he interprets one of the earlier writers on the issue, on the 
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recognition he made about the difference of  risk and ‘estimate’.  “In a similar way Hawley 

repeatedly refers to the fact of uninsurable risk as well as to "pure luck" and to "changes that 

no one could have foreseen,” but he fails to inquire into its meaning or to recognize its 

theoretical import. […] He fails to develop the point and draw the consequences from the fact 

that the actuarial value of the risk undergone by any venturer is not known, either to himself 

or to his competitors” (Knight 1921, p. I.II. 38). 

Just as for some further wondering I mention that all who tried to find the source/s/ for 

profit making from the perspective of informatics should have moved toward assessing 

differential measures of refusal/non-refusal of results of inductive reasoning, further of 

different evaluation of the same calculated measure.  Further it is to add that engaging in 

different models when assessing the nature of the new that changes bring with themselves 

also offers ways of explanation. Knight concentrated on the level of early recognising the 

surprising as indicator for the needed competence change, for new modelling.  Peter Bernstein 

assesses that Knight demonstrated and called for a wider way of investigation in his 

dissertation, where the Knightian uncertainty would have been shown as inherent part of 

thinking, but later the efforts to concentrate to raise quantitative capacities was the accepted 

“success” way.  

1.4 On Systemic Risk 

One can say that one symbol of modernity is the quantitative risk conception with its punctual 

exactness in ideal case. With this uncertainty is claimed to be constrained into calculus and 

management realized as some sort of planning and control. 

In its most reduced form, deprived from every context, risk is nothing but the magnitude 

of hazard or, and benefit multiplied by its probability. There is still much reserve for basic 

research in this approach on both sides, the “objective” and the “subjective” sides of it. On the 

“objective”, for example one may mention the more detailed distribution calculations, 

exploring new distributions, assessment of failures and their management at very small 

probabilities, etc, on the “subjective side” there may be still unrecognized misperception 

possibilities – and new perception and management possibilities. But with all this not only the 

disciplinary development but the modernist framing is still strongly preserved. I try to show 

how the overcoming of the narrow heritage of quantitative risk assessment is realizing by now 

in two different types of considerations, in the “systemic risk” conception, initiated by 
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Ortwinn Renn und Klaus Töpfer, and in the considerations on “incertitude”, especially by 

Andy Stirling, Brian Wynne, Arie Rip. 

It is obvious that real risky situations have much more qualitative characteristics than the 

measure of damage and its probability and every risk is individual at the end.15 Let us see how 

Klinke and Renn developed a classification, called systemic risk, to help avoid both Scylla 

(the, for any realistic management non- acceptable simplistic qrA) and Charybd (the 

impossibility of accepting for management that every risk is individual and different.) in risk 

management. Risks become systemic and interrelated in recent social dynamics, they state. 

Systemic risk classification is, as the authors emphasize, a new challenge of risk management 

to start thinking in a new way. It is to giving way to rational action by practically solving the 

dilemma mentioned above through a management based on a, for some practice meaningfully 

diversified classification of different systemic risks. In nutshell, their consideration is as 

follows. In view of worldwide divergent preferences, variations in interests, values and moral 

principles risks must be considered as heterogeneous phenomena that preclude simplistic 

standardized evaluation and handling. What risk managers need is a concept for evaluation 

and management which on the one hand ensures integration of social diversity and 

multidisciplinary approaches and on the other hand allows for institutional routines and 

standardized practices (WBGU 2000; Klinke and Renn 2004). 

Systemic risk expands the number of factors and integrates analytically deliberative 

processes. The included factors are: damage, probability, incertitude, ubiquity, persistency, 

reversibility, delay, violation of equity, potential of mobilization. 

                                                 

15 Notice please that qualitative does mean some special type of the situation not that some situation is still not 

known exactly. In this meaning qualitative means some type, for example the geometric arrangement.) 
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Figure 1: Block diagram of Systemic Risk approach 

 

Source: made by the author 

 

In summary: I spoke, in this part, about a trail overcoming of the inherited framework, by 

providing for a special synthesis. But is the “systemic risk” really overcoming the basic 

assumptions of the inherited framework of quantitative risk research? Actually, it adds 

important considerations to a politics that grounds itself on the modernistic approach to 

uncertainty by the qRA but is realistic to accept that “subjective risk perceptions” are just as 

real factors in the political arena as “objective risks” are.   

The conception of Renn and Klinke got a warm welcome by most important institutions. 

The German government, the OECD adopted it. It really serves well with both giving a wide 

overview of the systemic possibilities and the simplifications that have practical sense.   

 

1.5 Divided we stand 

There is an important trial to give anthropological interpretation to the modes agents in 

society learn about and manage their risk conflicts. It is made by Michael Schwarcz and 
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Michael Thompson in 1990  (Schwarz and Thompson 1990). The interpretation comes from 

the cultural anthropology school of Mary Douglas and Aaron Wildavsky. They use the so 

called grid-group classification Douglas developed (Douglas and Wildavsky 1982). (I shall 

explain soon what the grid-group classification aims at.) Schwarcz and Thompson claim that 

exactly four basic attitudes, types of “rationality” can be observed when people make their 

decisions on taking or refusing risks. These attitudes have an essential role in looking for and 

interpreting knowledge of risk in their actions. They give an explanation to the existence of 

these four types.16  

They introduce their problem by referring to some sort of uncertainty (lack of 

knowledge) that is not fully reducible by any cognitive effort. This uncertainty is placed 

between the knowedge we have and the knowledge we would need, except very special cases, 

to make decisions based on calculation that is able to take into account everything. Because 

there is always some gap between the knowledge the agent has and that would be enough to 

make the decision this way there is some essential place for framing our decision attitude on 

anthropological level. As mentioned they identify four basic attitudes that function by filling 

the gap. They represent the assessment possibilities of the importance of the knowledge gap 

for decision making. Because agents need to develop some strategic, enduring stability in 

their actions they insist on their attitude. You may frame your cognitive activity as an 

“individualist” or an “egalitarian”, a “hierarchist” or a “fatalist”, in their terminology. The 

four types assessing the same issue gather different knowledge and conclude in a 

contradictory way about the risk of a possible action.17           

Four potential curves belong to the different attitudes. They represent some part of the 

founding bias. This is how the environment of action, “nature” as the authors term it, is 

imagined as framing the cognitive efforts. These basic believes are biases. They serve for 

organizing research, they are not their results. All of them realise a partial perspective, only, 

that orient the agents in the cognitive activity. They serve as filters in the “perception” of the 

environment by the agents. ”Entrepreneurs”, the “individualists” believe that the environment 

(“nature”) around them has a dynamic that by itself always goes back into the equilibrium and 

organize their knowledge and action based on this perspective. Environment is robust, in this 

view. You can make your trials whenever you want and how you want. Through repeted 

                                                 

16 They call this claim as the ‘impossibility’ theorem (Schwarz and Thompson 1990, p. 91). 
17 With Imre Hronszky and László Várnai we reported on the grid-group intertretation of assessing risks in 

several lectures. One was on the invitation of the Presidium of the HAS (Hronszky et al. 2006). 
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errors you may reinforce your persuasion in this alleged robustness at the end. (The 

environment is always somehow benign when you act on it. Somehow you may succeed with 

your action.) The “egalitarians” base their cognitive activity on the belief that that the 

environment, allegedly, never is in equilibrium, it is always fragile, so cascadic effects always 

menace with catastrophes, even when answering the slightest action. The “hierarchists” 

believe that the environment has some potential minimum and this way “nature” is 

perverse/tolerant”. They reinforce through experiences that the environment is robust up to a 

certain grade, only. (For a while your action may be not dangereous, but then it will 

profoundly change.) Lastly, the “fatalist” thinks that “nature” behaves capriciously. Acting on 

it has the character of lottery playing. You can not learn from it. (Everything can occur as an 

effect when you do something.)    

Figure 2: Types of nature represented by different potential curves accepted by the four 

different types of agents in society, according to Schwarcz and Thompson 

 

source: (Schwarz and Thompson 1990, p. 5) 

These views on what the “environment” is may be identified by empirical research, for 

example in environmental protection debates. All of them are identified already as strong 

evidences. There is empirical evidence for demonstrating the appropriate types of behaviour, 

too. The cultural anthropology school gives a social theoretical interpretation to the evidence 

on the four views on nature and actions based thereof. First they identify that these 

“rationalities” are never merely cognitive attitudes. They are essentially tied to the different 

basic ways of organizing society. They make it possible that the individuals will be socialized, 

by belonging to one of the four basic groups. They serve as some “culture” that determines 
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how they interpret their environment, how they act on it and provides for the safety of 

belonging to some community.18  

 There are two fundamental control dimensions of action as effects of social order, in the 

interpretation of the cultural anthropology school. These account for the “who one interacts 

with”, answers the “who am I?” question and the “how one interacts with them”, the “what do 

I have to do?” issues. They provide for social incorporation of the individual.  Mary Douglas 

introduced and developed this classification already from the 60s. She called the axes “grid” 

and “group”, respectively. The “grid” is the amount of prescriptions, the externally, by society 

imposed restriction on the choice to be made by the individual. The “group” signifies the 

active relation to groups in society that also constrains the choice possibilities of the 

individual. Three of the attitudes are active and one is passive. Passivity means that the agent 

does not try to change neither the environment nor the other attitudes. The other attitudes 

move the agents to try to make decisions and actions to change the environment toward the 

values the attitude embodies and persuade the believers in the other perspectives to change 

their views. 

 

Figure 3: The two dimensions of  sociality and the four rationalities 

 

                                                 

18 One of the most important thesis of the cultural anthropology school is that they explain the “individualist” 

behaviour as product of some sorts of social relations. They do not take it simply as a social fact. 
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source: (Schwarz and Thompson 1990, p. 7) 

The “individualist” actively resists to the social pressures and avoids joining any group, the 

“egalitarian” actively resists to the social pressures but emphatically joins some group, the 

“hierarchist” actively accepts some sorts of social pressures and joins some social group, 

more some formalised social institution, the “fatalist” suffers under social pressure, and 

actively avoids joining some group. The appropriate institute to live in for the “individualist” 

is the free market, for the “hierarchist” belonging to the state or some other formal 

organization. With this we have the “market” and “state” classification that is extended with 

the “critical groups” and “fatalists”. The classes embody different types of rationality. The 

“individualists” think in “substantive rationality”. The “hierarchists” think “procedural 

rationality” (as Simon defines the terms). The “egalitarians” commit “critical rationality”. The 

rationality with the “fatalists” is nothing but in the systematicity of non-systematic thinking.   

not only types of rationality but also different political cultures (Schwarz and Thompson 

1990, p. 61). The special attitudes involve special representations of the environment.  

 

Figure 4: The myths of nature mapped onto the rationalities 

 

source: (Schwarz and Thompson 1990, p. 9) 
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As mentioned the plural rationalities are never merely cognitive. They are closely tied to 

different ways of organizing.19 “So we can say that an act is rational if it supports a person’s 

way of organizing (Schwarz and Thompson 1990, p. 61).  The agents are busy organizing one 

way and disorganizing other ways. The different rationalities make up together a “political 

culture” and as mutually adversary approaches a conflicting “social arena”. The types together 

are the sorts of basic identities that can be obtained at all. Social organizations also represent 

different types of “rationalities”. Social organizations, in interpretation of the Cultural Theory 

school are aggregates of similarly institutionalised individuals. I add some more details below 

of what the different types of behaviours include.  

   

Table 1: The basic determinants of the four political cultures 

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------                     

                    Hierarchical          Egalitarian         Individualistic          Fatalistic 

 

Preferred     Nested                   Egalitarian         Ego-focused             Margin 

way of         bounded                bounded              focused 

organizing   group                    group                   network 

 

Certainty      Nature                   Nature                Nature                      Nature 

(myth of       perverse/               ephemeral           benign                     capricious 

nature) 

 

Rationality    Procedural            Critical               Substantive              Fatalistic 

                                                 

19 As an especially interesting story it was demonstrated by David Bloor in 1982, that the mode of working on a 

special mathematical problem followed the three different modes the different mathematical departments 

were organized. 
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source:(Schwarz and Thompson 1990, p. 61) 

 

Table 2: The four political cultures 

 

 

                                      Hierarchical          Egalitarian            Individualistic           Fatalistic 

__________________________________________________________________________    

 

View of resources         Scarce                    Depleting               Abundant                  Lottery 

 

Learning style               Anticipation          Trial without error  Trial and error          Luck 

 

Desired systems            Controllability       Sustainability         Exploitability            Copability       

Properties 

  

Risk-handling style       Rejection and         Rejection and        Acceptance and       Acceptance  

                                      absorption               deflection              deflection                and  

                                                                                                                                    absorption 

 

source:(Schwarz and Thompson 1990, p. 61) 

The table realises a “cultural map” with its quadrants. This mode of demonstration helps to 

differentiate the extreme types. Actually, as adherents of the “cultural theory” recognized 
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there is some continuity among the different ideal types. And there are also possibilities for 

individuals and organizations too to change their basic type of rationality.   

“The central message of this “cultural map” is that all is bias, is nothing but a restricted 

perspective and behaviour. Our knowing is biased, our acting is biased, our justifying of our 

actions is biased, and our judging of the actions of the others is biased. Each of the four 

political cultures is a consistent package of biases” (Schwarz and Thompson 1990, p. 61). As 

biases they realise contradictory certainties. So, when they interact some clash occurs. “The 

clash of plural rationalities each using impeccable logic to derive different conclusions 

(solution definitions) from different premises (problem definitions), the clash of the four 

political cultures provides for the political arena.  The structure of this arena shows that, by 

definition, we are unable to know the uncertain “but reaction to uncertainty”(…)”would 

appear strongly patterned – so predictable” (Schwarz and Thompson 1990, p. 90). What can 

happen in the arena, that is kept by contradictory uncertainties? Is there any dynamic possible 

that leads as self-organization to self-sustaning of the dynamic of society?  

 The answer of Schwarcz and Thompson is as follows. First it is essential that there are 

contradictory biases, because they are of complementary nature. Some sorts of restricted 

discourses and alliances are possible along the commonly shared characterisitics. (For 

example “individualists” and “egalitarians” share their relation to the social contraints above 

them, “egalitarians” and “hierarchists” share their realation to the “group” dimension, etc.) 

Taken into account that all of them get their identification through the denial of the others 

these partially shared characterisitcs help to provide for a discourse. Then the three dynamic 

biases can provide for a special sustaining, spiral-like dynamic. In a culturally plural regime 

an improving of the constructive interplay can be set and sustained, by sustaining, 

reconstructing all the possible partial “rationalities”.  The message Schwarcz and Thompson 

prepared is in the title of their book. If we we succeed in sustaining that we are divided, we 

shall be able to stand, in a sustainable dynamic of self-organization. 

For those who know more about the “Cultural theory” it is evident that the grid-group 

representation at the beginning and later what grew out as “Cultural theory” was not 

especially oriented to represent and interpret behaviour facing uncertainty. The ideas referred 

to social-political issues. As Mary Douglas reminds, her meeting with Aaaron Wildavsky who 

was apolitical scientist, at the end of the 70s turned her attention to the atomic energy debates 

of these years and urged them to try to give an anthropological interpretation to the 

technological risk issue. This offered itself as a research object for an anthropolically based 

societal interpretation. As it is known the results of this research were published in the book 
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on Risk and Culture (Douglas and Wildavsky 1982). Schwarcz and Thompson developed the 

grid-group view into an interpretation of risk assessment in 1990. How far risk assessment 

and management organizations listened to their message. In lack of space I make only one 

remark, just to indicate the liaison of their views and regulatory efforts. John Adams, Michael 

Thompson made an important research for the Health and Safety Executive of the British 

Government in 2002 (Adams and Thompson 2002). In this they interpret on the precautionary 

approach. “But each has its own version of the precautionary principle. The individualist objects that 

the unfettered application of the egalitarian’s version of the precautionary principle would quickly 

bankrupt any imaginative government and that excessive and ineffective spending to reduce 

tiny/unproven risks diverts resources from more effective solutions to societal problems. For the 

individualist, the best defence against the hazards of an uncertain world is to be as rich and powerful 

as possible; anything therefore that impedes the development of this power, i.e. anything that impedes 

economic growth, is dangerous. For the hierarchist, precaution consists of doing everything possible to 

buttress the authority of the hierarchy – society’s defence against chaos and anarchy. The hierarchist is 

extremely uncomfortable in the presence of virtual risk. His authority as governor and regulator rests 

on science and, in the absence of any clear direction from science, his actions are in danger of being 

seen as arbitrary. The fatalist continues to dine on junk food of unknown origin, buy lottery tickets, 

and duck if he sees something about to hit him” (Adams and Thompson 2002, p. 17). 

I make a farewell from Cultural theory by presenting both the three active, but 

necessarily biased behaviours and the trial to express the contradictory certainties by two 

oppontents, as imagined by some artist.  

 

Figure 5: The Three Cultural Heroes, drawn by Christian Brunner 
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source: (Douglas 2006, p. 3) 

 

Figure 6: The Dialogue of the Deaf 

 

Source: (Douglas 2006, p. 9) 

1.6 Wisdom of everyday people and the role of metaphors in risk research 

There is a usual interpretation that  Bernstein’s book chronicles the remarkable intellectual 

adventure that liberated humanity from oracles and soothsayers by means of the powerful 

tools of risk management that are available to us today. The heroes of the story are experts 

devoting themselves to risks research. How was it with development of knowledge of 

everyday people? I am going to evidence accumulation of knowledge in folks-wisdoms and 

other forms of expression.  I worked on this topic and the result  was written in my diploma 

work, further in (Fésüs 2006b; Hronszky and Fésüs 2009).   

In history of everyday life, it seems, there is a hugh reservoir of rich recognitions waiting 

for innovation and risk analysts. Sometimes everyday people recognized already what experts 

could justify later, for example recognized that “you have not to put all your eggs into one 

basket” before a scientific explanation could be given to this recognition. They have 

developed their typical communication forms. These are the proverbs and the tales, often with 
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personified forces. They gather slowly, compress experiences that are put to probe by many in 

very various situations and are useful when processes are stable enough for long periods. It 

may be true quite generally what Schumpeter guessed that time forges. One task here is to 

explore the past. But, by now we live in a quickly changing world of ‘dense interactions’ 

systematically, but unforeseeable providing for ‘genuine’ ‘surprises’, as ‘surprises’ are 

sometimes called in a more differentiating way. It may be especially interesting to investigate 

how people recently learn in everyday life to recognize ‘incertitude’ when they are 

incomparable frequent and there is incomparable less time to forge out generalised 

knowledge. In this situation, new forms of cristallisation of acquired knowledge may step in 

the place of historical forms. New types of mass behaviour as engaging in extreme sports may 

show typical symbolic reactions and even challenges to position actors in situations when 

acquiring action capacity to answer ‘surprises’, based either on tacit or codified knowledge, is 

enforced. They are active ‘lead users’ in exploring dangerous situations who actively 

participate in providing for new challenges, ‘design’ them and learn their possible 

management. They are innovative in exploring and living with ‘genuine surprises’20 They 

realise some sort of problematic behaviour with this for ‘normal’ observers. But it is 

important to see that they may pioneering new behavioural forms that may become typical 

later, or they may explore possibilities how one can quite normally accommodate to such sort 

of situations.  That is I think is worthwhile to challenge them to engage in critical discourse.  

1.7 Qualitative richness  

I shall interpret this claim that conceptualization of risk by lay people is not only of lesser 

value when quantitative measuring of risk is at stake but, from a different perspective, it is 

simultaneously richer than that of the experts’ that means that leads to qRA. 

People use the above mentioned categories (voluntary – involuntary, etc) to interpret the 

situations they perceived. Let me turn now to the essential role of metaphors in this process. 

They create metaphors for this reason. Of course, often this is an unconscious process, but it is 

the base of understanding the risky situations (Fésüs 2006a). This is the “metaphorizing 

potential that defines man as a symbolic animal” (Eco 1984, p. 88). People use trope of 

hypotyposis in their everyday life, the iconic element of the representation. Hypotyposis 

represents which is not represented in senses. In risk perception, people need to give a distinct 

                                                 

20 The term “lead user” comes from von Hippel (2006) but was not introduced for characterising uncertainty.  
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shape for the kind of risk that surrounds them. After creating, these metaphors start their own 

life and they have impact for the decision-making process. This impact differs as it was said 

depending on who, to what sort of group belonging. (There is no place here to speak about the 

problem what sort of metaphors and how /risk/experts use them in their research. Let it be 

enough to mention that they too are ‘symbolic animals’, but really different from everyday 

people. 

I make an excursion to proverbs with risk assessemnt and management content. A group 

of authors trusted by JRC/Institute for Prospective Studies writing an important orientation 

paper on precaution introduced different aspects of risk by referring to proverbs at the title of 

each chapter. (Stirling 1999). For example when introducing the need for keeping open 

alternative ways they refer to the proverb: “Don't Put All Your Eggs In One Basket.” Proverbs 

are cristallized volks wisdom. This reference to proverbs by this very important expert 

material intends to draw attention of both professional risk researchers and everyday people to 

the importance of wolks wisdom for understanding and managing risks. There is a 

coincidence this way, of results of scientific and everyday cognitive processes. This 

coincidence of scientific results shows that parallel efforts run in some fields and that it is not 

true that the role of the public exhausts in the ‘subjective perception as deterioration’ of the 

‘objective’, but just the opposite and both may lead to the same conclusion under some 

conditions. It is necessary to mention here that there is still another essential role of the public 

in risk assessment. This is the participation in “frame reflection”. A later part will concentrate 

on this, adding perhaps the most important element in the role of the public in assessing risk. 

I reported on the work of Klinke and Renn in the part on the Greek understanding of risk. 

To remember, they developed a classification to provide an integrated view of the qualitative 

multiplicity of risky situations both in terms of quantifiable or non quantifiable risks and 

human reactions what they termed “systemic risk” they found utilisable ideas in the Greek 

mythology. As they assure, all this was not just by chance. As they explain Greek mythology 

represents a solidified risk culture after a transition period in Greek history. It is, between 700 

and 500 BC that a transition occurred from an economy of small subsistence farmers and 

hunters to economy of more organized agriculture and husbandry. This transition with its 

dramatic change implied a new culture of anticipation and foresight. It also marked the 

transition from self-reflection as being an object of nature to becoming a subject to nature. 

The various mythological figures demonstrate the complex issues associated with the new 

self-awareness of creating future rather then just being opposed to fate. (Klinke and Renn 
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2004). Greek mythology demonstrates that the Greeks developed a many sided risk 

understanding and management system.  

We just present two classes in some more detail in this paper. These are the Damocles’ 

sword and Pandora’s box type risks. The risks of Damocles type are mighty and threaten 

without intermission. Our knowledge about them is quite certain in this respect. It is a type of 

risk as fate, because being “outside”, and you never know if it will be and when realized. The 

risk type of Pandora’s box is uncertain both in its damaging capacity and its probability. More 

than that threatens in that case only when we open the box, our action is essential to realize it. 

Today’s technologies, nuclear power plant, a damsystem, when tey exist already, often place 

among Damocles-style risk but of course, if they hadn’t been built they wouldn’t have 

threatened by any damage. Volks wisdom may help to focus on and recognize qualitative 

specialities of risk situations. For example Damocles type risks are continued to realise 

recently. An example: if the woods hadn’t been destroyed in Ukraine in the Karpatian 

mountains, people would have been less afraid of regulary recurring flood but by now the 

sword is regularly over them along the Theis.  

For further research some important questions may immediately raise. First, what sort of 

similarities and dissimilarities may be found in different historical periods, in the risk 

knowledge of different nations, how the differences of their geographic and historical 

experiences are represented. Second, how the recent epochal changes that we indicated as the 

problem of incertitude and its management by modulating accommodation to the partly self-

initiated evolutionary societal dynamics may already be spontaneously reflected in the 

knowledge, culture and practice of everyday people, recently. This research on people’s 

treasure of risk knowledge may usefully completed by investigating into the typical literature, 

wider in arts of the historical periods.   

In my diploma thesis I tried to find answers on a part of these questions by examining 

Hungarian proverbs, folk-poetry and the history of Hungarian literature. I gathered and 

classified the Hungarian treasure of proverbs and some folk poetry and poetry related to 

assessing and evaluating incertitude or giving advices to managing them. I found that one 

percent of Hungarian proverbs is connected to assessing risky situations or giving advices to 

manage them. I developed a nine classes classification. Hungarian folks-wisdom precipitated 

in proverbs concentrate on the following issues: there are certain and uncertain relations, 

uncertainty is inevitable, fortune and chance go together, there are always some hidden 

dangers, there is always possibility of genuine surprise, consequences (aftermath / issue) are 

avoidable it is advisable to preserve alternative ways, you should avoid uncertain situations. 
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It was typical that in any class you find both encouraging and discouraging wisdom.21 

These proverbs mark the extreme positions and everyone is suggested to make his/her own 

decision in concrete situations through taking them into account. The question arises what 

then is the role of concentrating wisdom on managing uncertain situations in proverbs when 

this wisdom typically is expressed in dichotomies? The answer briefly is that they signify the 

extreme positions and you are suggested to make your own balancing decision through taking 

into consideration the local specificities.   People always use proverbs in special situations and 

proverbs help them by referring to generalisable situations. But the system works through the 

autonomous decision maker not through algorithmic reification, leading to formal decision 

rules. This tentative conclusion may be equally valid for any volk culture. 

I also examined tales. Folk poetry shows a very interesting world on the boundary of 

uncertainty and predestined. I also followed the main changes in risk thinking in literature in 

the course of history. I found that in each historical period there were characteristic ideas 

about risks, and these ideas appeared in literary works too. On the one side I tried to collect 

works about risk and on the other side attempted to understand how those literary works 

impressed everyday people. This is a combined question, literature theory, psychology and 

sociology equally are to use to reach an adequate answer. A further question may arise 

whether these pieces of information can be additional resources for professional risk analysis.  

We think the recently quickly changing dynamics around us need, in relation to adequate 

understanding and management of uncertainties, ambiguity and ignorance a strong research 

effort to devote to the most different actors in these uncertainty scenes. Facing a nearly 

endless field of further differentiating research perspectives investigating into gender aspects, 

differences of cultures, commercial culture or risk and precaution conscious thinking for 

children might all be fruitful. Even if the gender aspect was not searched for until now in 

questions of risk attitude, it is evidently (any preliminary evidence shows it highly) relevant. 

It seems that women experiences and ways of management of uncertain situations are 

typically different from those of men, but the typical differences are questions in certain 

situations, at certain places and in certain historical periods. If to expect differences seem 

evident, what are they exactly, how are they formed, mediated? A passing view can already 

be telling that men and women heroes are very often typically different, both in the situations 

they get involved both the ways they look for solution At least as some short overview of 

                                                 

21 For example, “Who gave today, didn’t promise the tomorrow.” / “Who gave something for today will give 

something tomorrow.” Or another example: “Who ventures, will win”/ “Measure twice, cut once.” 
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belletristic and volk-poetry seem to indicate it. It seems gender differentiated division of 

labour and life may be decisive in the relation to relating to recent types of uncertain 

situations too. For example the well known generalised everyday life experience is 

interesting: women are more careful than men. Direct examination can prove or disprove it. 

Are there also more forecaring oriented? Research on the differences of cultures might 

reinforce that there are some basic common characteristics of thinking about risk, behaving in 

risky situations in spite of the divergences. As a third research direction, exploration of the 

commercial culture can give a lot useful information for risk research, for example 

understanding of the sociology and psychology of the fashionable horoscopes, the 

advertisements or TV series or TV shows. It might represent everyday people’s verges. These 

researches may certainly be important for risk communication or for those who observe 

behaviour of everyday people in uncertain situation to draw conclusions for marketing. But 

we guess they may provide professional risk researchers with important new starting points 

too. The situation is favourable now. People alive in everyday life rather similar challenges 

professional risk researchers identify elsewhere.   

Beyond the national comparisons we can also ask further if cultures as Eastern cultures 

vs the European-American may show deep differences and we can also get curious about the 

loci where uncertainties occur, the actors who alive them, the ways their experiences get 

retained and passed on. Another story is that we are experiencing a quick change in history 

through globalization. We face then a complicated question that is partly the problem how 

recently is risk understanding produced, evaluated, gathered and precipitated when the earlier 

needed time for cristallisation of historically proved modes is obviously missing. By now, 

with the accelerated changes and the ‘dense interactions’ everywhere we can get interested if 

there are born or being born new forms of expression of the new experiences to provide for 

guidance. Think of recent fictions and their role, the commercial TV presentations of stories 

of uncertainty and ignorance and in various sorts of media. The other part of the complicated 

question is that this knowledge of risks is developing in societies that become more and more 

heterogeneous. Knowledge of typical ways risks are identified, evaluated and tried to manage 

help to make communication more successful when interactions are so quickly multiplying 

among earlier separated parties.  

Our epoch is characterised by interpenetration of the most different cultures. In general, 

the process of learning to accommodate to the rich diversity of uncertain situations in the 

globalizing world by everyday people is most up-to-date to investigate. Especially when one 

takes seriously the tenet that for cognitive and for political reasons (democracy) participation 
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by everyday people is becoming one of the specific structural features in ‘post’-modern 

uncertainty management. Last we mention the need for the realisation of some sort of 

profound education that teaches the typical new world of uncertainty and the accommodation 

possibilities to it, an education that should begin with childhood already and should perhaps 

raise to some sort of conscious behaviour in higher school levels. 
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2 Approaching incertitude through Roadmapping?  

“Many of the benefits of RM are derived from the RM process, rather than the roadmap 

itself.” (Phaal et al. 2004, p. 23) 

 There is not much application of and literature on roadmapping in Hungarian. 

During my management studies I got the first impression about RMs from Béla 

Pataki.22  He introduced the students into general principles of RM and the basic types. 

As an engineer manager student I was interested in how these methods can work but I 

have never thought about to use them so large scale as they are used nowadays. 

Béla Pataki (2005, pp. 151-162) refers to the Institute of Manufacturing (IFM) 

definition about technology roadmapping. They draft that technology roadmapping ─ 

also known as ‘route mapping’ ─ is a key technology management tool that enables 

companies to link their technological capability to product and business plans so that 

strategy and technology development go hand-in-hand. Technology roadmaps provide a 

graphical framework for exploring and communicating strategic plans. They comprise a 

layered, time-based chart, linking market, product and technology information, enabling 

market opportunities and technology gaps to be identified. 

(http://www.ifm.eng.cam.ac.uk; Pataki 2005). Roadmapping has several very appealing 

characteristics. Based on Albright and Kappel (2003b) Pataki summarizes how RM 

helps to concentrate on the main points during the  process of strategy planning: for 

example RM develops the communication and brings long-term planning  to the front. 

Then he presents the structure of RM with dividing it into main sections as market-, 

product-, technology-section and action-plan. Finally he shortly presents a process of 

roadmapping, the widely accepted T-plan. In his estimation that I doubt a bit although 

technology roadmapping is not widespread in the world, but it is not in one's infancy as 

well. However there are numerous good practices of roadmapping and it is still not a 

                                                 

22 To my best knowledge he is one of he first authors who called attention to RM in the Hungarian 
management literature 
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generally used technique so it might mean competitive edge to use. In contrast to this I 

think roadmapping is disseminating everywhere in an accelerated rhythm. 

It is more and more usual that roadmaps are made for long-term processes. But in a 

world in which complexity is growing and our uncertainty of knowledge is a factor not 

to neglect the non-linearity characteristics and ‘surprises’, as we detailed already, are 

the key problems for the needed reconsideration, not just the long-duration and so the 

long time variable of the transformation process itself. To repeat it: whenever this 

double constraint of non-linearity and ’incertitude’ is essential, RM should be applied in 

an essentially different form than it was introduced originally for far simpler tasks. This 

extension and change of RM, utilising it for complex long-term considerations, certainly 

provokes some need for re-evaluation of this technique.  

2.1 Characterization of RM  

“Developing technology roadmaps is a way of picking winners and losers of 

technologies, not companies. Industry and government can no longer afford to fund 

research as they have in the past. They need to be more selective” (Garcia 1997, p. 10). 

We have to add to this, all this is about picking winners and losers as we expect and 

assess the possible dynamics. The RM process provides a way to identify, evaluate, and 

select strategic alternatives that can or should be used to achieve a desired objective 

(Kostoff and Schaller 2001, p. 132). 

In my own view the following characteristics seem the most important RM has to 

systematically demonstrate cross-roads and gaps (in knowledge, cooperation form, 

etc…). RM is connected to platform building as institutionalisation form. In short: 

Developing reasoned goals and way(s) to achieve them by repeatedly identifying, and 

assessing how to overcome the barriers on the way. It is another form of the well-known 

‘linear plus’ methodology that is applied regularly for project management.23 In the 

simplest case RM is straightforward, in a more complex case RM is iterative, it leads to 

result through repeated ‘concentric’ circles, in the most complex cases the cycles may 

                                                 

23 We can speak about linear-plus approach when we include possible back-steps into the mapping of the 

road. The name is more used for characterising innovation dynamic. Linear-plus approach tries to 

stick to linearity in modelling of the innvation process but accepts possible back steps in progress.    
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include profound re-starts and inclusions of roadmap parts that were not imagined when 

the roadmap was first set. 

Mostly, roadmaps are often used for very complex tasks recently. In the typical 

situation where long-term strategic RM has been used now, the goal, the ways to it, the 

complex environment, and this in complex interaction with the process we intend to 

realise is to understand through basic information lack. The long-term goal is scarcely 

more than a vision. It is to expect that the environment will be turbulent and possible 

ways emerge, build up or close down during the process, and the actor has to make 

decisions under deep information uncertainty. The process of RM is permeated by 

renewing expectations concerning whether the vision is realisable, that there are ways to 

the goals. It seems in the literature these two methodological tools RM and expectation 

cycles are not assessed together notwithstanding that any roadmap is permeated by 

expectations. On expectation see chapter 3 of the dissertation. 

By defining the boundaries of roadmaps the context for the roadmap has been 

specified. It develops or ensures that a vision exists (for either the industry or 

corporation) and that a roadmap can support that vision (Garcia and Bray 1997, p. 18). 

Setting the path is defined by a mixture of extrapolations, descriptive and normative 

scenarios, backcasts integrated in scenarios serving the vision. In practice this ‘mixing’ 

is made based on skill only there is no methodology. 

2.2 Types of RM, on technology and industry RMs 

It is possible to classify roadmaps in many different ways. It is usual to classify 

roadmaps into “science technology roadmap, product technology roadmaps, industry 

roadmaps, and product roadmaps” {Kappel, 2001 #147, p. 40; cited by  \Kostoff, 2001 

#142, p. 134}. It is usual to distinguish RMs according to the fields RM is applied to, 

such as energy roadmap, hydrogen energy roadmap, roadmap for innovative medicine, 

for the plants for the Future, bioprocess roadmap, etc. The European Union supports 31 

technology platforms recently. Obviously, a roadmap can be ordered to each of them. 

Phaal, Farrukh et al (2004, p. 11) mention that 40 roadmaps taken into account by them 

has revealed a range of different types, clustered into 16 broad areas. You can develop 

RM for science, industry, technology for short-range, for long-range, etc.  
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For me technology and industry roadmaps are especially important. I remunerate 

some of the common definitions by the most important authors of the field. 

“Technology roadmap is the result of a strategic technology planning process that 

cooperatively identifies common product and process performance targets, the 

technology alternatives and milestones for meeting these targets, and a common 

technology plan (path) for R&D activities” (Garcia 1997, p. 9). Technology 

roadmapping is a flexible technique that is widely used within industry to support 

strategic and long-range planning. The approach provides a structured (and often 

graphical) means for exploring and communicating the relationships between evolving 

and developing markets, products and technologies over time. (Phaal et al. 2004, p. 5) 

Or as McDowall at all summarize: most of these roadmaps combine three important 

aims. “Firstly, to identify barriers to the emergence (of a hydrogen future), and the 

measures needed to overcome them. […] Secondly, most fulfil an advocacy function. 

[…]Lastly, the roadmapping process seeks to bring together key stakeholders to develop 

a shared vision of the future: a common ‘script’, defining agreed roles and cues for 

action” (McDowall and Eames 2006, pp. 1241-1242). A science or technology roadmap 

is like a highway roadmap in that it describes how one might proceed from a starting 

point to a final destination. As a highway roadmap shows the intersections between 

roads, a science or technology roadmap shows the intersections between scientific steps 

or technologies. It is forward looking and forecasts the paths that might be followed to a 

final or desired achievement. Thus it is both a normative forecasting tool as well as a 

planning technique (Gordon 2004, p. 3). 

Without to form an overall definition it is common in all of them to connect the 

scientific or technological process, the technological product and the business aim. All 

of them are defined in for a normal case. Quite similarly to any other RM, technology 

roadmaps are also more and more applied to more and more complex cases. In these 

cases technology roadmaps may even identify the need for, sometimes a series of, some 

breakthrough (architectural) innovation.  

2.3 Tool for foresight or forecast?  

In simple cases RM definitely demonstrates the way to go to reach the goal, it serves for 

deterministic or probabilistic forecast, with the latter even perhaps relying on 
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probabilistic scenarios. In complex cases it may show how different scenarios may help 

to reach the goal. In any case RM decreases the complexity and uncertainty of the issue 

at hand. RM is part of realising some sort of robustness in the transformation process 

meanwhile trying to show where flexibility seems to be included into the planned 

process. This robustness is typically realised by some normative reduction of decision 

uncertainty too. Most important reductive step is insisting on the goal of the process to 

be realised by following the road the map shows. With this there is a sacrificing step of 

the full-range search for alternatives for the advantage of aligning and ability to realise 

something under constraining conditions. There is much recent development of RM 

techniques through satisfying adaptation needs for turbulent environments and 

information ‘incertitude’. Notwithstanding this every RM contributes to developing 

trend-like development to the field. Roadmaps even in their most flexible form show 

how some goal is to achieve. We have to be aware of this as the basic framing 

condition: both its advantages and disadvantages are originating in this framing 

condition.   

Taken into account this one can see that I only agree partially with Glenn and 

Gordon who state: “In futures research, roadmaps can be used in scenario-based 

projects to serve as maps of complex developments and their causal interactions and 

serve as a kind of scenario outline. When the paths connecting the nodes are assigned 

probabilities, they can be used to forecast the steps that will be achieved and the nature 

of the course to a goal. The paths between nodes may also be used to indicate timing 

between one step and the next; this application leads to the ability to estimate the timing 

of the system under study” (Glenn and Gordon 2003, 18/4). One can say that somehow 

in this definition there is a decisively consequential recognition, in a very much hidden 

way.  This is that sometimes roadmaps are made with scenarios without attaching 

probabilities to them.24 Roadmaps, in this extended view I support, involve only or 

partly qualitative scenarios, still provide for overview among other things, but on the 

costs of not acquiring probabilities and calculable timing possibility. (Let me make a 

further remark. Unfortunately, such very famous authors as Glenn and Gordon use such 

sort of term as ‘causal interaction’ – see above – that is a possible oxymoron.) 

                                                 

24 Compare the logical structure of the statement above beginning with ‘When’! Fully recognized by them 
or not (?) the correctly extend the capability of roadmapping. 
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2.4 Consensus and strategic game  

A roadmap provides a consensus view or vision of the future landscape available to 

decision makers. The question is how is this consensus formed and with what aim? To 

explain the role of this consensus formation I have to connect consensus to trend 

building and strategic games.  The key term will be here aligning.  

RM itself as it is practiced has something performative in it. RM formulates a 

possible consensus view around the chosen vision for a collective will, advocacy to 

realise it as its integrative purpose. Actually, by showing some possible ways to realise 

the vision helps aligning the possible partners to make the dynamic trend-like. Roadmap 

has a role to detail and help realizing a self-fulfilling prophecy. If the roadmap 

persuades possible co-operators they make their plans and actions according to the 

dynamics prescribed by the RM. This dynamic, in the most flexible case, will be 

realized through perhaps several times changing partners.25 But with RM something 

remains intact even in the most flexible realisation: it embodies the planning mind that 

identifies barriers to realise a fixed vision or goal and the possible overcoming of the 

barriers. RM preserves something of its origin even in its most flexible form. This is 

that how it was introduced as a tool for ‘management of change’. RM and building 

technology platform has an active role in recruiting and aligning actors, to help emerge 

trends, transform them to stable trends and keep these trends stable. Any roadmap 

expresses a self-fulfilling prophecy to which technology platforms may be ordered. The 

role of self-fulfilling prophecies in co-ordination is that every actor makes, adjusts its 

own strategy according to the prophecy and reinforces the trend by its own competitive 

action. The process that is expressed by the roadmapping is permeated by renewing 

expectations concerning the realisablity of the vision, the goals, the ways to the goals, 

etc. 

But the deepest recent challenge caused by problems of globalization and 

especially sustainability is stronger than just satisfying it by making a RM: 

self-reflexive mapping and governance is also to develop. This is essential to account 

adequately for and successfully steer, by unavoidably ill-informed actors, complex 

                                                 

25 SOCROBUST 
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changes in turbulent environments toward some vision.  This vision is from time to time 

fixed in changing goals which result from the interactions of ‘landscape’ (the macro-

level), the specificities of the transition process on the meso-level (the ‘regime’), and 

the emerging or disappearing ‘niches’ (micro-level) while ‘walking’ – but the vision 

may also become subject to change itself. In this we get the territory of self-reflexive 

relation to our possible futures where even the self-identity of the actor becomes object 

of reflection. Problems like human cloning certainly belong to this level, just as if we 

have to turn to a sustainable direction in human development at all. In this we reflect on 

our identity, what we are, what should we be, on the deepest level. It is a philosophical 

reflection, including ethics. Most of the cases we reflect on our partial technological 

development we assume this level as stabile. If doing this seems not problematic, then 

we can go to the next level with coming new technologies. Here still we have for 

example basic ethical problems, but mostly something as applied ethics. In medical 

research this is regulated by ELSA in the most developed countries.         

In the most complex case every category on the simple RM will be transformed. 

Remember that with the simple case we know the product and we ask how the business 

goal with this product can be realised with some sort of technological process. In the 

simple case the story is about given categories. We have a classical decision problem 

and have to fill in the missing but available pieces of information. It is then to go to a 

second-level reflection when we deal with strategic roadmapping. When a roadmap is 

made for a long-term process of 50 or so years and for such a complex transformation as 

turning to a so called hydrogen economy, then we can only speak about prospected 

needs and demands. When a roadmap is made for the emerging nanotechnology the 

issue is about prospected supply for existing or prospected demands. Goals for simple 

cases change to visions, perhaps for long term visions. This makes understandable that 

French authors writing on roadmapping for ‘hydrogen economy’ speak about goals of 

roadmaps until 2030 and about vision when the roadmaps extend until 2050.  

What about the self-confidence of roadmap experts? Kostoff and Schaller 

summarize their view on the capacity of RM in general as follows. “There are certainly 

more future alternatives, however, the process of RM helps narrow the field of 

requirements and possible solutions to those most likely to be pursued” (Kostoff and 

Schaller 2001, p. 133). One can ask these experts why actually do they know that the 
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chosen alternative is the most likely to be pursued? Actually it seems it would be more 

appropriate to say only that behind the choice there is a systematic work on the 

alternatives and the selection. But even systematic work can lead to some profound 

conclusion. To enlighten this we turn below to the confession made by Steven Walsh. 

I have pointed to the differences between simple and complex strategic RM. It is 

scarcely surprising that we meet such sort of confessions as that made by Steven Walsh. 

He is undoubtedly one of the leading persons in roadmapping and its methodology. He 

was the coordinator of the global mapping of nanotech development. To be brief, 

nanotech is a huge amount of possible breakthrough technologies together providing for 

a basic overall technological revolution as enabling technology. This possible role of 

‘nanotech’ is envisioned by the hypothesis of the so called NBIC convergence.26 There 

is a historical learning in using technology roadmaps in the case for disruptive 

technologies. The first one was the Commercialization Education Foundation 

(MANCEF) roadmapping project named the International Industrial Microsystems and 

Top-Down Nanosystems Roadmap (IIMTDNR). It was made with wide international 

industrial effort, included nearly 400 people, from nearly as many firms, from over five 

continents and was developed between 1998 and 2002. During this 5-year period they 

were modifying the traditional, routine roadmaping approaches that had been used for 

technological development, for generating a model for an industrial worldwide 

disruptive technology focusing on microtechnology and top-down nanotechnology.  

I am going to present this learning process during developing roadmapping as 

Hronszky and Várkonyi (2006) briefed characterised the  self-critical paper of St. T. 

Walsh  (2004), the founding president for the MANCEF and the main developer of the 

roadmap. The IIMTDNR effort can be portrayed as three distinct efforts or cases. It shows 

that the roadmapping approach made for sustaining technologies has to be reviewed in 

each of the 3 main phases in the technology roadmapping process (preliminary 

activities, development of the roadmaping activities, follow-up activity). “If 

technological roadmap is important in the process of rapid technology 

commercialization, and if a method tailored to roadmap nascent disruptive technologies 

                                                 

26 NBIC is the abbreviation for nanotechnology-based convergence of  biotech, informatics and cognitive 
science. A programme to accelerate this convergence was started by president Bill Clinton with USD 
5000 million in 2000.   
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does not exist, and if these very same disruptive technologies portend to be the future 

economic engines for firms, countries, and regions, then there is cause for concern” 

(Walsh 2004, p. 162). 

In the first case the ERC effort was initially a ‘business as usual’ approach that 

tried to piece together an industrial roadmap based on existing roadmap efforts already 

in use at various firms. As Walsh self-critically confesses, this effort was stillborn. In 

the second case they made several modifications, and it was a little bit more productive 

but still problematic. As the leader of the project declared: it was impossible to identify 

the ‘product’ that will be the focus of the roadmap, so that to answer the ‘Why are we 

doing this?’ question. It was also nearly impossible to specify the technology drivers 

and their targets. That is why it was necessary to develop the third phase. Some of their 

important results are the following:  The MEMS technology base does not have one 

technology trajectory but rather 20. Market studies vary greatly due to the nomenclature 

and assumptions that underpinned the market projections often varying by an order of 

magnitude. Information obtained in the initial two roadmapping attempts often looked 

like a market forecast. We follow the developmental process to the results of the third 

phase. ERC’s observations revealed that the roadmapping process would have to be 

dramatically different from that of the high technology rapidly moving yet sustaining 

roadmaps (Walsh 2004, p. 174). 

The IIMTDNR roadmap had been improved and its method had been developed 

until 2004. A firm level roadmaps that satisfies depleted requirements one level further 

might describe the competitive alternatives and the uncertainties around them. With this 

it shows rules for the dynamics of the whole alternative system, helps to review the 

system, might point at the possible learning directions and lead to certain coordinating 

heuristics. The neccessity of policy and management might be required on different 

levels; global, industrial, firm and project level as well. The IIMTDNR roadmap gives 

overall information backround for firm or project level works. While the confession is 

very honourable, one can not avoid thinking of the possibility that adequate 

considerations on the differences of breakthrough innovations may have at least partly 

spared the huge efforts that was put in this for along time unsuccessful roadmapping 

effort.   
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As a last remark we have to mention that setting boundary conditions for RM (or 

strategic scenario building) is typically made by presuming the relatively stable 

‘landscape’ around the envisioned technological development. But is this a relatively 

non-problematic presumption that strongly simplifies the task as is so quite appealing? 

What about possible turbulent changes in the ‘landscape’ during the long transition the 

roadmap envisions? The question is essential for stability of landscapes is more and 

more improbable basic assumption. Landscapes themselves are unpredictably becoming 

subject to possible radical, non-linear changes and their assessment can not avoid facing 

the other component, information ‘incertitude’ due to time shortage either.  

2.5 Methodological considerations 

It is repeatedly to emphasize the very important methodological task necessary for 

empowering future assessment and roadmapping techniques. Solving this 

methodological task will make RMs more adequate to the immense challenges they 

face. These are, first, to meet the double constraints of non-linearities and further, ‘deep 

uncertainties’ of the envisioned transformation process (adequate reflection on the 

environment and the need for possible breakthroughs) and the problem formulation but 

not only decision ‘incertitudes’ that the decisionmakers essentially have to face during 

this process. The second challenge is that, through self-reflexive activities (Voß et al. 

2006), the goals and even the visions themselves may prove to be variables. They may 

change in their mutual weights, or even cease to become even partly appealing or 

realisable (Hronszky et al. 2008, p. 1). 

Taking into account the whole range of ‘incertitudes’, including ‘surprises’ have to 

unavoidably inform strategic decisions during the transformation process 

notwithstanding that from time to time simplifications of the processes, patternisations 

occur that allow partial predictivity. Facing ‘incertitudes’ is unavoidable even when it 

may seem that the long duration characteristic of the transformation processes engaged 

in allows one to wait for some sort of decision at each phase until the ‘incertitude’ 

disappears in considerable mass. (In case we wait until earlier ‘incertitude’ disappears 

then we simply deprive us from making rational interventions in the process, we simply 

accept its ‘path-dependence’ caused by factors ‘outside’.)  It is essential that the long-

term strategic processes include systematic accompanying reflectivity on the non-
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linearities and ’incertitude’. This reflection has to be sensible to ‘weak signs’ as it was 

outline in the dissertation, chapter 3.  

It is plausible that non-linearities and the profound ‘incertitude’ around a complex 

transformation process require their systematic assessment. A really profound 

transformation process is further required to realise another main integrative component 

in the dynamic, the self-reflection. This means the reflection on the visions and goals 

themselves. In short, this is the challenge to make RM methodology for strategic 

planning not only systematically reflective but more self-reflexive than it is currently. 

Here we can turn back to the basic limit to the capability of the roadmapping 

technique at all. If we commit ourselves to the very basic idea of RM (so far at least), 

the fixing of goals, a problematic tension occurs. Then namely, in the best case, we 

integrate all reflexivity and with this even the needed flexibility we seem to have learnt 

to be necessary for the realisation of the original goal but take excluded axiomatically 

that some learning can occur that may change goals, visions, even their giving up might 

prove essential to be able to continue our activity under changed conditions.   

As in so many cases we face some sailing between Scylla and Charibd story. One 

can say that roadmapping threatens with changing the typical path dependence of 

processes into lock-in. In contrast to this, we may choose for not taking the task of long-

term strategic roadmapping seriously.  This would be then a ‘passive’ evolutionary 

accommodation that is ‘too much’ ready to change the visions and goals whenever 

immediate experiences ‘urge’ to do this. This choice, I believe, under-performs 

concerning our measure of capability to freely decide on what should be the very long-

term vision or goal to be followed. Between Scylla and Charibd we are moving this 

way, and there is no third alternative. More and more strategic tasks appear that 

constrain us to strategically thinking, thinking in terms of half a century period or more. 

(Once again, everything that belongs to sustainable development and avoiding 

catastrophic climate change, further such things as oil depletion, aging human beings, 

etc.) But with more and more new situations we have to understand that the whole 

territory and our attitude too are the subject of possible essential changes during the 

‘walking’ and most probably are affected by the ’walking’ itself. This should orient us 

to repeatedly reassess the visions and goals as well, not only the ways to realise them.   
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This last remark needs some further detailing. First, new breakthrough 

technological developments may stimulate us to recognize that mix of freedom and 

constraint that is first in our goal setting and vision setting, but further in setting our 

values and finally our identity. Especially with the development of recent biotech, and 

nanotech-based converging technological development may we recognize such 

profound challenge.  

With this we touch on what we can call a new type of strategic challenge. This is to 

find a strategic orientation by developing and trying to integrate thinking and action 

based on (long-term) prospective demand and prospective supply, on many different 

levels, in a world of non-linearity and ‘incertitude’ and of the human actor that starts to 

recognize its own complex freedom and constraint together to engage in its self-

construction. With some cases we find more a supply orientation as it is with the 

mentioned converging technological development. It opens ‘windows of opportunity’ to 

imagine expectable new technologies, for example new possible breakthrough 

pharmaceutical or medical developments. With the hydrogen economy, as we shall see 

later in some more detail, we have the opposite direction. The vision of a hydrogen 

economy, an anticipated demand, integrates its unavoidable technological and 

organizational breakthroughs and urges us to find where and how to find them.  

Further we can categorize roadmaps as supply- and demand oriented roadmaps. 

Supply oriented roadmaps several times are based on prospected supplies that gather 

enough expectations on what kind of new technologies possibly might be realized in the 

future. The demand oriented roadmaps are especially interesting when the basis is not 

the current- but the prospected demand. If the prospected demands are overarching 

enough the aims of the RMs get more complicated, and to satisfy the prospected 

demands disruptive technology might be necessary. If demand oriented roadmaps 

require disruptive technologies the question is how far we have to go back from 

technologies perhaps to basic research to find appropriate supply oriented roadmaps 

where the synergic connection might occur. The question is then if it is possible to find 

it in any developing technology or in some classes of technologies or in a more difficult 

case new basic research might be the solution. (If this latest is also impossible then we 

have one more indicator for Utopias.) In difficult case transition management takes the 
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position of change management.  It is paradox that RM tries to show the way how 

transition management can be at some stages reduced to change management.  

 “Technology roadmaps, once provisioned with a suitable implementation 

infrastructure, could become innovation games. Technology consumers could play the 

technology selection game” (Rinne 2004, p. 78).  I have two comments on the previous 

citation. Several technology roadmaps are based on huge data base that might be good 

opportunity for data mining.  The growing number of roadmaps, especially exploring 

them together, results previously unimaginable simulation possibilities. With these new 

simulations it is possible to point out hidden innovation possibilities or projective 

demands. As it is written in the literature, in principle, an ‘innovation fabric’ can be 

formulated by this way, as it is expected. This approach fits into the quickly developing 

innovation trend namely the consumer involvement into the design.   

2.6 Summary 

As some authors elegantly formulate, roadmaps are “the views of groups of 

stakeholders as to how to get where they want to go to achieve their desired objective”  

(Lee and Park 2005, p. 569) originally from (Probert and Radnor 2004, p.  27). As a 

general summary of my assessment I can first say that RM even in its most flexible 

form preserves its predetermined original basic structure as formulated above.  

Second, we can say that within these limits there is a very considerable flexible 

play field that is partly still to explore and develop through the different sorts of 

application to expect. From the point of view of scenario building RM means a fully 

flexible scenario building in details inside one possible scenario that as a basic vision 

will be unquestioned, and those who shared the roadmap try to stick on.  

Let me remunerate some of the advances developers of RM realized with new and 

new types of roadmaps. The first one is somewhat surprising. As many authors 

emphasize a roadmap brought first some sort of order into strategic thinking of firms 

because it connected in a visualized way the business goals, the technological products 

and the technological process. Second, because nothing excluded from rethinking of the 

first primitive RMs that at any node, except the basic goal of the roadmaps, can be 

identified as places showing possible alternatives. So, first roadmappers included 

considerations on different possible technological ways to provide the best product to 
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the business goal. With technological ways they considered first those tasks where 

sustaining technologies were to be taken into account. I pointed to the more often task 

to rethink how disruptive technologies  can be taken into account in RM, because the 

need for disruptive technologies may be pointed to by some sort of roadmaps but this 

capacity simultaneously determines the limit to further RM.    

The cognitive effort realized in RM goes together several times with providing for 

the appropriate technology platform which is able to realize the outlined road. Any 

roadmap is a tool and element of aligning to realize a trend. Supporters of this effort 

mostly evaluate this from the positive side. The effect of the roadmap helps in the 

realization of the trend and keeping it. Critiques emphasize the other side that this trend 

may have emerged from a possibly too early closure of the variation phase.     

Kostoff and Schaller state the following: the “process is somewhat paradoxical in 

that the appropriate expertise must be employed to develop a roadmap, but the 

appropriate expertise becomes fully known only after a complete roadmap has been 

constructed” (Kostoff and Schaller 2001, 135).27 I may expect that the reader finds 

something apt in their remark if s/he agrees with my argumentation above.  

 

                                                 

27 “From an S&T planning and assessment perspective, roadmaps are fundamentally visual display aids 

that crystallize the linkages among the existing or proposed research programs, development programs, 

capability targets, and requirements” (Kostoff and Schaller 2001, p. 142). 
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3 Remarks on Hydrogen Economy 

As part of the overall global strategic energy vision ‘Hydrogen economy’ is one of the long-

term strategic energy and transport visions. (Its strategic importance can roughly be estimated 

in terms of financing. The cost of realising a HE is estimated some hundred billions of Euro 

the transition in the USA or EU would need in the next forty years. It can be estimated by its 

target. This is to change up to 50% the cars running in the US to fuel cell cars that means 

some hundred millions of cars in 50 years.) From the point of view of science and technology 

studies the aim with realising a HE is a socio-economic-technological regime change 

containing stationary and portable application and application in transport fuelling, mostly in 

fuel cells by developing a new world-wide actor-network engaged in this sort of global 

strategic innovation. I concentrate on the car industry part. A comprehensive assessment of 

the HE is itself one of the strategic tasks that especially needs both repeated reflectivity and 

reflexivity. (This means both reflection on the width of the undertaking, that means 

reflectivity, and self-reflection by the actor itself.) I narrow my focus on the problem of 

introducing a new strategic fuel in transportation, whether by burning hydrogen in an ICE 

(internal combustion engine) or utilising hydrogen for end-use in fuel cell, and develop the 

process of change into a stable regime. Assessing the emerging HE efforts gives a good 

occasion to show how in practice scenarios, roadmapping, expectations are developed, how 

the communication aspect works and the rhetoric runs, when a socio-technical-economic 

regime change in one complex field, at the intersection of the industrial and transport sector is 

at stake.  

It is also important to present my personal motivation why hydrogen economy got place 

in my Thesis. This is as follows. Based on his inquiry at my earlier department, Department 

of Innovation studies and history of technology, together with a South-Korean PhD student, 

Hyundo Choi, we applied for a Duo-Korea fellowship. As condition to get a grant we had to 

find a common point in our research field that we could investigate comparatively in Hungary 

and South-Korea to find the similar and the different aspects. We had a common background 

in committing ourselves to an evolutionary approach and to a management of uncertainty 

orientation that overcomes the traditional quantitative risk view. We choose, in 2006, for 

making research on hydrogen economy. We got a grant to realise the research, both in Korea 

and Hungary. This research included a theoretical part, and after enumerating the similarities 

and differences between these two countries in this field, we decided to make questionnaires 

and interviews about the expectations of some actors in hydrogen industry. These interview-
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series process was a very useful starting point for a wider research about the situation of 

hydrogen economy worldwide that I also present in this dissertation, in the Appendix.) 

The way of proceeding in this chapter will be as follows.  After enumerating some basics 

of relevant natural science and the typical technologies, I give a short, mainly descriptive 

summary of the story of institutionalisation, actually as the problem of socio-economic-

technical regime formation. Then, I interpret the processes of scenario building and 

roadmapping, in some more detail.  

Following this, the attention will turn to the mode of communication. Especially the 

mode of rhetoric as part of developing hype around the expectation will be analysed on base 

of an expert material of outstanding importance that was prepared for the European 

Commission. The research leading question is how roadmapping functions as communication 

form and how communication has been utilizing correct and incorrect rhetorics, including 

doubtful references to quantitative estimations.  Al this serves for some detailing of what is 

said in the corresponding chapters in the dissertation. 

3.1 Scientific and technological basics to and a summary of the main events in 

institutionalisation of a HE worldwide 

Let me introduce this sub-chapter by referring to some natural scientific and technological 

basics. Hydrogen can be used as a fuel. Actually, 200 years ago already it was first imagined 

to utilise hydrogen for fuel for a vehicle ─ as we would say today ─ the first imagination that 

did not lead to a concept car, either. Trying to fuel a car with hydrogen used in an ICE 

(internal combustion engine) was not further tried, to my best knowledge. (Vapour car trials 

were abandoned in the middle of the 19th century, electric cars were seen as good alternatives 

until the early 20th century, and they had a revival from the early ‘70s.)  Hydrogen mostly 

occurs in compounds, like hydrocarbons or water. Hydrogen is routinely produced and used 

in industry, among other things, for ammonia production. The production worldwide amounts 

to roughly 100 million tons of hydrogen yearly. Interest in utilising hydrogen as a fuel for cars 

raised very much when the need for diminishing the deteriorating environmental effects of 

hydrocarbon fuels became more urgent. When it burns hydrogen produces water only. So the 

end-use of hydrogen does not pollute the environment. From the tail-pipe we get only water. 

This characteristic of hydrogen pairs with two other characteristics that became also very 

important with the lasting instability of the energy market and its uncertain global outlooks. 

First, hydrogen can serve as intermittent for a very wide range of primary energy sources, it is 
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versatile. It can be produced from nearly every sort of primary energy source. This is a 

characteristic that helps, among other things, make hydrogen important for regional 

considerations.  Hydrogen also widens the possibilities for storing energy, beside electricity. 

Actually, hydrogen, after electricity that is another alternative for storage, is the second basic 

storage possibility.  Hydrogen can make storage decisions more flexible. 

Hydrogen is not a primary energy source, as indicated already, hydrogen is an energy 

‘carrier’, an ‘energy vector’. Because it is in normal state in compounds it must be produced 

from primary sources. This needs energy. The whole energy balance will be then made from 

the energy needed for the production, the losses with transfer and storage, the loss when 

utilising it for fuelling and the energy won by its end-use. While this balance is inevitably a 

loss of energy, using hydrogen as a fuel will be worthwhile if other arguments, for clean end-

use and/or the advantages with storing, or/and that hydrogen can be produced from a very 

wide range of primary sources are decisive. Hydrogen competes with electricity in all these 

respects.    

 

 

 

Figure 7: Outline   of the process chain of technological processes in utilisation of 

hydrogen from its production to its end-use 

 

Source: (Bossel et al. 2005) 

Hydrogen, as mentioned, can be produced from a very wide range of primary sources: by 

steam reformation from natural gas, using renewables, from water by electrolysis, in a 

biological way, utilising algae, just to mention but a few.  Hydrogen, not as a fuel but as 
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ingredient for ammonia, is a material for the big industry. Recently, up to 97-98 %, it is 

routinely produced by steam reformation. That means a significant CO2 production as by-

product. For a HE this is an additional CO2 sequestration problem, that makes the above 

mentioned energy balance much worse. Energy to produce hydrogen can be taken from 

everywhere, from utilising heat of nuclear energy production, photovoltaic process, or 

electricity from wind energy, also as clean energy resource.   

Hydrogen was for transportation a ‘dormant technology’ for 150 years. From the ‘50s it 

has been used in the space technology and military applications. By now, utilisation of 

hydrogen for moving cars concentrates on using hydrogen in fuel cell. Fuel cells promise and 

partly realise already a high efficiency in this respect. Storage (‘package’) of hydrogen can be 

made in three different ways. One way is the criogenic solution, the second is compressing it, 

the third one is bringing it in metallhydrid compounds. All of them have their immense 

difficulties when the case is about using hydrogen for transport. Many experts believe that 

over these problems the really main problem with hydrogen economy is the need for 

distribution if hydrogen is produced at central production stations. That is why decentralised 

production of hydrogen gets outstanding importance, not only for producing hydrogen for 

isolated spaces, like islands. On-board hydrogen generation comes into consideration. Using 

hydrogen in transport has its safety and security problems (terrorism) of course.    

HE is still much less a phenomenon of wide economic, political and everyday interest in 

Hungary than it is in many other countries, say in the USA, Japan, France, Italy, Brazil, 

Canada, China, Australia or Iceland. I concentrate on the description of some main features of 

the institutionalisation first. Analysis and assessment of the process will come later. To help 

make a picture of the process I shall show how the idea of a Hydrogen economy emerged 

quite recently and how does it look, first of all with such world strategic players as the USA 

and the EU that are leading players in this field too. (I stop with the description of the 

situation with the year 2008.) This descriptive summary helps to follow my assessment of the 

working of such instruments as the roadmapping and expectations and rhetoric.      

The introduction above helps to understand that utilisation of hydrogen for strategic 

energy political purposes. This can be justified by different reasons. These reasons mostly 

work together. Because hydrogen can be produced nearly from every primary source and 

using it in fuel cells leads (practically) to no pollution hydrogen may fit that very basic 

strategic requirements for the energy sector for the 21st century that the energy should be safe 

in terms of supply and should be benign to climate change. One can say that by the dawn of 

the 21st century these two criteria crystallized as supreme values for the strategic energy 
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planning, beside the price of the fuel, of course. Hydrogen helps to realise domestic 

production of energy, notwithstanding the possible inimical environment. This can also be 

interpreted as ‘independence’ criterion that became so important in global strategic energy 

considerations as realisation of safety of supply, already after the shock of the first oil crisis in 

the early ‘70s.  (Concerning the safe supply, in terms of oil, two basic strategic difficulties can 

be identified. The first is the long-term exhaustion of the oil resources world-wide, the second 

(that together with the natural gas resources) oil resources are geographically dominantly in 

politically instable places even for the long run. (Terrorism adds to the later problem very 

strongly.) So, for example for the USA, the independence from such sort of oil resources by 

solving the problem of safe supply in a different way is recently already a decisive factor to 

consider. For the EU is the situation even more pressing in this respect because its energy 

dependence on politically instable regions may even raise up to 70% or even more in 15 years 

or so. 

Renewable sorts of energy offer (some) solution concerning the climate change problem. 

(Only some solution may be offered, because of the seriousness of some possible 

irreversibility of ‘the climate change problem’ already.) Hydrogen energy for transport may 

be an important element in somehow meeting the climate change challenge. But, as we saw, 

its application raises a lot of very difficult questions too concerning its production, transport 

and distribution, efficient and safe utilisation.  Any fuel technology may be questioned in all 

these phases but with Hydrogen economy the challenges seem to be rather extreme.  

In the following, I shall concentrate on transport, narrower on car and bus industry. This 

reduction of interest on transport is important to see, for utilising hydrogen and fuel cells is an 

investigation for two other basic directions, for stationary use, such as heating houses, and as 

power resources for microelectronic devices such as portable computers.  But HE foremost 

means hydrogen and fuel cell driven cars and buses. This means not dealing either with the 

rather scattered research in aviation, train, ship transport, or in space industry, or utilisation of 

fuel cells for forklifts, etc. I make one more additional introductory remark. Hydrogen and 

fuel cell have a huge amount of characteristics and these give them some ‘interpretive 

flexibility’. They may be used for very different goals and may mean quite different things for 

different ‘players’ in the arena. This is the background to understand that quite different 

groups got interested in the HE. 

Let us see in nutshell now how the dispersed experimentations with hydrogen, from the 

‘70s, as a possible energy resource for transport got included into the raising systematic 

efforts to realise a HE by the 50s’. The foremost important players in constructing the new 
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arena were first Japan and the USA, roughly around 2000. They were soon followed by the 

EU. I shall concentrate on the story in the USA and compare it to the story of the EU.  

It seems worth while to divide the history of the institutionalisation of the efforts in the 

USA roughly into two parts. In this respect the Report on the State of the Union by President 

Bush, early 2003, may build the watershed. Bush emphasises here the unique importance of 

hydrogen for strategic energy political reasons and calls America to make a vision of a HE to 

meet the strategic challenges especially in face of terrorism.  Before this ‘watershed’ one can 

speak about an appropriately 30 year long early history of trials of utilisation of hydrogen in 

transportation. This is a long period, in comparison to the second, after the turn of the century. 

Trials with hydrogen were rather in the background of the main global energy political 

processes, even when they involved a series of systematic efforts in terms of research, of early 

industrial trials, legal regulation efforts, lobbying and ideology building. This period ranges 

from the first global energy crisis in the early seventies, and will be briefly followed five 

dimensions of institutionalisation. The first is the laboratory experimentation, the second is 

the industrial level, the third is the legal regulatory efforts and the fourth is lobbying, the fifth 

is some ideological, the ‘hydrogen movement’. 

Concerning laboratory experimentation there were trials to use hydrogen as fuel for ICE-

s, but burning hydrogen offers no special advantages in this respect. BMW already made a 

concept car in the ‘70s, and still there are scattered trials with hydrogen based ICE-s.  Interest 

definitely turned to fuel cells by the early 90s. Especially the founding of Ballard, the 

Canadian firm that became the centre for PEM (Proton Exchange Membrane) fuel cells 

development by the turn of the century is important to mention. As first industrial 

experimentation, the first direction was using hydrogen in ICEs and its first demonstration 

with buses. (The first demonstration was made in the mid-nineties already in Canada.) The 

first concept car demonstrations also go back to the end of the 20th century.  By the turn of 

the century Toyota, GM, DaimlerChrysler, BMW, Honda and somewhat later all the major 

car producing companies engaged in research and development and the first concept cars 

appeared. Oil industry was first uninterested in fuel cells. But Shell and BP got involved in 

the topic already in the last years of the last century and both became leading players very 

soon.  

The situation changed quite quickly around the turn of the century. There is no written 

story of this process, so I can only try to speculate about this story. It seems that different 

factors influenced this change. One factor is that the leading car manufacturing industry 

begun to recognize that gas will not be a manageable alternative not only on the long run, but 
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seemed to threaten the continuous growth of car production much earlier. Another factor was 

that the leaders of the car manufacturing industry felt that they should have to make an 

adequate answer to the strengthening legal regulation of environmental issues and the raising 

environmental consciousness. On the other side the 30, 40 years long research on and 

development of electric and hybrid cars in the 20th century seemed to get stuck or at least to 

slow down.  But Japanese firms started the hybrid car development quite successfully.  

Because I want to focus on communication aspects, it is time to make some remarks on 

the movemental side of the early story as well as on the appearance of lobbying for hydrogen. 

Prof. Veziroglu of the South Florida University has an outstanding role in this respect. Being 

moved both from the shock of the first oil crisis and the environmental deterioration 

experiences, he organized the first International Conference on Hydrogen Energy in 1974. 

Most of the participants believed that hydrogen would be a permanent solution for the global 

environmental problems. A small group of the participants, the ‘Hydrogen Romantics’ as they 

later were called had decided on institutionalisation of their effort to develop a medium of 

discourse  for the development of research on hydrogen for transportation. They soon 

established the International Association for Hydrogen Energy (IAHE). One of the first 

activities of IAHE was establishing, in 1975, The International Journal of Hydrogen Energy 

(IJHE), as official journal of IAHE and IAHE started organizing biennial World Hydrogen 

Energy Conferences (WHEC) to provide a platform for forming a worldwide Hydrogen 

Energy Community. Both the conferences and IJHE proved to be successful. (By now, the 

journal is published bi-weekly).  

The association unified a diverse group of interested people, from engineers and natural 

scientists to industrialist and futurists as well. Their vision was somewhat utopian. The 

following excerpt from the vision of the association has to witness this: “The Association 

strives to advance the day when HYDROGEN ENERGY will become the principal means by 

which the world will achieve its long-sought goal of Abundant Clean Energy for Mankind.” 

(International Association for Hydrogen Energy  – IAHE). 

 With their continuous efforts over more than a quarter of century they had an important 

role in developing an alive discourse on hydrogen outside the narrow circles of natural 

scientists, engineers, but including them somehow and in the later time connecting them to 

policy researchers too. As Veziroglu remembers this in 2000, on the 25th anniversary, they 

established and took part in the ‘World Hydrogen Movement’, a community of scientists and 

‘dreamers’, ‘pioneers of the hydrogen age’. It is typical how he envisioned the future in 2000: 

“In the decades ahead of us, the progress will be manyfold greater, and the Hydrogen Energy 
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System will provide the Planet Earth, the only one known to be hospitable to life, with the 

energy system it deserves: clean, efficient, sustainable and abundant energy” (Veziroglut 

2000, p. 1150). For comparison, I pointed a bit to the huge problems with this dream, already, 

the unavoidable need for ‘green production’ of hydrogen, and the overarching challenges of 

the possible transition process. 

I make some remarks on the working of Fuel Cell Councils. The World Fuel Cell 

Council was established in 1991, the US Fuel Cell Council (US FCC) in 1998, as a non-profit 

organization to promote the most rapid commercialisation. FCCs are the voice of the FC 

industry. By taking up advocacy function it is small wonder that they concentrate on the 

possible advantages. So World Fuel Cell Council reported on the recently “rapidly 

approaching commercialization” (Fuel cell research at IGT 2003), when actually no one fuel 

cell was still sold. Its European counterpart was established in 2004.  Both make intensive 

lobbying for fuel cells. As Fuell Cell Europe formulated, the task is to express the power of a 

collective industry voice to represent industry interests, to realise advocacy. Fuel Cell Today 

reports in 2007, the decisive year to make the formal commitment by the EC and the 

European Parliament: “The group is now pressing the European Commission to accelerate 

plans to create the Joint Technology Initiative” (2007).  

“Hydrogen holds fantastic promise as a plentiful, clean-burning fuel and an eventual 

replacement for gasoline. Environmentalists like it because it might trim the amount of 

greenhouse gas spewed by the nation’s automobiles. Engineers like it because it’s new 

technology that will need fuelling with lots of ideas and design work. And cynics like the idea 

of a hydrogen economy because it lets them snicker while pointing out the hurdles that must 

be cleared to get there.” (Fuel Cell Today; Sept. 27, 2004). Ultimately, hydrogen may be just 

one part of a whole suite of energy alternatives. Any one of them will involve investing 

heavily in new infrastructure. Though the price tag will be steep, we can't afford oil's 

environmental, economic and political drawbacks any longer.  

The United States governments first felt themselves constrained to develop some 

institutionalised energy policy after the oil crises of the 70s. (Developing specialised policies 

was seen as some interventionism, threat to the independence of the market earlier and partly 

continues to be seen this way.) This policy included interest in alternative fuels too, but was 

not especially interested in supporting hydrogen and fuel cell research in the 80s. The interest 

of the US federal government for hydrogen as transportation fuel goes back to the last ten 

years of the 20th century. I give a very brief summary on the legal regulation efforts.  One can 

begin the overview with the Matsunaga Hydrogen Research, Development, and 
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Demonstration Program Act of 1990. As the  act states “Congress finds that it is in the 

national interest to accelerate efforts to develop a domestic capability to economically 

produce hydrogen in quantities that will make a significant contribution toward reducing the 

Nation's dependence on conventional fuels” (Matsunaga 1990, p. 1). To realize this goal it 

orders “to prepare a comprehensive 5-year program management plan that will identify and 

resolve critical technical issues necessary for the realization of a domestic capability to 

produce, distribute, and use hydrogen economically within the shortest time practicable; to 

develop renewable energy resources as a primary source of energy for the production of 

hydrogen” (Matsunaga 1990, p. 1). The act ordered a prioritization of research areas critical to 

the economical use of hydrogen as a fuel and energy storage medium. 

The Energy Policy Act (EPAct) of 1992 aims at enhancing energy security and 

improving air quality. It includes “provisions addressing all aspects of energy supply and 

demand, including energy efficiency, alternative fuels, and renewable energy. It also includes 

more traditional forms of energy such as coal, oil, and nuclear power”(EPAct 1992, p. 1). 

Several parts, or titles, of EPAct were designed to encourage the use of alternative 

transportation fuels (not derived from petroleum) “that could help reduce dependence on 

imported oil” (EPAct 1992, p. 1). Possible alternative fuels to include were mentioned: 

Methanol, ethanol, and other alcohols, blends of 85% or more of alcohol with gasoline, 

natural gas and liquid fuels domestically produced from natural gas, liquefied petroleum gas 

(propane), coal-derived liquid fuels, hydrogen, electricity, biodiesel. We can see that 

hydrogen was just one direction among others. A Hydrogen Future Act was passed in 1996, 

also in the Clinton area. It prescribed “to conduct a research, development, and demonstration 

program leading to the production, storage, transport, and use of hydrogen for industrial, 

residential, transportation, and utility applications” (Hydrogen Future Act 1996, p. 2). 

3.2 Chances of the Hungarian initiatives 

What are the chances of a Hungarian hydrogen strategy? What sort of combination of 

constraints is typical, are there possibilities for dissemination of a hydrogen-based transport or 

production of parts of a hydrogen car? To understand the specificity of  

Hungarian situation we have to make two types of considerations. First we have to see the 

possible place of the hydrogen utilisation in the Hungarian energy policy. Second we have to 

compare the dynamics, actors, structure, level of development of the hydrogen economy 

efforts in the USA, EU, other national approaches and that in Hungary. 
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I am not going to analyse the Hungarian energy policy in details but it is essential first to 

outline some of its features if we intend to understand the state of and options for the efforts 

to join the worldwide developing Hydrogen economy. As a general rule, Hungary is an 

energy-poor country, relying on imports for over the half of its primary energy requirements. 

Similar to the EU, its dependence on the import of primary energy is growing and may reach 

70% by 2020. Roughly 40% of energy needs are satisfied from the nuclear source in Paks. 

The energy needs of Hungary are further satisfied through natural gas and oil imports. 

Hungary is interconnected with neighbouring countries by 750, 400, and 220 kV overhead 

lines. The built-in capacity at the end of 2006 was altogether 8540 MW. Of this, 1025 MW 

was made up by smaller than 50 MW units. At 15 wind parks, a total 61 MW of power is 

being produced, and there are applications for establishing 1700 MW, but they cannot be 

permitted presently due to system regulation problems. (Balogh 2007)   

In Hungary, because the peak load energy need is evidently going to increase and the 

efficiency of the existing power plants is going to decrease new energy converter systems are 

required.  As part of the European Union, as a main principle the official high level 

environmental and social requirements of the EU are to follow. The main purposes of the EU 

are to maintain the safety of the energy supply, minimize pollution of the environment, and 

recognize the role of energy in raising the competitiveness of Europe. The rate of renewable 

energy sources should be increased from 6 % to 12 % by 2010 and energy efficiency should 

improve intensively (20%) by 2020.  

The Hungarian Ministry of Economy and Transport published a document on the Energy 

Policy of Hungary 2007-2020, on the strategic framework for a safe, competitive and 

sustainable energy-supply. On the one side, the main aim of this strategy is to increase the 

energy-efficiency that is far worse than the EU average and, on the other side, to take part in 

research and increase the role of renewable energy. 

3.3 Hydrogen Energy in Hungary 

In our research with Hyundo Choi we collected the accessible information about the 

Hungarian and Korean situations. These results of the assessment are published By Imre 

Hronszky, Ágnes Fésüs, Hyundo Choi and Tünde  (Hronszky et al. 2008). Herewith I 

summarise and extend the findings reported by the above mentioned article. Efforts to provide 

a strategic role for production and utilisation of hydrogen energy are very weak in Hungary 

recently. There is no Hungarian Hydrogen roadmap either, neither any serious intention to 
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make one. However, this doesn’t mean that efforts are completely missing. Also, the role of 

renewable energy is increasing.  

Contrary to South-Korea, the main actors in these emerging fields in Hungary are not the 

big companies or the government but much more a some players on the bottom.  The key 

players of a possible Hydrogen economy in Hungary are some researchers at different 

research institutes or departments at some universities. On the other side, small rather isolated 

companies are trying to find their way to Hydrogen. However, this isolation has begun to 

diminish in around 2006 as networking among the actors has begun. The first steps made 

toward the Hydrogen economy in Hungary are as follows: 

• The First Alternative Energy Cluster was established in Hungary with 40 foundation 

members (SMEs, large companies, research institutions and individuals) at the end of 

2006.  

• The Hydrogen Section of the Hungarian Energy Society was founded at the end of 2006. 

The Hydrogen Section is a member of both the European Hydrogen Association – (EHA) 

and the International Association for Hydrogen Energy – (IAHE). According to their 

expectations, some utilisation of hydrogen energy in Hungary can be realised much 

earlier than 2015. In the organization of the Hydrogen Section, an international 

conference on hydrogen energy, the First Budapest International Hydrogen Conference, 

was realised in October 2006. 

• An agreement of cooperation to realise the first Hungarian Hydrogen City was 

undersigned in early 2007 as a declaration of intention between a Hungarian 

(Székesfehérvár) and US city (the city of Chula Vista, CA). The cooperation is called 

Hydrogen Town Twinning. 

• It is especially important to emphasize that, in early 2008, support by the NKTH 

(National Office for Research and Technology) was given to develop a Hydrogen and 

Fuel cell technology platform in Hungary in the next two years.   

 

Are there any strengths in Hungary that, under appropriate conditions could serve as niches? 

Are these strengths in some sorts of R&D, for example, in catalysis research, in realising 

demonstrations with wind energy utilisation, with local possibilities to test buses in mass 

transport, or with the Hungarian creative, experimenting spirit turning to hydrogen? With lack 

of a national Hungarian hydrogen strategy, is there any recognition on a government level that 
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a systematically built set of expertise covering the most important parts of a Hydrogen 

economy is essential to understand what happens internationally? Is this unavoidable, if we 

are to be able to somehow cope with the forefront, to assess what happens worldwide?  The 

Hungarian position, measured by international standards, is clearly a late comer with some 

small, dispersed capability on different levels, without a clear commitment by the government 

to develop any Hungarian HFC strategy. Hence, selective joining with selected topics remains 

on the horizon for small breakouts internationally.  To keep interest alive in the Hydrogen 

economy as a follower that can join the mainstream punctually only seems the most probable 

possibility in the coming years. 

Actually, in principle, there are some main perspectives possible to realise a hydrogen 

sector in the long-run. One is a top-down perspective. This means development through a 

national government commitment to hydrogen and fuel cell perspectives. 

• as part of the long-term strategic solution in energy, transport and environmental politics 

and technological development, 

• as a partly constrained answer to the international and EU trend by  subsidizing research 

groups, providing for small, local trial-and-error places, etc., perhaps with expectations to 

become a model for East-Central Europe. 

The other is a bottom-up perspective. Its basis would be engagement of and excellence by 

various Hungarian research communities, individual researchers, entrepreneurs, firms, 

regional or local authorities, that are able to co-operate in their individual identities. The third 

way could be a mixture of both. We may observe that the Hungarian efforts are by 

magnitudes below leading international efforts, and there are behind even their own class of 

population and development level. 

What is the role of the emerging Hungarian hydrogen community?  We saw that the main 

decisive actors such as ministries and the Hungarian Oil Company (MOL) are missing. With 

important questions that arise, what will the future role of the Hungarian Ministry of 

Economy, of the National Office for Research and Technology (NKTH), and of the main 

leading industrial actors in Hungary be in energy production, in producing transport vehicles? 

To answer the question of the possible role of the emerging hydrogen community, the 

emerging network in the country, together with the possibility of developing a technology 

platform (TP) based on support by NKTH (National Office for Research and Technology) 

received early in 2008, may first concentrate on reinforcing community identity and 

communication to become visible from different directions. These may become the first 
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beginnings of a knowledge network too, also a of a lobbying association? It helps join the 

European Joint Technology Initiative (JTI) in the field of HFC.  (Concerning the chance given 

by the financial support from NKTH, that a HFC technology platform can be built in 

Hungary, one has to see that a TP is formed with the purpose of channelling a strategic effort 

initiated by industry. This strategic effort is to provide for clear task setting for R&D from the 

perspective of industry and realising R&D in this direction. This raises the same question that 

is regularly asked in Hungary with different topics concerning setting the appropriate TP. 

While there are some special sectors of industry and agriculture in Hungary that are at the 

forefront, even on a global level, products such as pharmaceuticals, medical instrumentation 

and a few agricultural products all with very well developed R&D behind them, forming 

platforms typically faces one of two types of problems. On the one extreme, some research 

may be further in quality along international measures than its application is possible in 

Hungary. On the other extreme, there are fields where research is rather punctual and the 

”industry” is scarcely existing from any coherent strategic perspective.     

We can then ask, why forming a TP in Hungary is important? One can wonder if a 

Hungarian HFCTP (Hydrogen and Fuel Cell Technology Platform) would be capable of 

integrating very dispersed individual efforts that exist inside the country already, e.g. by 

providing some institutional framework to set R&D tasks, especially for small firms in 

alternative energy production. Joining the European HFC Technology Platform and offering 

R&D capabilities, prototype testing, experiments for testing public behaviour, etc. could be a 

task with the highest emphasis. Joining the European TP may provide the needed orientation 

and set perspectives for the starting of the appropriate industries, too.  

This type of connection may be especially important for smaller, less developed 

countries in general. The eight topics in the 7th Framework programme devoted to hydrogen 

and fuel cell research show the possibility of joining individual R&D efforts dispersed 

throughout the country.  As far as joining with other countries such as France and Germany, 

there may be some sticking points, too. To sum up, international co-operation opportunities 

are especially important because they serve as a supplement to the drivers and cooperation 

possibilities inside the country. All this may be a late joiner’s special follower strategy for a 

small country exhibiting some excellent qualities in research and offering its local differences 

as a possible advantage. But without strategic government commitment it may only provide 

for a very-very limited possibility. 
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3.3.1 Results of interviews 

In addition to the support by the NKTH indicated above, it is especially important in this early 

phase to determine how many players are engaged in developing production and utilisation of 

hydrogen for transport purposes so we can form a network now. In this respect, expectations 

of the early supporters as motivation may get into focus. To accomplish this, we have 

developed a questionnaire. On the one hand, the purpose of the questionnaire was to learn 

how the recently engaged participants assess the situation and on the other hand, it was 

intended to support the process itself and raise consciousness of its different actors. 

In Hungary, five main participants involved in the hydrogen topic were interviewed 

(three private companies, one state research center and the hydrogen society). Even if it is not 

representative research, it seems that we should ask an official government member. The 

reason that is missing is that we wanted to first learn about the attitudes of those who are 

positively engaged. In an economy where there is no centralised strategy to support this 

emerging technology, positive hope might impact strongly. As it was expected, the 

interviewed participants were very enthusiastic to talk about their projects. But the 

perspective the results of the questionnaire provided showed very different viewpoints. The 

long term realisation is very different. We got answers from 2015 to 2050.  

They agreed that the opportunities in hydrogen technology are already very important or 

are going to be important on a global level as well as for their own industries.  But, all the 

actors require more stable context from the government. Looking for the main barriers, we got 

a wide perspective of possible hidden problems that should be solved.  These include the 

missing infrastructure for starting any hydrogen economy, that values are connected to fossils, 

that there is lack of engineering knowledge because of limited education to develop expertise 

in alternative energies, a widely shared economic, social and political disinterestedness 

among the people but also among the experts and officials in the energy sector and only 

limited relevant scientific knowledge in Hungary. Most of them identified the missing 

economic balance for the alternative, especially wind energy (prices are too high, but after 3-4 

years will be comparable), social concern that actors will look for the option when it becomes 

cheaper, and in politics that there is wide concern in contrast to Western Europe, or the USA, 

with not obtaining satisfying R&D support.  

As we emphasized at the beginning, the Hungarian energy policy, a policy of a member 

state, is based on EU principles and strategy. But, as the intervieweed persons emphasized 

there are different economic interests as well. As every respondent stressed, there is a big gap 
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between the role of the Hungarian government and of the EU. Where might the possible 

change come from, according to their assessment? First mentioned was the media. Eighty 

percent of respondents think the media should be involved much more, this is one of the very 

first tasks. A second factor is the participation of local government that might help as was 

mentioned. Regular attendance at international forums and conferences should also be a 

crucial point of development. 

Asking the respondents about the characteristics of the transition phase28, they thought 

the hydrogen economy is taking-off or accelerating already globally, but in Hungary is still at 

the very beginning. That is why the main challenge is not to try to follow widely but to try to 

become a developer in smaller areas of the expected new technology. We saw the most recent 

development with the support given by the NKTH and the small ‘window of opportunity’ 

opened by this both inside the country and in joining the international, especially European 

hydrogen community. 

3.3.2 Interest of public, Forums and information sites29 

As the industrial and statement engaged is not too strong in Hungary to Hydrogen energy use 

on the other side very few activist group find it interesting also. In contrast to European major 

environmental NGOs like Greenpeace, Friends of the Earth, Climate Action Network (CAN), 

and the European Environment Bureau those announced their enthusiastic endorsement of the 

Green Hydrogen  in Hungary neither Greenpeace group was uninterested in hydrogen issue. 

Only ‘zöldtech’30 and ‘greeninfo’31 try to give place for hydrogen energy programs. This 

disinterestedness  probably comes from the low level industrial possibilities in this field in 

Hungary.   

 There are some independent interest groups. The biggest forum on internet (Hungarian) 

in the topic of Hydrogen economy has opened in 2006. It can be really interesting how these 

commentators form their visions. As it is well-known the nature of forums, people without 

“real” identity can have conversation, debate on the issue they are interested in. In this case, 

some of them are experts (nature scientist) and some of them explicitly enthusiastic enquirers.  
                                                 

28 The respondents had to answer for this question: ‘Where is the Hydrogen Industy now?’They had to show their 

oppinion on the transition phases figure we included into this article. 
29 The investigated period is from the beginning 05.08.2006  to 29.11.2007, altogether 1202  comments in the 

topic during this period. 
30 http://www.zoldtech.hu/ [06. December, 2008] 
31 http://www.greenfo.hu [06. December, 2008] 
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These ‘one and a half year long’ forum history can give interesting impression of 

different  misbelieves, lack of information, scepticisms, overestimation about hydrogen on 

non-experts level (05.08.2006 – 29.11.2007).32  

The topic starts with a short description on the issue that I summarize: Fossil energy 

sources are going to be end very soon. To survive we have to build a new world based on 

renewable energy systems. The Hydrogen based energies will give richness for the countries 

who have developed them. World is going to be changed, not the oil countries  by the ‘blind 

fortune” will be rich anymore but those nations who have invested money to hydrogen 

research.   

The first commenter has immediately a relevant question. Why Hydrogen and not 

something else? Why is it better worth it? (1) Commentators try to explain to each other why 

hydrogen has ground as much as (or more) than the other energy source or energy storage. 

During the nearly 2 years again and again comes up the problem what the difference is 

between storage and source. After the basic questions the participants of the topic start to 

looking for the “best solution” based on literature and being inventors. That is why the other 

periodic issue is to teach people hydrogen energy is not a ‘perpetum mobile,’  The intonation 

of the contest usually offensive but they leave space for higher and under educated 

commenters as well.  

• We can create answer just inside our frames. (53) ‘Első Polgár’ (First Citizen) would like 

to stake against the Hydrogen. (124) I am sure that safe storage and transport of hydrogen 

will be solved even with nowadays technology is impossible147). And ‘anyway’ the idea 

of Hydrogen economy is not to stupid., he says. (148). There are several hopeful trial, but 

it is a very difficult issue. 30 years can be a realistic estimation (255) 

• I can see the solution is the hydrogen (319) Are you an oracle who can see the future? 

(320) 

• We don’t know anything about the future cost but it is not guaranteed that You can drive 

cheaper. (384) 

                                                 

32 After the comments in the bracelets, the numbers are the ordinal numbers in the forum. 
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• What makes a technology to be the ‘technology of future.’ It is not enough when some 

‘dreamers’ name it but when the relevant actors of the economy start to use it because of 

the reason it is worth. (442) 

• ‘Wind wheels can produce hydrogen free’ (616) ‘Nothing is free’ (617) ‘I think we are 

getting closer to somewhere’ (624) 

 

In the end setting the ‘cui prodest’ question might help to build more and more open 

approaches. The recent feeling world-wide is unique now. It is that joining the hydrogen 

undertaking promises only premium (provided the “what to add to the process, how and when 

to do it?” is answered ‘correctly’). We are in an early hype-phase and acceleration of joining 

is typical and reinforces the acceleration dynamism (nations, car factories, energy producer 

firms, cities, etc). Strong signs for progress even much quicker than it was not long ago 

assumed. They are paired with quite aggressive communication to urge for further joining 

(e.g. demos everywhere). The leading question are now: ‘What I can add to the process and 

will it and how be taken up?‘ 

3.4 On current situation in Korean hydrogen industry 

We shortly present what happens in Korean hydrogen industry and how it evolves. Several 

official documents were analysed and a survey was conducted with deep interviews. Eleven 

hydrogen specialists with different backgrounds (three from governmental research 

institutions, three from firms, two from universities, one governmental expert, one from a 

national agency, and an from an NGO) participated in it from April, 2007 to August, 2007 in 

Korea.  

Korea faces several energy problems today. They are energy supply security, climate 

change, and economic growth by the renewable energy industry (MOCIE 2005; OECD 2006). 

Korea identifies hydrogen energy as a promising way to change carbon-based society to 

carbon free society. According to MOCIE (2005),33 ‘A national vision of the hydrogen 

economy and the action plan’, changing to the so-called hydrogen economy gives solutions 

and opportunities with respect to all the three problems. 

                                                 

33 The ministry of commerce, industry and energy 
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Due to growing energy demand, energy supply security is emerging as a major issue. 

Industry driving Korean economic growth is highly concentrated in energy-intensive sectors, 

for example, automobile, chemical, electronic and steel industries so that energy security has 

great importance for the Korean economy. At the extreme view, it could be said that Korean 

economic growth rate depends on how well fossil fuel is provided, especially oil.  

From the three issues, economic growth is the most important reason to develop 

hydrogen energy in Korea. The fact that MOCIE leads national R&D programs named 

“drivers of economic growth in the next generation” for hydrogen technologies is evidence 

supporting this argument. In contrast with the R&D program of MOCIE, the ministry of 

environment has not introduced R&D program associated with hydrogen energy up to now. 

It was likely that specialists would answer economic growth was the critical factor to the 

question regarding the purpose of developing hydrogen energy. However, it proved to be 

much controversy among them. Of the eleven respondents, ten answered that the hydrogen 

industry would have great potential and opportunities in the future. This implies that 

respondents regarded the other two issues as much important as economic development at the 

personal level, but hydrogen technology was adopted as high technology providing economic 

benefit at the national level.  

Korea has been one of the successful cases of the ‘catching-up experience’ in economic 

growth for several decades. It is well known that there is a strong linkage between the 

government and the large firms driving economic growth. On the one hand, government 

encourages the private side with combined industrial, technological, and financial policies. On 

the other hand, large firms, so called “Chaebol”, lead technological development and acquire 

technological capability by doing reverse engineering and realising vertical integrated 

organizations.  

As MOCIE (2007) evaluated Korea reaches 50~60% level of hydrogen technologies 

equivalent to frontier countries. Nobody objects that Korea is far behind the US, Japan and 

the EU; hence, most strategies and R&D activities stress how to diminish the technical gap. In 

other words, it has been seen that catching-up strategies are also adopted in hydrogen energy. 

Hydrogen industry is stimulated by national R&D programs. Government has invested a lot of 

money in hydrogen and fuel cell technology development programs. Most R&D programs are 

funded by MOCIE and the Ministry of Science and Technology (MOST). While MOCIE has 

put effort into exploiting technology for commercialization, MOST tries to support basic 

research underpinning the commercialization process. Invested fund is estimated around USD 

34.7 million from 1988 to 2002 only for fuel cell technology (OECD, 2006).  
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The government focuses on R&D network, but the interviewed specialists mentioned 

government had not only spent money for R&D, but also took a major role in forming the 

R&D network, and whould do the same in the future as well. (Share in R&D network is 

Government-driven 61%, Auto industry-driven 8%, Steel industry-driven 8%, Large firm 

international fuel cell firms 8%, and missing data 15%) 

Other active stakeholders are big companies  (MOCIE 2005; OECD 2006). Not 

surprisingly, large firms in Korea cover almost whole Korean industrial sectors ranging from 

electronics to automobile. Investing money in a various range of hydrogen application sectors 

including automobiles, stationary generation, mass generation and even mobile applications 

(Korean HE RD&D 2005) is closely connected with this Korean market circumstance. The 

government and large firms, for example, auto firms and gas firms pursue hydrogen industry 

to be realized and profitable.  

The master plan announced in 2005 was mainly led by the government. Its committee, to 

lay out the master plan, was composed of those who had played key roles in hydrogen-related 

fields. Most of them had backgrounds in engineering and economics. As a result, the master 

plan focused on describing how much money Korea should invest in R&D and infrastructure 

and how the energy portfolio, including hydrogen energy, would be varied, based on the 

quantitative analysis. Specific goals were explained in the master plan. For example, 

according to the master plan, hydrogen energy would account for 15% of total energy 

consumption in 2040 and one billion was required to invest in transportation in order to 

achieve the 2040 target (MOCIE 2005). The Korean master plan can be, therefore, regarded 

as forecasting rather than foresight. 

As I explained in the dissertation, the partnership between government and large firms 

has become strong over time. Both seek to find opportunities for commercialization by 

developing hydrogen technologies. At this time, partnership promotes their works to 

maximize economic benefit. The master plan is one output resulting from cooperative work 

by them. This has strongly originated from the ‘catching-up’ tradition.  

However, Korea has been doing well with the “catching-up” strategy in emphasizing the 

economic aspect, but it does not care much about social participation. This also applies to 

hydrogen energy technology. Results of the survey show the fact that social participation is 

not present in the Korean hydrogen community. The critical barriers, according to the 

respondents, are economic and technological feasibility (assessed: technological feasibility 

45%, economic feasibility 31%, social acceptance 8%, infrastructure 8%, lack in policy 8%). 

Only one expert had concerns about social acceptance. In this context, technology assessment 
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and a road map reflecting social considerations is missing. It is observed in the following 

events. First, a committee group for environmental economics organized in the national 

assembly and held a meeting in which hydrogen energy issues were discussed, but it paid 

little attention to the public and the mass media. This meeting failed to trigger any social 

movement. Second, social groups such as NGOs did not have a large portion when the master 

plan was published. In addition, they did not recognize what happens with hydrogen energy. 

Even people who were in charge of hydrogen energy in social groups were not specialized in 

hydrogen energy.  

3.5 Hydrogen economy comes to the real world? 

Heterogenous actors ranging from automobile to chemical firms have been interested in 

hydrogen energy and they make big investments. They network to reduce uncertainties and 

risks inherent in an emerging industry, while they have also already been competitive in 

reaching technological leadership. As a range of actors are competing and cooperating, 

technological development has accelerated recently. OECD (2006) investigated an outcome 

measured by patent applications in the Korean Intellectual Property Office and Koran 

publications related to fuel cells. It indicated that the number of patent applications rose from 

1 in 1994 to 10 in 2002. The trend of Korean publications was consistent with patent 

applications.  

To sum up, the hydrogen energy industry seems to gain a foothold in Korea to some 

extent. This is also supported by our survey in which more than half of the respondents 

thought that the hydrogen energy industry in Korea has overcome the predevelopment stage. 

However, social aspects are not yet considered as a major factor that will influence pathways 

and figures of the hydrogen society of the future. The plan and the blueprint for a hydrogen 

society in Korea is so determinate that it can hardly find space for other alternative ways up to 

now.  
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